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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF HAW AIT

In the Matter of the Application of

)
)

HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
HAW AIT ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY, INC.
MAUI ELECTRIC COMPANY, LIMITED

)
)
)

Docket No.

)

For Approval of Demand Response Program
Portfolio Tariff Structure, Reporting Schedule,
and Cost Recovery of Program Costs through
the Demand-Side Management Surcharge

)
)
)
)
)

APPLICATION
TO THE HONORABLE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF HAWAIT:
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. (“Hawaiian Electric”), HawaiT Electric Light
Company, Inc. (“HawaiT Electric Light”), and Maui Electric Company, Limited (“Maui
Electric”) (collectively the “Hawaiian Electric Companies,” “Companies,” or “Applicants”)
respectfully requests the Commission to:
(1)

Approve the Companies’ proposed tariff structure as described herein upon which
the Demand Response (“DR”) Program Portfolio is to be deployed. This structure
includes tariffs that are grid services-based, consisting of Rules that define the
services, Riders that define the DR programs to deliver those services and in some
cases corresponding Rates;

(2)

Approve the recovery of costs associated with the Companies’ DR programs
through the Demand-Side Management (“DSM”) component of the Integrated

1

Resource Planning (“IRP”) Cost Recovery Provision (“DSM Surcharge”). This
application does not seek approval of the actual surcharge amounts calculated
herein, as these are illustrative. Final calculations for programs through 2017 will
be submitted in a subsequent filing. This surcharge is deemed to be an interim
measure until base rates (including interim rates) that recover the DR program
costs go into effect in each Company’s next rate case;
(3)

Approve a 2-year program and budget approval cycle. The initial cycle will begin
on the effective date of the tariffs; and,

(4)

Approve the Companies’ proposed reporting structure, including annual
Accomplishments & Surcharges Report (“A&S Report”) and a Modifications &
Evaluations Report (“M&E Report”) every other year.

In addition to these approval requests, the Companies offer for the Commission’s
consideration, four proposed grid service tariffs which include preliminary grid service Rules
and examples of the corresponding DR Riders and Rates. These pro forma tariffs are filed as an
interim measure as the Companies refine both the Grid Services, in magnitude and value, and the
DR programs, as Riders/Rates, in terms of incentives, program rules, eligibility and enrollments.
The tariffs will be modified in concert with the Power Supply Improvement Plan (“PSIP”)
Update^ and will be filed, along with standard form customer service agreements, by mid-2016.
In that filing, the Companies will propose effective dates for the tariffs.

^ In accordance with Order No. 33320, Admitting Interveners and Participants, Identifying Observations and
Concerns, Specifying Initial Statement of Issues, and Establishing Schedule of Proceedings, issued by the
Commission on November 4, 2015 in Docket No. 2014-0183, the Companies shall file an Interim PSIP Update by
February 15, 2016 and shall file Supplemental, Amended and Updated PSIPs (“PSIP Update”).

I.

INTRODUCTION

In accordance with Order No. 32054, Policy Statement and Order Regarding Demand
Response Programs (“DR Policy Statement”) issued by the Commission on April 28, 2014, and
in accordance with the Companies’ Integrated Demand Response Portfolio Plan (“IDRPP”), the
Companies respectfully request that the Commission consider this interim^ Demand Response
Portfolio (“DR Portfolio”) filing and approve the Companies’ proposed Grid Services Tariff
structure, proposed cost recovery strategy and modified program reporting structure, while
taking into consideration for informational purposes only, the pro forma Grid Service Rules, DR
program Riders and DR program Rates. While the Companies recognize that the Rules, Riders
and Rates - and the selected portfolio - may change subsequent to the PSIP Update, the
Companies are filing this Application in alignment with previous commitments made to the
Commission and the expressed expectation by the Commission in Order No. 33027, in which the
Commission stated:
The commission supports the timeframe within which the HECO
Companies propose to implement the DR portfolio, and fully expects the
enumerated deadlines to be met.
In Order No. 32054, the Commission, among other things, directed the Companies to
develop a plan for an Integrated Demand Response Portfolio. On July 28, 2014, the Companies
submitted their IDRPP, on March 31, 2015, the Companies submitted an update to that plan
(“IDRPP Update”), on November 6, 2015, the Companies submitted a supplemental report to the
IDRPP (“IDRPP Supplemental Report”) regarding the Companies system response requirements,
and on November 20, 2015, the Companies submitted a revised IDRPP Supplemental Report.
^ The Companies’ IDRPP was filed on July 28, 2014 and updated on March 31, 2015 (“IDRPP Update”).
^ This filing is considered an interim filing in that the grid services and the underlying programs may be modified in
terms of quantity,value and rules and eligibility as a result of the forthcoming PSIP Update.

This Application proposes a broad range of potential DR programs that will deliver a wide array
of grid services, ranging from capacity to Fast Frequency Response (“FFR”), as defined in the
IDRPP Supplemental Report.
The proposed DR Portfolio herein will, as the Commission directed, (1) assist in the
integration of additional renewable resources into the grid, (2) provide additional ancillary
services, including, but not limited to, frequency management, regulation dispatchable resources,
and contingency reserve; and, (3) manage distribution system requirements."^
The proposed DR Portfolio delivers a wide range of grid services, including both
capacity and ancillary services. More broadly, the Companies propose a services-oriented tariff
structure that prescribes the establishment of four grid service tariffs: FFR, Regulating Reserve
(“RR”), Supplemental Reserve, and Capacity. The services are codified as “Rules” within each
tariff and the DR Portfolio is represented as service-specific Riders within each service tariff.
Specifically, the Companies’ proposed DR Portfolio includes the following DR programs as
shown in Table 1:

See DR Policy Statement at 6.

Table 1: DR Portfolio Programs
Programs

Grid Service
Tariff

Projected
Start Year

Pro-forma
T ariffs (i.e..
Rates and
Riders)

Potential
Aggregator
Contract

Pending
Advanced
Metering
Infrastructure
(“AMI”)

Capacity

2016

Rate

No

No

Fast Frequency
Response

2016

Rider

Yes

No

Supplemental
Reserve

2016

Rider

Yes

No

Critical Peak
Incentive (“CPI”)

Capacity

2016

Rider

Yes

No

Day Ahead Load
Shed (“DALS”)

Capacity’

2017^^ Rate^l^

Time of Use (“TOU”)
Fast Frequency
Response (FFR)
Non-spin Auto
Response
C‘NSAR”)/Supplemen
tal Reserve

"

No

Regulating Reserve
(RR)

Regulating
Reserves

2018

Rider

Yes

No

Real Time Pricing
(“RTP”)"

Capacity

2020

Rate

No

Residential1^^
Onl

The portfolio of 0‘ahu and Maui, Lana‘i and MolokaT programs, including the costs
associated with the underlying technology platform, the Demand Response Management System
(“DRMS”), is cost-effective with all benefit/cost test results greater than 1.0. This indicates that
the benefits to all customers - both participant and non-participant - outweigh the program costs.^
In addition to the DR Portfolio, the Companies also present a modification to the DR
program reporting structure. In particular, the Companies request that the now annual M&E

^ RTP programs (see Exhibit C) are designated for launch after the anticipated rollout of the smart grid underlying
infrastructure; Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) and smart meters.
® This analysis is based on a September 2015 reference case, which is being updated in the context of the PSIP
Update.

Report, filed in November each year, be submitted every other year, with a filing target of July.
This approach allows the Companies to execute an Evaluation, Measurement & Verification
(“EM&V)” of the current DR programs and seek approval for any proposed modifications in
advance of the subsequent operational year. At the same time, this affords the Companies the
benefit of evaluating and modifying programs on a two-year cycle. As a result, the Companies
propose that the DR programs, and their associated budgets, would be approved commensurately
on a two-year cycle. This approval cycle is being proposed as a transitional step until such a
time that the DR Portfolio is in sync with the rate case cycle. The Companies’ A&S Report
would remain an annual filing each March.
With respect to cost recovery, the Companies propose to continue employing the
existing DSM surcharge during enrollment and expansion phases of the IDRPP and until base
rates (including interim rates) that recover the DR program costs go into effect in the
Companies’ next set of respective full blown rate cases. During this time, the DR program costs
will vary due to unpredictable customer participation levels, and furthermore, the DR program
costs could also vary substantially as program costs will depend upon the actual customer
participation levels. The Companies will include future DR program costs as an Operations and
Maintenance (“O&M”) expense in the test year revenue requirements in each of the Companies’
next full blown rate case.
In this instant Application, the Companies seek approval of the services-oriented
tariff structure, proposed modifications to the DR program reporting framework and associated
two-year program and budget modification and review cycle and approval of the use of the DSM
Surcharge to recover DR program costs until the Companies are able to recover such costs in
base rates.

The Companies also offer, for the Commission’s consideration, pro forma Grid
Service Rules and corresponding program Riders that together form the basis of the
aforementioned tariff structure. All four grid service Rules and all 18 currently envisioned
Program Riders and six Rates are included as exhibits (Exhibit E) within this Application.
With this as an interim filing, the Companies will be focusing on collaborating with
other ongoing efforts to align DR with those efforts and correspondingly refine the DR portfolio.
In particular, the Companies’ DR team is working very closely with both the PSIP Update effort
to optimize the DR programs. On the one hand, the PSIP Update will potentially result in the
modification of the grid service requirements in both magnitude and value, while on the other
hand, the PSIP Update will be seeking to optimize the distributed energy resources (“DER”) and
DR resources, among other resources. In doing this, starting with the optimization of DER
programs such as self-supply and grid-supply, the DR potential study can be re-run using revised
inputs from that optimization effort. This data will not only include forecasted penetration rates,
but also include modified end use load shapes for end uses such as behind-the-meter (“BTM”)
storage. Ultimately, the new data will inform a new potential, with likely different costs and
acceptability rates. The resulting potential will be incorporated into the PSIP Update and the
Preferred Plan.
Similarly, the DR team has been assigned a role within the DER Phase i effort to
help modify the TOU Rates and identify value stacking opportunities for the DER-specific end
uses. The DR effort has already worked within the Companies’ Electrification of Transportation
(“EOT”) initiative to identify areas for close collaboration and has, as a result, enabled the

^ See Section V.C., pages 167-169, of Decision and Order No. 33258, issued in Docket No. 2014-0192 on October
12, 2015.

inclusion of forward-looking DR use cases within ongoing Research & Development (“R&D”)
and demonstration efforts related to electric vehicle (“EV”) charging.
Finally, the Smart Grid (“SG”) and DR efforts are also aligned, with the anticipated
implementation timelines for the Smart Grid Foundation Project (“SGF Project”) driving the
potential and benefits for several DR programs, most notably the Real-time Pricing programs,
which expect to absorb several preliminary DR programs and TOU Rates.
Refinements to the Application will be made in accordance with the DR Portfolio
Update as described in Section XL A. As the Companies revise quantities and values for both the
services and the programs as a result of the Preferred Plan that will be delivered via the PSIP
Update, final versions of the Tariff Rules, the DR Portfolio of selected programs and their
associated Riders with proposed effective dates will be filed for Commission approval.
Additional details around enrollment processes, specific end-use eligibility requirements and
performance verification will also be carefully considered, defined and documented as part of the
revised filing.
However, the Companies believe that the programs are adequately designed to meet
the spectrum of grid services as defined. Similarly, the grid services as defined in the recent
IDRPP Supplemental Report, which serve as the underpinning for the DR Portfolio, are also
conceptually accurate and comprehensive to ensure reliable operations of the grid.
The Companies believe that with the refinements to be undertaken over the next
several months, coupled with the holistic approach taken by the Companies to align key strategic
initiatives, this Application, and its key tenets should serve as the foundation upon which the

Expected filing date IQ 2015.

concept of an integrated demand response portfolio can be built and continue to evolve as the
market, technologies, system needs and customer behaviors continue to evolve.

II.

APPLICANTS

Hawaiian Electric, whose principal place of business and whose executive offices are
located at 900 Richards Street, Honolulu, Hawai‘i, is a corporation duly organized under the
laws of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i on or about October 13, 1891, and now exists under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Hawai‘i. Hawaiian Electric is an operating public utility
engaged in the production, purchase, transmission, distribution, and sale of electricity on the
island of 0‘ahu.
Hawai‘i Electric Light, whose principal place of business and whose executive offices
are located at 1200 Kilauea Avenue, Hilo, Hawai‘i, is a corporation duly organized under the
laws of the Republic of Hawai‘i on or about December 5, 1894, and now exists under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Hawai‘i. Hawai‘i Electric Light is an operating public utility
engaged in the production, purchase, transmission, distribution, and sale of electricity on the
island of Hawai‘i.
Maui Electric, whose principal place of business and whose executive offices are
located at 210 Kamehameha Avenue, Kahului, Maui, Hawai‘i, is a corporation duly organized
under the laws of the Territory of HawaiT on or about April 28, 1921, and now exists under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of HawaiT. Maui Electric is an operating public utility engaged
in the production, purchase, transmission, distribution, and sale of electricity on the island of
Maui; the production, transmission, distribution, and sale of electricity on the island of Moloka‘1;
and the production, purchase, distribution, and sale of electricity on the island of Lana‘i.

III.

CORRESPONDENCE

Correspondence and communications with regard to this Application should be
addressed to:
Dean K. Matsuura
Manager, Regulatory Rate Proceedings
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.
P. O. Box 2750
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96840-0001
Correspondence and communications from the Commission in regard to this
Application should be addressed to Dean K. Matsuura as listed above.

IV.

STATUTORY PROVISION OR AUTHORITY

The approvals in this Application are requested pursuant to Section 269-6, 269-7,
269-16, 269-94, and 269-95(1) of the HawaiT Revised Statutes, Sections 6-61-74 and 6-61-86 of
the rules of Practice an Procedure Before the Public Utility Commission, title 6, chapter 61 of the
Hawai‘1 Administrative Rules (“HAR”); the Decision and Order issued on December 30, 2009 in
Docket No. 2007-0416.

V.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Applicants’ capitalization as of December 31, 2014 was provided on pages 12-14
(Hawaiian Electric), 14-17 (HawaiT Electric Light), and 17-19 (Maui Electric) of the Hawaiian
Electric Companies’ Application for approval of the issuance of and purchase of common stock,
filed June 18, 2011, in Docket No. 2015-0172, and is incorporated by reference herein pursuant
to HAR §6-61-76.
The Applicants’ audited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2014
(audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP), included in Hawaiian Electric’s and HEEs Securities

and Exchange Commission Form 10-K dated February 26, 2015, were filed with the
Commission on March 3, 2015, and are incorporated by reference herein.
The Applicants’ latest available balance sheet and income statement for the 12
months ending September 30, 2015 (unaudited) were filed with the Commission on November
16, 2015, and are also incorporated by reference herein.

VI.

EXHIBITS

Included in this instant Application are the following exhibits:
■

Exhibit A Potential Study

■

Exhibit B DR Portfolio Benefits: Avoided Cost Report

■

Exhibit C DR Program Attributes

■

Exhibit D Rules Grid Services

■

-

Exhibit D1 Rule No. [XX] - Capacity Grid Service

-

Exhibit D2 Rule No. [XX] - Fast Frequency Response Grid Service

-

Exhibit D3 Rule No. [XX] - Regulating Reserve Grid Service

-

Exhibit D4 Rule No. [XX] - Supplemental Reserve Grid Service

Exhibit E DR Riders and Rates
-

Exhibit El Riders and Rates - Capacity Grid Service

-

Exhibit E2 Riders - Fast Frequency Response Grid Service

-

Exhibit E3 Riders - Regulating Reserve Grid Service

-

Exhibit E4 Riders - Supplemental Reserve Grid Service

■

Exhibit F DR Programs Total Costs

■

Exhibit G Business Case

■

Exhibit H Cost Recovery
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■

Exhibit I

Estimated DSM Surcharge Calculations for the Companies

Exhibits A, B, E, and I contain confidential cost and benefit information. This
confidential information is also reflected in Sections XII and XIII within this Application. In
addition, this information continues to undergo refinement and update as discussed in Section
XL A of this instant Application. If this information is publicly disclosed, it could harm the
Companies’ ability to negotiate competitive agreements for the delivery of DR resources.
Accordingly, unredacted versions of these exhibits and this Application will be provided
separately after a protective order is issued in this docket.

VII. BACKGROUND
A.

Brief Procedural Background
On April 28, 2014, in the DR Policy Statement, the Commission directed the

Companies to “undertake, immediately and expeditiously, an overhaul of their existing DR
programs by (1) consolidating those programs into a single integrated DR portfolio;
(2) establishing appropriate overall objectives and goals for the integrated portfolio, as well as
each individual program within the portfolio; and (3) developing and utilizing appropriate
standards to measure the performance of, and the overall benefits achieved by, the integrated
portfolio and each individual program within the portfolio.”^
On July 28, 2014, the Companies filed their IDRPP in Docket No. 2007-0341. The
IDRPP included the actions the Companies plan to undertake to acquire cost-effective DR
resources that benefit all customers.

See Order No. 32054 issued on April 28, 2014, in DocketNo. 2007-0341, at 84.
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On March 31, 2015, the Companies filed the IDRPP Update based on the feedback
received on the initial IDRPP filing. The IDRPP Update included, among other things, the initial
findings of the Avoided Cost analysis and Benefit-Cost ratios, and a set of near-term 2015 tasks
in support of DR implementation.
On July 28, 2015, by way of Order No. 33027, the Commission assigned a “Special
Advisor” to guide, monitor, and review the IDRPP process (“Order Appointing Special
Advisor”). Since then, the Companies, the Special Advisor, the Commission, and the HawaiT
Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs Division of Consumer Advocacy (“Consumer
Advocate”) have engaged in numerous technical exchange meetings pertaining to the design and
implementation of the IDRPP.
Following nearly three months of close collaboration with the Special Advisor and
the Consumer Advocate, on November 6, 2015, the Companies’ filed an IDRPP Supplemental
Report in Docket No. 2007-0341 that presented the Companies’ system response requirements,
and submitted a Revised IDRPP Supplemental Report on November 20, 2015. The IDRPP
Supplemental Report defined a suite of grid services and depicted both the methodology and
results for calculating the system need as kinetic energy for FFR services, while providing both
the equations and results for RRs, Supplemental Reserve and Capacity services.
B.

Current State of DR Programs
As directed in Order No. 32660, issued on February 2, 2015, maintenance of the

existing DR programs for Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric will “continue, without
modification, until either a further order is issued concerning these programs, or the commission
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issues an order addressing the IDRPP.”

The Commission likewise allowed Hawaiian Electric

and Maui Electric to continue to utilize the DSM Surcharge for the recovery of customer
incentive payments associated with the existing, ongoing DR Programs.The Companies
currently dispatch and manage three DR programs across two islands, 0‘ahu and Maui, as
follows:
1.

Residential Direct Load Control Program

The Residential Direct Load Control (“RDLC”) Program was initially authorized in
2004 as a five-year pilot program (i.e., 2005-2009) and, as set forth above, continues to be
maintained pending Commission order.

The RDLC Program allows participation from eligible

residential customers with electric water heaters and/or central air-conditioning (“A/C”) systems.
Program participants receive monthly fixed financial payments in exchange for allowing
Hawaiian Electric the opportunity to curtail the customer’s water heater, A/C or both.
Participants in the program receive the necessary technology (i.e., hardware and services) at no
cost and a financial monthly incentive for program participation. As of the end of 2014,
Hawaiian Electric’s RDLC Program controls approximately 14.7 MW (customer level) of peak
load reduction, where there are approximately 35,850 participants (32,100 water heaters and
3,750 A/C) in the program.

See Order 32660, Ordering Paragraph 1, issued on February 2, 2015, in Docket No. 2007-0341.
See id. at Ordering Paragraph 2. See also id at 17: “Next, the Companies request the authority to continue to
recover DR incentive payments through the DSM Surcharge. This request is consistent with past recovery of these
payments, and, pending a commission decision with respect to the IDRPP, may be continued.”
S^ Order 32660, Ordering Paragraph 1.
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2.

Commercial and Industrial Direct Load Control Program

The CIDLC Program was initially authorized in 2004 as a five-year pilot program
through 2009, and continues to be maintained pending Commission order.

The CIDLC

Program consists of two program elements: (1) the Direct Load Control (“DLC”) program
element, which targets large commercial and industrial (“C&I”) customers, and (2) the Small
Business Direct Load Control (“SBDLC”) program element, which targets smaller C&I
customers. Program participants receive financial incentive payments in exchange for allowing
Hawaiian Electric the opportunity to curtail loads at the participants’ facilities. As of the end of
2014, Hawaiian Electric’s CIDLC Program achieved approximately 12.7 MW (customer level)
of load impact. In all, 196 participants (36 large C&I, and 160 small and medium businesses)
were active in the CIDLC Program as of December 31, 2014.
3.

Fast DR Program

The East DR Pilot Program was initially authorized in November 2011 as a three-year
pilot program (i.e., 2012-2014) and continues to be maintained pending Commission order.^"^
The East DR Pilot Program offers eligible commercial customers the opportunity to participate in
an ‘interruptible’ DR program that acts as a “quick start” bridging resource intended to facilitate
grid operations management of increasing levels of variable intermittent renewable energy.
Program participants receive monthly financial payments in exchange for allowing Hawaiian
Electric the opportunity to curtail the customers’ load. As of the end of 2014, Hawaiian
Electric’s East DR Program controls approximately 7.0 MW (customer level) of peak load
reduction, where there are 40 participants in the program. Maui Electric’s East DR Program

See id.
See id.
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controls approximately 0.2 MW (customer level) of peak load reduction, where there are 4
participants in the program.
C.

Stakeholder Engagement
The Companies have engaged key stakeholders throughout the IDRPP process. On

October 17, 2015, the Companies held the first IDRPP stakeholder meeting. At that meeting, the
Companies shared the concepts articulated in the IDRPP and gathered comments, questions,
feedback and concerns from a diverse stakeholder community. Of particular interest was that
although the Companies had an advanced auction concept, stakeholders raised a concern that in
most jurisdictions, auctions have relied on the existence of a defined, mature and robust
wholesale market.
On March 23, 2015, prior to issuing the IDRPP Update, the Companies hosted a
second stakeholder meeting. At that meeting, the main topics communicated were the Avoided
Cost analysis, the revised IDRPP implementation plan, and the intention to advance with a Grid
Services Request for Proposal (“RFP”). As a result of discussions and feedback received during
this session, the Companies were encouraged to consider filing a Supplemental IDRPP filing
focused on the definition and quantification of system needs to serve as the basis for the
development of DR programs.
The Companies plan to host a third stakeholder meeting, subsequent to the
submission of this Application.
D.

Solicitations
1.

DR Services and Technology Providers Request for Information

On November 14, 2014, the Companies issued a Request for Information (“RFI”),
RFI #110114-01 to services and technology providers. As a result of the internal and stakeholder
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concerns with the auction market approach, the Companies issued this RFI to gauge the level of
interest in an auction model as well as overall interest in the Hawai‘i DR market - in both the
aggregator and the service provider models. The majority of the more than 50 services and
technology providers who responded to this RFI expressed a preference against an auction
mechanism. In general, the vendors felt that there was far too much uncertainty in this market to
support the auction model. As a result, the Companies decided to begin the process of exploring
DR services procurement via a more conventional RFP.
2.

Grid Services RFP

On May 1, 2015, the Companies issued an RFP #061715-02, “Provision of Grid
Services Utilizing Demand-Side Resources” (“Grid Services RFP”) to solicit companies that
could provide various DR services. The Grid Services RFP targeted known and potential DR
providers. In the Grid Services RFP, the Companies offered definitions of grid services
consistent with those published in the IDRPP. In order to let the market speak of the true DR
potential for State of HawaiT, the Companies offered limited guidance on costs and the amount
of DR resource required. Twenty-three (23) proposals were submitted and nine finalists were
chosen at the end of June 2015. As yet, no contracts have been executed, given the Companies’
work to validate the value of these grid services through assessment of system needs and the
associated Avoided Cost modeling, both completed as part of this Application. With the
completion of the foregoing analysis, the Companies will resume discussions with these bidders
to finalize contracts in 2016 for the delivery of DR services within the proposed tariff structure.
All contracts will be contingent to Commission approval of this Application.
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3.

Demand Response Management System f“DRMS”) RFP

On May 22, 2015, the Companies issued their DRMS RFP #060815-03 to solicit bids
for a DRMS that is anticipated to serve as the central hub for all DR programs and resources,
including customer-sited DERs such as photovoltaic (“PV”), distributed storage, and EV
resources, and the provisioning and interconnection of third-party head-end systems. To meet
the Companies’ anticipated operations, the requirements specified in the DRMS REP were
deliberately broad and opportunistic to provide the Companies with the flexibility and capability
to meet future requirements while satisfying the Companies’ existing and defined needs. Nine
bidders responded to the REP. These bidders were evaluated and shortlisted on August 20, 2015,
at which time four DRMS vendors were invited to present their DRMS solution. On November
5, 2015, the OMNETRIC Group was notified that they were selected as the DRMS solution
provider. Similar to the Grid Service REP, it is anticipated that a contract will be finalized in
early 2016 and will be contingent upon Commission approval of the DRMS Application.
E.

Alignment with Key Initiatives
The Companies recognize the importance of fostering an integrated and holistic

approach to system planning, as DR represents an important part of the resource mix going
forward. As such, the Companies have undertaken steps to ensure an alignment between the
IDRPP and other transformational efforts, such as, the DER docket (Docket No. 2014-0192), the
PSIP docket (Docket No. 2014-0183) and other important initiatives, such as the SGE Project
and the EOT. To date, program design, the DR program roadmap, and the integrated DR
Portfolio have been synchronized in accordance with SGE Project implementation plans.
Specifically, residential RTP programs (see Section IX. A) are designated for launch after the
anticipated rollout of the SG underlying infrastructure: AMI and smart meters, finally, through

the DRMS RFP, a conscientious effort has been made to look to the future and ensure the
incorporation of the anticipated populations of various DERs, including PV, BTM storage, and
EVs, to name a few.

VIII. METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS
The goal of implementing a DR Portfolio is to provide cost-effective dispatch options
for each island’s system operations and correspondingly to provide all customers with lower bills
as a result, with the additional option for individual customers to reduce their energy bills further
by participating in a DR program. All customers will have the opportunity to participate in one
or many programs. The DR resources^^ available will increase for each island grid, providing
System Operations with more capability to meet the requirements of each system.
The process started with defining the system requirements, creating different
technology agnostic programs that could fit each system requirement, quantifying the maximum
and achievable DR potential for each proposed program, then quantifying and valuing the
fundamental system requirements and then identifying the Avoided Cost for different DR
scenarios, while keeping the other resources static in the reference case, then finally selecting the
best fit cost-effective portfolio of programs. Each program will transform as the Companies
learn more about customer behavior and in consideration of updates to our resource plans.
1.

Definition of Grid Service Requirements (System Needs)

Establishing the value of system needs has helped develop the design of new DR
programs. The Commission demonstrated clear support and emphasized the importance of
defining such needs. The Companies defined and quantified the system requirements for each

The term “DR resources” as utilized in this Application is inclusive of any customer-sited DERs, including but
not limited to PV, disttibuted storage, and EV resources.
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Grid Service.

The requirements shown in the filing are a subset of the actual requirements

needed for production cost modeling, which requires yearly, hourly, and sub-hourly data over the
modeling time horizon.
The Grid Service Requirements serve as the foundational need for services that could
be provided by DR programs, and other resources. The Grid Service Requirements defined in
the IDRPP Supplemental filing are an essential input into the Potential Study and Avoided Cost
modeling effort to value grid resources, and are crucial in the development of future DR program
offerings. The Companies recognize that system needs evolve over time due to a multitude of
factors that are all intricately interrelated, thus making the process to define, quantify and support
such needs an iterative one. Changes are anticipated as the Companies learn more about the
Companies’ ever changing electrical system.
2.

Potential Study

The Potential Study performed by Navigant Consulting, Inc. (“Naviganf’) is
presented in Exhibit A. The study assists in forecasting the quantity of MW by customer type or
end uses (i.e., water heaters, air conditioning, etc.) that the Companies can target in each
program. Analysis utilized hourly load profiles by customer type and end-uses to estimate the
DR potential. Hourly and yearly result data is separated by program, market segment, end use,
and building type. The Potential Study estimated the achievable and technical potential, and the
estimated costs for each program. The analysis accounted for eligible market size and
participation rates providing capacity and ancillary services. The proposed program cost
estimates used legacy costs along with mainland costs to account for characteristics that are

See “IDRPP Supplement: System Response Requirements” filed on November 6, 2015, in Docket No. 2007-0341
and revised version filed on November 20, 2015.

considered experimental by the Companies. The risk in this approach is that the potential costs
could be over - or under - stated. The Companies will rerun the analysis prior to the next filing
to test certain key Hawaii-specific assumptions. Moving forward, this analysis will be
continually updated and refined as programs are implemented and actual data is collected.
The information created by the Potential Study was used in the Avoided Cost study.
The Avoided Cost analysis started with the achievable potential as a base case, then iterated the
analysis on varying amounts of potential for each program to determine the best combination of
program quantities. Navigant also provided detailed results in pivot tables for further breakdown
of end use, program, cost, and scenarios by hour, month, and year.
Although this information created by Potential Study uses today’s resource and
demand forecasts, the system load shapes may change over time, therefore changing future
forecasts. For example, if more EVs can charge in the middle of the day through a commercial
EV program, then the load shape forecast would change, increasing the available potential to the
middle of the day, instead of at peak. Prior to the next iteration of this filing, the Potential Study
will be executed again, with particular focus on a few key elements, firstly, the Companies will
continue to explore assumptions related to the expected load shapes and curtailability of various
end uses to ensure that sufficient adjustments have been made to the assumptions to account for
Hawaii-specific behaviors. Secondly, given the fact that retail rates are very high in HawaiT, it
may stand to reason that customer adoption may be more sensitive to variations in incentives.
The Companies will re-examine this in the context of the Potential Study, but also work through
an experimentation process once programs are approved to better understand that specific
sensitivity. Lastly, the DER optimization as part of the PSIP Update will likely result in two
important considerations from the perspective of the potential Study: 1) Revised targets for end
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use penetrations, especially BTM storage, 2) Lower costs to programs that allow DERs as an end
use, because it will be assumed that the customers have already installed these end uses based on
separate economic value from DR; and 3) Acceptability percentages, specifically for DER
customers, are likely to be much higher than conventional adoption rates for DER programs.
3.

Avoided Cost Modeling

Avoided Cost preliminary results were first filed in the IDRPP Update on March 31,
2015 in Docket 2007-0341. Subsequent to this, the Companies worked with Black & Veatch, the
Companies’ consultant, to perform sub-hourly Avoided Cost analysis, as stated in the
Implementation section of the IDRPP Update filing.^^ Avoided Cost analysis used Potential
Study results, attributes of each proposed program, and system requirements filing to estimate
DR benefits. Results are presented in Exhibit B.
The first objective of the Avoided Cost analysis was to quantify and value the discrete
services required to meet system response requirements over a 15-year horizon for each island.
Once the amount and value of services had been quantified, the second objective was to assess
the operational and economic value of DR programs to meet these services. To the extent
feasible, the value of services was monetized; other metrics reported included the annual (or
finer resolution) amount megawatt-hour (“MWh”) of curtailed renewables and unserved demand.
The value was only to be captured at the service and portfolio level. The tariffs will show the
services value for the entire portfolio. The Riders provide the incentives to the customers.

Hawaiian Electric Companies’ “IDRPP Update” filed on March 31, 2015 in Docket No. 2007-0341, page 53.

Avoided Cost analysis resource plan model input assumptions presumed 2014’s PSIP
Preferred plan with a few updates.

The DR programs were modeled as a resource with grid

service attributes or system load modification. Initial runs started with the Naviganf s achievable
MW potential to determine where material value is realized. Subsequent runs tried modifying
program attributes, like increasing total events per year, or combining programs to match the
requirements of resources that could be replaced.
Once the portfolio was chosen, a sensitivity analysis was performed to determine how
resource modification would affect the Avoided Cost and how programs that were not
cost-effective could be modified to become cost-effective. As an example, RR was reduced to 0
MW from its original potential, to calculate the change in total avoided cost if a RR program
didn’t materialize. Programs that did not make the portfolio are not cost-effective, or did not
provide other reliability benefits. Resources or customer behavior can change the Companies’
power supply plans, which will directly affect the DR programs.
Prior to the next iteration of this filing, the Avoided Cost analysis will be executed
again, with particular focus on a few key elements. The updated Avoided Cost analysis will
ultimately finalize the portfolio of programs. First, the Companies will update the PSIP,
effectively changing the underlying assumptions for each island system. Second, new potential
study results, informed by adjustments made to forecasts and costs, will serve as an input to a
new avoided cost analysis. Third, the TOU and DATS programs will transition to RTP in 2020.
The amounts of MWs shown in 0‘ahu’s potential (See Exhibit F) do not portray this transition
accurately. This transition was identified late in the avoided cost analysis, but the Companies

See Hawaiian Electric Companies’ “IDRPP Supplement: System Response Requirements” filed on November 6,
2015 mDocketNo. 2007-0341. Exhibit A.

will include adjustments to this transition in the next iteration. Fourth, the Companies will
search for cost efficiencies within the analysis by aligning program implementation schedules
with PSIP resource updates that can reduce cost. This will be an iterative process, wherein the
findings are continuously calibrated against approved integrated resource plans. More
information on the next iteration of the Avoided Cost modeling can be found in Section XL A.

IX.
A.

DR PORTFOLIO

Overall Obiectives of the DR Programs
In this filing, as an interim measure to continue to advance the concept of an IDRPP,

the Companies aim to develop the framework and the foundation for a DR portfolio that can
assist in the integration of additional renewable resources onto the grid, contribute to system
reliability, offer customers greater control over their energy usage while offering the possibility
of lower customer bills. Ultimately, the Companies’ vision is for DR to mature to become a
fundamental component of a virtual power plant of renewable DER resources. To do this, the
Companies have developed - and plan to implement - a variety of DR programs that are more
cost-effective than service-comparable alternatives.
This DR portfolio aims to realize these objectives by enabling the delivery of grid
services, including frequency response, RRs, supplemental reserve, and capacity, through
customer-sited energy resources. The long-term vision for the portfolio is to leverage the
enabling infrastructure, as well as advanced distribution-level technologies, to deliver targeted,
diminution-level support with the same resources.
With this set of objectives in mind, the Companies have set forth a preliminary set of
DR programs to deliver these services with a corresponding set of estimated system benefits
(Avoided Costs).

specifically, these programs are designed to:
■

Change how kilowatts are consumed in a manner that is beneficial to overall
system operation; specifically by shifting a portion of system load to off-peak
times. This shift aims to increase consumption of minimum load generation and
reduce potential curtailments of renewable generation.

■

Reduce peak loads to possibly avoid or defer new generation capacity.

■

Help regulate or manage photovoltaic and wind variability.

■

Foster system reliability by delivering fast response resources for durations.

■

Offer non-fossil fuel based bridge resources to supplement system generation
until either demand drops or other units are brought online.
1.

Strategic Vision

The long-term view for DR is built upon a two-pronged strategic vision, where the
first tenet of that vision is for the DR portfolio to be a holistically-integrated resource within the
Companies’ integrated planning efforts moving forward. Implicit in the first tenet is that DR
must, necessarily, be aligned with other key strategic initiatives in order to realize that
integration. The second tenet is for DR to evolve into a market-based portfolio whereby there is
sufficient DR participation for supply and demand to define the amounts and value of DR
resources.
a)

Power Supply Improvement Plan (Docket No. 2014-0183)

The Companies recognize that the DR initiative must be aligned with the PSIP efforts
and that this alignment needs to be both a near-term and long-term at its core. In terms of
near-term alignment, as noted, this program portfolio Application serves as an interim
Application. The quantity and value of the underlying services that DR programs deliver, the

DR programs’ potential and associated costs and incentives underlying them, as well as the
cost-effective levels of these programs will be re-examined in tandem with the upcoming PSIP
process.
Specifically, the DR initiative plans to receive, based on the DER optimization steps,
a more refined target for the DER end use populations used in the DR Potential Study. In
particular, the DER populations will be determined while assuming economic impacts of specific
TOU Rates as the baseline for the DER deployments, most notably the BTM storage populations.
The anticipated load shapes of these end uses will also be calculated based on this fundamental
assumption. Additionally, assuming these populations are in place due to pre-existing economic
value, there is a cost reduction implication to the DR portfolio, as well as the likelihood of higher
acceptability rates, since the equipment is already in place. These new data points will be
incorporated into the Potential Study, which will be re-run during the PSIP work.
Also, with the revised DR potential, the Companies will then employ a similar
approach as described in Exhibit B - Avoided Cost Report, to re-establish aggregate MW impact
and cost profiles of the DR portfolio to the PSIP team. Given that the profiles provide aggregate
views of combinations of products and interactions, these profiles would be, in practicality, a
defined or fixed provision of each service by hour; individual modeling teams would determine
how to account for or model these aggregate DR services.
As one or more preferred plans evolve as a result of the PSIP effort, the Companies
will run/evaluate the need for/value of services and consider changes in underlying physical
assets to provide such services. Evaluation of need for/value of services in conjunction with
changes in ability of physical assets to provide such services will be a strong indicator of
continuing “fif ’ of DR portfolio.

Where this “fit” seems to be out-of-sync with the preliminary findings presented in
this filing, the DR team would identify if there is a need to reformulate the DR portfolio. If so,
the model would be re-run/refmed and the new aggregate profiles would be passed to other
modeling teams working on that particular path. As work on Preferred Plans firms up into
plan(s) to be presented to the Commission, the DR team will refine the DR portfolio accordingly.
Moving forward beyond the April 2016 PSIP filing, this process will be replicated in
the future. The Companies expect to incorporate the DR portfolio as an integrated resource
within regular power system planning efforts. Similar to the near-term integration with the PSIP
effort, the Companies will begin with the refinement of the system needs over time as the
guiding principle in defining the value for the services to be delivered. With this as a foundation,
the Companies will examine the existing portfolio and modifications made during the years
between planning efforts, and re-run the Potential Study and Avoided Cost exercise. Therefore,
an optimal DR portfolio will remain an intrinsic component of each integrated planning effort.
The Companies further anticipate that, as a result of the cyclical planning efforts and the impacts
on the underlying system needs, the tariff Rules upon which the DR programs are built may be
altered, either in terms of value or quantity. As such, the Companies anticipate that these tariffs
may need to be modified - or at the very least reconsidered - in alignment with the integrated
system planning efforts.
b)

Distributed Energy Resources (Docket No. 2014-0192)

The preliminary integration points between DR and DERs are technical requirements
and control opportunities. The DR portfolio must be aligned with the technical requirements
related to DERs as these will dictate the expectations anticipated capabilities and performance of
the DERs on the systems. Eurthermore, the DR portfolio must be aware of the underlying load
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shapes of the DERs such that the DR programs will have a solid understanding of the availability
of these resources at various points during the 24-hour day. The fundamental DER programs grid-supply and self-supply - will inform the expectations of these load shapes, and will also
define the technical requirements for participation in either program. Additionally, as described
above, the DER optimization analysis to be performed during the PSIP (Docket No. 2014-0183,
Instituting a Proceeding to Review the HECO Companies ’ Power Supply Improvement Plans)
will establish the targeted number of DER end uses. This, in turn, needs to be cycled back
through the DR Potential Study to help refine the anticipated populations. In addition, with the
fundamental assumption that these DERs will be adopted without the requirements of a DR
program, but rather based strictly on the baseline economics, the DR Potential Study can then
reasonably assume higher than conventional program acceptability rates because the DR
programs will be additional economic incentives to an existing device, rather than having to
encourage DER adoption in addition to program adoption. A revised potential for the DR
portfolio can then be delivered to the PSIP process as described in the previous section.
Moving forward, the DR team has a standing role in the Companies DER
transformation initiative, focusing on management and control of the DER end uses. In this
manner, the DR team will work closely with the DER team during the second phase of the DER
docket (Docket No. 2014-0192, Instituting a Proceeding to Investigate Distributed Energy
Resource Policies) to incorporate the approved DR programs as control options, refine these as
needed, and help perform the analysis required to determine the efficacy of TOU and the
enrollment requirements for DER customers.

DER customer enrollment requirements may present optionality across programs, with the requirement that a
customer enroll in at least one of the DER-eligible programs as a requirement for interconnection.

c)

Electrification of T ransportation

EVs play an important role as a potential DR resource. As the Companies move
forward with an increasingly diverse set of sub-initiatives that constitute a comprehensive EOT
initiative, the DR team will continue to assess those sub-initiatives for alignment with ongoing
DR efforts and, as appropriate, the potential inclusion of DR Applications.
The Companies’ current programmatic EOT efforts contain TOU Rates that target the
optimal time-of-day charging of EVs, and pilot deployment of charging infrastructure that can
align with future DR efforts.
Since 2010, the Companies have offered TOU Rates for EV owners that provide EV
owners incentives to shift charging load, as well as household load, to times of day which best fit
the demands of the grid. As part of its ongoing commitment to renewable generation, the
Companies recently proposed new EV TOU Rates, with lower daytime Rates to better align with
an increasing portfolio of distributed solar generation. The Companies will continue to monitor
the effectiveness of EV TOU Rates and potentially request modifications as more renewable
generation integrates with the grid. As the TOU Rates are refined, the Companies will examine
how TOU Rates impact system needs while gaining a deeper understanding of how particular
Rate structures impact the ability to target EVs through dynamic DR programs and pricing.
Accordingly, the Companies will continue to evaluate the system needs and the collective
opportunities to address them, both through the evolving static TOU Rate structure and
complementary actionable DR programs as the technologies continue to mature.
While the proposed TOU Rates would incentivize EV charging during the daytime
period, many EV owners may not be able to change their lifestyle to accommodate daytime
charging. To better accommodate our customers’ daily schedules, the Companies are evaluating

projects to support public and workplace charging for EVs. To accommodate tenants of multi
unit dwellings (“MUDs”), the Companies are also evaluating programs to support the
development of EV charging infrastructure in MUDs. This charging infrastructure has the
potential to develop controllable daytime load, which could support curtailment during under
frequency events as part of DR.
In the past, the Company-piloted EV charging infrastructure deployments for Level 2
chargers included, to a limited extent, direct load control capability and fast, autonomous
under-frequency load curtailment. This capability was implemented in the infrastructure
deployment collaboration between the Companies, the State Energy Office, Better Place and
AeroVironment in the EV Readiness Grant Opportunity pilot. The Companies will further
evaluate the expansion of this capability and explore expanded integration and alignment with
the DR Program as use cases for workplace and MUD charging are identified and assessed.
To expand public charging infrastructure, the Companies are installing and operating
public direct current (“DC”) fast charging stations within their respective territories. In
conjunction with the Electric Power Research Institute (“EPRI”), the Company will develop and
demonstrate DR on the CHAdeMO DC fast charging standard,

currently supported by Kia,

Mitsubishi, Nissan, and Tesla. In the near-term, the project plans include demonstrating the
curtailment of DC fast charging by limiting the output to 25 kW during DR events. The
Companies are also involved in a demonstration of a mobile battery DC fast charging system
with DR capabilities. The Companies will acquire data on the effectiveness of this charging
station for DR capabilities at a commercial setting.

CHAdeMo is a DC fast charging standard recognized by the International Electtotechnical Commission (lEC).

The Companies are also evaluating technologies that control charging directly
through EVs. The EPRI Open Vehicle Grid Integration Platform (“OVGIP”) project will
demonstrate charge control through the EV, rather than the EV charging stations. With the
ability to utilize EV data, such as the battery state of charge, charge control through the EV may
provide more effective load management. The Companies plan to utilize the OVGIP with its
electric fleet. OVGIP presents an attractive head-end system for integration within the systemof-systems approach envisioned and targeted by the Companies’ DRMS procurement and
implementation.
Another manifestation of the coordination between EOT and DR efforts has been the
contemplation of migrating EV TOU Rates into the RTP programs envisioned for 2020 within
the DR portfolio. The Companies recognize that EVs, together with the diversity inherent in the
different EV charging scenarios, provide important DR end uses that are contemplated for a
variety of the proposed DR programs.
d)

SG Alignment

The Companies continue to promote and execute a close collaboration between the
SGE Project initiative and the DR initiative. In particular, as can be evidenced by the
forthcoming SG Strategy and Roadmap , the DR portfolio has taken into account the timing of
the technology integration between the DRMS and the various technology elements of the SG
architecture, including the Meter Data Management System (“MDMS”) and the Customer
Pacing Solutions (“CES”) customer portal. Additionally, the alignment has contemplated the
deployment schedule of the AMI, including the network and the meters themselves. This
alignment is reflected in the program implementation schedule, which points to the launch of
SG Roadmap, in parallel with the SG Foundation Project, is expected to be filed in Q1 2016.
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residential pricing programs to commence subsequent to the full deployment, while also
depicting the migration of existing programs into pricing programs at that time. Finally, the
replacement of DLC switches, which are currently one-directional paging switches that will be
replaced with smart, bi-directional wireless switches over the proposed AMI network, is also
factored into the SG schedule. Both teams have also collaborated on establishing
communications requirements for near-term program implementation with sufficient
flexibility/extensibility such that they do not preclude leveraging a robust AMI network in the
future.
e)

Market Evolution

As mentioned, a goal of the envisioned program portfolio is to help foster an
evolution towards a market-based system. This market may manifest itself in two distinct ways:
(1) dynamically-priced services that allow for direct or indirect customer participation, and (2)
affording market participants, such as intermediaries or aggregators, to bid for the delivery of
services beneath a market cap that is derived from Avoided Cost calculations. While this is a
goal, the Companies recognize that there are foundational pieces that need to be in place before
this vision can be realized. Generally speaking these are technical on the one hand and process
or operationally specific on the other. With respect to technical foundational components, the
Companies will need the price delivery vehicle to enable dynamic pricing type programs, which
can be handled by the DRMS.
Additionally, Virtual Top Nodes (“VTNs”) and/or Virtual End Nodes (“VENs”)^^
need to be capable of receiving, interpreting and responding to price signals and scheduling end

VTNs and VENs represent coordinators (gateways, head-end systems, etc.) of end uses or end uses themselves
utilized in DR programs.
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use actions accordingly. On the process or operations side, the Companies must develop, with
confidence, an approach to establishing and testing price signals such that they cannot only drive
the responses required, but that these responses result in the anticipated effects on the system.
This effort will require a feedback loop with the DR portfolio design and modification efforts to
ensure that alignment.
2.

DR Programs

This Application presents nine DR programs that are candidates for the portfolio;
these were each evaluated in the Potential Study.

Each of the nine DR programs as shown in

the picture below has been assigned a grid service that it will meet. Each program will be
designed to provide resources that can either directly or in combination with other programs,
replace a more costly resource. An iteration analyzing which combination presented the best
cost-effective DR programs was performed in the Avoided Cost Analysis.The Avoided Cost
analysis resulted in advancing programs that were beneficial for each island in terms of their
relative benefit and ultimately their contribution to a cost beneficial portfolio; the resulting
programs are presented in Selected DR Programs Section XILB. The cost-effectiveness analysis
determined which islands were capable of implementing a cost-effective DR Portfolio, although
further analysis is required before finalizing the entire portfolio of programs for each island. The
following figure is a list of programs and their associated grid services.

See Exhibit A of this Application for more details.
See Exhibit B of this Application for more details.
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Figure 1: Grid Service to Program Mapping

a)

Capacity Grid Service

Capacity for generation is defined as the amount of capacity that can be assured in the
next four hours of the resource. The resource does not have to be under Automatic Generation
Control (“AGC”) control to reach its maximum rating to be considered Capacity. Unit control
can be by AGC, manual or any combination of control as long as the output is controllable and
predictable by some method.
Described below are six different types of DR programs that could potentially serve
as a capacity grid service.
■

RTP is a capacity grid service resource capable of providing hourly retail rate
prices to customers up to six hours before the event day starts. Retail rates
will be based on weather, system resource availability, and forecasted load
profile. As mentioned earlier. Residential RTP requires an AMI infrastructure

to be in place where the customers are able to change their electric usage
pattern based on the different hourly retail rates provided by the Companies.
TOU is a capacity grid service resource capable of providing a static period
pricing rate for on-peak, off-peak, and mid-day times of the day to residential
customers only. Customers are encouraged, through the price differential, to
shift their energy usage from the peak time of day to the night or middle of the
day, when solar PV is at its peak. Once RTP becomes available, TOU
programs are expected to end and the participants will have an opportunity to
enroll into RTP.
DALS is a capacity grid service resource capable of providing a static period
pricing rate are delivered six hours before the event start day for on-peak, offpeak, and mid-day times of the day to commercial customers only. Customers
are encouraged, through the price differential, to shift their energy usage from
the peak time of day to the night or middle of the day, when solar PV is at its
peak.
Minimum Load (“ML”) is a capacity grid service resource capable of
providing increased load in the middle of the day by incentivizing customers
to shift their usage to the middle of the day. While identified as an option, this
program was not used in any of the portfolios’ analysis because the benefits of
load shifting programs, such as TOU, DALS, or RTP, were already fulfilling
the load flattening benefits.
PV Curtailment (“PVC”) is a capacity grid service resource capable of
issuing curtailment of customer’s PV during times when minimum must run
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generators are within a specified threshold limit that requires more load on the
system in order to prevent sudden shut down of an online generator.
■

CPI is a capacity grid service resource capable of providing peak load
reduction during emergency situations when not enough generation resources
are available. The current existing Commercial DLC program could be re
classified under this program as part of the initial migration.
b)

Fast Frequency Reserve

FFR is a local discrete response to a change in frequency. FFR reduces the rate of
change of frequency and raises the frequency nadir. The response is immediate and allows time
for other offline and online resources to relieve stress on the system.
■

FFR program is a FFR grid service resource capable of responding to
contingency events within 30 cycles or less.

A customer who enrolls in this

program would have to be able to offer load resources that could respond to a
local discrete response in 30 cycles or less.
c)

Regulating Reserve

RR is the amount of unloaded capacity of regulating resources such that it may be
used by the System Operator to provide normal frequency regulation. A RR resource must be
immediately available to respond to commands from AGC to increase or decrease energy output
(or consumption) in a known and consistent manner.
■

RR program is a RR grid service resource capable of providing up and down
reserves to balance the variability of the system given high renewable

30 cycles is the maximum FFR response requirement dependent on total MW available. The requirement may be
less than 30 cycles after further analysis.
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penetration. A customer who enrolls in this program must be able to provide
a load resource that could respond within two seconds,
d)

Supplemental Reserve (10-minute reserve)

The Supplemental Reserve (“SR”) 10-Minute Reserve resources are used as capacity
resources for the restoration of Regulating and/or Contingency Reserves. These resources are
typically off-line, fast start resources, but can also be made up of on-line capacity resources that
are not being used for other purposes.
■

NSAR program is a 10-minute SR capable of replacing other resources that
are used for Spinning Reserves. It may also be used for the replacement of a
contingency grid battery when paired with an FFR program. A customer who
is enrolled in this NSAR program would have 10-minutes to respond and
reduce their enrolled load resource.

Program attributes are used to describe the details of a program that assists with
the customers’ selection process on which program best fits their ability to enroll. Attributes are
created using grid service requirements and experience with past DR program attributes.
Detailed program attributes of each of the programs are provided in Exhibit C. The next section
presents the proposed DR Portfolio tariff structure and its subcomponents that will incorporate
the program attributes and offer the DR programs to the customers and aggregators.

X.

DR PORTFOLIO TARIFF

The sections that follow present a description of the proposed tariff structure,
including the specific sub-components. While the Companies have provided pro forma tariffs
with Rules (see Exhibit D, Dl, D2, D3, D4), Riders and Rates (see Exhibit E, El, E2, E3, E4) the
Companies wish to reiterate that the attached pro forma Rules. Riders and Rates are illustrative
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and may be updated in a subsequent filing by mid-2016. Furthermore, the Companies intend to
include the associated form customer service agreements in that filing as well.
A.

Tariff Structure
Consistent with the Commission’s Policy Statement, the Companies submit for

approval a DR Portfolio tariff structure that sets forth the terms, conditions, and benefits that a
customer or aggregator may receive for managing loads through these services.The proposed
tariff structure is delineated by the grid services defined in the Companies’ IDRPP Supplemental
Report. The grid service requirements that are also included in the IDRPP Supplemental Report
have and will continue to significantly impact the design of each Grid Service Tariff in the DR
Portfolio.
In its entirety a Grid Service Tariff may be composed of: one Grid Service Rule
(“Rule”), a standardized Pro-forma Service Agreement (“Pro-forma S A”), one or more of a Grid
Service Rider (“Rider”), and in some cases on or more of Grid Service Rate (“Rate”) and/or
Utility/Aggregator Contract (“UA Contract”). At minimum, each Grid Service Tariff will
collectively define the grid service availability and capped MW amount, eligibility requirements,
required customer load management equipment, notification requirements, compensation
provided for participation, and other technical requirements by way of a combination of a Rule
and/or Rider(s), Rate(s), or UA Contract(s).
The core Grid Service Tariff elements are defined as follows:

In the DR Policy Statement, section VILE., page 114, the Commission directed the Companies, “[F]or those
demand response programs proposed to be included In the integrated portfolio that are being implemented and/or
operated on an ongoing basis (as opposed to a pilot program with a defined end date), the HECO Companies should
submit a pro forma tariff (that is, a proposed tariff that is not subject to the strictures of HRS §269-16) that sets forth
the terms, conditions, and benefits that a participating customer may receive, including, but not limited to,
eligibility, requirements, required customer equipment, other technical and engineering requirements, notification
requirements (if any), and compensation provided by the utility for participation.”

Rule: A Rule may include the definition of the grid services that are
discussed in Section IX. A as well as a maximum capped amount of MW that
the Companies needs to maintain reliability, as well as a capped amount
associated with the amount of each service the Companies expects to procure
via DR. The Rule may also contain the value of the grid service that may
inform aggregators that offer services that the Companies can procure. A
Pro-forma Service Agreement (“Pro-forma S A”) may also be appended to the
Rule. Upon Commission approval, the Pro-forma SA would be used to enroll
customers into a Rider.
Rider: A Rider will provide the details of the rules of participation that a
customer shall abide by under the Rider. Rules of participation could possibly
include requirements for: incentive calculations, enrollment, annual limits,
testing, event notification, load management equipment, consequences of noncompliance, and other relevant program attributes that directly impact a
customer’s participation under a Rider.
Pro-forma SA: The Pro-forma SA will be a standard agreement between a
customer and the Company, and will contain the general terms and conditions
that each party shall abide by. The Pro-forma S A will likely reference the
Riders in the DR Portfolio in which the customer is permitted to participate.
Rate: Unlike a Rider that must be appended to an existing schedule that a
customer is taking service under, the new Rates developed under this DR
Portfolio will conform to this proposed structure and offer pricing programs
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such as RTP. The Companies’ existing pricing programs will continue to
operate under currently published tariffs.
■

UA Contract: Unlike a customer, an aggregator does not take electric service
from the Companies, and is therefore not eligible to sign up for a Rider. In
order to make a grid service offering to the Companies, an aggregator must
sign up for the Grid Service Tariff and execute a UA Contract. The UA
Contract will likely closely resemble the requirements in the mirroring Rider;
however, the terms and conditions of the UA Contract will likely go through a
negotiation process.

Figure 2 provides a visual organization of the high level structure of a Grid Service
Tariff and how the elements of the tariff are conceptually related. The concept of a “program” as
depicted in Figure 3, consists of either a combination of Riders and UA Contracts, or will be a
Rate offered to customers who take electric service from Hawaiian Electric. Although the Riders
and UA Contract are different mechanisms to enroll MW under a Rule, they can be grouped
together and defined as a program. By constructing the Grid Service Tariff in this manner the
Companies can allow both customers and aggregators to simultaneously participate/offer grid
services for the same resource. As shown, the Rule is structurally central to the Grid Service
Tariff in that it provides the definition, high level requirements, and aggregated maximum MW
capped amount that a company may acquire. The Riders, Rates and UA Contracts then reference
back to and build upon the cornerstones of the Rule, and respectively define (at a more granular
level) the additive requirements that a customer or aggregator must meet in order to provide the
grid service as defined in the Rule.
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Figure 2: Pro-forma Grid Service Tariff Structure
1.

Overview of Grid Service Rules

In this Application, the Companies propose four pro-forma Grid Service Tariffs that
are delineated by the grid services defined in the Companies’ IDRPP Supplemental Report.
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They are provided as Exhibits D1-D4 of this Application and illustrated at a summary level in
Figure 3 below as the Capacity Tariff, the FFR Tariff, the RR Tariff, and the SR Tariff. At the
crux of the Grid Service Tariff following an identical pattern of delineation, are the Rules. Each
Grid Service Tariff will have a published Rule whereby the Rule will provide a definition of the

See Hawaiian Electric Companies’ IDRPP Supplemental Report, filed on November 20,2015, in Docket No.
2007-0341 at Section 2 - Grid Service Requirements Definitions, and Section 3 - Grid Service Requirements
Modeling Methodology and Results.

Grid Service, the value of the Grid Service (which will inform the market), provide a maximum
total limit of MW the Companies will purchase, and include Pro-forma SAs to be used for the
standard enrollment process of customers. Exhibit D includes draft Grid Service Rules for
informational purposes. The sections below provide a high level overview of each proposed
Rule.
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Figure 3: Grid Service Tariffs

a)

Rule for Capacity Grid Services

The Capacity Grid Service will provide the system with resources assuring
approximately 1.3 times the forecasted peak load for a maximum duration of four hours. This
Application proposes under the Capacity Rule, six programs that would allow customers to
enroll in either a Rate or Rider, and aggregators to execute a UA Contract, thus allowing
customers and aggregators to deliver Capacity Grid Services to the Companies. The six
programs further discussed in Section IX.A are RTF, TOU, DATS, ML, PV Curtailment and
CPI; see Exhibit D1 for additional details.

b)

Rule for FFR Grid Services

The FFR Grid Service will provide the system with resources capable of responding
to a contingency event, protecting the system from minimal underfrequency load shed. This
Application proposes, under the FFR Tariff, the FFR program that would allow customers to
enroll in a Rider, and aggregators to execute a UA Contract, thus allowing both customers and
aggregators to deliver FFR Grid Services to the Companies. The FFR program is further
discussed in Section IX. A; see Exhibit D2 for additional details.
c)

Rule for Regulating Reserve Grid Services

The Regulating Reserve Grid Service will provide the system with resources capable
of following the varying demand on the system. This Application proposes under the Regulating
Reserve Tariff, the Regulation Reserve program that would allow customers to enroll in a Rider,
and aggregators to execute a UA Contract thus allowing both customers and aggregators to
deliver Regulating Reserve Grid Services to the Companies. The Regulating Reserve program is
further discussed in Section IX. A; see Exhibit D3 for additional details.
d)

Rule for Supplemental Reserve Grid Services

The Supplemental Reserve 10-minute and 30-minutes Reserve Grid Service will
provide the system with resources capable of starting in 10 minutes or 30 minutes and will be
used during normal and generation conditions. This Application proposes under the SR Tariff,
the NS AR program that would allow customers to enroll in a Rider, and aggregators to execute a
UA Contract thus allowing both customers and aggregators to deliver Supplemental Reserve
Grid Services to the Companies. The NSAR program is further discussed in Section IX. A; see
Exhibit D4 for additional details.

2.

Grid Service Riders, Rates, and Aggregator Contracts

The Riders and Rates that pertain to the grid services described herein will provide
the requirements by which a customer shall participate in load management in order to receive an
incentive payment from the Companies or will pay varying amounts of prices depending on time
of day. In addition to providing participation requirements, the Riders and Rates will directly
reference a Rule which will provide additional requirements. It is possible for multiple Riders or
Rates to reference the same Rule, and it is also possible for a Rider or Rate to be used in
conjunction with other Riders which will be made explicit in each Rider. Rates will not be
combined with other Rates, but can be combined with other Riders. See Exhibit E for examples
of Riders and Rates.
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DR PORTFOLIO IMPLEMENTATION

Program implementation represents a challenging step in bringing the vision of the
DR Portfolio to life. On the one hand, the underlying Grid Service Rules and the associated
program Riders, and Rates need to be re-examined within the context of the PSIP filing. As
such, the implementation plan is dependent upon those results and any subsequent approval
timeline before implementation can proceed in earnest. Additionally, the approval of the
enabling technology - DRMS - is an important driver as that system, which will take 12 months
to be fully deployed and integrated, will have some impact on the ability to scale and utilize
programs in accordance with their full operational value.
The sections that follow walk through a depiction of the “Go-to-Markef ’ strategy for
these programs, the program rollout schedule by island and the strategy for near-term risk
mitigation to ensure adoption and operationalization of the portfolio and the ongoing evolution
and alignment of the programs into the future. As noted previously, the Companies intend to
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hold a third stakeholder meeting. One of the agenda items will be to review this implementation
plan and risk mitigation strategy, in addition to a review of the overall tariff structure, grid
services, DR Portfolio - and plans for refinement of that portfolio - and cost recovery strategy.
A.

DR Portfolio Update
Subsequent to this filing and in order to reflect the impact of the forthcoming PSIP

update, the Companies anticipate that it will be necessary to update and/or modify key elements
of the instant Application. In particular, the Companies will, through a tightly coupled
collaboration with the PSIP Update as described in Section IX. A, modify the tariff Rules as
needed, including annual MW targets for each service. Furthermore, the Companies will modify
the cost-effective levels of each DR program within the portfolio for each island, resulting in a
modified portfolio that may include variations in the currently projected target incentives for
each program, as well as the inclusion or exclusion of various programs relative to the currently
proposed portfolio, depending upon the revised avoided cost model and associated benefit-cost
analysis. The result of these efforts will be an updated filing that seeks approval for a DR
program portfolio, with actual tariff Rules, Rates and Riders. The specific steps to be undertaken
to appropriately modify this filing include:
1.

Potential Study

The Companies will re-examine the cost assumptions for each program; in particular,
the Companies will make adjustments to the costs assumed for DERs, and other cost
adjustments. But this assessment will not be limited to DER costs. Eurthermore, the Companies
will refine the forecasted number of DER customers resulting from the DER optimization work
and will also re-evaluate and refine the load shape assumptions made for DERs, especially BTM
storage, as these shapes will be modified through the DER optimization work. Lastly, the
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Companies recognize that acceptability rates, or adoption rates, for DR programs, especially
those that leverage all or in part customer-sited DERs that are subject to the DER TOU Rates, are
likely to be higher than current assumptions dictate. Each of these elements will result in
modifications to the potential for each DR program.
2.

New Avoided Costs

As grid services are refined, re-quantified and thusly re-valued, new avoided cost
model runs can be executed. The Companies will apply the revised program potentials to the
model already in place to help redefine the cost-effective levels for each program by island. This
effort will ensure that the Companies capture discrete program value and aggregate value
captured by stacking - or bundling - programs together to achieve effective economies of scale.
A resulting set of optimized DR programs will be used as a key input in the development of a
preferred system plan resulting from the PSIP Update.
3.

New Portfolio Definition

The Companies will be prepared to put forth a revised cost-effective and integrated
DR portfolio, consisting of the groups of programs resulting from the avoided cost modeling and
preferred plan refinement. The resulting portfolio will be used as the basis for the surcharge
calculations and the corresponding bill impact assessment.
4.

Rider Refinement & Finalization

While the Companies have attached multiple pro forma program Riders, these Riders
will need to be modified to be reflective of formal program Applications. The need to provide
firm incentive levels is of particular importance, but so too are a proposed enrollment plan and
more definition around the program rules - including but not limited to performance
measurement and verification. Eligibility requirements would also be reconsidered, including

definition around minimum kW commitments and assessment of the end uses load shape as a fit
for delivering the required service. Form customer service agreements will also be submitted
with the Rider updates.
5.

Surcharge Calculations

Based on the new portfolio, the Companies will re-calculate the DSM surcharge,
based on the new portfolio as well as the refinement of all program costs, including the
anticipated incentive levels for each program.
6.

System Benefit Verification Methodology

In parallel, the Companies will work to develop a methodology for verifying system
benefit realization. As noted in Section XI.D, EM&V at the program level is achievable based
on current best practices; however, measuring the avoided fuel costs, avoided O&M (both fixed
and variable), and ostensibly quantifying the avoided capital expenditures that would otherwise
have been made were it not for the DR programs breaks new ground. Some of these benefits
will require the Companies to work with industry leaders and to more fully examine best current
practices and thought leadership in this area to develop a proposed methodology for achieving
this M&V for DR programs - and the portfolio - from a system needs perspective. This
methodology would then be applied to the annual true-up to be applied to the DSM surcharge
annually.
B.

Go-to-Market Strategy
The Companies plan to engage the market as much as possible to facilitate, accelerate

and competitively price the delivery of the services contemplated within the DR Portfolio. With
that said, the Companies also expect to offer DR programs directly to customers, with the
support of third-party service providers.
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On May 1, 2015, the Companies issued an RFP #061715-02, “Provision of Grid
Services Utilizing Demand-Side Resources” (“Grid Services RFP”) to solicit companies that
could provide various DR services. The Grid Services RFP targeted known and potential DR
providers. The RFP had two pathways for the respondents, a firm provider approach and a
service-provider approach. The Companies defined that there are various tasks that must be
performed for a load to be enabled for DR use. A firm provider would provide all of the
necessary tasks to enable a DR load and would have direct contractual agreements with the
customers. A firm provider, also referred to as an aggregator, would then aggregate the DR
loads and provide a grid service back to the Companies for a price ($/kWh or $/kW).
Aggregators would provide the DR resources under a contract, whereby there would be
economic consequences if committed performance requirements were not met.
In first quarter of 2016, the Companies anticipate initiating contract discussion and
negotiations with the shortlisted aggregators. While the RFP did not specify the highest priority
to specific grid service or required load (MW), the contract negotiations will apply the necessary
parameters to execute a cost-effective DR program utilizing the aggregators. The program costs
will then be reexamined for all islands to separate the firm providers from the typical service
provider contracts.
Based on these negotiations, the Companies will be able to assess the contributions of
the firm providers and therefore the remaining needs will be fulfilled by service providers
relative to the forecasted quantities of cost-effective DR resources. The remaining quantities can
set the internal targets for the DR enrollment to be managed directly by the Companies.
The Companies have also begun the process of discussing DR opportunities with
self-aggregators. These key customers do not require the presence of a firm provider or a service
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provider, but represent large commercial customers that have their own service provider under
contract. As an example, some of the key potential customers that fit under this self-aggregation
model are Board of Water Supply, other water companies, Honolulu Authority for Rapid
Transportation, Department of Education, and Department of Defense. Self-aggregators
typically have a large operational load that allows for the Companies to negotiate with the self
aggregators to design and customize a DR solution that would deliver targeted grid services
while offering viable economic opportunities for these key customers.
C.

Program Implementation Schedule

The Companies plan to implement the DR programs in accordance with the following table.
Table 2: DR Program Implementation Schedule
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Program

T OU/Residential

■

2016

■

2019

FFR

■

2016

■

2030

NSAR

■

2016

■

2030

CPI

■

2016

■

2019

DAL S/Commercial

■

2017

■

2019

RR

■

2018

■

2030

RTP

■

2020

■

2030

Underlying assumptions implicit in this roll out schedule are:
■

TOU (DER TOU pM'ticipants), Commercial DATS and CPI customers will
migrate to RTP programs once the necessary infrastructure is in place.

Not all programs are planned to be implemented on each island.

■

Commercial pricing programs require the establishment of pricing processes
internal to the Companies; therefore DALS will be launched in 2017.

■

Residential Real-time pricing programs depend upon the deployment of SG
meter infrastructure. The residential RTF programs are expected to launch in
2020.

■

Regulating reserve requires the refinement of an AGC signal and the
deployment of a virtual Remote Terminal Unit (“RTU”) or other
communications interface. This program is expected to go live in 2018.

D.

Program Refinement, Evolution & Risk Mitigation
The Companies recognize that there can be significant uncertainty in terms of the

types of DR services proposed. In general, the Companies have identified three primary areas of
risk associated with the proposed DR Portfolio: technology risk, market adoption risk and
operational risk. The Companies propose a framework for mitigating these risks as part of the
program implementation. This four-pronged framework includes risk mitigation through
Experimentation, Customer Product Design, Technology Pilots, and EM&V as described in the
sections that follow.
1.

Experimentation

While awaiting program approval, the Companies will collaborate with third parties
to develop an approach to program experimentation. The goal of this experimentation will be to
identify the optimal combination of economics and system needs, by customer class, to
encourage the highest possible levels of program participation. In doing so, these experiments
will seek to maximize the value to both the customers and the system, and, by proxy, the
Companies and all customers. Specifically, this effort will examine each program that is under

consideration by the Commission and will identify a range of incentive levels, incentive types,
event durations and event frequency limits. Once these ranges have been defined, the effort will
focus on establishing customer segmentation and the assignment of various participation groups
such that experimentation can be administered to examine the effects of these variables.
Furthermore, this effort will focus on developing metrics that can measure program enrollment
impacts of these variables and can measure the impact of program participation on the system
itself. Even if participation levels are preliminarily insufficient to demonstrate meaningful
impacts on the system, the markers should be recognized such that these impacts can be
analyzed, even prior to program magnitudes manifesting measurable system impacts.
2.

Customer Product Design

The Companies recognize that enrolling customers in Grid Service Tariffs would
likely be a challenging task, especially as there will be multiple Tariff/Rider/Rate combinations
in which an individual customer, with one or more DR-eligible end uses, may be enrolled.
Accordingly, the Companies have contemplated two distinct paths to simplify the opportunities
to facilitate higher adoption rates. The first is to leverage DR and DER aggregators/service
providers, to help market the DR programs as tailored customer “products” to their targeted
customer segments. Eor this path, the Companies will work closely with the aggregators/service
providers to fully understand the offerings and help cast the programs and combinations of
programs to the customers. The second path pertains to any direct customer marketing and
enrollment strategies that the Companies undertake. The Companies plan to employ a customer
experience protocol, which will summarize the Rules and Riders from each tariff, and design
logical bundles of Rider options for specific customer types. Segmentation will not be limited to
customer class, but further by end use devices or combinations thereof. Ultimately, the
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Companies will offer customers various products that combine incentive opportunities and
simplify the program rules such that they are customer-friendly, and easy to comprehend.
3.

Technology Pilots

The Companies will continue to execute targeted technology pilots and demonstration
projects. With approved DR Tariffs, the Companies will continue to integrate the DR efforts
with these technology pilots. Specifically, the Companies will incorporate DR-specific use
cases, as appropriate, into these pilots at the front end, and subsequent to pilot completion, will
work to operationalize the technologies that demonstrate DR efficacy. To this end, the
Companies have already established and continue to refine multiple channels:
a)

Public Benefits Fund Administrator

The Companies have recently started development of a formalized collaboration
framework to enhance the alignment between the Companies and the Public Benefits Fund
Administrator (“PBFA”). This is, among other drivers, keenly focused on the increasing
population of technologies that can be deployed both as an energy efficiency resource as well as
a DR resource. As such, not only does the framework focus on information sharing sufficient to
help avoid duplication of efforts, but it also contemplates the ability to collaborate on technology
demonstrations or pilots. In this vein, the Companies expect to not only share in the cost burden
in such instances, but also in the administrative and operational burdens associated with running
such pilots. Ultimately, in this regard, a tightly coupled effort will lend itself to an alignment of
pilot objectives, targeted information gathering, efficient information sharing and strategic and
cost-effective technology selection that ultimately benefit the rate payers.

b)

Energy Excelerator

The Companies continue to formally collaborate with the Energy Exelerator (“EEx”)
to not only offer input on the transformational technical needs, but further, during the evaluation
stage, share technical insights and help the EEx assess the companies’ and/or technologies’
ability to meet utility needs and challenges. Ultimately, if the selected companies represent a
good fit, the Companies will engage with the selected companies to develop utility-based pilot or
demonstration projects.
c)

Hawaiian Electric Grid Technologies Department

The Companies’ Grid Technologies Department has served as a hub that identifies
and manages technology pilot opportunities. In particular, this department has presented itself as
the coordinator for EEx-selected companies’ demonstration projects and pilots. Additionally, the
Grid Technologies department has taken the helm in identifying forward-looking technology
needs and subsequent to that identification, has designed research projects around those needs.
Within the Grid Technologies department, the Renewable Energy Planning Division
has proactively secured federal and state grant funding to jumpstart an integrated renewable
portfolio of technologies - from the Renewable Integration Action Plan (“RE-IAP”) - to integrate
high penetrations of variable renewable resources, including data analytics, advanced
forecasting, distribution-level and end-use level monitoring, enhanced modeling and
visualization, real-time control and tracking tools, distributed storage and storage management to
name a few.
The Grid Technologies Department now looks at the DR portfolio as a significant
outlet to operationalize meaningful and viable technologies, both within the Information
Technologies (“IT”) and Operational Technologies (“OT”) realms. This evolving relationship
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offers the DR and RE portfolio, a pipeline of emergent technologies that have already
demonstrated technical efficacy and a developed feedback loop, wherein the DR Department
informs Grid Technologies as to the technical areas of interest for DR to support the
developing portfolio and will help elevate the value of the Grid Technology Department’s efforts
over time.
d)

Electric Power Research Institute

The Companies continue a long standing partnership with EPRI in the area of
emerging technologies. The Companies have worked closely with EPRI on a number of projects
that involve DR-specific technologies, including a Grid Interactive Water Heating project, as
well as a East Charging EV pilot. In each case, the Companies have driven the use cases to focus
entirely or in part on DR capabilities. The Companies expect these efforts to continue, and as the
DR portfolio evolves and matures, the expectation is that the Companies will be able to drive
more selective and focused use cases and technology pursuits that are aligned with the portfolio
and the underlying services that it provides.
4.

Evaluation, Measurement & Verification

The Companies propose to estimate load impacts of DR resources using two
approaches, one applied to determine customer load reductions for purposes of impact and
settlement, and a second to calculate the most accurate estimate of the true avoided system costs
that are created by employing DR programs. These two EM&V approaches are discussed below.
a)

Customer-centric evaluation for impact assessment and

settlement
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The Companies will apply a day-matching approach that compares customer loads
during an event to that same customer’s “baseline” load during the same hours of day on prior
days.
The purpose of the impact evaluation is to determine the impact of DR events on
customer loads and thus their contribution to the grid. This requires a prediction of what the load
would have been in the absence of the event—what economists call the “counterfactual” and
professionals in the energy industry call the “baseline.” The objective of all models developed to
predict baseline load is to both minimize the bias of the predicted baseline—i.e., minimize the
extent to which the predicted baseline tends to be higher or lower than the true baseline on
average—and maximize the efficiency of the predicted baseline—i.e., maximize the extent to
which the prediction tends to be “close” to the true baseline, usually as measured by the squared
deviation from actual measured loads during non-event periods.
For residential and small commercial customers, the Companies will use an
econometric technique known as “fixed effects” regression^*^ to estimate the DR event impacts.
In essence, the regression uses customer load data from a sample of customers fitted with
interval data loggers to model the relationship between electricity demand and its drivers. In
addition to the “fixed effects,” the regression will control for the following drivers of electricity
demand:

PJM’s established Customer Baseline Load for weekday events is based on “the highest 4 out of 5 most recent”
weekdays in the 45 day period preceding the relevant event, with a “Symmetric Additive Adjustment” based on
usage over the 3 hour period ending 1 hour prior to the start of an event. MISO uses a 10-day average. Sources:
Operating Agreement of PJM Interconnection, LLC, effective date 7/14/2011; MISO Demand Response Primer and
Training Guide, 2011.
Fixed effects regression conttols for individuals’ time-invariant characteristics such as the size of a participant’s
home without the need to collect detailed information on these characteristics from customers.
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■

Hour of day, day of week, and month of year

■

The effects of temperature and humidity

■

The effect of heat and humidity build-up in the home over a period of 12
or more hours^

The model then estimates the difference in load when a DR event is being called
versus the baseline load in the same hours when one is not being called. This difference is the
load impact of DR. For most commercial and industrial customers. Companies will consider
established models, such as those described in Coughlin et. al. (2009),

but also extensions and

adjustments of these models that may be more appropriate to the specific customer and load
types and event characteristics of the DR resources in question.
The Companies propose a baseline regression analysis with the following features:
■

Separate regressions for each customer; and

■

Regression models account for cooling degree days, heating degree days,
day of the week, time of day, and other available variables that change
over time and are believed to influence customer load, including morning
consumption and/or lagged dependent variables (i.e., customer load in the
time intervals just prior to the event).

As a starting point, the Companies will look at a “day-of adjustment” using the
average customer load for all metering intervals looking back to two hours prior to each event.
This approach is based on findings from the Companies’ evaluation of the Fast DR pilot
program, which concluded that day-of adjustments using load measurements more than two

For programs with temperature dependent loads such as A/C cycling.
Coughlin, K. M. Piette, C. Goldman, and S. Kiliccote. “Statistical analysis of baseline load models for
non-residential buildings.” Energy and Buildings 41(4), pages 374-381.

hours in advance of an event introduces uncertainty that reduces the accuracy of the load
curtailment estimate. Similarly, limiting the day-of adjustment data to less than two hours in
advance reduces the number of data points used for the estimation and can also reduce
accuracy.
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The Companies will utilize a regression model using historic meter data augmented
by a day-of load adjustment such as PJM’s Symmetric Additive Adjustment.
Estimation of impacts for customer settlement will be a transparent and easily
replicated process that allows customers to calculate their target load levels (if desired) and to
validate the settlement payments from the Companies. The day-matching baselines will be
compared to measured loads during the events to estimate load impacts. For regression
modeling, specific activities comprising the load impact analysis include the following:
■

Interval load data acquisition: Fundamental to any impact evaluation for
DR is a comprehensive set of participant load data for a period of months
prior to, including, and preferably after events.

■

Model specification for baseline estimation: For most Schedule J and P
customers, alternative baseline models will be developed, including
approaches used for the Fast DR pilot program and by mainland ISOs. The
baselines generated through this process will be compared to customer load

Like PJM, the California Public Utilities Commission has ruled that a “day-of adjustaient” be based on the first
three of the four hours prior to an event. However, this is for DR programs broadly, which are generally aimed at
capacity deferral or emergency response. In contrast, the Companies’ DR resources are used primarily as operating
reserves for which there will be little or no advanced notification. ISO New England studied alternative baseline
methodologies for its Demand Response Reserves Pilot (which provides 10 minute response) and concluded that
“the present baseline with a positive and negative adjustaient (based on the two hours preceding the interruption
event) is the most appropriate of those analyzed.” See ISO New England, 2009 Regional System Plan, October
2009, page 58. See http://www.iso-ne.eom/trans/rsp/2009/rsp09 final.pdf
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data for non-event hours to measure the accuracy of the baselines, and the
most accurate baseline will be applied.
■

Impact estimation: Interval data will be run through the selected model to
generate baseline usage estimates. These baselines will be compared to
measured loads during the events to estimate load impacts. For residential
and small commercial customers, the analysis will be based on panel data
across all participants in a given program. For most Rate J and P customers,
impacts will be expressed for each participant and in aggregate for the
program. In either case, impacts will reflect the magnitude of the reductions
in kW as well as the timing, i.e., how quickly load reductions ramp up and
how they persist throughout the duration of the event,
b)

System-level DR Value Assessment

In addition to the EM&V of impact estimation of DR programs, the Companies will
also perform an M&V of the impacts of DR programs on system needs. Conventionally, most of
the benefits are deferred capacity additions, so utilities commonly demonstrate system benefit
through a comparison against a previous resource plan, or portray resource plans both with and
without DR. That comparison would then serve as evidence that the DR resource - or portfolio is providing benefits. However, the Companies would ideally like to address verifying the
system benefits from the DR programs’ day-to-day usage. In order to accomplish this, the DR
team will collaborate with System Planning and System Operations to develop meaningful
methodology for assessing this and the metrics by which this assessment can be achieved. Of
particular interest in this endeavor will be how to calculate avoided fuel and O&M costs as a
result of DR programs being called.

E.

Integration and Operationalization of DR Resources
The Companies’ view is that not only is customer choice, customer acceptance of DR

programs, and ultimately customer savings fundamental to the success of a DR portfolio, but the
portfolio must also provide a resource that contributes to system reliability. While the DR
portfolio is focused on technology agnostic solutions to provide this reliability, the Companies
recognize that the operation of each island system is unique. Before the population of DR
resources grows to impactful levels on each system, the Companies will need to work iteratively
to safely operationalize these DR resources.
A significant part of this collaboration is a risk assessment that will be applied to each
DR resource on each island. The risk assessment must verify that the added resource does not
result in unintended operational consequences on the system. Generally speaking, the proposed
DR portfolio will need to be vetted through both a technical and feasibility analysis to be
considered a safe and reliable resource by the system operators and planners on each island.
In a specific example. Transmission & Distribution Planning will need to analyze the
attributes of FFR resources to be delivered by the DR portfolio. Currently, FFR is typically
provided for each island in the form of under-frequency load-shed (“UFLS”). FFR as a DR
resource runs the risk of creating significant consequences related to the UFLS scheme if not
well coordinated. While the most simple solution may be to avoid UFLS by deploying FFR
prior to under frequency load shedding, there may be more complex solutions that could be
applied. In systems where dynamic UFLS is employed, this situation is even more complex due
to the risk of over frequency response, tripping an uncontrolled oscillation of frequency swings.
Additional analysis with all under-frequency trip points intact would be required to ensure that
FFR meets the objective, and does not trip concurrent with UFLS, or fail to trip due to UFLS

clearing before FFR. The UFLS schemes are under revision due to the changes in resources and
net demand, an update will be provided in the upcoming PSIP filing in the second quarter of
2016.
A direct collaboration with system operations and planning will establish an
important feedback loop for determining the operational risks associated with the proposed
programs while measuring and valuing the qualitative operational benefits of the DR portfolio.
F.

Migration of Existing DR Programs
The programs listed in Section IX. A serve a diverse set of grid services that will push

the evolution of DR and how it can be used in the future to (1) assist in integrating additional
renewable resources into the grid (2) provide additional ancillary services, including, but not
limited to, frequency management, regulation (up and down), dispatchable resources, and
contingency reserve and (3) manage distribution system requirements.^"^ These programs provide
a landing platform for customers as they transition from the existing DR programs to new
customer options. As they currently stand, the existing RDLC, CIDLC and Fast DR Programs
would best map to the NSAR and CPI program. This mapping is based on the current program
operation and limitations. With respect to existing, open DR Applications previously submitted,
the Companies filed a Withdrawal of Application on December 22, 2015 for “Approval of
Commercial and Industrial Dynamic Pricing Pilot Program,” in Docket No. 2011-0392 in light of
the Commission’s Policy Order and submittal of this Application.

See Order 32054 “DR Policy Statement” filed on April 28, 2014 in Docket 2007-0341 at p. 6.
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XII. DR PORTFOLIO BUSINESS CASE
The Companies will seek approval of cost-effective portfolios in the final
Application. Each portfolio varies by system requirement, program attributes and MW’s leading
to significant differences in cost and benefits. The DR portfolio business case is based on the
cost-effectiveness of each islands portfolio as currently constituted based on the initial analysis.
Each island program costs (See Exhibit F) are aggregated, then compared to the avoided cost
(See Exhibit B), resulting in benefit cost ratios. Benefit cost ratios greater than 1 are
cost-effective portfolios. Results indicate that 0‘ahu, Maui, and Lana‘i benefits outweigh costs,
while Hawai‘i and Moloka‘1 portfolios are not presently cost-effective. The sections that follow
portray the findings for program costs and benefits, portfolio benefits and the benefit-cost ratio
calculations.
A.

DR Program Costs
Interim 2016-2030 program costs reflect the Companies’ plans to create new

programs and migrate existing customers to new programs. Costs associated with the launch,
enrollment, and expansion of new programs include marketing, equipment, and other startup
costs. The total portfolio NPV cost for all islands, between 2016 and 2030, is
The total cost for only cost-effective islands (all except Hawai‘i island), between 2016 and 2030,
. Details on costs for each program are provided in Exhibit F. Costs differ by
program depending on customer type, the amount of customers being enrolled, the technology
being deployed, marketing costs, and the outside services required to expand and maintain the
program.
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Portfolio costs are allocated as such: (1) The DRMS^^ is a system that integrates
program maintenance and operation for all programs amongst all the islands, therefore, these
costs will be shown at the portfolio cost level; (2) Integration of internal systems, such as the
Companies’ customer bill and tracking system or the Companies’ operations control system, will
share costs amongst programs and islands; (3) SG AMI meters will be used in the RTP program,
but the costs will be inherent to that Smart Grid Application, not included in portfolio costs.
Interim costs are based on estimated costs for the Companies to implement the
program instead of an aggregator. Interim total costs could be higher or lower with an
aggregator. Aggregator costs will be investigated before the final Application is submitted.
Customer load targets will be updated and filed once the updated PSIP informs the Avoided Cost
Analysis. The updated load targets (MW) will directly affect costs.

Table 3: Total Portfolio Cost (NPV) between 2016 and 2030
Islands

0‘ahu

HawaPi

Maui

Lanafi

Moloka‘i

Cost with
incentives
Cost without
incentives
Note: DRMS NPV costs
over the 15 year period were added to the total cost of O’ahu only.
The detailed cost breakdown of the DRMS is explained in the DRMS Application, filed concurrently with
this instant Application.
B.

DR Program Benefits
DR Portfolio benefits are driven by the DR programs that the portfolio includes and

how those DR programs are operated in conjunction with each other. Initial identification of
benefits began with the selection of certain DR programs, specified below.

See DRMS Application filed concurrently with this instant Application.

1.

Selected DR Programs

Seven programs were selected to create the portfolio. The Avoided Cost selected the
programs selected in the table below to be most cost-effective. Details regarding these programs
are identified in Section IX.A.

Tabled: Program Start and End Year
Program

Start Year

End Year

TOU/Residential

2016

2019

FFR

2016

2030

NSAR

2016

2030

CPI

2016

2019

DALS/Commercial

2017

2019

RR

2018

2030

RTP

2020

2030

Each island system has specific grid service requirements, and each of the programs
was chosen to be utilized for a specific grid service. Details on why programs were chosen are
listed below, and can be found in the Avoided Cost Report in Exhibit B.
■

TOU benefits are realized by reducing peak and increasing the day time load,
flattening the system load, thus reducing the need for capital investments and
reducing fuel cost by efficiently running cheaper units.

■

FFR benefits are realized through reducing the contingency reserve
requirement or reducing the size of a battery, by either combining its
capabilities with NSAR or being used three times to meet the 30 minute
requirement for a contingency battery. The FFR max duration is 10 minutes,
therefore, to meet a 30 minute requirement, the FFR is divided into 3 and used

one after the other. This method inherently reduces the potential DR for a
FFR program.
■

NSAR benefits are realized by reducing spinning reserves or reducing the size
of a battery. NSAR can start in 10 minutes, therefore, NSAR can pick up the
load reduction that FFR was using once FFR has completed its 10 minutes
max duration.

■

CPI was chosen for its reliability attributes. The avoided cost analysis did not
show economic benefit. 0‘ahu is the only island utilizing this program since
customers currently enrolled in CIDLC can seamlessly migrate into CPI,
reducing costs to implement and allowing current customers to continue to
participate in a program.

■

DALS benefits are exactly the same as TOU, shown above.

■

RR benefits are realized by providing regulation, reducing fuel costs and
capital costs required to increase the size of future capital investments.

■

RTP benefits are like the TOU and DALS benefits, but have the added benefit
of using forecasted data to manipulate hourly prices to change the behavior of
customers, providing greater efficiencies beyond TOU and DALS, reducing
further fuel costs and increasing reliability.

Programs selected for each island are shown in the table below. Hawai‘1 island will
not be implemented because currently it is not cost-effective. Details of the analysis are
presented in this section for all islands.
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Table 5: Selected DR Programs by Island
TOU

FFR

NSAR

CPI

DALS

RR

RTP

0‘ahu
Hawai‘i
Maui

x„

X

LanaM

:J

MoIokaU

C.

DR Portfolio Benefits
Customers that participate in a program will learn more about their energy usage, be

better informed about their choices to reduce their electrical usage, and be able to reduce their
electric bill. Ultimately, reduction in demand will lead to less fuel use, decreased greenhouse gas
emissions, and increased system reliability.
The Avoided Costs calculated informs the quantitative “benefit” side of the
benefit-cost test, and will inform the maximum price to be paid for a DR resource that meets a
given grid service requirement. Interim 2016 to 2030 benefits for all islands is
for all islands except Hawai‘i). Details on Avoided Costs for each program can
be found in Exhibit B and are summarized in the tables below. The avoided cost amounts that
are presented below are directly from Exhibit B: Avoided Cost Report, Tables 7-3, 11-3, 15-3,
19-3, and 23-3. The NPV benefits calculation used a discount rate of 8.076%, same as the cost
calculations.

Table 6: Total Portfolio Benefits Between 2016-2030

I I Lm‘L
Benefits (NPV)
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Table 7: 0*ahu Portfolio Benefits between 2016-2030
HECO Base Case

Year

2017
2019

Fuel and
VOM
Savings
M$

Fuel
MS

FOM
VOM
Savings
Savings MS
MS

Total OM
MS

Capital
Total
Savings Avoided Cost
MS
MS
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Table 8: Hawai‘i Portfolio Benefits between 2016-2030
HELCO Base Case: DR w 100% PP, RR, decrease Cont BESS hy 4 MW

Year

Fuel and
VOM
Savings
MS

Fuel
MS

FOM
VOM
Savings
Savings MS
MS

Total OM
MS

|

Capital
Total
Savings Avoided Cost
MS
MS

Table 9: Maui Portfolio Benefits between 2016-2030
MECO Base Case: FFR,NSAR,RR with (100%PP) and 1 less ICE Units with -ZMWBatt
'“v™"'
Fuel
Total OM
Capital
Total
Savings Avoided Cost
Savings
M$
^
/
M$
MS
MS
MS
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Table 10; Lana*i Portfolio Benefits between 2016-2030
Fuel and
VOM
$

Savings
$

Table 11: Moloka‘i Portfolio Benefits between 2016-2030
Fuel and
VOM
$
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The value of a DR program that can provide one or more grid service is calculated
according to the Avoided Cost of meeting that grid service through other means. Stated another
way, the Avoided Cost is the cost to the customer of meeting that grid service if the DR program
were not available. Avoided Cost considerations for a given grid service have been quantified
through a benefit-cost analysis that compares the total cost of operating the grid as is (i.e.,
without a given DR resource that meets one or more grid service requirements) to the total cost
of operating the grid with the DR resource included and used by System Operations. The cost
difference between the two cases was evaluated in order to determine the price, if any, at which
the DR program allows more economical operation of the grid. The price can then be used to
inform the maximum price to be paid to participants engaged through a competitive procurement
process. To date, the principal value of DR has been primarily associated with capacity deferral.
Avoided Costs calculations herein have considered several factors, which depend upon the
particular DR service being evaluated, and include capital costs, fuel costs, O&M costs and the
cost of other alternatives, each of which depend on the current state of the system.
1.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Benefits and costs for the DR Portfolios were analyzed using the four
cost-effectiveness tests included in the “California Standard Practice Manual, Economic
Analysis of Demand Side Management Programs and Projects” (October 2001). As defined
below, this includes Total Resource Cost (“TRC”), Portfolio Administrator Cost (“PAC”),
Participant, and Ratepayer Impact Measure tests.
■

TRC Test: Compares the capacity and fuel savings with the utility portfolio
costs plus customer costs (excluding incentives paid to customers). Since
customer incentives are considered a transfer payment in the TRC Test (i.e., the
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customer incentive benefit to the participant is offset by the increased revenue
requirement), and therefore not included in the calculation, the results of the TRC
Test are greater for the DR portfolios than the results of the PAC Test.
PAC Test: Compares capacity and fuel savings with utility portfolio costs. A
value greater than one indicates that the life-cycle fuel and capacity savings
exceed the life-cycle portfolio costs. A value greater than one also indicates that
the net present value of revenue requirements will be reduced. The PAC Test is
the test used to determine least cost resources in the IRP process.
Participant Test (“PT”): Quantifies the benefit a participant can derive from a
DR portfolio. This test measures whether the DR measure/equipment is
economically attractive to the participating customer. A value greater than one
indicates that the portfolio is cost-effective for the participant.
Rate Impact Measure (“RIM”) Test: Includes lost revenue from the reduced
electricity sales as a cost. Since the Hawaiian Electric DR portfolios are assumed
to not reduce electricity sales the result of the RIM Test is equal to the result of
the PAC Test. A value less than one indicates that average rates may increase
over the life of the portfolio. This test needs to be interpreted cautiously, since
rate increases in the years immediately following the implementation of the
portfolio are weighted much higher than the rate impacts (often, decreases) in
future years.
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The following table shows the cost-effectiveness test ratios for all islands:
Table 12: Benefit Cost Test Results
B/C Test^®

0‘ahu

HawaPi

Maui

Lana^i

Moloka‘i

TRC

1.66

0.48

1.21

2.52

0.74

PAC

1.30

0.33

1.06

2.00

0.64

Infinity

Infinity

Infinity

Infinity

Infinity

1.30

0.33

1.06

2.00

0.64

PT
RIM

Table 13: Benefit Cost Test Results for Maui Electric by Island

MAUI
MOLOKA‘I
LANA‘I
TOTAL

The portfolio of 0‘ahu, Maui, and Lana‘i programs are cost-effective with all
benefit/cost test results greater than 1.0 which indicates that the benefits to all customers from
the various perspectives, both participants and non-participants, outweigh the program costs.
Total DRMS cost is captured within 0‘ahu’s total cost. Maui Electric’s portfolio includes the
Maui, Lana‘i, and MolokaT divisions. The cost-effectiveness of MolokaT are not cost-effective
individually, but is cost-effective when combined with Maui and Lana‘i (Shown in Table 13).
Hawai‘i is not cost-effective in either the TRC or PAC tests. The PAC shows the costeffectiveness test ratio without customer incentives.

See Section XII.C of this Application for an explanation of each cost-effectiveness test.
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XIII. COST RECOVERY
Through the implementation of IDRPP, it is envisioned that a new portfolio of
cost-effective (i.e., benefits exceed the costs) DR programs will be launched, new participants
enrolled, and new programs expanded, to maximize the DR potential of the Hawaiian Electric
Companies.
The Companies recognize the Commission’s DR Policy Statement issued April 28,
2014 (pages 114-115) which directed, among other things, 1) that the Companies submit a pro
forma tariff (that is, a proposed tariff that is not subject to the strictures of HRS § 269-16) that
sets forth the terms, conditions, and benefits that participating customers may receive for the DR
programs to be included in the portfolio and 2) that review of revenues and expenses associated
with each tariffed DR program would be conducted in rate case dockets.
Moreover, the Companies recognize the Commission’s Order No. 33027, Appointing
A Special Advisor to Guide, Monitor, and Review IDRPP Design and Implementation (“Order
Appointing Special Advisor”) issued July 28, 2015 (pages 58-59), which reminded the
Companies that any Application for cost recovery under the DR programs must comport with the
directives of the DR Policy Statement.
In accordance with the DR Policy Statement and Order Appointing Special Advisor,
the Companies have submitted with this instant Application pro forma tariffs (i.e., proposed
tariffs), setting forth proposed terms, conditions, and benefits that participating customers may
receive, for Commission review and approval. The Companies have also submitted with this
Application their proposed portfolio of DR programs.
During the pre-approval phase of IDRPP implementation (i.e., the maintenance
period during which the Companies’ proposed DR programs and participant tariffs are under
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review and until program and tariff approval), Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric will continue
to recover incremental incentive costs for existing DR programs through the DSM Surcharge and
other existing DR program costs through existing base rates, as approved by the Commission in
Order No. 32660.
As set forth below, the Companies propose that for the interim period between
implementation of the Companies’ new DR programs and tariffs proposed in this proceeding and
implementation of base rates (including interim rates) that recover these DR program costs in
each Company’s next full blown rate case,^^ the Companies be allowed to recover incremental
incentive and non-incentive DR program costs, including materials and outside services, through
the DSM Surcharge.

In the next full blown rate case, each Company will include incremental

DR program costs in its test year revenue requirement.^^
A.

Current DR Cost Recovery
By Decision and Order No. 13839, filed on March 31, 1995, in Docket No. 7257, the

Commission approved Hawaiian Electric’s proposed mechanisms for the recovery of, among
other things, program costs, and found the proposed mechanisms to be in conformance with the
IRP framework.The Commission further found that Hawaiian Electric’s proposals were

“Full blown rate case” means a rate case in which the Commission issues a final decision and order on the base
rates of the Company based on the test year revenue requirement. It would not include “abbreviated rate cases” in
which the Company proposes not to change its base rates even though its estimated test year revenue requirement
indicates that a revenue increase is warranted. Hawaiian Electtic filed an abbreviated rate case for a 2014 test year
in Docket No. 2013-0373. Maui Electric filed an abbreviated rate case for a 2015 test year in Docket
No. 2014-0318.
See Exhibit F of this Application for a detailed cost description and a breakdown of cost elements.
Interim surcharge recovery will also serve the purpose of evaluating the efficacy of this mechanism with the
Companies’ new DR programs.
See Decision and Order No. 13839 at 39-40. See also Docket No. 6617. Decision and Order No. 11523, filed on
March 12, 1992, as amended by Decision and Order No. 11630, filed on May 22, 1992, which established a
Framework for Integrated Resource Planning (“IRP Framework”). The IRP Framework was amended by Order
filed March 14, 2011, in Docket No. 2009-0108. The May 22, 1992, Framework for Integrated Resource Planning,
Section III.F. 1 provided that the utility is entitled to recover its integrated resource planning and implementation
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reasonable and appropriate to move Hawaiian Electric to undertake meaningful and
cost-effective DSM programs.
Specifically, Hawaiian Electric’s proposed mechanism for the recovery of its program
costs was a surcharge adjusting base rates.Under the mechanism, the surcharge level was
established (estimated) for each DSM program for the first year of program operation.The
level was then adjusted annually, with revenues generated through the DSM adjustment
surcharge reconciled with the actual costs incurred on an annual basis.
Hawaiian Electric thereafter established a number of DSM programs, including the
residential efficient water heating (“REWH”),"^^ residential new construction (“RNC”),"^^
commercial and industrial new construction (“CINC”), commercial and industrial customized
rebate (“CICR”), and commercial and industrial energy efficiency (“CIEE”) programs.These
programs recovered incremental DSM program costs through the DSM Surcharge.
More recently, on June 6, 2003, Hawaiian Electric filed its Application for approval
of a RDLC Program and recovery of program costs in Docket No. 03-0166 (“RDLC
Application”). As part of this Application, Hawaiian Electric requested the continuation of the

costs that are reasonably incurred, including the costs of planning and implementing pilot and full-scale
demand-side management programs. Section III.F. 1 ,a.(2) provided that cost recovery may be had through an
adjustaient clause mechanism - specifically, the recovery of costs incurred between rate cases in excess of the
baseline integrated resource planning-related costs that are included in the utility’s base rates.
See Decision and Order No. 13839 at 39-40.
S^ Decision and Order No. 14638, filed April 22, 1996, in Docket Nos. 94-0010, 0011, and 0012 (consolidated)
at 19.
See id.
See id.
See Decision and Order No. 14730, filed June 5, 1996, in Docket No. 94-0206.
See Decision and Order No. 14709, filed May 29, 1996, inDocketNo. 94-0216.
S^ Decision and Order No. 14638, filed April 22, 1996, in Docket Nos. 94-0010, 0011, and 0012, respectively
(consolidated).
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then currently implemented and Commission approved DSM Surcharge to recover program
costs."^^
In the interest of expediting the proceeding, Hawaiian Electric and the Consumer
Advocate reached agreement on certain modifications to the RDLC Program to, among other
things, address the Consumer Advocate’s questions as to whether certain costs in the program
budget were incremental costs.In particular, Hawaiian Electric agreed not to seek recovery of
the following costs through the DSM Surcharge: (1) Direct Labor (which consists of
Administration, Tracking and Evaluation, and Database and Technical Support); (2)
Advertising/Marketing (fixed and variable); (3) Training; and (4) Materials and Miscellaneous.^'^
Instead, the parties agreed to allow Hawaiian Electric to seek the recovery of these operation and
maintenance costs in base rates in Hawaiian Electric’s next rate case.^^ Ultimately, the
Commission permitted Hawaiian Electric to recover the following DR program costs through the
DSM Surcharge: (1) Customer Incentives; (2) Equipment Purchases (which consists of Central
equipment. Distributed equipment, and Communications expenses/Upgrades); and (3) Outside
Services (which consists of Equipment installation and Equipment maintenance/removals).
Similarly, in approving the CIDLC Program on October 19, 2004, the Commission
permitted Hawaiian Electric to recover the following DR program costs through the DSM
Surcharge: (1) Dispatchable Demand Incentives; (2) Energy Reduction Incentive; (3) Equipment
Purchases (which consists of Central equipment. Distributed equipment, and communications

See RDLC Application at 23-24.
See Decision and Order No. 21415, filed October 14, 2004, in Docket No. 03-0166 at 10-11.
S^id at 12.
See id.
See id. at 12-14.
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upgrades); and (4) Outside Services (which consists of Engineering support and Site
assessments).^^
In Hawaiian Electric’s abbreviated 2014 test year rate case filing (“Hawaiian Electric
Abbreviated Eiling”) filed on June 27, 2014, Hawaiian Electric proposed no change to base rates,
such that its current rate schedules and tariffs and recovery mechanisms would remain in effect.
Although based on its estimated 2014 test year revenue requirements, Hawaiian Electric would
have proposed an increase of $56,212,000 over revenues at current effective rates,Hawaiian
Electric instead chose not to propose an increase in base rates in recognition that its customers
were already in a challenging high bill environment. However, the DSM surcharge was
recovering incremental costs for existing DR programs and the Companies were planning to
substantially expand their DR programs, as explained in the IDRPP, which would result in new
DR program costs. Thus, the Hawaiian Electric Abbreviated Eiling stated that as a condition to
not increasing base rates, the DSM Surcharge would need to continue since the Company would
not be able to roll demand response program costs into base rates (as referenced by the DR
Policy Statement) until the next test year rate case.^^
Maui Electric’s abbreviated 2015 test year rate case filing (“Maui Electric
Abbreviated Eiling”) filed on September 30, 2014, similarly proposed no change to base rates
and stated that it intended to fund DR program costs through a new mechanism (i.e., the Demand
Response Cost Recovery Clause (“DRCRC”),^^ as Maui Electric would explain in its IDRPP
Update (subsequently filed on March 31, 2015) until it could roll DR program costs into base

” See Decision and Order No. 21421, filed October 19, 2004, in Docket No. 03-0415 at 12-14.
Consistent with the DR Policy Order, this amount included the move of all incremental DR program costs into
base rates.
See Hawaiian Electtic Abbreviated Filing at 7.
See Maui Electric Abbreviated Filing, MECO-807 at 2 and 7.
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rates in the next rate case.^^ The Companies have since decided not to propose the DRCRC - as
explained below, and instead propose to utilize the existing DSM Surcharge to recover DR
program costs until base rates that reflect such costs are approved and go into effect.
On September 9, 2014, Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric submitted their letter
request in Docket No. 2007-0341 for Commission approval to (1) continue their existing DR
programs for program year 2015 with modifications for Hawaiian Electric only and (2) continue
to utilize the DSM Surcharge for customer incentive payments for the 2015 transition period.
Thus, as part of this letter request, as a compromise position in support of the relief requested,
Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric offered to fund incremental non-incentive 2015 transition
period costs, historically recovered through the DSM Surcharge, through currently effective base
rates.
On Eebruary 2, 2015, the Commission issued Order No. 32660, in which it stated that
it “believes that Order Nos. 31558 and 31559 provide Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric with
the necessary authorization to continue the CIDLC and RLDC in their present form, pending a
further commission order.The Commission ultimately confirmed that the current DR
Programs may continue without modification and approved the continued use of the DSM
Surcharge for recovery of customer incentive payments.
B.

The Companies Do Not Seek to Establish a DRCRC at this Time
The Companies do not seek to establish a new DRCRC recovery mechanism at this

time. The DR Policy Statement directed that review of revenues and expenses associated each
DR program would be conducted in a rate case. Although the Companies seek surcharge cost

Maui Electric Abbreviated Filing at 9 and IDRPP Update at 60.
September 9, 2015 letter at 5.
See Order No. 32660 at 11.
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recovery through a surcharge only until the next rate case, they do not, at this time, wish to create
a new mechanism for this interim period.
C.

Continued Surcharge Recovery of DR Incremental Costs
Subsequent to Commission approval of the DR programs and participant tariffs, the

Companies will launch the programs, enroll program participants, and expand the programs with
the goal of fully subscribing the programs and maximizing the DR potential of the Companies.
During this period, the Companies propose to continue the existing DSM Surcharge until base
rates that include the DR program costs are approved and go into effect in the Companies’ next
set of respective rate cases.
In particular, although the Companies recognize the Commission’s directive that
review of revenues and expenses associated with each DR program be conducted in rate case
dockets,the Companies respectfully request that for the interim period during which
incremental DR program costs have not yet been included in base rates, the Commission allow
the Companies recovery of incremental incentive and non-incentive DR program costs through
the DSM Surcharge. Specifically, the Companies request recovery of the following incremental
costs through the DSM Surcharge: incentives, materials,and outside services. This includes,
for example, costs which are directly paid to customers, aggregators, or outside service providers
(e.g., costs for customer equipment, customer installation, customer incentive payments, costs
for the procurement of grid services provided by third-parties to customers, and costs for
advertising and marketing).

With respect to costs that do not currently flow through the DSM

DRPolicy Statementat 114-115.
For this filing, it is assumed that all necessary DR hardware is purchased by the third-party vendors. Therefore
there will be no material costs, and the actual budget will be reflected in Outside Services.
See Exhibit F for further details as to program cost categoriess and a breakdown of program cost elements.

Surcharge, for example, advertising and marketing, the Companies note that these costs, like the
other costs that flow through the surcharge, are incremental costs not currently in base rates. In
particular, the existing DR programs are in maintenance mode with a focus on supporting
existing participants and therefore no advertising and marketing budget is allocated, while the
proposed new DR Programs will require significant effort to educate customers and market the
new programs in conjunction with program launch, enrollment, and expansion.
It is fundamentally fair and appropriate to allow the Companies to recover prudently
incurred DR Program costs that are required to launch, grow, and maintain the important new
DR Programs. This is especially true given the strategic importance of the DR programs as a
transformational initiative for the Companies. In addition, under Section 269-16(b)(3) of the
HawaiT Revised Statutes, public utilities are afforded the opportunity to earn a fair return on
their utility property. If the Companies are not able to recover material costs of new programs,
they will not be able to earn a fair return on their investments, which would be contrary to this
statute.
Indeed, it is well recognized that surcharge recovery of DR customer incentive
payments is an appropriate cost recovery mechanism and is consistent with other jurisdictions.^^
The use of a surcharge helps account for variations with respect to customer incentives
depending on frequency of “dispatch” of DR resources, and puts DR resources on a more equal
footing with supply side resources.
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See Akin Gump Straus Hauer & Feld, LLP white paper, Creating a Regulatory Framework for Demand-Side
Investment Equivalent to Generation & Grid Investments, at 10-11, submitted in Docket No. 2007-0341 on
September 8, 2014. See also discussion of other jurisdictions in Exhibit H, Cost Recovery, attached hereto.
See id.
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During the enrollment and expansion phase of IDRPP Implementation, the DR
program costs could vary substantially because the program costs will depend upon the actual
customer participation levels, which will be unpredictable - especially given that the DR
Programs will just have been approved and launched.
Surcharge cost recovery will also provide flexibility in the enrollment, refinement,
and expansion of the DR programs, including in the modification of programs as program
experience guides reassessment of the programs, the adjustment of the level of incentive
payments in order to incentivize participation levels, and in the funding levels between
programs.
In addition, the Companies only seek recovery of prudently incurred actual DR
program costs. The Companies propose that the current annual reconciliation mechanism
between the amounts collected through the DSM surcharge and the actual DR program costs
incurred continue.
Further, the Companies do iiot propose to recover labor expenses associated with
provision of the DR programs through the DSM surcharge.
1.

DSM Surcharge Calculations

For this interim Application the Companies are presenting for illustrative purpose,
a 5-year bill impact estimate with new DR programs initiating in July 2016. Exhibit I provides
the estimated DSM Surcharge calculations for the Companies. For this surcharge calculation,
the program cost is being netted against the Variable O&M (“VOM”) and Fixed O&M (“FOM”)
benefits that are being realized. The companies will further analyze the VOM and FOM
benefits. This analysis may result in identifying VOM and FOM cost savings that would flow
back to the customer through Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (“EC AC”) or Purchased Power
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Adjustment Charge (“PPAC”) because they are potentially related to purchased power savings.
These findings and a methodology of validating the benefits will be presented in the mid-2016
filing.
Hawaiian Electric
The approximate amount to be recovered by Hawaiian Electric residential customers
ranges annually from roughly

during the initial 5 years of2016 — 2020.

For a typical residential customer who uses 500 kilowatt-hour (“kWh”) of electricity per month,
the bill impact would be an increase of approximately

per month.

The approximate amount to be recovered by Hawaiian Electric commercial customers
ranges annually from roughly

during the initial 5 years of 2016 - 2020.

For the commercial customers this results in a bill impact of approximately

Maui Electric
The approximate amount to be recovered by Maui Electric residential customers
ranges annually from roughly

during the initial 5 years of 2016 — 2020. For

a typical residential customer who uses 500 kWh of electricity per month, the bill impact would
be an increase of approximately
The approximate amount to be recovered by Maui Electric commercial customers
ranges from roughly

during the initial 5 years of 2016 — 2020. For the

commercial customers this results in a bill impact of approximately

Hawai ‘i Electric Light
As shown in Table 12, HawaiT Electric Light currently does not have a cost-effective
program model. Therefore, no DSM surcharge impact was calculated at this time. The
Companies will continue to assess the best configuration to build a cost-effective program for
HawaiT Electric Light. Any new bill impacts will be presented at the next filing in mid-2016.
D.

Alternative Interim Recovery Request
Should the Commission determine that the DSM Surcharge is not an appropriate

method of DR cost recovery, the Companies alternatively request that the Commission approve
recovery of incremental DR program costs through the Renewable Energy Infrastructure
Program (“REIP”) Surcharge.See Exhibit H for further discussion supporting the Companies’
request for REIP Surcharge recovery.
E.

Benefits Recovery
DR Portfolio benefits consist of the following categories: fuel, variable O&M, fixed

O&M, and capital savings. Some of these benefits flow automatically to customers.
Specifically, fuel savings as a result of DR operations automatically flow to customers via the
EC AC. In addition, costs avoided due to deferred or displaced future capacity automatically
flow to customers in the form of non-incurred future capacity expenditures. With regard to
variable and fixed O&M benefits, the Companies propose to offset these reductions as
reasonably realized (and to the extent they are not reflected in other cost recovery mechanisms)
against costs flowing through the surcharge during the interim period after approval of the new

See Decision and Order issued on December 30, 2009 in Docket No. 2007-0416, approving REIP surcharge; the
Companies’ Proposed Renewable Energy Infrastructure Program Framework was attached as Exhibit B to the
Companies’ Reply Position Statement filed on September 17, 2008. See also Joint Proposed Modified REIP
Framework/Standards and Guidelines, filed in DocketNo. 2013-0141 on June 15. 2015.

DR Programs but prior to the time where base rates reflecting DR Program costs are approved
and go into effect for each Company. A breakdown of the estimated DR Portfolio benefits is
presented in Table 7-11. Further analysis will be performed to breakdown the variable and
fixed O&M figures to determine whether and to what extent portions of these benefits flow
through other recovery mechanisms, such as the ECAC or the PPAC. The Companies will
present these findings, a methodology to verify actual benefits, and a methodology to reconcile
actuals in the next filing.

XIV. FUTURE REGULATORY REPORTING
Consistent with the Commission’s Policy Statement, the Companies will continue to
file the A&S Report and the M&E Report.^^ The Companies request upon approval of the
instant Application that future filings of the A&S Report and the M&E Report be made in the
manner described within this Application docket.
Upon approval of this instant Application or a portion thereof, the Companies
propose to submit an M&E Report in the following July that occurs at least one year after
Commission approval of the proposed DR Portfolio, with subsequent M&E filings to occur every
other July thereafter. The Companies request this modification to allow for sufficient time to
evaluate the operation, benefits and costs of any newly implemented Grid Service Tariff prior to
requesting any modifications or extension. Modifying the timing of the M&E Report submittal

See id. at 113 (“The Commission directs the HECO Companies to continue to file the A&S and M&E Reports, as
discussed above, once the integrate demand response portfolio has been approved. However, those reports should
be tailored so as to specifically address the objectives and directives included in this Policy Statement as detailed
above. Moreover, the reports should analyze the operation, benefits, and costs of the integrated demand response
portfolio taken as a whole, as well as the operation, benefits, and costs of each individual demand response program
in the integrated demand response portfolio.”)-

to mid-year also provides the Commission with additional time to review any proposed
modifications further in advance of the following program year.
The Companies intend to perform a detailed EM&V analysis of the DR programs
every two years. The EM&V process is discussed in Section XLD; the intent is to perform a
detailed valuation of the DR programs in its current state, including costs and measured impacts.
The EM&V report will be filed as an exhibit to the M&E in support of the proposed DR portfolio
for the subsequent two years, including any program modifications that are proposed as a result
of the EM&V efforts. Aligned to the findings documented in the EM&V report and any
proposed modifications to programs, the Company will submit the budget approval request for
the next two years based on the impact and cost analysis performed within the EM&V. The
Companies believe that this alignment of the EM&V and budget request every two years will
assist in the Commission’s assessment of the efficacy of the DR program portfolio.
Upon approval of this instant Application, the Companies will continue to file the
A&S Report annually in March. The A&S Report will reconcile revenue collected from the cost
recovery surcharge against actual program expenditures and benefits reasonably realized and
establish the surcharge amount for the subsequent year. If in the event this instant Application is
approved, but surcharge recovery is disallowed, the A&S Report will be filed annually in March
but will solely report on the accomplishments of the implemented Grid Service Tariffs. The
A&S will also provide a retrospective analysis of the system benefits provided by the DR
portfolio.
In the interim period during which the Commission is reviewing this instant
Application, the Companies will continue to file the A&S Report in March which will continue
to document the accomplishment of the existing DR Programs (i.e., RDLC, CIDLC, and East

84

DR), reconcile revenue collected from the cost recovery surcharge against actual program
expenditures, and establish the DSM surcharge amount for the subsequent year. 67

XV.

CONCLUSION

Wherefore, the Companies respectfully requests that the Commission approve the:
(1)

Approve the Companies’ proposed tariff structure as described herein
upon which the DR Program Portfolio is to be deployed. This structure
includes tariffs that are grid services-based, consisting of Rules that define
the services. Riders that define the DR programs to deliver those services
and in some cases corresponding Rates;

(2)

Approve the recovery of costs associated with the Companies’ DR
programs through the DSM component of the IRP Cost Recovery
Provision; the DSM Surcharge. This Application does not seek approval
of the actual surcharge amounts calculated herein, as these are illustrative.
Final calculations for programs through 2017 will be submitted in a
subsequent filing. This surcharge is deemed to be an interim measure until
base rates (including interim rates) that recover the DR program costs go
into effect in each Company’s next rate case;

(3)

Approve a 2-year program and budget approval cycle. The initial cycle
will begin on the effective date of the tariffs; and.

The Commission approved the Companies’ continued utilization of the DSM component of the IRP Cost
Recovery Provision for the recovery of customer incentive payments associated with the existing, ongoing DR
Programs. See Order No. 32660 at Ordering Paragraph 2. See also id at 17: “Next, the Companies request the
authority to continue to recover DR incentive payments through the DSM Surcharge. This request is consistent with
past recovery of these payments, and, pending a commission decision with respect to the IDRPP, may be
continued.”

(4)

Approve the Companies’ proposed reporting structure, including annual
A&S Report filing and an M&E Report every other year.

In addition to these approval requests, the Companies offer for the Commission’s
consideration, four proposed grid service tariffs which include preliminary grid service Rules
and examples of the corresponding DR Riders and Rates. These pro forma tariffs are filed as an
interim measure as the Companies refine both the Grid Services, in magnitude and value, and the
DR programs, as Riders/Rates, in terms of incentives, program rules, eligibility and enrollments.
The tariffs will be modified in concert with the PSIP Update and will be filed, along with
standard form customer service agreements, by mid-2016. In that filing, the Companies will
propose effective dates for the tariffs.

DATED: Honolulu, Hawai‘i, December 30, 2015.

HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
HAWAIT ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY, INC.
MAUI ELECTRIC COMPANY, LIMITED

Kunisaki
Attorney for
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.
Hawai‘i Electric Light Company, Inc.
Maui Electric Company, Limited

“ In accordance with Order No. 33320, Admitting Interveners and Participants, Identifying Observations and
Concerns, Specifying Initial Statement of Issues, and Establishing Schedule of Proceedings, issued by the
Commission on November 4, 2015 in Docket No. 2014-0183, the Companies shall file an Interim PSIP Update by
February 15, 2016 and shall file Supplemental, Amended and Updated PSIPs (“PSIP Update”).
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1. Objectives and Scope of the Study

1.1 Context and Background
Renewable energy has grown in Hawaii over the past several years. In 2014,21% of the energy used by
customers of the Hawaiian Electric Companies, which cover the islands of Oahu, Maui, Molokai, Lanai
and Hawaii, came from renewable energy resources, including wind, solar, solid waste, geothermal,
hydro, and biofuels. Earlier this year, Hawaii enacted a law that mandates 100% of the state's electricity
comes from renewable sources by 2045. The bill makes Hawaii the first U.S. state to adopt such a
standard. With so much renewable energy and the unique characteristics of Hawaii's electric grid, there
are concerns about the operational challenges associated with increasing amounts of renewable power.
In order to address these challenges, the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission (Commission) has directed
the Hawaiian Electric Companies to consolidate existing demand response (DR) programs into a single
integrated DR portfolio and utilize DR to accommodate increased renewables into grid.^ It has also
directed the Companies to identify system requirements, model the cost of requisite ancillary services
and estimate DR potential for providing these services.
In response to these requirements, the 2014IDRPP filings to the Commission by the Companies indicate
that the primary drivers for developing a DR portfolio are to enable higher levels of renewable energy
without compromising grid reliability, provide additional options to customers to manage their
electricity costs and provide valuable grid services, and help utilities manage distribution system
requirements. In order to help address the operational challenge posed by increasing amount of
renewables and fulfill specific grid service requirements, DR resources need to provide a high level of
operational flexibility and be highly dispatchable in order to support integration of these resources into
the grid.
1.2 Study Objectives and Scope
The primary objectives of this study are to provide estimates of DR potential and costs that will help
guide the Hawaiian Electric Companies in their efforts to assess and implement a new generation of DR
programs that will help meet the changing needs of Hawaii's electric grid. Specifically, it covers the
following elements:
•

Estimate the achievable potential for different DR options that can help address specific grid
service requirements for the companies.

•

Utilize hourly load profiles by customer type and end-use to estimate the achievable potential.

•

Accoimt for eligible market size and participation rates for providing different types of ancillary
services along vdth energy and capacity services.

^ "Power Forward: DER Growth and Integration in Hawaii". Presentation by Matthew McDonnell, Hawaii PubUc
Utilities Commission, Association of Energy Service Professionals Web Conference: The DER Moment... Are You
Ready For it?, November 4, 2015.
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Present potential and cost estimates for different DR options that are incorporated into the
Companies avoided cost modeling framework to assess cost-effectiveness of options and
subsequently select specific options to be part of a DR program portfolio.
Figure 1-1 below presents the study scope.
Figure 1-1. Study Scope
Project Kickoff

Program Review/Refinement

Develop Assumptions

Data Acquisition

Develop Sensitivity Ranges

Develop Model

Final Report

Introduce Navigant staff to the project
Clarify scope and deliverables
DR programs, customercharacteristics, etc.
DR drivers and key requirements for proposed portfolio
Develop key program parameters (participation, unit impacts, costs)
DR program specifications (notification, speed, annual limits, etc.)
Company specific data sources
Vendor interviews
Secondary sources (published reports and other materials)
Identify parameters for conducting sensitivity analysis.
Conduct scenario and uncertainty analysis around key input ranges
Leverage existing DRSim™ model
Heavily customize model to meet study specifications and
requirements.

>

Develop final report that provides potential estimates by program
and customer types.

1.3 Report Organization
This report is organized into the following sections:
•

Chapter 2 presents the analysis framework, assumptions and data sources

•

Chapter 3 presents the baseline load profile development approach and results

•

Chapter 4 presents base case potential and cost results

•

Chapter 5 presents the scenario analysis results

The Appendices to the report present assumptions on flexibility factors and the cost assumptions.
Please note that all files with detailed results have been transmitted separately to the Companies.
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2. Potential Estimation Approach
The potential assessment approach followed in this study is based on a detailed bottom-up modeling
framework that combines primary data available from the Hawaiian Electric Companies with relevant
secondary sources of information. All input variables feed into NaviganEs DRSim'^'^ model which is
customized to meet the specific requirements for this study.
This chapter presents the overall potential estimation approach, describes in detail the steps followed to
arrive at potential and cost estimates, and provides references to relevant data sources used to develop
the assumptions.
In order to assess the DR potential, we follow the steps listed below (shown in Figure 2-1):
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Define potential estimation timeframe
Characterize the market for DR options
Develop baseline projections for customer coimt and load
a. System load profiles for base and forecasted years
b. Hourly load profiles by customer class, building type and end-use
Define DR options by customer class
Develop parameters for potential and cost estimation by DR option
a. Participation Rates
b. Unit Impacts
c. Program Costs
Estimate DR potential by Option and develop annual program and leveHzed costs
Conduct Sensitivity Analysis

This chapter describes these steps below.
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Figure 2-1. Potential Estimation Steps

Step 1:
Define Potential
Estimation Timeframe

Define Base and Forecast Years for Potential
Assessment

Step 2:
Characterize the Market for
DR Options

Set different levels for market characterization by the
following criteria: Islands, Rate Schedules, Building
Types, and Enduses.

Step 3:
Develop Baseline
Projections

Develop baseline load profiles for base and forecasted
years by island, rate schedules, building types and end
uses, by day type. Also develop customer count and
applicable technology projections.

Step 4:
Define DR Options by
CustomerClass

Define DR options for providing various types of grid
services and describe their characteristics.

Step 5:
Develop Potential & Cost
Estimation Parameters

Develop participation rates, unit impact and cost
assumptions for each DR option by rate schedule,
building type and enduse. Also develop itemized cost
assumptions.

Step 6:
Estimate DR Potential &
Costs

Apply potential and cost variables to the baseline
forecast to estimate hourly potential by option. In
addition, calculate annual and levelized costs for each
option.

Step 7:
Conduct Sensitivity
Analysis

Apply scenario asstimptions to assess sensitivity of
potential and cost results to changes in key parameters.

2.1 Define Potential Estimation Timeframe
The first step in the analysis approach is to define the base year and the forecast years for potential
estimation. In this study, we chose 2014 as the base year because that is the most recent year for which
complete customer count and load data is available from the Companies. The study presents potential
estimates over the 2016-2030 timeframe.^

2 As requested by the Companies.
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2.2 Characterize the Market for DR Options
This study uses a rigorous bottom-up approach to characterize the market for potential estimation using
a combination of data sources provided by the Companies with the best available sources from the
industry on the topic. Table 2-1 below shows the different levels at which we characterize the market.
These are briefly described below.
Table 2-1. Market Characterization Levels for Potential Assessment

Level 1: By Island

The study presents potential estimates for each of these five islands: Oahu,
Hawaii, Maui, Lanai and Molokai.
Our first level of segmentation is by rate schedule into the following classes:

Level 2: By Rate Schedule

Level 3: By Building Type
(for SMB and Large C&I
customers)

Level 4: By Enduse

•
•
•

Residential: Schedule R
Small and Medium Business (SMB): Schedules G & p
Large C&I: Schedule P

For the non-residential customers, we further segment the market into building
types to represent demand characteristics by enduse for each building type. The
different building types are:
Education
Grocery
Health
Hotel
Industrial
Large Multi-Family
Military
Office
Restaurant
Retail
Warehouse
Water Pumping
For residential customers, we further breakdown the load by specified
end-use only (cooUng and water heating)
For the C&I customers, we characterize the load by end-use for each
building type (lighting, cooling heating, ventilation, water heating,
industrial process, and water pumping)
In addition, we have modeled PV load, EV and battery load as separate
end-uses by customer class.

Level 1: By Island. This study estimates potential for each of the five islands of Oahu, Hawaii, Maui,
Lanai, and Molokai.

^ Also includes Schedule H customers for MECO.
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Level 2: By Rate Schedule. For the purposes of DR potential estimation, this study segments customers
by rate schedule into three classes. These are residential. Small and Medium Business (SMB), and Large
C&I. Residential includes all customers under Rate Schedule R, SMB includes all customers rmder G and
J rate schedules (also includes Schedule H in the case of MECO), and Large C&I includes all customers
under Rate Schedule P.^ This segmentation approach follows the method the Companies use at present
to target the current programs and is consistent with the manner in which future programs are likely to
be positioned.
Level 3: By Building Type. Within each rate schedule, we further characterize the market by building
type. We start with the building types provided by the Companies and map these to the segments used
in the study. These building types represent the manner in which the market is typically characterized in
potential studies to represent customers with similar energy consumption and load patterns. The
segmentation approach by building type is consistent with the segmentation followed in the 2014
Statewide Energy Efficiency Potential study for Hawaii,^ and also matches the building types for which
load data is available from publicly available load shape databases that we use to characterize the load
by building type and by enduse.^ Table 2-2 below shows the market characterization by building type
and how we mapped the segments/building types provided by the Companies to those used in the
study.

^ We used the rate schedule information provided by the Companies for this segmentation and vetted this with the
Companies.
5 State of Hawaii Energy Efficiency Potential Study, Final; Prepared for Hawaii Public Utilities Commission by
EnerNOC Utility Solutions Consulting; January 15, 2014.
® Chapter 3 discusses detailed load profile development approach.
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Table 2-2. Mapping of C&I Building Types from Companies to Study Segments

[

[Uuuig lypes proviaea oy
Companies^

Customer Clai
Residential

V
SMB and

Types used in Potential Study

Residential

Residential

Air Facilities®

Office

Education

Education

Food Processing

Industrial

Grocery Retail-Food

Grocery

Health

Health

Housing

Large Multi-Family

Lodging Hotel

Hotel

Manufacturing

Industrial

Offices and Others®

Office

Pumping

Water Pumping

Large C&I

Restaurant

_

Restaurant

Retail Non-Food

Retail

Services/Amusement

Retail

U.S. Military

Military

Warehouse

Warehouse

Level 4: By End Use. Within each building type, we need to further characterize the load by breaking it
up into different end uses that constitute the load. Table 2-3 below lists the enduses under the different
building type segments included in the study. The characterization by enduse is based on the enduse
classification used in the load profiles for this study along with load information provided by the

^ Based on information provided by the Companies which showed customer count and sales by building type under
each C&I rate schedule and for each island.
® Air facilities primarily represent offices of the airline companies. The mapping of air fadhties to office is based on the fact
that the load characteristics for this segment matches most closely the load characteristics of an office building among the different
building types for which load profile data is available from public sources.

® In the 2014 customer count and retail sales data provided by the Companies, one of the segments was indicated as
"Others". In our approach, we included these customers and their sales imder the "Office" segment.
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Companies.i° In addition, we characterized the PV load for each customer class and also included
Electric Vehicle (EVs) and batteries as separate enduses under each class.n
Table 2-3. List of Enduses Included in the Study by Building Type

Residential customers

Cooling
Water Heating
Electric Vehicles
Batteries
PV
Otheri2

SMB and Large C&I customers:
Education
Grocery
Health
Hotel
Large Multi-Family
Military
Office
Restaurant
Retail
Warehouse
Industrial
Water Pumping

1

Cooling
Heating
Lighting
Ventilation
Electric Vehicles
Batteries
PV
Other^^
Whole Facilityi^

2.3 Develop Baseline Projections for Customer Count and Load
The baseline projection is the foundation on which we build DR potential estimates. Once we have
characterized the market, the next step in our analysis is to develop baseline projections of customer
count and load over the analysis timeframe (2016-2030).
2.3.1 Baseline Customer Coimt Projections
We develop customer cormt projections for all customer classes and segments for each of the five islands
based on the data provided to us by the three Hawaiian utilities (HECO, HELCO, and MECO). We first
develop customer count projections by rate schedule for all five islands. Table 2-4 shows customer count
projections by the three customer classes for all five islands.

Described in detail in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 describes how we developed load profiles for these enduses.
Includes lighting, appliances, interior equipment, and any other miscellaneous load.
52 Includes interior equipment and other miscellaneous load.

5^ Loads for mdustrial and water pumping customers are characterized at the whole facility level and not broken
down by enduse.
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Table 2-4. Baseline Customer Count Projections by Island and Customer Classes
2014

2016

2020

2025

CAGR (2014-

2030

'

2030) (%)

Oahu
266,923

270,970

278,369

287,618

296,867

0.67%

32,958

33,048

33,303

33,624

33,942

0.18%

372

379

375

369

358

-0.22%

300,289

304,396

312,048

321,607

331,167

0.61%

Residential

70,108

71,297

74,065

77,676

81,432

0.94%

J

SMB

12,531

12,926

13,289

13,704

14,143

0.69%

1

83

86

87

99

109

1.74%

82,857

84,309

87,440

91,482

95,682

0.90%

55,486

56,445

59,161

62,556

65,549

1.05%

9,119

9,267

9,577

9,947

10,317

0.80%

126

124

126

131

131

0.29%

64,692

65,834

68,867

72,635

75,998

1.01%

1,479

1,506

1,562

1,634

1,688

0.83%

241

241

253

267

288

1.27%

3

3

3

3

3

0.00%

1,718

1,751

1,819

1,906

1,980

0.89%

1

2,644

2,652

2,696

2,751

2,818

0.40%

1

514

530

532

538

541

0.19%

8

8

8

8

8

0.00%

3,182

3,192

3,240

3,300

3,372

0.36%

Residential
SMB
Large C&I
Total
Hawaii

Large C&I
Total

1
1

Maui
Residential
SMB
Large C&I
Total
Lanai
Residential
SMB
Large C&I
Total

g

1

J

Molokai
Residential
SMB
Large C&I
Total

1

Within each C&I rate schedule, we further develop customer count projections by building type using
the segmentation approach described in the earlier step. Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference,
below shows the breakup of customer count by building type under each rate schedule for the base year
(2014) for all five islands. We assumed customer mix by building types to remain unchanged over time
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(vis-a-vis 2014 shares) and used the 2014 shares to project out customer count by building type for the
five islands.
Table 2-5. Base Year Customer Count by Customer Class and Building Type for all Islands
Segment
Residential

Oahu

Hawaii

Maui

Lanai

Molokai

266,923

70,108

55,486

1,479

2,644

1,300

481

317

15

14

7

SMB
Education
Grocery

827

148

160

Health

296

142

112

2

Hotel

172

74

66

22

Large Multi-Family

4,757

895

830

12

Office

7,251

2,846

2,253

74

sa

Other's

3,005

2,784

756

28

309

Restaurant

2,545

511

432

%

9

Retail

9,895

3,412

3,279

49

69

77

34

19

1,207

251

241

4

4

Water Pumping

824

745

518

24

7

Industrial

802

208

136

3

6

32,958

12,531

9,119

241

514

Education

14

4

3

Grocery

31

15

13

Military
Warehouse

Total

1

5

1

'

Large C&I

Health

6

Hotel

47

30

Large Multi-Family

51

15

Office

74

13

Other^
Restaurant

3

Retail

51

12

24

Military

28

1

1

Water Pumping

25

21

19

Industrial

16

3

1

Total

372

83

126

Warehouse

Customer count data provided by Hawaiian Electric Companies specifies an undefined "other" category. As
mentioned earlier, we included these customers under the "Office" segment in our analysis.
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2.3.2 Baseline Customer Load Projections
The other key component for which we need to develop baseline projections is the customer load. In
order to assess DR potential for ancillary services, loads need to be characterized at an hourly level for
each day or type of day in the year. Therefore the customer baseline load by rate schedules and by
building type also needs to be developed at that level over the analysis timeframe. In our analysis we
start with hourly system level load forecasts provided by the utilities and further disaggregate this by
customer class, building type and end use to characterize the load. We use a combination of various
primary and secondary information sources in order to develop the load profiles. Chapter 3 describes
the detailed step-by-step load profile development process.
2.4 Define DR Options by Customer Class
Once the baseline projections are developed, the next step in our analysis is to define and characterize
the various DR options that the Companies can potentially use to help fulfill various grid service
requirements. DR options can broadly be categorized into two classes: those providing ancillary services
and those providing energy and capacity products.
2.4.1 List of DR Options Included in the Study
For the purposes of this study, we use the set of DR options provided to us by the Hawaiian electric
companies for fulfilling specific grid service requirements. These are defined by the three customer
classes considered in our analysis: residential, small/medium business, and large C&I.i^
Table 2-6 below lists the DR options by customer classes and indicates the t)q3e of grid service product
these options provide.

HECO and the other utilities defined the DR options and provided us with a description of their characteristics
which we use to estimate potential.
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Table 2-6. DR Options by Type of Grid Service Product and Applicable Customer Classes^^

Options

Type of Grid Service Product

Fast Frequency Response

Contingency Reserves

Non-Spin Auto Response

10 min Reserves

Regulation Reserves

Regulation Reserves

Critical Peak Incentive

Capacity

Time-Of-Use

Capacity

Day Ahead Load Shift

Capacity

Real Time Pricing

Capacity

Mmimiun Load

Capacity

PV Curtailment

Capacity

AppucaDie to
Residential and
Small/Medium Business
Customers

Applicable to Largi
C&I Customers

2.4.2 Characteristics of DR Options
Each option is specifically characterized by the type of grid service it can provide and by key parameters
such as activation speed, notification time for DR events, single event duration, ramp rate to full
respond, frequency at which events may be called, maximum annual hours for which events may be
called, and metering reqtiirements.
For loads to fulfill different types of ancillary services requirements such as contingency and
supplemental reserves, regulation services, and frequency response, they need to provide a high level of
operational flexibility and be highly dispatchable in order to balance supply and demand. Participating
loads need to exhibit low degrees of variability in load availability and ability to shed, in order to
enhance forecasting requirements. Depending on the type of grid service, loads need to exhibit near
instantaneous response for Fast Frequency Response services to full response within 2 seconds for
Regulation and within 1 hour for Critical Peak Incentive. In addition, performance of loads needs to be
measured and verified in near real time. Participating facilities also need to have sophisticated energy
management and controls systems to enable automated response. Also, unlike traditional DR which
refers to load curtailment, in this case loads need to be increased during certain hours to help balance
over generation from renewables during those hours. DR options could be specifically designed to target
load building during high solar hours to address the drop in the net load curve during those time
periods.

Based on ancillary services definitions and descriptions provided by the Hawaiian Electric Companies. See Docket
2007-0341IDRPP Supplemental Report, filed November 20, 2015
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The Hawaiian Electric Companies plan to utilize demand side load to provide the following types of
grid services, briefly described below:^^
•

Fast Frequency Response: Fast Frequency Response is the automatic response of generation
resources to a change in frequency. Resource must immediately respond to a change in
frequency by changing its output in proportion to the change in frequency. The response is must
occur within 0.5 seconds or less. The response needs to be measureable at the output of the
resource within 10 seconds of the change in frequency and must be maintained for a minimum
of 10 minutes.

•

Non-Spin Auto Response (10-Minute Reserves): These are off-line fast-start resources that are
not operated under normal load and generation conditions and are used as supplemental
reserves resource for the restoration of regulation and/or contingency reserves. For loads to
provide Non-Spin Auto Response, they need to respond within 10 minutes and maintain
response for an hour.

•

Regulation Reserves: These resources have the ability to respond to commands from Automatic
Generation Control (AGC)i^ to increase or decrease its generation output in a known and
consistent manner. The response needs to be initiated immediately upon receipt of the AGC
command and completed within 2 seconds of the AGC command. The load response needs to be
sustained for a minimum of 30 minutes to be included as regulation.

Table 2-7 lists the characteristics of DR options that provide ancillary services.

18 Ibid.

1® Automatic Generation Control is a system for adjusting the power output of multiple generators at different
power plants, in response to changes in the load.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automatic_Generation_Control
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In addition, loads can also help fulfill capacity and energy requirements, for which DR options can either
be incentive based or pricing based.
Under the Critical Peak Incentive (CPI) option, loads serve as capacity resources. Participants are
notified of DR events an hour in advance and need to sustain the load reduction for 4 hours. Participants
are paid for the actual energy reduced during those hours. The Time Of Use (TOU) option is offered to
residential and SMB customers and provides a permanent load shifting opportunity to these customers.
Participants enrolled under a TOU tariff receive a higher electricity rate during certain pre-specified
peak periods when compared with prices during off-peak periods, which in turn incentivize them to
shift load from peak to off-peak periods.^i The Day Ahead Load Shift option is offered to Large C&I
customers where participants are sent day-ahead notification of high prices during certain pre-specified
hours in the specified timeframe. Participants have the option of reducing load during the event period
with high prices and in order to lower their bill or continue to maintain their normal usage during these
periods and pay higher electricity prices. The Real Time Pricing option sends dynamic hourly price
signals to customers to reduce load in response to prices.22 No separate incentives'^ are provided and
participant savings are based on response to real time prices. The Minimum Load and the PV
Curtailment options are specifically designed to address the dip in net load during high solar hours.
Under the Minimum Load option, participants are provided an incentive to increase their usage over
their baseline use during high solar hours. This option is offered in order to encourage load building
during those hours. The PV curtailment option applies to residential legacy Net Energy Metering (NEM)
customers with PV systems approved or pending approval prior to October 12, 20152^. These customers
have a smart relay type device installed at their system through which the utilities can disconnect the
system to stop energy flow into the grid during high solar hours and pay customers for the amount of
energy they would have otherwise fed to the grid. In addition to residential customers, the Companies
also plan to offer PV Curtailment option to SMB and Large C&I customers.
Table 2-8 lists the characteristics of options that provide capacity and energy services.

2’ The Companies are proposing a three tier TOU rate for residential customers with a low midday price during 9 am
to 4 pm, a high on peak period price during 4 pm to 12 am and an off-peak period price between 12 am to 9 am. For
EV customers, the Companies are proposing a separate TOU rate with 9 am to 3 pm as the midday period, 3 pm to 9
pm as the on-peak period, and 9 pm to 9 am as the off-peak period. (Ref: Distributed Energy Resource Policies,
Docket No 2014-0192)
22 Traditionally RTF impacts offered by utilities aroimd the country have been used for load curtailment and
therefore impact estimates available from RTF provide load reduction estimates only. However, customers on RTF
could provide either load decrease or increase in a particular hour depending on the price at that hour (reduce load
when price is high and increase load when price is low).
23 May be combined with other programs for added incentives, such as Critical Peak Pricing but must add more
load from normal operation.
24 See Instituting a Proceeding to Integrate Distributed Energy Resource Policies, Docket No 2014-0192 Order No
33258, filed October 12, 2015.
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2.4.3 Eligible Load for Participation in DR Options
Once the DR options are defined and characterized, the next step in the analysis is to define the eligible
load for participation in the different options, in order to account for potential overlaps in load
participation across multiple options.
Table 2-9 describes the eligible load for participation in the different DR options by customer class.^^
Table 2-9. Eligible Load for Participation in DR Options

Residential and
SMB

Large C&I

Critical Peak Incentive

All customers/load.

Time-Of-Use

All customers/load.

RTF

All customers/loads, except those enrolled in TOU.

Fast Frequency Response

All customers/loads.

Regulation Reserves

All customers/loads

Non-Spin Auto Response

All loads, other than those enrolled in TOU and RTP.

PV Curtailment

Legacy residential NEM customers; all SMB customers
with PV installs.

Minimum Load

All loads.

Critical Peak Incentive

AU customers

Day Ahead Load Shift

All customers/load.

RTP

All customers/load other than those enrolled in Day
Ahead Load Shift.

Fast Frequency Response

All customers/loads.

Regulation Reserves

All customers/loads

Non-Spin Auto Response

All loads, other than those enrolled in Day Ahead Load
Shift and RTP.

PV Curtailment

All Large C&l customers with PV installs.

Minimum Load

All loads.

Developed in consultation with the Hawaiian Electric Companies.
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2.5 Develop Parameters for Potential and Cost Estimation by DR Option
Once the DR options are defined and characterized, the next step in the analysis is to develop
participation, imit impact, and cost assiimptions for the DR options listed in the earlier step. Figure 2-2
below shows the framework for developing different program parameters.
Figure 2-2. Framework for Developing Program Assumptions^®

DR M arket •
Asseasmanta
(i.e., Market Data,
Potential Study
Results, etc.)
HECO’s
Existing DR
Program
Portfoiio
Portfolio
of DR
Programs
DR Best
Practices
(Present and
Future)

'Potential Assessment
-Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
-Sensitivity Analysis

Regulatory Approvals
Implementation
i ^ Input from I
I
HECO’s
Stakeholder
^ Community

I

The programmatic assumptions fall under three broad categories:
• Participation rates in DR options by customer class and building type (expressed either as % of
eligible customers or as % of eligible load)
• Unit load reduction impacts for DR options by customer class and building type (expressed
either as kW reduction per participant or as % of load enrolled)
• Program costs, which include itemized fixed and variable cost such as:
o One-time fixed costs related to program development
o One-time variable costs for customer recruitment and program marketing, equipment
installation.
o Recurring variable costs such as customer incentives, O&M, etc.
Note that this study did not conduct cost-effectiveness assessment of DR options as it was outside the study scope.
It only estimates annual and levelized costs for the DR options. The Companies will undertake cost-effectiveness
assessment of the DR options as part of the avoided cost modeling effort. Detailed assessment of program costs and
the various components therein will be undertaken at the program design stage.
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In order to develop the programmatic assumptions, we draw upon a variety of primary and secondary
information sources, which include:
• AU program and pilot experience data provided by the Hawaiian Electric Companies
• Interviews with Key Account Managers to assess participation possibilities for the different
customer segments.
• Interviews with Control Vendors to obtain their insights on market size and penetration.
• Other sources of available information from the Hawaiian Electric Companies that pertain to
market scoping for DR.
• Secondary information sources such as published studies in the area of DR providing ancillary
services, national DR program survey database published by FERC, other utility studies filings. A
few key studies that we referred to in this area are listed below:
o The Role of Demand Response in Integrating Variable Energy Resources. By Greg Wikler,
Debyani Ghosh, Kelly Marrin, Carlos Carrera, Juan Shishido, Ahmad Faruqui. Prepared for
Western Interstate Energy Board. December 2013;
http://www.westemenergyboard.org/sptsc/documents/12-2Q-13SPSC EnerNQC.pdf
o Grid Integration of Aggregated Demand Response, Part I: Load Availability Profiles and
Constraints for the Western Interconnection; published by Lawrence Berkeley National
Lab, National Renewable Energy Lab, and U.S. Department of Energy; September 2013;
o Grid Integration of Aggregated Demand Response, Part 2: Modeling Demand Response
in a Production Cost Model; published by National Renewable Energy Lab; December 2013
o Fast DR Pilot Evaluation Report; study conducted by Navigant;
o FERC DR Survey database; available at: https://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indusact/demand-response/2012/survey.asp
o PacifiCorp Demand-Side Resource Potential Assessment for 2015-2034; Volume 5: Class 1
and 3 DSM Analysis Appendix; January 30,2015.
The steps below describe the potential and cost estimation method used in this study.
2.5.1 Potential Estimation Factors
The DR potential estimation method in this study follows the approach described in a study published
by the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL).^^
Based on the approach followed in the LBNL study, three sets of "flexibility factors" are developed to
estimate DR potential. The hourly load profiles by customer class, building type and enduse, developed
in the previous step, are mn through these filters to estimate the amount of load decrease/increase that
could be achievable at any given hour from a particular enduse imder each DR option. The three
flexibility factors are as follows:
•

Acceptability refers to the percentage of load that customers are willing to shed in exchange for
financial incentives, and is akin to what the industry commonly terms as "participation rate".

"Grid Integration o£ Aggregated Demand Response, Part I: Load Availability Profiles and Constraints for the Western
Interconnection", LBNL, NREL, DOE; September 2013
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•
•

Controllability refers to the percentage of load for a given enduse that has the necessary
controls & communication capabilities for load sheds/shifts.
Sheddability refers to the percentage of controllable or acceptable load that can be shed by a DR
strategy. For bi-directional loads, it refers to both load decrease and increase.

We use the first two factors, "acceptability" and "controllability" to estimate the effective participation
rate, expressed as a percentage of the available load in any given hour. The participation rate is defined
as:
•

Participation rate (DR option) = min (Acceptability, Controllability)

In our model, we have developed a 24 hour acceptability profile by enduse for each building type and
for each DR option. This reflects the willingness of customers to provide load reductions/increase at a
particular hour. For enduses where participation is not assumed to be time varying, we used a single
participation percentage over all hours of the day. Moreover, the willingness to participate in DR options
also varies by the customer's business type. For example, hotel cooling loads are likely to have lower
willingness to participate than office cooling loads. Therefore, for a given enduse, we have varied
acceptability levels by building type to reflect the customer's business situation and consequent
willingness to participate in order to provide load reductions/increase. The controllability is a static
value that represents the share of loads that are projected to have the necessary controls for a specific
option. The smaller of the two values in any given hour represents the amount of participating load
available in that hour for load reduction/increase. Our participation assumptions are heavily informed
by discussions with key account managers across all islands who we interviewed during the coiuse of
the study. In addition, we drew on insights from discussions with control vendors who are familiar with
and/or have experience working on the Hawaiian Islands. Lastly, we referred to a number of established
secondary information sources in the industry to develop these assumptions.3<^,3i
Once we have estimated the amount of participating load, we multiply this by the sheddability factor
which represents the fraction of participating load that can be increased or decreased during DR events
or in response to time-varying rates. The DR potential is then estimated as:
•

DR potential = Load * Participation rate * Sheddability

The primary source for the sheddability assumptions is the LBNL published study on the topic.32 In
addition, we referred to other secondary sources to develop sheddability assumptions.33 For loads

Key secondary information source are: (a) Grid Integration of Aggregated Demand Response, Part I: Load Availability
Profiles and Constraints for the Western Intercormection", LBNL, NREL, DOE; September 2013; (b) Assessment of Industrial Loads
for Demand Response across U.S. Regions of the Western Interconnect; ORNL, September 2013; (c) FERC DR Survey database;
available at: https://www.ferc.gov/industries/electTic/indus-act/demand-response/2012/survey.asp; fdl PacifiCorp Demand-Side

Resource Potential Assessment for 2015-2034; Volume 5: Class 1 and 3 DSM Analysis Appendix; January 30, 2015.
Also note that we considered higher participation levels for Hawaii than what has been commonly observed in the
mainland since significantly high energy prices and strong customer interest in renewable generation and
environmental issues are likely to lead to higher customer adoption of DR programs.
Grid Integration of Aggregated Demand Response, Part I: Load Availability Profiles and Constraints for the Western
Interconnection", LBNL, NREL, DOE; September 2013
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providing certain specific types of services such as inertial or primary frequency response, we assumed
that 100% of the participating load can be shed during DR events. For specific emerging technologies
such as Electric Vehicles (EVs), PV system batteries and Grid Interactive Water Heating (GIWH)
technologies, we researched these to assess to what extent these enduse loads could be considered
eligible for providing different types of fast responding services.^
For a given DR option, we assumed participation to ramp up over a timeframe of five years using an Sshaped diffusion curve, from the point a particular option is deployed.^s This is based on most
commonly observed deployment experience of DR programs. A faster ramp up of programs within a
shorter timeframe (say three years), is possible, if the Companies were to undertake an aggressive rollout
of programs. We assumed all options, other than time-varying rates, to be deployed beginning 2016.36
The start date for pricing options is dependent on AMI rollout schedules by island.37 In addition, we
modeled an annual 2% attrition rate across all DR options to account for dropouts in customer
enrollment.38
Appendix A presents assumptions on flexibility factors used to estimate DR potential.

Key sources are: (a) FERC DR Survey database; available at https://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/demandresponse/2012/survey.asp: (bl PadfiCorp Demand-Side Resource Potential Assessment for 2015-2034; Volume 5: Qass 1
and 3 DSM Analysis Appendix; January 30, 2015.
3^ Key references on this topic are: (a) Electric Vehicles and the Grid; published by PJM on 03/31/2015;
http://www.pim.com/'-/media/about-pim/newsroom/fact-sheets/electric-vehicles-and-the-grid-fact-sheet.ashx: (b) Electric Vehicles
Start Selling Power Into PJM Grid; May 2, 2013; http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/electric-vehicles-start-sellmgpower-into-pim; (c) One Step Closer to Vehicle-to-Grid? September 27, 2011; http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/onestep-closer-to-vehicle-to-grid: (d) http://grid-on-wheels.com/; (e) Cost benefits and vehicle-to-grid regulation services of
unidirectional charging of electric vehicles; By- Mcdavis A. Fasugba, Philip T. Krein, IEEE Vehicle Power and Propulsion
Conference (VPPC 2007); http://electricvehicle.ieee.org/battery-technologies/cost-benefits-and-vehicle-to-grid-regulation-servicesof-unidirectional-charging-of-electric-vehicles/: (f) Electric Vehicles as Grid Resources in ISO-NE and Vermont;
https://www.veic.org/documents/default-source/resources/reports/evt-rd-electric-vehicles-grid-resource-final-report.pdf : (g) BPA
Technology Irmovation Project, http://www.bpa.gov/EE/Technology/demandresponse/Doniments/TI 220 Project Ecofys Evaluation Report.pdf: (h) ACEEE GIWH Panel,
http://aceee.org/sites/default/files/pdf/conferences/hwf/2Q15/2D-Childs.pdf: (i) Grid-Interactive Electric Thermal Storage (GETS)
Water Heating; white paper by Steffes, http://www.steffes.com/LiteratureRetrieve.aspx?ID=11558Q: (j) Supporting the Changing
Grid: Grid-Interactive Water Heaters; by Jeffrey Lin; project webinar at Stanford University;
https://energv.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/Giid%20Interactive%2QWater%20Heaters.pdf . (j) Grid Energy Storage; U.S. DOE
report; December 2013.http://energv.gov/oe/downloads/grid-energv-storage-december-2013.

33 Based on commonly observed industry experience in this area.
36 We developed this assumption in consultation with HECO. However, at the time of program design, the
Companies will specifically assess and consider the readiness of the available infrastructure to deploy and rollout
DR programs, given the conditions at that time.
3^ We obtained AMI rollout schedule by island from internal Navigant sources working on Smart Grid activities for
the Hawaiian Electric Companies.
3® Typically DR potential studies model between 2% to 5% customer attrition. In this case, we assume that programs
are well marketed and delivered, and consequently customer attrition is at the low end of the range. Note that we
assumed continuous recruitment of customers to make up for the attrition so that participation levels can be
maintained.
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2.5.2 Cost Assumptions
We have developed detailed itemized cost assumptions for each DR option in order to assess annual
program costs and calculate levelized costs for each option. These cost assumptions fall into the
following broad categories:
•

One Time Fixed Costs, specified in terms of $/option which include the start-up design and
development costs, including for example, costs associated with configuration of the Customer
Information System (CIS), Demand Response Management System (DRMS), aggregator headend systems, notification system, and the Energy Management System (EMS) as applicable.

•

One Time Variable Costs, which include marketing/recruitment costs for new participants,
metering costs, and all other costs associated with control and commrmications technologies to
enable load reduction at participating sites. The enabling technology cost is specified either in
terms of "$/new participant" on a per site basis or as "$/kW of enabled load reduction" on a
participating load basis.

•

Annual Fixed Costs, specified in terms of $/yr., which includes FTE costs for annual program
administration, EM&V costs, plus annual costs for maintenance of outside services such as
backend communication systems, software license fees, and any other software and hardware
related costs.

•

Annual Variable Costs, which primarily includes customer incentives, specified either as a fixed
monthly/annual incentive amount per participant ($/participant), or in terms of load and/or
energy reduction ($/kW and/or $/kWh reduction).^^

Appendix B presents all cost assumptions used in this study.
2.6 Estimate DR Potential and Costs
Once all DR potential and cost assumptions are developed, the next step is to estimate DR potential
using NaviganEs DRSim^’^ model customized for this study. This model is a highly flexible and
customizable model built on the Analytica software environment. The key inputs to the model are:
•

Baseline load profiles

•

DR potential estimation parameters, which includes the participation and impact assumptions

•

Itemized cost assumptions

Figure 2-3 shows a screenshot of the model interface developed for this study.

It also includes additional O&M costs that may be associated with servicing technology installed at customer
premises.
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Figure 2-3. DRSim^'^ Model User Interface
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The model outputs hourly potential results for each DR option by customer class, building type and
enduse for all five islands, based off the load profiles developed in the study. These potential results are
generated over the entire 2016-2030 timeframe of the analysis. For each year, the model produces
potential results for each month of the year for three day types (average weekday, average weekend day,
and peak day).
In addition to the potential results, the model calculates annual and levelized costs by DR option using
the itemized input cost assumptions. It then calculates the levelized costs by dividing the Net Present
Value (NPV) of annual costs by the Net Present Value (NPV) of MW impacts over the program lifetime.
We assumed 15 year program lifetime to calculate the levelized costs.

2.7 Conduct Sensitivity Analysis
Estimation of DR potential provides a point estimate of participation and curtailment across programs
and customer segments. There is uncertainty around these estimates that we can account for via
sensitivity analysis, scenario analysis, and via the use of distributions, rather than point estimates, for the
input values. Navigant's DR-Sim model, and in particular the platform that it is built on, facilitates both
simple and sophisticated Lmcertainly analysis and seamlessly provides graphical and tabular output of
the results.
In the current study, we have run sensitivity analysis around the five key parameters listed below. We
then compare the potential and cost results from these scenario runs with base case potential and cost
results to assess the magnitude of these changes on base case results. Chapter 5 provides additional
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descriptions around these scenarios and presents potential and cost results comparison of the scenario
runs with the base case results. The sensitivity analysis parameters are:
•
•
•
•
•

Changes to participation incentives vis-a-vis base scenario incentive levels with corresponding
implications on program participation.
Changes to marketing expenditure vis-a-vis base scenario expenditure levels with
corresponding implications on program participation.
Changes to base case Solar PV forecasts.
Changes to base case Electric Vehicle (EV) forecasts.
Changes to event durations with corresponding implications on participation incentives.
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3. Baseline Load Profile Development Approach and Results
The key component in this study's analysis approach is to develop hourly load profiles by different
customer and enduse segments listed in the previous chapter. This is essential to characterize DR
potential by hour of the day that could help meet different types of grid service requirements, especially
those providing ancillary services. This chapter describes the steps followed to develop baseline load
profiles and presents sample profiles as examples of what we developed.^
Figure 3-1 summarizes the load profile development steps, which are described further in the rest of this
section.
Figure 3-1. Load Profile Development Steps
Foundation:
Utility Specific Hourly System Load &
Class Level Load Research Data

Start with available 8760 hourly system load data and class
level load research data provided by the Companies.

Step 1:
Develop unitized 8760 load shapes by
Building Type and End-use using
publicly available load research data

Used 8760 load profiles from Open El for 16 commercial
building types (based off the DOE commercial reference
building models) and residential buildings (based off
the Building America House Simulation Protocols) to
develop unitized load shapes.

Step 2:
Apply load shapes to utility specific
data to deitelop load profiles by island,
customer class, building type and
endusefor base year (2014)

Applied unitized load shapes to system and class level load
data from the Companies to develop load profiles by
building type and enduse , calibrated to annual sales data
by rate class and building type, by island, for 2014.

Step 3:
Apply base year load profiles to hourly
system load forecasts for 2016-10^

Estimated average 24 hour load profiles by day type for
each month by island for base year, 2014 and applied this to
system level hourly load forecasts.

Step 4:
Develop load profiles &i/ island,
customer class, building type and
endusefor 2016-2030

Developed average 24 hour load profile projections from
2016-2030 by day type for each month by island, segmented
by customer class, building type and enduse.

^ We provided complete baseline load profile results to the Companies through a separate set to files that were
directly transmitted to the Companies. These show baseline load profiles by island for all years and months for diree
day types across all building types and enduses.
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3.1 Baseline Load Profiles Development Basis
The hourly system load profiles provided by the Hawaiian Electric Companies serve as a foundation on
which we develop the load profiles. We obtained 8760 hourly net load for the base year (2014) and for
the forecasted years (2016-2030) from the three Companies. We also obtained 8760 PV load profiles from
the three Companies for the base year (2014) and the forecast years (2016-2030). In addition to net load
profiles and the PV profiles, we obtained rate class level load research data from the Companies which
help us derive the contribution of each rate class to the system peak.
We start with these datasets and foUow a series of steps sequentially described below to arrive at total
loads at the customer facility level by rate class for the base year, 2014. These steps are as follows:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

We start with the 2014 system-wide 8760 net load and add the 2014 8760 PV load back to it,
which gives us an estimate of the total end use loads in 2014.
Next, we use the rate class contributions from the load research data, which are based on historic
years^i and add the PV load from the appropriate historic year to get an estimate of the total
facility load by rate class.
We then scale the rate class profiles to calibrate to the 2014 retail electricity sale by rate class
provided by the Companies, less any sales for Electric Vehicles (EVs). We subtract out the EV
sales because they are shaped and added back in a later step^2, plus the annual energy from 2014
PV.
Next, we determine the rate class contribution as a percentage of total hourly system load at the
facility level.
We then scale the 2014-system-wide load profiles to match 2014 sales less EV sales plus 2014 PV
energy, which provides the system-wide end use load at the customer meter side.
Next, we multiply the 2014 system-wide end use load at the meter by the rate class percentage of
each hour, which gives the enduse loads by rate class at the meter in 2014.
We then add EV and battery profiles^ to the system-wide end use loads by rate class.
Lastly, to find the net load by rate class, we subtract PV and any battery discharging from the
end use loads by rate class.

We developed load profiles for each month of the year for three day types: average weekday, average
weekend day and peak day of the month.

We obtained 2012 load research data for Oahu and 2008/2009 load research data for the remaining islands.
^ The development of EV load profiles is described later in the chapter.
^ The development of battery profiles is described later in the chapter
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3.2 Normalized Load Shapes by Building Type and by Enduse
By following the approach described in the previous step, we arrived at facility level load profiles by the
three rate classes for the base year. The subsequent steps describe how we further disaggregate the class
level load profiles by building type and enduse. Table 3-1 shows the dimensions for characterization of
the class level load profiles according to the different building types and enduses under each class.
For residential customers, the load profile is disaggregated by enduse only. For the SMB and Large C&I
classes, the class level load profiles are disaggregated by both building type and by enduse.
Table 3-1. Building Types and Fnduses by Customer Class for Load Profiles Characterization
dding Typ^
Cooling
Water Heating
Residential

Residential^

Electric Vehicles
Batteries
PV
Other loads (includes lighting appliances, interior
equipment, and other miscellaneous load).^

SMB, Large C&I

Education
Grocery
Health
Hotel
Office
Restaurant
Retail
Warehouse
Large Multi-Family
Military
Water Pumping
Industrial

Lighting
Cooling
Ventilation
Water heating
Industrial process
Water pumping
Electric Vehicles (EVs)
Batteries
PV
Other (includes interior equipment and
miscellaneous load)^^

In order to develop normalized load shapes by enduse for residential customers and by building type
and enduse for C&I customers, we drew upon a library of load research data available in the public

Only one building type considered; residential customers are not further segmented by dwelling type because
load shape data is not available by dwelling type (e.g. single family, multi-family, and mobile homes).
^ We did not further disaggregate the "other" enduse loads into its different components since flexibility factors
(discussed in the previous chapter) to estimate potential are not available in the literature for these enduses. This is
an area for further research. Future studies will need to further characterize the "other" enduses as and when
information on the flexibility of these loads is available.
' Ibid.
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domain and used these to develop normalized load shapes by building type and enduse.^ We used
publicly available load research data for Hawaii specific weather stations to develop normalized load
shapes by building type and by enduse for all five islands served by the Companies.
For three of the enduses listed in the table above (PV, EVs and batteries) we followed a different
approach to develop the load profiles.
•

PV profiles: We obtained 8760 PV load profiles from the Companies by rate class which helped
us determine the PV profiles for all five islands over the forecast horizon (2016-2030).

•

EV Profiles: Figure 3-2 below shows the assumed basehne per vehicle charging profile used to
develop EV load shapes. We developed this using best available information sources in the
industry since this data was not available from the Companies. The profile below is taken from
one of the California utilities' recent filing of their Distributed Energy Resources Plants. It should
be noted that this is the baseline charging profile which does not take into account the impact of
DR, including TOU rates, on the charging profile.^s We benchmarked this profile to publicly
available EV charging profiles from other sources which showed similar profiles to what we
have assumed here.^o

8760 hourly load profile data for residential customers at the end-use level and for commercial customers by
building type and by end-use available at: http://en.openei.org/datasets/dataset/commercial-and-residential-hoiu:lyload-profiles-for-a11-tmy3-locations-m-the-imited-states:
Dataset contains hourly load profile data for 16 commercial building types (based off the DOE commercial reference
building models! and residential buildings (based off the Building America House Simulation Protocols!. This
dataset also uses the Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECSi for statistical references of building types by
location (Additional documentation). Hourly load profiles are available for overall TMY3 locations.
Data available for 10 weather stations in Hawaii (Barbers Pt. NAS, Hilo Inti. AP, Honolulu Inti. AP, Kahului AP,
Lanai AP, etc.)
^ The per vehicle charging profile was derived from data presented in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Electric
Distribution Resources Plan, July 2015.
^ This profile is based on best available secondary information sources since the Companies do not have an EV
baseline load profile to begin with. Active intervention by the Companies to shape this profile is possible in the
future so that they could tap into the usefulness of EVs as a resource. An example is the EV-TOU rates being
considered by the Companies. Additionally, they can take actions to encourage daytime charging of vehicles at
workplaces and shape the profile accordingly.
A website hosted by the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL) called http://v2gsim.lbl.gov/. models the driving
and charging behavior of EVs. The charging profile that we currently use in our model looks quite similar to the one
coming from this source. There are minor differences, but the impact of those are largely insignificant in terms of
potential estimates.
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Figure 3-2. Baseline per Vehicle Charging Profile for Electric Vehicles (EVs)®^
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Battery Profiles:

Per vehicle charging profile presented in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Electric Distribution Resources Plan, July 2015, at
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlvrefi/DFH2C694-984C-45C4-AB8A0F866EE07633/0/ElectTicDistributionResourcesPlanApplication2015 Report PGE 20150701 3406581.pdf
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Figure 3-3 below shows the assumed battery charging and discharging profiles used in our
analysis. These batteries are tied to DG PV systems and are assumed to be charged during
daytime hours from 7 am to 4 pm. The charging profile for the batteries follow the Solar PV load
profile during those hours. We assumed that the batteries are discharged druing the peak
evening hours from 4-9 pm using a flat discharging profile during those hours.^2 The
development of these profiles assumed a battery energy capacity of 7 kWh/day for each battery,
battery maximum continuous charge/discharge of 2 kW/battery and a battery efficiency of 89%.^

Under the Companies three tier TOU rate, the peak period rate is effective from 4 pm onward. Hence it is likely
that PV customers will start discharging their batteries from that point in time.
53 These assumptions are based on information provided by the Companies.
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Figure 3-3. Baseline Battery Charging and Discharging Profile^^
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3.3 Base Year Load Profiles
Once we have developed the normalized load shapes by building type and end use, we apply these
shapes to the 2014 retail sales by rate class and by customer segment's obtained from the Companies to
arrive at disaggregated class level load profiles by building type and end use for all five islands for the
base year, 2014. For EVs we scale up the per vehicle charging profiles by the number of vehicles to
represent the aggregate EV hourly load profile, which is in turn calibrated to the 2014 retail sales for EVs
obtained from the Companies. For batteries, we scaled up the battery charging and discharging profiles
by the number of batteries in 2014 to arrive at the battery load profile for each island for the base year.
Next, we present base year load profiles by customer class, building type and enduse for all five islands.
3.3.1 Load Profiles by Customer Class
Error! Reference source not found, below shows the net load profiles by the three customer classes and
for the system for each of the five islands for an average weekday in September, 2014 as an example.^

^ In order to develop the charge/discharge profiles for batteries, we made the following assumptions: a) Battery energy capacity: 7
kWh/day-battery; b) Battery max continuous charge/discharge: 2 kW/battery; and c) Battery Efficiency: 89%.
The customer segments provided by the Companies were mapped to the building types in our load shape model.
This is shown for illustration purposes. Profiles for all months and for all years are presented in separate load profiles files
transmitted to the Companies.
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Figure 3-4. Base Year (2014) Load Profiles by Customer Class and by Island for an Average Weekday
in September^^
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3.3.2 Load Profiles by Building Type
Figure 3-5 below shows the base year (2014) load profiles by building type for four representative
months for Oahu. ^8
It is evident from the figure that there is very little monthly variation in the load profiles.^^ The key
observations from the base year profiles by building type are:
•

Residential customers have highest share in the gross load. Their share in the gross load varies
between 20%-30%.

•

The military segment has next highest share in the load at approximately 15-20% of the total
load.

•

Large Multifamily customers have around 5-10% contribution to the gross load.

•

Among commercial customers, office and retail segments have highest contribution in the gross
load, roughly ranging from 5% to 15% (varies by hour of the day).

•

Share of education is at approximately 5%.

•

Load from hotels is less than 5% of the gross load during the day. However its share is slightly
higher at night at around 10%.

•

Other segments such as groceries, health, restaurant and warehouse have 5% or lower
contribution in the gross load.

•

Water pumping customers have approximately 5% contribution to the night time load. Their
share drops during the day to 2-3%.

•

Share of industrial customers is relatively low at less than 5%.

•

Electric Vehicle load in 2014 is less than 0.5% of the gross load.

These are presented here as examples. Load profile results have been transmitted in separate files to the Companies which show
results for aU months and across aU three day types (weekday, weekend day, and peak day) considered in the analysis.
The percentages represented here are of the gross load at the facility.
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Figure 3-5. Base Year (2014) Load Profiles by Building Type for Oahu^°
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^ The PV load and the battery discharge load is represented as a negative load. The loads represented here are total building level
loads, which is what we need to use for DR potential estimation. The flexibility factors described in the earlier chapter are applied
to the building/facility level loads in order to estimate the potential.
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Figure 3-6 below shows the base year (2014) load profiles for four representative months of the year by
building type across all rate classes for the island of Hawaii.
It is evident from the figure that like Oahu, there is very little monthly variation in Hawaii's load
profiles. Following are the key observations from the base year profiles by building type:
•

Residential customers (represented as "Residential" building type in the figure below) have 3040% share in the gross.

•

Among commercial customers, office and retail segments have highest contribution in the load
roughly ranging between 5-20% (varies by hour of the day).

•

Share of education is approximately 10% during the da5dime hours.

•

Hotel is at roughly 10% of the gross load.

•

Other segments such as groceries, health, restaurant and warehouse have 5% or lower
contribution.

•

Large Multifamily buildings have low share at 1% of the gross load.

•

Military share is very low at less than 1% of the total load.

•

The water pumping segment has approximately 10% share of the gross load during the day and
20% of the gross load at night.

•

Industrial share is relatively low at less than 5% of the gross load.

•

Electric Vehicles have very small contribution in the 2014 gross load at less than 0.1%
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Figure 3-6. Base Year (2014) Load Profiles by Building Type for Hawaii
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Figure 3-7 below shows base year profiles by building type for the island of Maui for four representative
months in 2014.
It is evident from the figure that there is relatively little monthly variation in Maui's load profiles.
Following are the key observations from the base year profiles by building type:
•

Residential customers (represented as "Residential" building type in the figure below) have
highest share in the gross load at 30-40%.

•

Among commercial customers, hotels, offices and retail segments have highest contribution in
the load roughly ranging between 10-20% (varies by hour of the day).

•

Other commercial segments such as education, groceries, health, restaurant and warehouse have
5% or lower contribution in the gross load.

•

Large Multifamily customers have approximately 5-10% contribution to the gross load for Maui.

•

Military share is very low at less than 0.5% share of the gross load.

•

Water pumping constitutes approximately 5% of the gross load during the day and 10% of the
load at night.

•

Industrial share is relatively low at around 1% of the total load.

•

Electric Vehicles have very small contribution in the 2014 load at less than 0.5%.
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Figure 3-7. Base Year (2014) Load Profiles by Building Type for Maui
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Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference, below shows base year profiles by building type for the
island of Lanai for four representative months in 2014.
It is evident from the figure that there is relatively little monthly variation in Lanai's load profiles.
Following are the key observations from the base year profiles by building type:
•

Unlike Oahu, Hawaii and Maui, both Residential customers (represented as "Residential"
building type in the figure below) and the Hotel segment have almost equal share in the load at
around 30% share from each in the gross load.

•

Among other commercial customers, offices have more than 25% share in the daytime load.

•

Retail share is relatively low at 10% of the gross load during the day.

•

Other commercial segments such as education, groceries, health and warehouse have 5% or less
share in the gross load.

•

Large Multifamily customers have very low share of the gross load at less than 1%.

•

Water pumping customers have roughly 5% contribution to the gross load during the day,
which increases to 10% at night.

•

Industrial share is low at aroimd 1% of the gross load.

•

Electric Vehicles have very small contribution in the 2014 load at less than 0.5%.
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Figure 3-8. Base Year (2014) Load Profiles by Building Type for Lanai
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Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference, below shows base year profiles by building type for the
island of Molokai for four representative months in 2014.
Following are the key observations from the base year profiles by building type:
•

Unlike Oahu, Hawaii, Maui and Lanai, the C&I segment represented as "Office" has very high
share in the total load at 50-70% of the gross load.^i

•

Residential customers (represented as "Residential" building tj^e in the figure below) constitute
30-40% of the gross load.

•

The retail segment has roughly 5-10% share in the gross load.

•

All other C&I segments have 5% or lower share in the gross load.

•

Electric Vehicle load in 2014 is very low at less than 0.5% of the gross load.

Based on 2014 retail sales data provided by the Companies, the segment indicated as "Other" constitutes more
than 70% of the retail sales for aU business customers in Molokai. The sales for the "Other" segment, as provided by
the Companies, is categorized rmder the "Office" segment in this study.
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Figure 3-9. Base Year (2014) Load Profiles by Building Type for Molokai
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3.4 Projected Load Profiles for 2016-2030
Once the base year load profiles are developed, the next and final step is to apply these profiles to the
system load forecast for the 2016-2030 timeframe. We first add the PV load forecast to the net load
forecast obtained from the Companies to arrive at the gross customer loads for all islands. We then apply
the base year load profiles (developed in the earlier step) to the gross load in order to disaggregate the
load by building type and enduse.
In order to determine hourly EV load forecasts, we directly scale up the per vehicle charging profile
presented before with the number of forecasted EVs by rate class over the 2016-2030 timeframe for each
island. For batteries we foUow a similar exercise by scaling up the charging/discharging profile for each
battery by the number of batteries forecasted over 2016-2030 for the five islands.
Next, we present projected load profiles by customer class and by enduses.
3.4.1 Projected Load Profiles by Customer Class
Figure 3-10 shows baseline net load profiles by customer class for an average September weekday in
2025 for the five islands.^^
Key observations from these profiles are:
•

•

For Oahu,
o

The net system load drops to approximately 700 MW during the middle of the day and
ramps up to around 1,000 MW in the evening.

o

Residential customer net load shows a pronounced dip during the middle of the day and is
estimated to be slightly negative (approximately -10 MW) at that time. It ramps up to 300
MW during the evening hours.

o

SMB and Large C&I customers have almost equal load during the middle of the day. Large
C&I load is higher at night and in the morning.

For Hawaii,
o

The net system load drops to approximately 100 MW during the middle of the day and
ramps up to around 160 MW in the evening.

o

Residential customer net load shows a pronounced dip during the middle of the day and is
estimated to be very low at 1-2 MW at that time. It ramps up to 70 MW during the evening
hours.

o

For Hawaii, SMB customers have significantly higher load than Large C&I customers. Their
load is approximately 1.5 to 2 times the load from Large C&I customers.

Complete baseline load profiles for aU islands and for all years (2016-2030) have been transmitted to the
Companies in separate excel files.
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•

•

•

For Maui,
o

The net system load drops to approximately 100 MW during the middle of the day and
ramps up to around 190 MW in the evening.

o

Residential customer net load shows a pronounced dip during the middle of the day and is
estimated to be have approximately 5 MW load at that time. The load from these customers
ramps up to around 80 MW during the evening hours.

o

SMB customers have higher load than Large C&I during the day. However, the loads from
these two classes is more or less the same in the morning and at night.

For Lanai,
o

The net load profile is flatter and shows a much less pronounced "duck curve" unlike the
other three islands (Oahu, Hawaii and Maui) discussed before. This is because residential
load has lower share in the gross load for Lanai when compared with the shares for the
other three islands.

o

The net load for residential customers is approximately 0.7 MW during the middle of the
day and ramps up to 1.5 MW in the evening.

o

SMB and Large C&I customers have almost equal load for Lanai. Large C&I load is slightly
higher in the evening than SMB load.

For Molokai,
o

The net load profile is flatter and shows a less pronounced "duck curve". This is due to the
relatively low share of residential in the gross load for the island. As discussed before, a
large fraction of the load for Molokai is associated with the "Office" segment.

o

The net load for residential customers is approximately 0.2 MW during the middle of the
day and ramps up to 1.6 MW in the evening.

o

SMB customer load is approximately 1.5 to 3 times the load for Large C&I customers.
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Figure 3-10. Baseline Load Profiles by Customer Class for an Average September 2025 Weekday
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3.4.2 Projected Load Profiles by Enduse
Figure 3-11 shows baseline load profiles by enduse for an average September weekday in 2025 for all five
islands.^
Figure 3-11. Projected Baseline Load Profiles by Enduse for an Average September 2025 Weekday
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Complete baseline load profiles for all islands and for all years (2016-2030) have been transmitted to the
Companies in separate excel files.
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Key observations from these profiles are:
For Oahu,
•

Cooling has significant contribution to the gross load during the middle of the day at
approximately 30% of the gross load. Its share is slightly lower at 27% during the system peak
hour and drops in the night to approximately 20%.

•

Water heating share is highest during the early morning hours at 10% of the gross load. Its share
drop to 5-8% druing other hours. Its share in the evening peak hour is 7%.

•

Lighting has approximately 15-17% share in the gross load in the morning and during the day.
Its share drops to 13% at the peak hour and lowers further to 5-10% later in the evening and
night and early morning hours.

•

Ventilation in commercial buildings is 6-7% of the gross load during most hours in the day and
at the peak hour. It has roughly 3-5% share later in the evening and at night and during the early
morning hours.

•

Water pumping constitutes around 5% of the gross load at night. Its share in the gross load
during the day and in the evening is at 1-2%. At the system peak hour, it has 2% share in the
gross load.

•

Share of industrial ranges from 2-5% of the gross load. At the system peak hour, industrial has
2% share in the gross load.

•

By 2025, Electric Vehicles constitute 5-6% of the gross load during the evening hours (including
the system peak hour) until midnight, when majority of the vehicles are likely to be under
charge. They constitute l%-3% of the gross load at other times of the day.

•

DG PV batteries are represented as an enduse. The battery charging during the day constitutes
approximately 2% of the gross load.

•

The "Other" enduse category shown in the figures above has significant share in the gross load.^
"Other" enduses constitute almost a third of the gross load during the day and more than half of
the gross load at night. For residential customers, this category is primarily comprised of
lighting, appliances, electronics and other miscellaneous equipment. For C&I customers, this
category is comprised of interior equipment and other miscellaneous load.

For Hawaii,
•

Cooling has significant contribution diuing the middle of the day and in the afternoon at
roughly 25%-27% of the gross load. It has lower share in the evening at 20% during the peak

^ We did not further disaggregate the "other" enduse loads into its different components since flexibility factors to
estimate potential are not available in the literature for these enduses. This is an area for further research. Future
studies will need to further characterize the "other" enduses as and when information on the flexibility of these
loads is available. Moreover, load profiles for all the disaggregated enduses that constitute the "other" category is
not available in literature.
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hour, which drops to 15% or lower later in the night. It has approximately 15-20% share in the
gross load druing the morning hours.
•

Water heating has approximately 12%-14% share in the gross load during the morning hours,
which lowers to 6%-10% later in the day. It has 9% share in the load at the evening peak hour.

•

Lighting has approximately 15% share in the gross load during the middle of the day. In the
evening (including the peak hour), share of lighting is lower at 10% of the gross load. Its share
drops to 5% later in the night.

•

Ventilation in commercial buildings is roughly 6%-7% of the gross load in the morning and
during the day, with 5% or lower share in the evening and early morning hours. Its share in the
evening peak hour is at 5%.

•

Water pumping constitutes more than 20% of the gross load from midnight till early morning.
At other hours during the day it has approximately 10% or lower share of the gross load. At the
evening peak hour. It has 8% share in the gross load during the evening peak hour.

•

Share of industrial ranges from l%-3% of the gross load for all hours.

•

Electric Vehicle penetration is projected to be relatively low for Hawaii and constitutes less than
1% of the gross load.

•

DG PV batteries are represented as an enduse. The battery charging during the day constitutes
approximately 2-3% of the gross load.

•

The "Other" enduse category shown in the figures above has significant share in the gross load.^^
"Other" enduses constitute almost a third of the gross load during the day and more than half of
the gross load at night. For residential customers, this category is primarily comprised of
lighting, appliances, electronics and other miscellaneous equipment. For C&I customers, this
category is comprised of interior equipment and other miscellaneous load.

For Maui and Lanai, which exhibit similar profiles by enduse,
•

Not much hourly variation in the share of cooling load to the total gross load is observed.
Cooling share ranges approximately from 25%-30% from morning till evening. It has 26% share
in the gross load at the peak hour. Its share at night and early morning is slightly lower at 20%25%.

•

Similar to Oahu and Hawaii discussed before, water heating has approximately 10-15% share in
the gross load early in the morning. Its contribution to the gross load ranges from 5%-10%
during other hours. During the evening peak hour, it has roughly 8% share in the gross load.

We did not further disaggregate the "other" enduse loads into its different components since flexibility factors to
estimate potential are not available in the literature for these enduses. This is an area for further research. Future
studies will need to further characterize the "other" enduses as and when information on the flexibility of these
loads is available. Moreover, load profiles for aU the disaggregated enduses that constitute the "other" category is
not available in literature.
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Lighting has approximately 15% share in the gross load during the middle of the day. Its share
drops to around 5-10% during other hours. It has 10% share in the gross load during the evening
peak hour.
Ventilation in commercial buildings constitutes 7-8% of the gross load during most hours of the
day. Its share slightly drops to 5-6% of the gross load during the evening (which includes the
peak hour), and further drops to less than 5% of the gross load at night.
Water pumping constitutes 10% of the gross load from midnight to early morning. Its share
during most hours of the day is 5% or less. It has 4% share in the gross load during the evening
peak hour.
Share of industrial is low at 1-2% of the gross load across all hours.
Electric Vehicle load during the evening and night charging hours constitutes 3-4% of the gross
load during those hours. At the peak hour, EVs have 3% share in the gross load. At other times,
EVs constitute 1% of the gross load.
DG PV batteries are represented as an enduse. The battery charging during the day constitutes
approximately 2% of the gross load.
The "Other" enduse category shown in the figures above has significant share in the gross load.“
"Other" enduses constitute almost a third of the gross load during the day and more than half of
the gross load at night. For residential customers, this category is primarily comprised of
lighting, appliances, electronics and other miscellaneous equipment. For C&I customers, this
category is comprised of interior equipment and other miscellaneous load.
For Molokai,
Cooling has approximately 25-30% share in the gross load from morning till evening. It has 30%
share in the gross load at the evening peak hour. Its share drops to 20% by 10 pm and lowers
further to less than 10% during the night.
Water heating has approximately 10-12% share in the gross load during the early morning
hours. During other hours, it has approximately 5-10% share in the gross load. It has 8% share in
the gross load at the peak hour.
Lighting has approximately 20% share in the gross load during the day. Its share drops to 1015% later in the evening and further lowers to 5% at night. It has 10% share in the gross load at
the peak hour.
Ventilation constitutes 5% of the gross load during most hours of the day and evening. It has 5%
share in the gross load at the peak hour. Its share drops to less than 1% late in the evening and at
night.

We did not further disaggregate the "other" enduse loads into its different components since flexibility factors to
estimate potential are not available in the literature for these enduses. This is an area for further research. Future
studies will need to further characterize the "other" enduses as and when information on the flexibility of these
loads is available. Moreover, load profiles for all the disaggregated enduses that constitute the "other" category is
not available in literature.
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•

Water pumping constitutes 2% of the gross load from midnight to early morning. It has less than
1% share in the gross load during all other hours.

•

Share of industrial is low at around 1-2% of the gross load across all hours.

•

Electric Vehicle load during the evening charging hours constitutes roughly 3-4% of the gross
load during those hours. It has 4% share in the gross load during the peak hour. It constitutes
less than 1% of the gross load during the remaining hours.

•

DG PV batteries are represented as an enduse. The battery charging during the day constitutes
approximately 2% of the gross load.

•

The "Other" enduse category exhibits similar share as the other islands.

The next two figures show the load profiles for two specific enduses included in our analysis, EVs and
batteries.
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Figure 3-12 below presents baseline load profiles for EVs only on an average weekday in September
2025. These are based on the EV charging profile discussed earlier in the chapter and scaled up by the
number of vehicles forecasted for each island.
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Figure 3-12. Baseline Electric Vehicle Load Profiles for an Average September 2025 Weekday
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Figure 3-13 below presents baseline charging and discharging profiles for DG PV batteries on an average
weekday in September 2025. These are based on the charging profiles discussed earlier in the chapter
and scaled up by the number of batteries forecasted for each island.
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Figure 3-13. Baseline Battery Load Profiles for an Average September 2025 Weekday
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4. Base Case DR Potential and Cost Results
This chapter presents base case potential and cost results for all five islands. It includes potential
representation at different levels (aggregate, by customer class, building type and enduse) for a typical
weekday in the month of September 2025. These are selected as representative year and month for
presenting the results. The year 2025 is selected as the representative year for presentation of results
because all DR programs are fully ramped up and have attained steady state participation by that time.
Additionally, we selected September for presentation of results since the system peak historically has
occurred in the month of September. However, note that hourly potential results for an average
weekday, weekend day, and peak day of the month for all twelve months of the year and over the entire
analysis timeframe (2016-2030) for the five islands have been transmitted separately to the Companies.
Below, we present DR potential and cost results at the following levels for all five islands:
•

•

•

•

Aggregate DR potential by option
o

Hourly load curtailment potential by DR Option for an average weekday in September
2025 (as "MW" and as "% of Net Load").

o

Hourly load increase potential by DR Option for an average weekday in September
2025 (as "MW" and as "% of Net Load").

Hourly potential by DR option disaggregated by customer class for the following:
o

A representative load curtailment option providing ancillary services (Fast Frequency
Response selected since this is the option with highest potential for load curtailment)

o

A representative load curtailment option providing energy/capacity services (Critical
Peak Incentive selected since this option has highest load curtailment potential among
those providing energy/capacity services).

o

A representative load increase option (PV Curtailment option selected since this is the
one with highest potential among all options).

Hourly potential by DR option disaggregated by building type and enduse for the following:
o

A representative load curtailment option providing ancillary services (Fast Frequency
Response with highest load curtailment potential in this category).

o

A representative load curtailment option providing energy/capacity services (Critical
Peak Incentive with highest load curtailment potential in this category).

Net Present Value (NPV) of costs by DR option over 2016-2030 along with levelized costs.
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4.1 Oahu DR Potential and Cost Results
This section presents DR potential and cost results for Oahu at the different levels of analysis mentioned
before.
4.1.1 Potential and Costs by DR Option
Load Curtailment Potential
Figure 4-1 below shows hourly load curtailment potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW. Figure 4-2 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of net
hourly system load".
Key observations from these results are:
•

Fast Frequency Response has highest load reduction potential. Its potential reaches close to 130 MW
during middle of the day, which is equivalent to around 18% of Oahu's net load in that hour.

•

Load curtailment potential from all other DR options is less than 10% of the net load at any given
hour.
o

Among these other options. Critical Peak Incentive has highest potential that ranges between 5560 MW during midday and evening hours. Its contribution to the potential is at approximately
8% of the net load.

o

Time of Use rates are estimated to provide around 40-50 MW of load reduction potential during
early evening hours through load shifting from peak to midday and off-peak hours. This
translates to approximately 4-5% reduction in net load during those hours.

o

Real Time Pricing option has potential to provide approximately 30-50 MW of load reduction,
varying by hour of the day (potential ranges from 3-7% of the net load).

o

Load curtailment potential for ancillary service such as Non-Spin Auto Response and Regulation
Reserves range approximately between 2-4% of the net load (10-50 MW of load reduction,
depending on the hour of the day).

o

Day Ahead Load Shift option, applicable only to Large C&I customers, has relatively low
potential at approximately 10-15 MW during the peak evening hours.
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Figure 4-1. Oahu Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-2. Oahu Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (% of Net Load)
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Load Increase Potential
Figure 4-3 below shows hourly load increase potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW. Figure 4-4 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of net
hourly system load".
Key observations from these results are:
•

The PV Curtailment option has highest load increase potential at approximately 150 MW during the
midday hours. This translates into approximately 20% of net load during those hours.^^

•

The Minimum Load option, which pays customers incentives to increase load during the six hour
period from 10 am to 4 pm, could provide 50-60 MW of load increase during those hours {translates
into approximately 7-8% of net load increase).

•

Load increase potential from TOU rates during midday hours (9 am to 4 pm) is approximately 25-30
MW, which in turn translates into 3.5-4.5% increase in net load through shifting from peak period
hours to midday hours. Load increase potential during off-peak hours (12 am to 9 am, as defined in
the three tier OU rates) approximates 10-20 MW.

•

The Day Ahead Load Shift option too has potential to provide approximately 10 MW of load
increase during the midday hours and a slightly lower amount during the off-peak hours.

Note that even though this study estimates the potential for a PV Curtailment option and establishes it as one that
has largest load increase potential, it is unlikely to be considered as a program in the Companies application filing to
the Commission. This study considered an exhaustive set of options for the purposes of potential estimation only.
However, the selection of specific options under a portfolio of different DR programs by the Companies is a
component of program design and outside the scope of the potential study.
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Figure 4-3. Oahu Load Increase Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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4.1.2 DR Potential by Customer Class
Figure 4-5 and
Figure 4-6 show a breakdown of the potential by the three customer classes considered in our analysis
for Fast Frequency Response and Critical Peak Incentive options. As mentioned earlier, these two are
selected for discussion in the report since these have highest contribution in the potential among options
providing ancillary services and energy/capacity services. Figure 4-7 shows a breakup of the potential by
customer class from the PV Curtailment option, which provides highest load increase potential among
the applicable options.
Key observations from these results are:
•

•

•

For Fast Frequency Response,
o

Residential customers provide majority of the load reduction for Fast Frequency Response. The
load curtailment potential from these customers ranges approximately from 30-60 MW,
depending on the hour of the day. Their share in the total potential from this option is
approximately 40-50%.

o

SMB and Large C&I customers have almost equal contribution to the potential from this option.
Fast Frequency Response load reduction potential from these two classes is approximately 20-30
MW.

For Critical Peak Incentive,
o

Residential customers have similar shares in potential as Fast Frequency Response, at 40-50% of
the total potential from this option. In terms of MW load reduction, potential ranges from 10
MW to 30 MW, varying by hour of the day

o

Large C&I customer contribution is at 30-50% of the total potential from this option, with
potential from these customers ranging between 10-20 MW. SMB customers have relatively
lower contribution ranging from 5-15 MW of load reduction.

For the PV Curtailment option,
o

Residential customers are estimated to provide approximately 90 MW of the 150 MW of load
increase potential during the midday hours.

o

SMB customer load increase potential during midday hours is estimated at 20-25 MW. Potential
from Large C&I customers is slightly higher at 30 MW during those hours.
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Figure 4-5. Oahu Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Customer Class for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-6. Oahu Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Customer Class for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-7. Oahu PV Curtailment Load Increase Potential by Customer Class for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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4.1.3 DR Potential by Building Type and Enduse
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Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 show a breakdown of the Fast Frequency Response potential for Oahu on an
average weekday in September 2025 by building type and by enduse respectively.
Key observations from Fast Frequency Response load reduction potential by building type and enduse
are:
•

Other than residential customers (discussed earlier as having highest share in the potential). Military
and Large Multifamily segments have significant contribution to Fast Frequency Response potential.

•

Water Pumping customers load reduction potential ranges from approximately 10 MW to 20 MW.

•

Industrial customers can potentially provide 5-7 W of load reduction under Fast Frequency
Response. Warehouses too can provide approximately same level of reduction during midday hours.
All other segments have less than 5% contribution in the total potential.

•

Among the different enduses. Electric Vehicles represent a highly flexible resource with
approximately 40-50 MW of potential during the late evening hours when majority of the vehicles
are placed for charging.

•

Batteries too represent a flexible resource that could potentially provide 10-50 MW of load reduction
during the hours these batteries are being charged from PV systems.^®

•

Cooling loads are estimated to provide 30-40% contribution in the total Fast Frequency Response
potential. However, water heating potential has higher contribution than cooling during early
morning hours when water heating load is high. On an average, potential from cooling load is 20-50
MW while potential from water heating load is 10-30 MW.

Note that these batteries are tied to PV systems. However, under current rules, DG PV customers are now allowed
to export power to the utility. Therefore, in order to access the resource and realize curtailment from these
customers, the non-export requirement will need to be violated.
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Figure 4-8. Oahu Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Building Type for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-9. Oahu Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Enduse for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)®
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Whole Fadlity enduse in this figure represents loads associated with Industrial, Warehouse and Water Pumping
segments, which are represented as building types in the above figure.
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Figure 4-10 and
Figure 4-11 show a breakdown of the Critical Peak Incentive potential for Oahu on an average weekday
in September 2025 by building type and by enduse respectively.
Key observations from these results are:
•

As discussed earlier, among the different customer segments, residential customers have highest
potential under Critical Peak Incentive. Potential from military customers is estimated to be second
highest at approximately 3-6 MW of load reduction.

•

Among the different commercial building types, retail establishments and offices have highest
contribution at approximately 3-5 MW of load reduction potential during daytime and early evening
hours, which is approximately 10-15% share in the potential during these hours. All other
commercial building types have less than 5% share in the total Critical Peak Incentive potential.

•

Large Multifamily customers can potentially contribute 2-3 MW of load reduction, which is
approximately 5-10% share in the total load reduction from this option.

•

Among different enduses, cooling loads have highest contribution in daytime potential. Load
reduction potential from cooling is 15-25 MW during these hours.

•

Electric Vehicles represent a highly flexible resource with approximately 50% share in the total
Critical Peak Incentive potential during the evening hours when majority of the vehicles are placed
for charging. Load reduction potential from EVs approximates 20-30 MW during those hours.

•

DG PV batteries too represent a flexible resource that could provide almost 10 MW of load reduction
during daytime charging hours.^o

•

Load reduction potential from enduses such as water heating, lighting and ventilation is relatively
lower at around 5 MW or less.

As mentioned earlier, note that these batteries are tied to PV systems. Under current rules, DG PV customers are
now allowed to export power to the utility. Therefore, in order to access the resource and realize curtailment from
these customers, the non-export requirement will need to be violated.
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Figure 4-10. Oahu Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Building Type for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-11. Oahu Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Enduse for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)^i
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^ Whole Fadlity enduse in this figure represents loads associated with Industrial, Warehouse and Water Pumping
segments, which are represented as building types in the above figure.
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4.1.4 Costs by DR Option
Table 4-1 below shows Net Present Value (NPV) of costs and levelized costs for all DR options
considered in the analysis.
Table 4-1. Oahu Base Case Costs by DR Option
DR Opti(»|t

of Costs ('000 Dollars)
(2016-2030)

Levelize403^ ($/JtW-yr.)

I

Fast Frequency Response
Non-Spin Auto Response
Regulation Reserves
Critical Peak Incentive
Time-Of-Use
Day Ahead Load Shift
Real Time Pricing
Minimum Load
PV Curtailment

Key observations from cost and potential results are:
•

Fast Frequency Response has

•

Other ancillary services such as Non-Spin Auto response and Regulation Reserves have
relatively
cost and^^^ level of potential than Fast Frequency Response.
o

load reduction potential at approximately |

For Oahu, the levelized costs for these options are
and approximately
respectively. Enabling technology costs constitute a large fraction of the
costs for these options.

•

Among DR options providing energy/capacity services. Critical Peak Incentive has highest
potential at a cost of around
for Oahu.

•

Time-Of-Use rates have^^^f cost since these realize load reductions through behavioral shifts
in energy use caused by price differentials across different time periods, especially for enduses
such as Electric Vehicles. For Oahu, Time-Of-Use levelized costs are estimated at
Other pricing options such as Day Ahead Load Shift and Real Time Pricing are
due to enabling technology requirements. For Oahu, levelized costs for these options are
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estimated at I

for Day Ahead Load Shift and around

for Real Time

Pricing.
•

Load increase options such as Minimum Load and PV Curtailment have relatively
primarily due to customer incentive payments.

costs,

o

For Oahu, the levelized cost for Minimum Load is around

o

For the PV Curtailment option, substantial load increase could be realized at a
cost of around
Costs are^^f since customers are assumed to be
compensated at the retail rate during the hours the PV system is disconnected.

4.2 Maui DR Potential and Cost Results
4.2.1 DR Potential by Option
Load Curtailment
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Figure 4-12 below shows hourly load curtailment potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW.
Figure 4-13 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of net hourly system load".
Key observations from these results are:
•

Fast Frequency Response has highest load reduction potential. Its potential is highest during late
evening hours and reaches close to 25 MW during that time, which is close to 15% of Maui's net load
in that hour.

•

Load curtailment potential from all other DR options is less than 10% of the net load at any given
hour.
o

Among these other options. Critical Peak Incentive has highest potential that ranges between 810 MW during midday and evening hours. Its potential is approximately 10% of the net load
during the middle of the day.

o

Time of Use rates are estimated to provide aroimd 6-10 MW of load reduction potential during
late aftemoon/evening hours through load shifting from peak to midday and off-peak hours.
This translates to approximately 5% reduction in net load during those hours.

o

Real Time Pricing option has potential to provide approximately 5-8 MW of load reduction
(translates into 3-8% reduction in net load, depending on the hour of the day).

o

Potential for ancillary service such as Non-Spin Auto Response and Regulation Reserves range
approximately between 2-6% of the net load (2-7 MW of load reduction, depending on the hour
of the day).

o

Day Ahead Load Shift option, applicable only to Large C&I customers, has relatively low
potential at approximately 1-2 MW during late aftemoon/early evening hours.
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Figure 4-12. Maui Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-13. Maui Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
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Load Increase
Figure 4-14 below shows hourly load increase potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW. Figure 4-15 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of
net hourly system load".
Key observations from these results are:
•

The PV Curtailment option has highest load increase potential at approximately 25 MW during the
midday hours, which translates into approximately 25% of net load increase during those horu's.72

•

The Minimum Load option, which pays customers incentives to increase load during the six hour
period from 10 am to 4 pm, could provide 8-10 MW of load increase during those hours (translates
into approximately 8-10% of net load increase).

•

Load increase potential from TOU rates during midday hours (9 am to 4 pm) is approximately 6
MW, which translates into 5% increase in net load through shifting from peak period hours to
midday hours. Load increase potential during off-peak hours (12 am to 9 am, as defined in the three
tier TOU rates) approximates 3-5 MW.

•

The Day Ahead Load Shift option has potential to provide approximately 1-2 MW of load increase
during the midday and off-peak hours.

22 Note that even though this study estimates the potential for a PV Curtailment option and establishes it as one that
has largest load increase potential, it is unlikely to be considered as a program in the Companies application filing to
the Commission. This study considered an exhaustive set of options for the purposes of potential estimation only.
However, the selection of specific options under a portfolio of different DR programs by the Companies is a
component of program design and outside the scope of the potential study.
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Figure 4-14. Maui Load Increase Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-15. Maui Load Increase Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
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4.2.2 DR Potential by Customer Class
Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 show a breakdown of the potential by the three customer classes considered
in our analysis for Fast Frequency Response and Critical Peak Incentive options. As mentioned earlier,
these two are selected for discussion in the report since these have highest contribution in the potential
among options providing ancillary services and energy/capacity services. Figure 4-18 shows a breakup
of the potential by customer class from the PV Curtailment option, which provides highest load increase
potential among the applicable options.
Key observations from these results are;
•

•

•

For Fast Frequency Response,
o

Residential customers provide majority of the load reduction for Fast Frequency Response. The
load curtailment potential from these customers ranges approximately from 5-15 MW,
depending on the hour of the day. Their share in the total potential from this option is
approximately 40-60%.

o

SMB and Large C&I customers have almost equal contribution, with SMB customers having a
slightly higher share in the total potential from this option (20%-30% share in Fast Frequency
Response potential), while Large C&I customers have approximately 15%-20% share.

For Critical Peak Incentive,
o

Residential customers are estimated to provide 50%-60% of the total potential from Critical Peak
Incentive. In terms of MW load reduction, potential is 2-6 MW, varying by hour of the day

o

SMB and Large C&I customers have almost equal contribution at 1-2 MW of contribution, which
effectively translates into 20%-30% share from each of these classes.

For the PV Curtailment option,
o

Residential customers are estimated to provide approximately 15 MW of the 25 MW of load
increase potential during the midday hours.

o

SMB customer load increase potential during midday hours is estimated at 5-6 MW. Potential
from Large C&I customers is slightly lower at 3 MW during those hours.
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Figure 4-16. Maui Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Customer Class for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-17. Maui Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Customer Class for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-18. Maui PV Curtailment Load Increase Potential by Customer Class for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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4.2.3 DR Potential by Building Type and Enduse
Figure 4-19 and
Figure 4-20 show a breakdown of the Fast Frequency Response potential for Maui on an average
weekday in September 2025 by building type and by enduse respectively.
Key observations from Fast Frequency Response load reduction potential by building t)q)e and enduse
are:
•

Second to residential customers (discussed earlier as having highest share in the potential), water
pumping customers have significant contribution to potential. They are estimated to provide aroimd
4-6 MW of potential. These customers are likely to have 30%-40% share in the total potential during
late night and early morning hours. During the day, their share drops to 15%-20% as other sector
loads pick up.

•

Large Multifamily customers are estimated to provide aroimd 1-2 MW of reduction, which amounts
to approximately 10% of the total potential from Fast Frequency Response.

•

Warehouses can potentially provide around 5% of the total potential during the day. Industrial,
office and retail have approximately 2% contribution. All other segments have less than 1%
contribution in the total potential.

•

Among the different enduses. Electric Vehicles represent a highly flexible resource with
approximately 20% share in potential during the evening hours when majority of the vehicles are
under charging conditions. This roughly translates into 2-6 MW of potential during these hours.

•

Similarly, batteries too represent a flexible resource that could potentially provide 10% of the total
load reduction during the midday hours when these are being charged from PV systems.^

•

Majority of the potential is estimated to come from cooling loads (approximately 30-40% of the total
Fast Frequency Response potential). Reduction in cooling load can roughly provide 5-10 MW of load
reduction. Water heating loads have higher share in the potential during the early morning hours
when water heating load is high. Control of water heating load is estimated to provide around 2-8
MW of load reduction.

^ Note that these batteries are tied to PV systems. However, imder current rules, DG PV customers are now allowed
to export power to the utility. Therefore, in order to access the resource and realize curtailment from these
customers, the non-export requirement wiU need to be violated
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Figure 4-19. Maui Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Building Type for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-20. Maui Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Enduse for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)^^
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Whole Fadlity enduse in this figure represents loads associated with Industrial, Warehouse and Water Pumping
segments, which are represented as building types in the above figure
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Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22 show a breakdown of the Critical Peak Incentive potential for Maui on an
average weekday in September 2025 by building type and by enduse respectively.
Key observations from these results are:
•

As discussed earlier, among the different customer segments, residential customers have highest
potential under Critical Peak Incentive.

•

Among the different commercial building types, retail establishments have highest contribution at
10-20% share in potential during daytime and early evening hours. Offices and hotels come next
with 5-10% contribution during those hours.

•

Potential from Multifamily buildings is in the 5-7% range of the total potential.

•

All other C&I segments have less than 5% share in the total potential.

•

Among different enduses, majority of the potential is estimated to come from cooling loads. These
loads can potentially provide 40-60% of the total reduction.

•

Electric Vehicles represent a highly flexible resource with 30-40% share in the total Critical Peak
Incentive potential during the evening hours when majority of the vehicles are placed for charging.
Load reduction potential from EVs approximates 3-4 MW during those hours.

•

DG PV batteries too represent a flexible resource that could provide 20%-30% of load reduction
during daytime charging hours, amoimting to 2-3 MW of potential.^^

•

On an average, load reduction potential from enduses such as water heating, lighting and ventilation
is relatively low at 5-10% of the total Critical Peak Incentive potential. Water heating share through
is high during early morning hours.

As mentioned earlier, note that these batteries are tied to PV systems. Under current rules, DG PV customers are
now allowed to export power to the utility. Therefore, in order to access the resource and realize curtailment from
these customers, the non-export requirement will need to be violated.
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Figure 4-21. Maui Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Building Type for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-22. Maui Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Enduse for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)^^
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Whole Fadlity enduse in this figure represents loads associated with Industrial, Warehouse and Water Pumping
segments, which are represented as building types in the above figure
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4.2.4 Costs by DR Option
Table 4-lTable 4-2 below shows Net Present Value (NPV) of costs and levelized costs for all DR options
considered in the analysis for Maui.
Table 4-2. Maui Base Case Costs by DR Option
DR Option

V of Costs ('000 Dollars)
(2016-2030)

Levelized Costs ($/kW-yr.)

Fast Frequency Response
Non-Spin Auto Response
Regulation Reserves
Critical Peak Incentive
Time-Of-Use
Day Ahead Load Shift
Real Time Pricing
Minimum Load
PV Curtailment

Key observations from cost and potential results are:
•

Fast Frequency Response has

load reduction potential at approximately I

cost.

Other ancillary services such as Non-Spin Auto response and Regulation Reserves have
cost and^^^ level of potential than Fast Frequency Response.
o

For Maui, the levelized costs for these options are
and approximately
respectively. Enabling technology costs constitute a large fraction of the
costs for these options.

Among DR options providing energy/capacity services. Critical Peak Incentive has^|^^
potential at a cost of around

for Maui.

Time-Of-Use rates have^^^f cost since these realize load reductions through behavioral shifts
in energy use caused by price differentials across different time periods, especially for enduses
such as Electric Vehicles. For Maui, Time-Of-Use leveHzed costs are estimated at
Other pricing options such as Day Ahead Load Shift and Real Time Pricing are
due to enabling technology requirements. For Maui, levelized costs for these options are around
for Day Ahead Load Shift and around^^^^^^H for Real Time Pricing.
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•

Load increase options such as Minimum Load and PV Curtailment have relatively
primarily due to customer incentive payments.

costs,

o

For Maui, the levelized cost for Minimum Load is around

o

For the PV Curtailment option, substantial load increase could be realized at a relatively
high cost of around
Costs are high since customers are assumed to be
compensated at the retail rate during the hours the PV system is disconnected.

43 Lanai DR Potential and Cost Results
4.3.1 DR Potential by Option
Load Curtailment
Figure 4-23 below shows hourly load curtailment potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW.
Figure 4-24 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of net hourly system load".
Key observations from these results are:
•

Fast Frequency Response has highest load reduction potential at around 0.5 MW during the middle
of the day and early evening hours, which is equivalent to 12% of Lanai's net load during those
hours.

•

Load curtailment potential from other DR options is around 5% or less of Lanai's net load.
o

Among these other options, potential from Critical Peak Incentive is highest at 0.2-0.3 MW
during midday and evening hours, which effectively translates to 5-6% of the net load during
those hours.

o

Time of Use rates could potentially reduce net load by 4-5% during the peak hours by shifting
load from peak to midday and off-peak hours.

o

Load reduction potential from Real Time Pricing approximates 4-5% of net load in a given hour.

o

Potential from ancillary service such as Non-Spin Auto Response and Regulation Reserves
approximate 2-5% of the net load.

o

Day Ahead Load Shift option, applicable only to Large C&I customers, has relatively low
potential at less than 1% of net load.
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Figure 4-23. Lanai Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-24. Lanai Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (% of Net Load)
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Load Increase
Figure 4-25 below shows hourly load increase potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW.
Figure 4-26 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of net hourly system load".
Key observations from these results are:
•

Unlike the other islands, where the PV Curtailment option exhibits highest potential for load
increase, the Minimum Load option is estimated to have highest potential for load increase in Lanai.
The Minimum Load option can potentially increase net load by 6% during the applicable hours (10
am to 4 pm).

•

The PV Curtailment option can provide approximately 2-3% increase in net load during the daytime
hours.^^

•

Load increase potential from TOU rates during midday and off-peak hours is estimated at 2-4% of
the net load.

•

Load increase potential during midday hours through the Day Ahead Load Shift option is estimated
at less than 1% of the net load.

^ Note that even though this study estimates the potential for a PV Curtailment option, it is unlikely to be
considered as a program in the Companies application filing to the Commission. This study considered an
exhaustive set of options for the purposes of potential estimation only. However, the selection of specific options
imder a portfolio of different DR programs by the Companies is a component of program design and outside the
scope of the potential study.
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Figure 4-25. Lanai Load Increase Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-26. Lanai Load Increase Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
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4.3.2 DR Potential by Customer Class
Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-28 show a breakdown of the potential by the three customer classes considered
in our analysis for Fast Frequency Response and Critical Peak Incentive options. As mentioned earlier,
these two options are selected for discussion in the report since Fast Frequency Response has highest
contribution in the potential among options providing ancillary services and Critical Peak Incentive has
highest potential among options providing energy/capacity services.
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Figure 4-29 shows a breakup of the potential by customer class from the PV Curtailment option.^
Key observations from these results are;
•

•

•

For Fast Frequency Response,
o

Residential customers provide majority of the load reduction for Fast Frequency Response. The
load curtailment potential from these customers ranges approximately from 0.1 MW to 0.3 MW,
depending on the hour of the day. Their share in the total potential is very high at 50%-60%
during most hours.

o

SMB customers have second highest share in potential at 30%-40% of the total potential during
most hours, while Large C&I customers have less than 10% share in the total potential.

For Critical Peak Incentive,
o

Share of residential customers is slightly lower than their share in potential for Fast Frequency
Response, ranging from 30-50% of the total potential from Critical Peak Incentive.

o

For the non-residential classes. Large C&I customers have higher potential (25%-40% share in
total CPI potential) than SMB customers (15%-30% share in total CPI potential).

For the PV Curtailment option,
o

Residential customers can potentially provide 80% of the net load increase while SMB customers
provide the remaining 20%. For Lanai, there is no PV forecast for Large C&I customers.

Even though the PV Curtailment option has second highest potential for load increase (with Minimum Load
option having highest potential) for Lanai, we include the PV Curtailment option for our discussion on how
potential is disaggregated by customer class, in order to maintain consistency with presentation of results for the
other islands.
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Figure 4-27. Lanai Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Customer Class for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-28. Lanai Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Customer Class for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-29. Lanai PV Curtailment Load Increase Potential by Customer Class for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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4.3.3 DR Potential by Btiilding Type and Enduse
Figure 4-30 and Figure 4-31 show a breakdown of the Fast Frequency Response potential for Lanai on an
average weekday in September 2025 by building type and by enduse respectively.
Key observations from Fast Frequency Response load reduction potential by building type and enduse
are:
Other than residential customers (discussed earlier as having highest share in the potential). Water
Pumping customers have significant contribution to Fast Frequency Response potential. These
customers have approximately 20%-30% share in potential during the day, which increases to 40%50% of the total potential during night and early morning hours.
All others segments/building types in Lanai have less than 5% share in the total potential from Fast
Frequency Response.
Among the different enduses. Electric Vehicles represent a highly flexible resource with
approximately 20%-30% share in potential during the late evening hours when majority of the
vehicles are under charge.
Batteries too represent a flexible resource that could potentially provide 10%-15% of the total
potential during the hours these batteries are being charged from PV systems.^
Cooling loads are estimated to provide 20-30% contribution in the total Fast Frequency Response
potential while water heating potential is slightly lower than cooling. However, water heating has
higher contribution than cooling during early morning hours when water heating load is high.

^ Note that these batteries are tied to PV systems. However, imder current rules, DG PV customers are now allowed
to export power to the utility. Therefore, in order to access the resource and realize curtailment from these
customers, the non-export requirement wiU need to be violated
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Figure 4-30. Lanai Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Building Type for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-31. Lanai Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Enduse for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)®°
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Whole Fadlity enduse in this figure represents loads associated with Industrial, Warehouse and Water Pumping
segments, which are represented as building types in the above figure
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Figure 4-32 and
Figure 4-33 show a breakdown of the Critical Peak Incentive potential for Lanai on an average weekday
in September 2025 by budding type and by enduse respectively.
Key observations from these results are:
•

Among different commercial building types, hotels are estimated to have highest share in potential
at around 20% of the total during the day.

•

Other commercial building types with significant share in the potential are offices (at approximately
10% share in total), retail (5%-10% share in total), and water pumping customers (with 5%-10% share
in total potential during the night and early morning hours).

•

Among different enduses. Electric Vehicles represent a highly flexible resource with approximately
40% share in the total Critical Peak Incentive potential during the evening hours when majority of
the vehicles are placed for charging.

•

DG PV batteries too represent a flexible resource and could provide 20%-30% of the total load
reduction during daytime charging hours.®^

•

Cooling loads have highest contribution in the total potential at 40%-50%, followed by water heating
at 10%-20%. Enduses such as lighting and ventilation have relatively low contribution at 10% or less
share during most hours.

As mentioned earlier, note that these batteries are tied to PV systems. Under current rules, DG PV customers are
now allowed to export power to the utility. Therefore, in order to access the resource and realize curtailment from
these customers, the non-export requirement will need to be violated.
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Figure 4-32. Lanai Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Building Type for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-33. Lanai Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Enduse for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)®^
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Whole Fadlity enduse in this figure represents loads associated with Industrial, Warehouse and Water Pumping
segments, which are represented as building types in the above figure
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4.3.4 Costs by DR Option
Table 4-lTable 4-3 below shows Net Present Value (NPV) of costs and levelized costs by DR options for
Lanai.
Table 4-3. Lanai Base Case Costs by DR Option
DR Opti

»V of Costs ('000 Dollars)
(2016-2030)

Levelized Costs (S/kW-yr.)

Fast Frequency Response
Non-Spin Auto Response
Regulation Reserves
Critical Peak Incentive
Time-Of-Use
Day Ahead Load Shift
Real Time Pricing

■

Minimum Load
PV Curtailment

Key observations from cost and potential results are:
•

Fast Frequency Response has

load reduction potential at approximately

cost.

Other ancillary services such as Non-Spin Auto response and Regulation Reserves have
relatively
cost and^^^ level of potential than Fast Frequency Response.
o

For Lanai, the levelized costs for these options are
and approximately
respectively. Enabling technology costs constitute a large fraction of the
costs for these options.

Among DR options providing energy/capacity services. Critical Peak Incentive has^|^^
potential at a cost of around

for Lanai.

Time-Of-Use rates have^^^f cost since these realize load reductions through behavioral shifts
in energy use caused by price differentials across different time periods, especially for enduses
such as Electric Vehicles. For Lanai, Time-Of-Use levehzed costs are estimated at
Other pricing options such as Day Ahead Load Shift and Real Time Pricing are more
due to enabling technology requirements. For Lanai, levelized costs for these options are around
for Day Ahead Load Shift and around^^^^^^H for Real Time Pricing.
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•

Load increase options such as Minimum Load and PV Curtailment have relatively
primarily due to customer incentive payments.

costs,

o

For Lanai, the levelized cost for Minimum Load is around

o

For the PV Curtailment option, substantial load increase could be realized at a
cost of around
Costs are since customers are assumed to
be compensated at the retail rate during the hours the PV system is disconnected.®^

4.4 Molokai DR Potential and Cost Results
4.4.1 DR Potential by Option
Load Curtailment
Figure 4-34 below shows hourly load curtailment potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW.
Figure 4-35 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of net hourly system load".
Key observations from these results are:
•

Fast Frequency Response has highest load reduction potential. Its potential reaches close to 0.4 MW
during the middle of the day and evening, which is equivalent to approximately 10-12% of
Molokai's net load.

•

Load curtailment potential from other DR options is approximately 7% or lower of the net load at a
given hour.
o

Among other options. Critical Peak Incentive has highest potential with 5-7% reduction in net
load during day and evening hours.

o

Potential load reduction opportunities from Time of Use rates is roughly 5% of the net load
during the TOU peak hours.

o

Load reduction potential for Real Time Pricing is estimated at 3-6% of the net load.

o

Potential from ancillary service such as Non-Spin Auto Response and Regulation Reserves is
approximately 2-5% of the net load.

o

Day Ahead Load Shift option, applicable only to Large C&I customers, has relatively low load
reduction potential at less than 1% of the net load.

Retail rates for Lanai are higher than the rates for Oahu and Maui. Therefore PV curtailment costs are considerably
higher than costs for Oahu and Maui.
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Figure 4-34. Molokai Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-35. Molokai Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (% of Net Load)
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Load Increase
Figure 4-36 below shows hourly load increase potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW. Figure 4-37 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of
net hourly system load".
Key observations from these results are:
•

The PV Curtailment option has highest load increase potential at approximately 0.3-0.6 MW, which
translates into 20% of net load increase during the midday hours.®^

•

The Minimum Load option, which pays customers incentives to increase load during the six hour
period from 10 am to 4 pm, could provide approximately 0.2 MW of load increase during those
hours (translates into approximately 7-8% of net load increase).

•

Load increase potential from TOU rates during midday hours (9 am to 4 pm) is approximately 0.1
MW, which in turn translates into 4-5% increase in net load through shifting from peak to midday
hours. Load increase potential during off-peak hours (12 am to 9 am, as defined in the three tier TOU
rates) is slightly lower at 2-4% of the net load.

•

The Day Ahead Load Shift option too has potential to provide approximately 1% of net load increase
during the midday hours.

Note that even though this study estimates the potential for a PV Curtailment option and establishes it as one that
has largest load increase potential, it is unlikely to be considered as a program in the Companies application filing to
the Commission. This study considered an exhaustive set of options for the purposes of potential estimation only.
However, the selection of specific options under a portfolio of different DR programs by the Companies is a
component of program design and outside the scope of the potential study.
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Figure 4-36. Molokai Load Increase Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-37. Molokai Load Increase Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (% of Net Load)
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4.4.1 DR Potential by Customer Class
Figure 4-38 and Figure 4-39 show a breakdown of the potential by the three customer classes considered
in our analysis for Fast Frequency Response and Critical Peak Incentive options. As mentioned earlier,
these two are selected for discussion since these have highest contribution in the potential among
options providing ancillary services and energy/capacity services.
Figure 4-40 shows a breakup of the potential by customer class from the PV Curtailment option, which
has highest load increase potential.
Key observations from these results are:
•

•

•

For Fast Frequency Response,
o

Residential customers provide majority of the load reduction for Fast Frequency Response. The
share in total load curtailment from these customers is approximately 60-80%.

o

Share of SMB customers in total potential is roughly 15-35%. Large C&I customers have less than
10% share in total potential.

For Critical Peak Incentive,
o

Residential customers have highest contribution with their share in total potential at roughly 5060% during most hours of the day.

o

SMB and Large C&I customers have almost equal contribution, with slightly higher share from
SMB customers.

For PV Curtailment,
o

Residential customers are estimated to provide 67% of the net load increase from this option.

o

PV curtailment from SMB customers have 30% share in the total load increase potential. The
remaining 3% share in the total load increase potential is from Large C&I customers.
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Figure 4-38. Molokai Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Customer Class for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-39. Molokai Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Customer Class for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-40. Molokai PV Curtailment Load Increase Potential by Customer Class for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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4.4.2 DR Potential by Btiilding Type and Enduse
Figure 4-41 and Figure 4-42 show a breakdown of the Fast Frequency Response potential for Molokai on
an average weekday in September 2025 by building tjq^e and by enduse respectively.
Key observations from Fast Frequency Response load reduction potential by building type and enduse
are:
Other than residential customers (discussed earlier as having highest share in the potential), offices
have approximately 10% share in the total potential for Fast Frequency Response.
Potential from water pumping customers is roughly 3-5% during the day, but their share go up to
more than 10% during the night. All others segments have less than 5% share in total potential.
Among the different enduses. Electric Vehicles represent a highly flexible resource that can provide
around 30% of the total potential during the late evening hours when majority of the vehicles are
placed under charge.
Batteries too represent a flexible resource and could potentially provide 10-15% of the load decrease
during the hours these batteries are being charged from PV systems.®^
Water heating loads have slightly higher share in the potential than cooling loads from late morning
till midday, after which cooling has higher share. Potential from water heating is approximately 5060% of the total potential during the early morning hours when water heating load is high.

Note that these batteries are tied to PV systems. However, imder current rules, DG PV customers are now allowed
to export power to the utility. Therefore, in order to access the resource and realize curtailment from these
customers, the non-export requirement will need to be violated
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Figure 4-41. Molokai Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Building Type for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-42. Molokai Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Enduse for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)®®
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Whole Fadlity enduse in this figure represents loads associated with Industrial, Warehouse and Water Pumping
segments, which are represented as building types in the above figure
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Figure 4-43 and Figure 4-44 show a breakdown of the Critical Peak Incentive potential for Molokai on
an average weekday in September 2025 by building type and by enduse respectively.
Key observations from these results are:
•

Among different commercial building types, offices are estimated to have significant share (30-40%
share) in potential during the day.®^

•

Retail establishments have approximately 5% share in potential during the day. All other C&I
segments have 1% or lower share in the total potential.

•

Among different enduses, cooling loads constitute approximately 40-50% of the total potential
during the day and evening hours. Water heating share is relatively high at 20% or higher in the
morning and remains steady at roughly 10% for the rest of the day.

•

Electric Vehicles represent a highly flexible resource with approximately 40% share in the total
Critical Peak Incentive potential during the evening hours when majority of the vehicles are placed
for charging.

•

DG PV batteries too represent a flexible resource that could provide 25-30% of total potential during
daytime charging hours.®®

•

Lighting loads constitute approximately 10% of total potential during the day.

Note that for Molokai, around 70% of the total C&I retail sales in 2014 was indicated under "Other" building type
based on data provided by the Companies. All customers categorized under "Other" by the Companies are included
under the "Office" segment in this study.
As mentioned earlier, note that these batteries are tied to PV systems. Under current rules, DG PV customers are
now allowed to export power to the utility. Therefore, in order to access the resource and realize curtailment from
these customers, the non-export requirement will need to be violated.
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Figure 4-43. Molokai Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Building Type for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-44. Molokai Critical Peak Incentive Load Reduction Potential by Enduse for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)®^
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Whole Facility enduse in this figure represents loads associated with Industrial, Warehouse and Water Pumping
segments, which are represented as building types in the above figure
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4.4.3 Costs by DR Option
Table 4-lTable 4-4 below shows Net Present Value (NPV) of costs and levelized costs by DR options for
Molokai.
Table 4-4. Molokai Base Case Costs by DR Option
Option

NPV of Costs ('000 Dollars)
(2016-2030)

Levelized Costs ($/kW-yr.)

Fast Frequency Response
Non-Spin Auto Response
Regulation Reserves
Critical Peak Incentive
Time-Of-Use
Day Ahead Load Shift
Real Time Pricing
Minimum Load
PV Curtailment

Key observations from cost and potential results are:
•

Levelized costs are|^^^| than costs for other islands due to|

share of residential

customers in the overall load than what is observed for other islands.
o

This implies that there is a lower share of flexible resource such as Electric Vehicles and
batteries in the total mix when compared with other islands, which effectively lower
potential and raise costs.

Fast Frequency Response has
cost.

load reduction potential at approximately

(Dther ancillary services such as Non-Spin Auto response and Regulation Reserves have
relatively
cost and^^H level of potential than Fast Frequency Response.
o

For Molokai, the levelized costs for these options are around
Auto Response and^^^^^^H for Regulation.

for Non-Spin

Among DR options providing energy/capacity services. Critical Peak Incentive has highest
potential at a cost of around
for Lanai.
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Time-Of-Use rates
cost since these realize load reductions through behavioral shifts
in energy use caused by price differentials across different time periods, especially for enduses
such as Electric Vehicles. For Molokai, Time-Of-Use leveiized costs are estimated at
•

Other pricing options such as Day Ahead Load Shift and Real Time Pricing are
due to enabling technology requirements. For Molokai, leveiized costs for these options are
arounc^^l^^m. for Day Ahead Load Shift and aroundfor Real Time Pricing.

•

Load increase options such as Minimum Load and PV Curtailment have
primarily due to customer incentive payments.
o

For Molokai, the leveiized cost for Minimum Load is around]

o

PV Curtailment costs around

costs,

Costs are^^f since customers are assumed

to be compensated at the retail rate during the hours the PV system is disconnected.
4.5 Hawaii DR Potential and Cost Results
4.5.1 DR Potential by Option
Load Curtailment
Figure 4-45 below shows hourly load curtailment potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW. Figure 4-46 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of
net hourly system load". ^
Key observations from these results are:
•

Fast Frequency Response has highest load reduction potential varying roughly in the range of 15
MW to 20 MW, which effectively translates to 20% reduction in net load in the middle of the day and
slightly lower reduction at approximately 10-15% of the net load during other hours.

•

Load curtailment potential from other DR options is at 5% or lower of the net load.
o

Estimated potential for Regulation Reserves is approximately 5 MW in the day, which translates
into 5% of the net load during those hours.

o

Time of Use rates are estimated to provide approximately 5 MW reduction during the peak
period, which is effectively 4% reduction in net load during those hours.

o

Day Ahead Load Shift potential is low at 1% reduction in net load during the hours events are
called.

Please note that the DR options shown in these figures are the only ones that apply to the island of Hawaii.
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Figure 4-45. Hawaii Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-46. Hawaii Load Reduction Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (% of Net Load)
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Load Increase
Figure 4-47 below shows hourly load increase potential by DR option for an average weekday in
September of 2025, expressed as MW. Figure 4-48 shows the same results expressed as "percentage of
net hourly system load".
Key observations from these results are:
•

The PV Curtailment option has highest load increase potential at approximately 20 MW during the
midday hours, which translates into approximately 20% of net load during those hours.^i

•

The Minimum Load option could provide aroimd 7 MW of load increase during the middle of the
day (translates into approximately 7% of net load increase).

•

Load increase potential from TOU rates during midday hours (9 am to 4 pm) is approximately 5 MW
(which is effectively 5% increase in net load during these hours). Potential is slightly lower at 2-3
MW during off-peak hours.

•

The load increase potential from the Day Ahead Load Shift option during midday hours is
approximately 1 MW.

Note that even though this study estimates the potential for a PV Curtailment option and establishes it as one that
has largest load increase potential, it is unlikely to be considered as a program in the Companies application fiUng to
the Commission. This study considered an exhaustive set of options for the purposes of potential estimation only.
However, the selection of specific options under a portfolio of different DR programs by the Companies is a
component of program design and outside the scope of the potential study.
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Figure 4-47. Hawaii Load Increase Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-48. Hawaii Load Increase Potential Results by DR Option for an Average September 2025
Weekday (% of Net Load)
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4.5.2 DR Potential by Customer Class
Figure 4-49 and
Figure 4-6 show a breakdown of the potential by the three customer for Fast Frequency Response. ^2
Figure 4-50 shows a breakup of the potential by customer class from the PV Curtailment option.
Key observations from these results are:
•

•

For Fast Frequency Response,
o

Residential customers provide approximately more than 50% of the potential during the day and
evening hours.

o

However, SMB customers have more than half of the share in potential during the night. Their
share drops to 30-40% during the day and evening.

o

Large C&I customers have roughly 15-20% share in the total potential.

For the PV Curtailment option,
o

Potential for load increase from residential customers is approximately 15 MW during the
middle of the day, which effectively translates to 15% increase in net load at that time. Load
increase from residential customers constitutes 65% of the total load increase potential under PV
Curtailment.

o

Load increase potential from SMB customers is roughly 5 MW during the middle of the day
(which is roughly 25% of the total load increase potential under PV curtailment), while load
increase potential from Large C&I customers is slightly lower at around 2 MW (approximately
10% share in total potential).

Please note that the Critical Peak Incentive option results discussed for the other islands do not apply to Hawaii.
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Figure 4-49. Hawaii Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Customer Class for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-50. Hawaii PV Curtailment Load Increase Potential by Customer Class for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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4.5.3 DR Potential by Btiilding Type and Enduse
Figure 4-51 and Figure 4-52 show a breakdown of the Fast Frequency Response potential for Hawaii on
an average weekday in September 2025 by building tjq^e and by enduse respectively.
Key observations from Fast Frequency Response load reduction potential by building type and enduse
are:
Other than residential customers (discussed earlier as having highest share in the potential), water
pumping customers can potentially provide around 5-10 MW of load reduction (this constitutes 3060% of the total potential depending on the hour of the day, with higher share at night than during
the day).
Share of Warehouses and Industrial Facilities is estimated at roughly 5% of the total potential. Other
segments/building types have less than 5% share in the total potential.
Among different enduses, water heating is estimated to provide approximately 10 MW of potential
in the morning and evening, which is roughly 40-50% of the total potential at those times.
Control of cooling loads can potentially provide around 3 MW of reduction during the late
aftemoon/early evening hours, which is approximately 15-20% of the total potential during those
hours.
The contribution from EV loads is relatively lower than that for other islands due to the relatively
lower level of EV forecast for Hawaii when compared with those for the other islands.
Batteries represent a highly flexible resource and can potentially provide around 4 MW of load
reduction during the day, which amounts to 15% of the total load reduction estimated at that time.^

Note that these batteries are tied to PV systems. However, imder current rules, DG PV customers are now allowed
to export power to the utility. Therefore, in order to access the resource and realize curtailment from these
customers, the non-export requirement will need to be violated
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Figure 4-51. Hawaii Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Building Type for an
Average September 2025 Weekday (MW)
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Figure 4-52. Hawaii Fast Frequency Response Load Reduction Potential by Enduse for an Average
September 2025 Weekday (MW)«^
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Whole Fadlity enduse in this figure represents loads associated with Industrial, Warehouse and Water Pumping
segments, which are represented as building types in the above figure
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4.5.4 Costs by DR Option
Table 4-lTable 4-4 below shows Net Present Value (NPV) of costs and levelized costs by DR options for
Hawaii.
Table 4-5. Hawaii Base Case Costs by DR Option
of Costs ('000 DoUars)
(2016-2030)

pROpti,

Levelized Costs ($/kW-yrJ

Fast Frequency Response
Regulation Reserves
Time-Of-Use
Day Ahead Load Shift
Minimum Load
PV Curtailment

Key observations from cost and potential results are:
•

Fast Frequency Response has

load reduction potential at arounc

Costs for Regulation Reserves are

cost.

at arounc^^^^^^^^ Among different types

of loads contributing to the potential, Hawaii has lower share of EVs in the total mix of load than
other islands such Oahu and Maui. Costs are
due to relatively lower availability of
flexible resources such as EVs in Hawaii.
Time-Of-Use rates have^^^f cost

since these realize load reductions through

behavioral shifts in energy use caused by price differentials across the three time periods.
Day Ahead Load Shift costs are

due to enabling technology requirements.

Load increase options such as Minimum Load and PV Curtailment have
primarily due to customer incentive payments.
o

For Hawaii, the levelized cost for Minimum Load is around]

o

PV Curtailment costs are around

costs.

Costs are^^| since customers are

assumed to be compensated at the retail rate during the hours the PV system is
disconnected.
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5. Scenario Analysis
In addition to the base case potential and cost estimates, we also conducted a scenario analysis to assess
the sensitivity of DR potential and cost results to changes in assumptions of key parameters. This chapter
presents a comparison of the DR potential and cost estimates for the different scenarios with
corresponding estimates of DR potential and cost results from the base case. Table 5-1 below lists the
scenarios and provides brief descriptions of changes with respect to base case assumptions for each
scenario.
Table 5-1. Scenario Descriptions
Scenarios

Description of Change w.r.t. to Base Case
For residential and SMB customers, approximately 25% increase in
incentives lead to 4 percentage points increase in participation.

1.

Changes to Participation Incentives'^

Changes to Program Marketing^

For C&I customers, approximately 25% increase in incentives
leads to 2 percentage points increase in participation.
For residential and SMB customers, approximately 20% increase in
marketing costs lead to 2 percentage points increase in
participation.
For C&I customers, approximately 40% increase in marketing
costs leads to 2 percentage points increase in participation.

r

Solar PV forecast

25% higher and lower forecast over baseline.

EV forecast ™

25% higher and lower forecast over baseline.
Research shows that residential customers are more sensitive to
event duration changes than business customers. Therefore, they
require higher percentage increase in incentive levels to maintain
same participation than commercial customers if event duration is
longer.

Event duration changes”
In order to maintain the same level of participation, residential
and SMB incentive levels need to be approximately increased by
40%, if the event duration is doubled. Large C&I customers
approx, require 20% increase in incentive levels if event duration
is doubled and same participation level needs to be maintained.

Description of change w.r.t. base case is based on participation diffusion curves built off program experience, used
by Navigant in other studies.
Same source as previous.
Scenario assumption provided by FIECO.
Scenario assumption provided by FIECO.
Based on insights from primary market research conducted by Navigant for other utilities.
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The following sections present a comparison of scenario analysis potential and cost results by island
with base case potential and cost results presented in the previous chapter.ioo
5.1 Scenario Analysis Results for Oahu
Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 present scenario analysis potential and cost results for Oahu. Table 5-2 shows the
change in potential over base case potential estimates under each scenario by DR Option. Table 5-3
shows levelized costs under each scenario for all DR options. Key observations from these results:
•

Changes to participation incentives (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 10-20% change in potential around base case estimates.

•

Changes to marketing expenditure (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 5-15% change in potential aroimd base case estimates.

•

Changes to PV forecast lead to relatively low change in potential over base case estimates. A 25%
higher or lower PV forecast lead to approximately 5% or lower change in potential. Potential change
is slightly higher at 10% for Regulation Reserves.i°2

•

Potential results exhibit higher sensitivity to the EV forecast scenario. Changes in EV forecast lead to
approximately 10-20% change in potential for most options during the evening hours when the EVs
are under charging conditions.

•

Key observations from comparison of levelized cost across scenarios are:
o

Changes in participation incentives lead to approximately 5-10% changes in levelized costs over
base case for the incentive based options. However, for the PV Curtailment and Minimum Load
options, which have a high fraction of customer incentives in the total cost, variations in
incentives lead to wider variations in levelized costs at 20-25%.

o

Levelized cost changes under marketing expenditure scenario are lower than changes under
participation incentive scenario.

o

Under the event duration scenario, changes to event duration substantially affects levelized costs
of PV Curtailment and Minimum Load options that provide $/kWh incentives to customers for
load building. For other incentive based options, levelized costs change by roughly 10-20%
under this scenario.i®^

o

Levelized costs changes under the PV forecast scenario are aroimd 5% or less,

o

Under the EV forecast scenario too, changes to levelized costs approximate around 5%.

Please note that aU scenario analysis results files with hourly potential estimates and cost results have been
transmitted to the Companies. The report only presents potential comparison w.r.t base case results.
Note that pricing based DR options such as Time-Of-Use, RTP and Day Ahead Load Shift are not affected by the
participation incentive scenario. These are not incentive based options. They provide pricing signals to customers
through retail rates in order to induce changes in electricity consumption.
Percentage is higher for Regulation since batteries tied to DG PV systems have relatively large share in
Regulation Reserves potential (therefore changes in PV forecast affect Regulation Reserves potential more than
potential for other options).
For CPI, levelized costs are more sensitive to duration changes since customer incentives include $/kWh payment.
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5.2 Scenario Analysis Results for Maui
Table 5-4 and Table 5-5 present scenario analysis potential and cost results for Maui. Table 5-4 shows the
change in potential over base case potential estimates under each scenario by DR Option. Table 5-5
shows levelized costs under each scenario for all DR options. Key observations from these results are the
similar to those for Oahu described in the previous section.
•

Changes to participation incentives (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 10-20% change in potential around base case estimates.

•

Changes to marketing expenditure (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 5-15% change in potential around base case estimates.

•

Changes to PV forecast lead to relatively low change in potential over base case estimates. A 25%
higher or lower PV forecast lead to approximately 5% or lower change in potential. Potential change
is slightly higher at 10% for Regulation Reserves.^o^

•

Potential results exhibit higher sensitivity to the EV forecast scenario. Changes in EV forecast lead to
approximately 10-20% change in potential for most options during the evening hours when the EVs
are under charging conditions.

•

Key observations from comparison of levelized cost across scenarios are:
o

Changes in participation incentives lead to approximately 5-10% changes in levelized costs over
base case for the incentive based options. However, for the PV Curtailment and Minimum Load
options, which have a high fraction of customer incentives in the total cost, variations in
incentives lead to wider variations in levelized costs at 20-25%.

o

Levelized cost changes under marketing expenditure scenario are lower than changes under
participation incentive scenario.

o

Under the event duration scenario, changes to event duration substantially affects levelized costs
of PV Curtailment and Minimum Load options that provide $/kWh incentives to customers for
load building. For other incentive based options, levelized costs change by roughly 10-20%
under this scenario.^o^

o

Levelized cost changes under the PV forecast scenario approximate less than or equal to 5%.

o

Under the EV forecast scenario too, changes to levelized costs approximate aroimd 5% or lower.

Note that pricing based DR options such as Time-Of-Use, RTF and Day Ahead Load Shift are not affected by the
participation incentive scenario. These are not incentive based options. They provide pricing signals to customers
through retail rates in order to induce changes in electricity consumption.
Percentage is higher for Regulation since batteries tied to DG PV systems have relatively large share in
Regulation Reserves potential (therefore changes in PV forecast affect Regulation Reserves potential more than
potential for other options).
For CPI, levelized costs are more sensitive to duration changes since customer incentives include $/kWh payment.
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5.3 Scenario Analysis Results for Lanai
Table 5-6 and Table 5-7 present scenario analysis potential and cost results for Lanai. Table 5-6 shows
the change in potential over base case potential estimates under each scenario by DR Option. Table 5-7
shows levelized costs under each scenario for all DR options. Key observations from these results are
similar to those observed for Oahu and Maui described in the earlier two sections.
•

Changes to participation incentives (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 10-20% change in potential around base case estimates.

•

Changes to marketing expenditure (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 5-15% change in potential around base case estimates.

•

Changes to PV forecast lead to relatively low change in potential over base case estimates. A 25%
higher or lower PV forecast lead to approximately 5% or lower change in potential. Potential change
is slightly higher at 10% for Regulation Reserves^^®.

•

Potential results exhibit higher sensitivity to the EV forecast scenario. Changes in EV forecast lead to
approximately 10-20% change in potential for most options during the evening hours when the EVs
are under charging conditions.

•

Key observations from comparison of levelized cost across scenarios are:
o

Changes in participation incentives lead to approximately 5-10% changes in levelized costs over
base case for the incentive based options. However, for the PV Curtailment and Minimum Load
options, which have a high fraction of customer incentives in the total cost, variations in
incentives lead to wider variations in levelized costs at 20-25%.

o

Levelized cost changes under marketing expenditure scenario are lower than changes under
participation incentive scenario.

o

Under the event duration scenario, changes to event duration substantially affects levelized costs
of PV Curtailment and Minimum Load options that provide $/kWh incentives to customers for
load building. For other incentive based options, levelized costs change by roughly 10-20%
under this scenario.i®^

o

Levelized cost changes under the PV forecast scenario are around 5%.

o

Under the EV forecast scenario too, levelized cost changes are around 5%.

Note that pricing based DR options such as Time-Of-Use, RTP and Day Ahead Load Shift are not affected by the
participation incentive scenario. These are not incentive based options. They provide pricing signals to customers
through retail rates in order to induce changes in electricity consumption.
^“Percentage is higher for Regulation since batteries tied to DG PV systems have relatively large share in Regulation
Reserves potential (therefore changes in PV forecast affect Regulation Reserves potential more than potential for
other options)
For CPI, levelized costs are more sensitive to duration changes since customer incentives include $/kWh payment.
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5.4 Scenario Analysis Results for Molokai
Table 5-8 and Table 5-9 present scenario analysis potential and cost results for Molokai. Table 5-8 shows
the change in potential over base case potential estimates under each scenario by DR Option. Table 5-9
shows levelized costs under each scenario for all DR options. Key observations from these results are:
•

Changes to participation incentives (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 10-20% change in potential around base case estimates for most options, no

•

Changes to marketing expenditure (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 5-10% change in potential around base case estimates.

•

Changes to PV forecast lead to relatively low change in potential over base case estimates. A 25%
higher or lower PV forecast lead to approximately 5% or lower change in potential. Potential change
is slightly higher at 10% for Regulation Reserves^^.

•

Potential results exhibit lower sensitivity to the EV forecast scenario than for other islands since EV
forecast is relatively low for Hawaii. Changes in EV forecast lead to less than 5% change in potential.

•

Key observations from comparison of levelized cost across scenarios are:
o

Changes in participation incentives lead to approximately 5-10% changes in levelized costs over
base case for the incentive based options. However, for the PV Curtailment and Minimum Load
options, which have a high fraction of customer incentives in the total cost, variations in
incentives lead to wider variations in levelized costs at 20-25%.

o

Levelized cost changes under marketing expenditure scenario are lower than changes under
participation incentive scenario.

o

Under the event duration scenario, changes to event duration substantially affects levelized costs
of PV Curtailment and Minimum Load options that provide $/kWh incentives to customers for
load building. For other incentive based options, levelized costs change by roughly 5-10% under
this scenario.

o

Levelized cost changes under the PV forecast scenario are around 5%.

o

Under the EV forecast scenario too, levelized cost changes are around 5%.

Note that pricing based DR options such as Time-Of-Us and Day Ahead Load Shift are not affected by the
participation incentive scenario. These are not incentive based options. They provide pricing signals to customers
through retail rates in order to induce changes in electricity consumption.
^’^Percentage is higher for Regulation since batteries tied to DG PV systems have relatively large share in Regulation
Reserves potential (therefore changes in PV forecast affect Regulation Reserves potential more than potential for
other options)
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5.5 Scenario Analysis Results for Hawaii
Table 5-10 and Table 5-11 present scenario analysis potential and cost results for Hawaii. Table 5-10
shows the change in potential over base case potential estimates under each scenario by DR Option.
Table 5-11 shows leveHzed costs under each scenario for all DR options. Key observations from these
results are similar to those discussed for the other four islands.
•

Changes to participation incentives (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 10-20% change in potential around base case estimates.

•

Changes to marketing expenditure (according to the scenario description presented in Table 5-1)
result in approximately 5-15% change in potential around base case estimates.

•

Changes to PV forecast lead to relatively low change in potential over base case estimates. A 25%
higher or lower PV forecast lead to approximately 5% change in potential. Potential change is
slightly higher at 10% for Regulation Reserves since batteries tied to DG PV systems have relatively
large share in Regulation Reserves potential (therefore changes in PV forecast affect Regulation
Reserves potential more than that for other options).

•

Potential results exhibit high sensitivity to the EV forecast scenario. Changes in EV forecast lead to
approximately 10-20% change in potential for most options during the evening hoirrs when the EVs
are under charging conditions, since EVs have significant contribution in potential during those
hours.

•

Key observations from comparison of leveHzed cost across scenarios are:
o

Changes in participation incentives lead to approximately 5-10% changes in leveHzed costs over
base case for the incentive based options. However, for the PV Curtailment and Minimum Load
options, which have a high fraction of customer incentives in the total cost, variations in
incentives lead to wider variations in leveHzed costs at 20-25%.

o

LeveHzed cost changes under marketing expenditure scenario are lower than changes imder
participation incentive scenario.

o

Under the event duration scenario, changes to event duration substantially affects leveHzed costs
of PV Curtailment and Minimum Load options that provide $/kWh incentives to customers for
load building. For other incentive based options, leveHzed costs change by roughly 5-10% rmder
this scenario.

o

The PV and EV forecast scenarios affect Regulation Reserves leveHzed costs more than these
affect other options since batteries and EVs represent flexible resources and are more amenable
to fulfilling response requirements for Regulation Reserves than other enduse loads.

^’2 Note that pricing based DR options such as Time-Of-Use and Day Ahead Load Shift are not affected by the
participation incentive scenario. These are not incentive based options. They provide pricing signals to customers
through retail rates in order to induce changes in electricity consumption.
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6. Conclusions, Benchmarking of Results, and Next Steps
This chapter presents broad conclusions from this study, benchmarks results from this study with those
available from other similar studies, and provides suggestions on the need for additional
information/data gathering in a few areas.
6.1 Conclusions
This study provides extremely granular potential estimates on the size and character of customer side
resources that could help the Companies plan their future portfolio of resources and manage integration
of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) into the grid. It quantifies the potential from demand-side
resources in order to help provide a wide span of grid services ranging from fast frequency response to
more predictable day-ahead energy and capacity services. The study also presents levehzed cost
estimates for providing these services. The potential estimates presented in the study suggest that
customer enduse loads could help provide significant contribution towards the Companies efforts at
integrating a variety of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) into grid operations. Study results suggest
that flexible loads such as EVs and batteries will prove to be a valuable resource as these expand and
grow in future.
The potential estimates presented in this study are based on a detailed bottom-up characterization of the
load at a high level of granularity by various market segments and hourly profiles of their demand by
different types of enduses. These load profiles, which serve as a foundation for the potential estimates,
combine primary data sources provided by the Companies with best available secondary
data/information sources on load shapes. These utilize hourly system load forecasts available from the
Companies for all fifteen years of the analysis period (2016-2030) and disaggregates these to develop
detailed baseline load profiles by various customer segments and enduses. This is the first time that
demand-side resources available for the Companies have been characterized at such a high level of
granularity. Moreover, this study for the first time characterizes and quantifies the potential of flexible
demand side resources such as Electric Vehicles (EVs) and batteries that could be incorporated into the
Companies resource plans.
6.2 Benchmarking of Results with Other Studies
There are very few studies in the industry that have characterized potential from demand-side resources
to help meet specific types of grid services at the same level of granularity that this study does. Most DR
potential studies in the industry are at a much more aggregate level of analysis that provide potential
estimates at the peak system load hour. These do not typically characterize the potential at the level of
granularity that this study does by going down to various customer segments/building types and the
associated load patterns by enduse for these segments. Also, existing studies have not assessed potential
from flexible distributed resources such as Electric Vehicles and batteries as part of a DR resource
portfolio.
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However, there are a couple of studies available in the industry that could serve as useful benchmarks
for the potential estimates developed in this study. One of these is a Department of Energy (DOE) study
conducted by the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL) and the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL), cited earlier in the report in Chapter 2, that assessed DR potential estimates for
states in the Western Interconnection for providing similar types of grid services.^^^ vVe compared the
potential estimates available from this DOE study (potential expressed as percentage of the total load) to
potential estimates in the current study. This comparison shows that results are in the ballpark, with
slightly higher estimates of potential (expressed as percentage of load) from the current study. Our
estimates are expectedly slightly higher since we considered flexible resources such as EVs and batteries
as part of the mix whereas the DOE study did not. Also, customer acceptance of DR offerings are hkely
to be higher in Hawaii than those in the mainland which in turn would lead to higher potential.^i^ For
example, the DOE study estimates Regulation Reserves potential at a maximum of 2% of total load,
whereas our study estimates Regulation Reserves potential at a maximum of 5% of load. For contingency
services such as Non-Spin Auto Response, the DOE study estimates potential at a maximum of 2.8% of
total load, whereas the equivalent estimate from our study is at 6%. For energy and capacity services, the
DOE study estimates potential from DR resources to be a maximum of 3.5% of total load, whereas
equivalent estimate from our study is at 8% of load from Critical Peak Incentive (CPI)!^^^ which has
highest potential among options providing energy and capacity services.
The other study against which we could benchmark our potential estimates is a study similar to the DOE
study cited above conducted for the Western Interstate Energy Board (W1EB).H6 The WIEB study
estimates potential from Contingency Reserves to be approximately 5-6% of load, which is similar to
what this study estimates. Regulation Reserves potential estimates from the WIEB study is at 3% of load
whereas the current study estimates slightly higher potential at 5% of load.^^^
In addition to these two studies, we also benchmarked potential estimates from publicly available DR
potential studies that include only traditional energy and capacity services from DR resources to see how
our estimates for providing energy and capacity services (non-ancillary services) compare with those
presented in these studies. One such example of a recent study is a Demand Side Resource Potential

“3 Olsen D.J., N.Matson, M.D. Sohn, C. Rose, J. Dudley, S. Goli, S. KHiccote (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory); M. Hummon, D. Palchak, J. Jorgenson, P. Denholm (National Renewable Energy Laboratory); O. Ma.
(United States Department of Enegy). 2013. Grid Integration of Aggregated Demand Response, Part I: Load Availability
Profiles and Constraints for the Western Interconnection. LBNL-6417 E.
Significantly higher energy prices in Hawaii than other states in the mainland are likely to drive higher customer
acceptance of products/services that help manage energy usage and costs.
The DOE study cited here did not provide potential estimates for fast acting resources such as East Frequency
Response considered in this study. Therefore it is not possible to benchmark potential estimates for this service.
116 vvikler G., D.Ghosh, K. Marrin, C. Carrera, J. Shishido. (EnerNOC Utility Solutions); A Faruqui (The Brattle
Group). 2013. The Role of Demand Response in Integrating Variable Energy Resources. Prepared for the Western Interstate
Energy Board (WIEB).
The WIEB study too does not present potential estimates for fast acting DR resources such as Fast Frequency
Response considered in this study.
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Assessment study for PacifiCorp.^i^ That study estimates potential from non-pridng options to meet
energy and capacity services to be approximately 5% of load. Potential estimates from this study for
similar services are higher at around 8% of load. For pricing options, potential estimates from the
PadfiCorp study are at 2.5% of the load whereas the current study estimates higher potential for the
Companies at 5-7% of the load, which is expected, given that customers in Hawaii are likely to have
higher enrollment in pricing options than customers in PadfiCorp's service territory.^^^
6.3 Next Steps
Although this study provides a solid foundation on which the Companies could plan their DER
integration activities, additional research and field level knowledge in some specific areas could help
further refine these potential estimates. These are briefly discussed below.
One area could be to further refine and update flexibility fador assumptions as more information on
these become available through field research by the Companies and from other utilities. For example,
there was a substantial amount of load categorized as "Other" endues in this study for which we were
not able to develop potential estimates since sufficient information on response characteristics of these
load types is not currently available in the industry. However, as more field level research is done on the
flexibility of the these types of loads, potential estimates will need to be further refined and updated as
additional information in this area becomes available.
Assessment of DR resource potential to meet various ancillary service requirements is a relatively new
area of demand response on which limited experience and field data exists in the industry. Therefore, it
may be beneficial for the Companies to gather additional field level knowledge and information that is
specific to their service territories. Some experience exists in the industry, but this is a relatively new area
which needs to be further assessed and explored. Although some information may be available on
customer acceptance through studies that the Companies may have already conducted, additional
surveys/focus group discussions may need to be conducted to test customer acceptability and suitability
of different load types to meet resource requirements. These approaches could help assess segment
specific participation possibilities, barriers to participation and how these could be overcome in order to
drive customer enrollment in future DR programs. The Companies could also conduct systematic field
studies through controlled experiments/pilots to test customer acceptance and impacts of DR options,
especially those that are pricing based such as TOU rates and RTF.
Also, future technologies to enable participation of diverse load types are expected to advance rapidly as
more growth gets fueled in this area, so technology performance and cost information wiE need to
updated as additional information on performance and costs of these technologies become available.

Rohmund L, D. Costenaro, D. Ghosh, C. Carrera (Applied Energy Group); A. Faruqui, R. Hledik, W. Davis (The
Brattle Group). PadfiCorp Demand-Side Resource Potential Assessment for 2015-2034; Volume 3, Class 1 and 3 DSM
Analysis. January 13, 2015.
As mentioned earlier, this is primarily driven by significantly higher energy prices in Hawaii than in PadfiCorp's
service territory.
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And last but not the least, customer engagement and service/solution offerings through clear value
propositions to the customer will be key for the Companies to most efficiently utilize and realize the
benefits from demand side resources.
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Demand Response Avoided Cost Study

Executive Summary
This study provides a comprehensive view of value and role of Demand Response (DR)
products for five islands - Oahu, Hawaii, Maui, Lanai, and Molokai. The process applied focuses on
identifying incremental savings or avoided costs due to the application of DR products across the
15-year study period. Developing an understanding of flt and value of DR products within each of
the major islands is a complex process. This is principally due to the need to consider value and
need for services where the characteristics of the underl5dng system are being dramatically
reshaped. This provides great opportunity to examine value of DR as alternative to physical assets
to deliver grid services. Hence, study efforts focus on 1) understanding how transformation of the
underlying system will impact need/value of services, 2) insights into areas where DR provides the
highest value and threshold (i.e., quantities required) to supplement or substitute services provided
by physical assets, and 3) defining a "base DR strateg/’ that provides range of DR services to
address the four Hawaiian Electric tariff classes while providing substantial cost savings for each
island.
Each island possesses unique characteristics; study and modelling methodologies were
tailored as needed to assure that these characteristics were addressed..
■ Complexity of generation portfolio including both inventory of assets existing and contemplated
■ Timing and technologies to be employed for new generation, energy storage, and grid upgrade
projects
■ Degree of customer participation - via either behind-the-meter solar energy production or within
DR programs
■ Grid configuration/security requirements.
It is critical to understand how to best tailor application of DR product portfolio to the
specific needs of each island. Differences in the island characteristics did, therefore, result in
changes to base DR portfolio strategies identified from island to island; key "outcomes" of the study
are as follows:
Oahu: The base DR product portfolio is projected to provide substantial avoided cost savings
based on study efforts^ the NPV of the avoided cost for the portfolio is estimated to be
Fitting the DR portfolio to Oahu and understanding range of services needed was of
particular interest given the transition from conventional oil-fired to high RPS fleet with high
contribution from non-firm generation; rigorous analysis of service needs/value and fit of
different products against those needs was carried out with the key finding being that the
base DR portfolio provides sufficient diversity to maintain and expand its value proposition
over the transition. Basically, the base DR program as defined within the study will provide
the ability to shape use of underlying customer response assets (EV charging, customer load
^ For purposes of this study. Avoided Costs are calculated by difference between the subject evaluation and the
reference case; hence, cost of implementation and management of the programs is not included in the Avoided
Cost estimates.
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demand shift, retail/industrial energy storage,...) to best address system needs and
maximize DR value. Continued assessment of underlying resource availability, its
application with specific DR programs can naturally progress and refinement of DR portfolio
will be carried within PSIP. Areas of highest value are Fast Frequency Response (FFR) and
real-time pricing; FFR offering ability to diminish spin requirements (in conjunction with
Non-Spin Auto Response or NSAR) and RTP and similar pricing products offer ability to
shape demand curve and reduce peak energy requirements.
Hawaii: The base DR product portfolio for the Hawaii is also projected to provide avoided
cost benefits,in NPV over the study period. It should be noted that the value of DR
pricing programs increase materially after the addition of new geothermal generation in
2023; at this point, the combination of additional firm base load coupled with the need for
regulation to address wind/solar will increase value of regulation and pricing programs.
Minimum load products that could be used to build load during afternoon and to some
degree mitigate wind curtailment are not economically desirable given current contractual
frameworks; specifically, because there is no cost for curtailment, and given daily energy
demand is held constant, the economics/price incentives to "utilize" the additional wind
resource would dictate that HELCO pay the avoided cost for discounted energy versus
ability to recover full price for same energy later in the day.
Maui: The base DR product portfolio for Maui is also projected to provide substantial
avoided cost benefits,

in NPV over the study period. Projected shifts in generation

assets for Maui are far less substantial than for Oahu. Hence, the principal focus/value
proposition for Maui for DR does not lie in FFR/NSAR to avoid capacity addition but rather
to potentially reduce the size of the contingency battery. DR regulating reserve (RR) product
provides value for serving up-regulation and pricing products can help build load during
afternoon period and mitigate wind curtailment during that period. There is no substantive
load building opportunity during night periods to address wind curtailment issues
economically.
Lanai: The base DR product portfolio for the Lanai is also projected to provide avoided cost
benefits, roughly^^^^f in NPV over the study period. All generation on Lanai is provided
by essentially identical internal combustion engine (ICE) resources. Hence, regulation and
pricing programs are used to flatten out demand curve, reduce spin requirements and
improve system heat rate. FFR products do not offer value because there is no contingency
battery or contingency unit to eliminate or downsize.
Molokai: Molokai results are very similar to Lanai given the similarities in underlying
generation resources. The base DR product portfolio for the Molokai is projected to provide
avoided cost benefits,^^^^^| in NPV over the study period.

It should be noted that - due to the range of change in asset portfolio on Oahu contemplated,
ongoing changes to and further refinement of Oahu security protocols, and uncertainty in
volumes/availability of underl5dng DR resources - additional analysis was performed in the form of
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sensitivities to assess impacts on DR portfolio fit and value as well as to ascertain if material "gaps"
existed between needs and DR product portfolio capabilities. Based on study results, we can
conclude the following:
• Although preliminary results presented within this Demand Response (DR) Avoided Cost
study should be considered "interim," the results are representative in terms of assessing
the overall value of the base DR program implementation and demonstrates the
complementary nature of DR to work in concert with physical assets to supply needed grid
services.
• Substantive changes in value of DR products and the base DR portfolio may result from
substantive changes in underlying assumptions noted above; hence, it is important that the
work continue by aligning DR planning with PSIP efforts going forward. This is due to the
interdependency between DR product portfolio fit with future island grid evolution - new
generation both conventional and renewable, energy storage, retirements, and direct
customer generation/storage.
To this end, further analysis of the system power supply strategy are being developed under
separate docket, to further refine PSIP and to validate strength of emerging technology options and
mix relative to overall Hawaii energy objectives.
1.1

MATCHING OF DR RESOURCES TO SYSTEM NEEDS

Matching of resources (i.e., customer load demand shift, EV charging, retail/industrial
energy storage,...) to best address system needs requires an understanding of the value of the
service, costs/limits on frequency of service calls, duration of call, as well as the potential to
substitute services that can be provided by hard assets. Two factors come into play. The first is to
consider how DR best complements Arm assets that can, by their nature, provide a wide range of
services - energy, spin, capacity, contingency ... and can vary role as needed to address overall
system needs; hence, identifying times of opportunity for DR requires matching time of use and
application of DR in areas/times of highest value. The second is to address howto best leverage use
of underlying customer "assets" that will elect to participate within various programs. Given that,
programs values will fluctuate both positively and negatively within a DR portfolio vs. as individual
product - positively when, as combined with other DR products higher value capabilities can be
achieved, and lower when programs tend to cannibalize each other in terms of quantities available.
While the composition of optimal DR program portfolios for each island will differ, the
inventory of products investigated was broad and sufficient to enable assessment of optimal blends
of programs with a particular portfolio for the island. Program characteristics and potential over
the study period were provided to Black & Veatch by Hawaiian Electric based on separate
engagement with Navigant. Extensive discussion of the mechanics and approach to construct the
base DR portfolio is described for each major island within sections 7.1,11.1,15.1, for Oahu,
Hawaii, and Maui, respectively.
Table 1-1 provides a summary of DR products by tariff class, as shown below.
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Table 2-1

Role/Value of DR Products, by type of Product
1

TARIFF
Fast Frequency
Response(FFR)
Regulating Reserve
(RR)
Supplemental

1

PRODUCTS
FFR

RR

FFR+Non-Spin Auto Response

Reserve
Capacity

TOU, RTP, CPI, DALS

Overall results for the Base DR portfolio developed within the Avoided Cost study includes
the following products and resulting net cost benefits. Products selected are aligned with tariffs;
overlaps between resources are managed such that resources are applied to areas of greatest value.
The DR Base Case was developed by reviewing a number of sensitivities that considered
means to utilize the DR products to meet the four service tariffs. The case that afforded the greatest
avoided cost included the following:
■ TOU, DALS and RTP pricing programs to provide load shift
■ FFR to provide system security
■ FFR and NSAR to provide thirty minute contingency response
■ RR to provide up regulation
■ For Oahu, the combined programs' ability to offset one LMSIOO and one LM6000, both originally
scheduled for installation in 2022.
Other DR products were also investigated but found to bave marginal benefit.
The associated avoided cost impacts are shown by year in Table 1-2, on the next page.
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Table 2-2

NPV of Avoided Cost, for Base DR Portfolio, M$

Year
2016

Oahu

Hawaii I Maui

I Lanai

Molokai

2017
2018

2019
2020
2021

2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

1.2 NEXT STEPS
Additional follow-on analysis is advised to fully coordinate demand response base portfolio
assumptions with other ongoing initiatives. The analysis is based on integrating input from various
groups both internal and external to HECO. This required interpretation and extrapolation of the
inputs. Given the schedule for the interim findings, full collaboration and vetting was not
completed to the level desired. Collaboration and vetting should continue as strategies are more
fully defined and some refinement of assumptions should be expected.
The goal of the interim results is to establish foundation for how grid services and DR
product portfolios are evaluated, to provide initial perspective on Avoided cost opportunity, and to
feed insights into the next power supply improvement plan (PSIP). Given that key assumptions
within future planning horizons will differ current assumptions and the large number of parallel
study activities ongoing, the goal is to understand the value of each component and the
synergies/cannibalization between components as any strategy developed is likely going to need to
adapt to a different future than has been assumed in conjunction with interim results. Hence, while
the road towards "optimization" is desired, the more important concern in understanding the
system complexities and the optionality embedded in each resource is to manage the future that
presents itself. This realization is key to the successful implementation and operation of a demand
response program. It is believed that the results presented here facilitate the goal of the
development of a successful demand response program.
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2.0 Introduction
The objective of this engagement is to assess the operational and economic value of DR
programs over a 15-year horizon for the islands of Oahu, Maui, Hawaii, Molokai, and Lanai. This
study quantifies avoided cost benefits of DR services (individually and within a base program) can
deliver ancillary services, load shifting and capacity over that period. In addition, the study
provides an understanding of the frequency and magnitude with which these resources may be
deployed and the costs avoided by such program utilization. To ascertain these avoided cost
impacts, intra-hour increment models were applied to identify how and when DR products offer
fast response services and assure that avoided cost calculations fully address this capability.
Results of this study represent an "interim" result. This is due to the interdependency
between DR product portfolio fit with future grid evolution - new generation both conventional
and renewable, energy storage, retirements, and direct customer generation/storage. As will be
discussed in detail in Sections 6 and 7, Oahu possesses both additional complexity and anticipated
major asset portfolio transitions that require greater attention to this evolution and assumptions
made; there is considerably less variability in future asset deployments on Maui, Hawaii, Lanai, or
Molokai. To this end, further analysis of the system power supply strategy are being developed
under separate docket, to further refine PSIP and to validate strength of emerging technology
options and mix relative to overall Hawaii energy objectives. Hence, while we believe that the
interim results are indicative of DR value and fit, further refinement of DR product value and fit will
be developed within PSIP efforts.
Developing an understanding of fit and value of DR products within each of the major
islands is a complex process. This is principally due to the need to consider value and need for
services over a 15-year period where the characteristics of the underlying system are being
dramatically reshaped. This provides great opportunity to examine value of DR as alternative to
physical assets to deliver grid services. Hence, study efforts focus on 1) understanding how
transformation of the underlying system will impact need/value of services, 2) insights into areas
where DR provides the highest value and threshold (i.e., quantities required) to supplement or
substitute services provided by physical assets, and 3) defining a "base DR strateg)^’ that provides
range of DR services to address the four Hawaiian Electric tariff classes while providing substantial
cost savings for each island.
Further, matching of resources (i.e., customer load demand shift, EV charging,
retail/industrial energy storage,...) to best address system needs requires an understanding of the
value of the service, costs/limits on frequency of service calls, duration of call, as well as the
potential to substitute services that can be provided by hard assets. Two factors come into play.
The first is to consider how DR best complements firm assets that can, by their nature, provide a
wide range of services - energy, spin, capacity, contingency ... and can vary role as needed to
address overall system needs; hence, identifying times of opportunity for DR requires matching
time of use and application of DR in areas/times of highest value. The second is to address how to
best leverage use of underlying customer "assets" that will elect to participate within various
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programs. Given that, programs values will fluctuate both positively and negatively within a DR
portfolio vs. as individual product - positively when, as combined with other DR products higher
value capabilities can be achieved, and lower when programs tend to cannibalize each other in
terms of quantities available. Extensive discussion of the mechanics and approach to construct the
base DR portfolio is described for each major island within sections 7.1,11.1,15.1, for Oahu,
Hawaii, and Maui, respectively.
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3.0 Study Methodology
The study methodology addresses value of DR by appljdng a procedural approach that first
focuses on need for and value of grid services, independent of source of service. Based on this
understanding, the study focuses on how DR products both individually and in concert with other
products/assets can be of highest value to Hawaiian Electric and to quantify the operational and
economic value of DR programs to meet these services.
3.1 AVOIDED COST MODEL PROCESS
3.1.1

Model Calibration

The initial step in the modeling process focused on calibration of Black & Veatch Adaptive
Planning models for the islands of Oahu, Maui, and Hawaii with models currently used by HECO's
System Planning Group. This effort (a) incorporated updates to model data and [b) ensured results
alignment when using the most recent Adaptive Planning model version available.
3.1.2

Reference Case Assumptions

The System Planning Group defined a reference case for all five islands in collaboration with
the DR investigation team. These reference cases included all system requirements for all years
with the capability to meet those requirements with no new DR products; this cases serves as the
reference for calculating avoided cost for the purposes of the services valuation and DR
investigation. Key assumptions defined by the reference case include:
I.

Sales forecast (i.e., demand, including an understanding what is included in demand, such as
assumptions associated with existing DR programs)

2.

Operating and cost assumptions associated with existing generating assets, including capacity,
heat rate, ramp rates, minimum stable operating load, stop/start criteria, fixed and variable
operating costs, fuel forecast, and/or Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) structure and costs

3.

Timing/size of generation additions

4.

Timing of existing generation retirements

5.

PPA details, such as rules for swap from biodiesel to fossil at Schofield

6.

Fuel price forecasts

7.

Existing and added system storage, including use (contingency, reserve) and modeling targets
(curtailment management, hours to shift for load shifting flow batteries)

8.

Non-firm renewable generation profiles, including utility wind, utility solar, and DGPV

9.

DGPV and customer battery build-out forecasts

10. DR (current/future DR, if any, that exists and is not part of the DR evaluation)
II. System security requirements, including explicit understanding of contingency requirements,
regulation requirements, and must run consideration to address localized power quality issues
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Black & Veatch has modeled this reference case using hourly and five-minute models to
assess value/flt of services and DR products. Results of the Reference Case for each island are
presented in Sections 4, 8,12,16, and 20.
Significant efforts within this analysis have focused on the reference case; this is due to the
importance of establishing a reference point that provides the best possible basis for assessment of
DR product value. To this end, this work was carried out in cooperation with the Commissions
appointed Special Advisor (SA). Time permitting significant discussion and continued refinement
of reference case assumptions were made. The focus of this effort was not to establish the
reference case as a "plan" per se, but rather to establish an appropriate foundation from which to
assess incremental opportunity for DR programs.
To this end, the reference case utilized refined inputs from the most recent Power Supply
Improvement Plan (PSIP), further input from planning, and refinements on system security
requirements from Transmission planning. Extensive input from the SA was leveraged to assure
both soundness of reference case as well as to identify areas of concern that warranted further
investigation via sensitivity and to also identify areas of concern to be subsequently addressed in
downstream PSIP modeling efforts. Specifically, sensitivities to identify implied value of services as
a function of system security mandates and level of battery installed in 2018-2019 time frame to
support system security/contingency requirements. A summary of the SA's comments and actions
taken are provided in Appendix A.
3.1.3

Receive Services Definitions

Service definitions and modeling methodologies were based on 2014 PSIP assumptions and
then subsequently refined during the course of either Navigant's efforts to characterize and
quantify DR programs, during the course of this study, or as a result of other ongoing efforts to
better characterize overall system security requirements as a function of generation mix.
Specific modeling techniques to evaluate the range of services were developed based on the
characteristics of each service. The Adaptive Planning model (as is the case with all models of this
nature) cannot directly consider transient events; hence, our approach was to segment services
into two categories: fast (defined as a service to address a transient issue), and slow (defined as a
service to manage system demand/supply equilibrium). For Fast Services, Black & Veatch
characterized the service via defined constraints (e.g., required "spinning" reserves), via modeling
of security requirement proxies (e.g., use of kinetic energy as proxy for addressing fast frequency
response requirements), and via inclusion of incremental costs (e.g., application of battery to
supply contingency requirements). All services have been specifically addressed in this
categorization effort and thus appropriately addressed within this study within the four tariffs
outlined in this proposal.
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3.1.4

Response Valuing

The first step in response valuing effort focused on assessment of projected cost of meeting
each of the response requirements (those that can be evaluated within the resolution of the steady
state model), for each time step, for each island power system. To the extent feasible, response
requirements were evaluated independent from each other based on the results of the "Receive
Service Definitions" step. Modeling methods varied nature of service; generally, the value of service
can be defined by evaluating differences in overall system costs as a function of changing quantity
of any particular service.
Analysis of differences in system costs on an incremental basis provides the means to
understand the approximate system costs for each service, over time, and over the range evaluated
for the service; i.e., determine substitution opportunities by cost and quantity. Relaxation of mustrun constraints will also allow us to infer value of fast frequency response as inertia is permitted to
be reduced and managed with fast frequency response.
The potential reduction in the size of the various island contingency batteries was of
particular interest and evaluated within the study; sensitivity analysis was applied to assess
potential for reduced battery size in conjunction with DR base portfolio assessment.
3.1.5

Receive DR Product Definitions

The purpose of this task is to understand DR products that meet the reliability response
requirements of each island power system, understand the value elements and operational
philosophy of each DR product and confirm which value elements will be modeled directly within
the Black & Veatch Adaptive Planning model, and, for other elements that will not be fully evaluated
within the Adaptive Planning model, the corresponding model constraints or dynamic security
requirements to be maintained (See Section 3.3 for detailed explanation for Oahu). Description of
the products include, for each product evaluated, magnitude of service, cost of DR to provide each
service, attributes of each service, and identified opportunities for combinations of services. For
each DR product, data includes:
1.
Purpose (capacity, peak shaving, ramp avoidance, etc.)
2.
Availability (MW, time)
3.
Characteristics (Ramp rate, response speed, accuracy)
4.
Response after curtailment (snap back MW and duration)
5.
Limitations (Event duration, frequency)
6.
Costs to provide the service (fixed, per event, per kW called)
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Table 3-1

General Role of DR Products
AVOIDED COST METHODOLOGY
(EVALUATING EACH AS STAND
PURPOSE

ALONE PROGRAM)

Day Ahead Load Shift/ Time of
Use

Shift load away from PM peak

Potential is removed from load in PM
peak hours and spread over non-peak
hours; spread is based on potential

Real Time Pricing

Encourage/discourage load as need is predicted
day-ahead

Potential is removed from load in PM
peak hours and spread flat across non
peak hours

Minimum Load

Shift load to solar peak to avoid central solar
curtail

Apply a $/MWh cost penalty to central

Fast Frequency Response

Respond to contingency event

solar curtail.
Include FFR as an option to respond to a
contingency event. Use contingency
battery first and FFR second.

Regulating Reserves

Provide regulating reserves

Include as an asset that can provide up
regulation and be called to provide
energy

Non-Spin Auto Response

Peak shaving, reduce spinning reserves, reduce
lOmin reserve

Provides contingency spin when
combined with FFR. Lacks value without
being paired with FFR

Critical Peak Incentive

Reserved for emergency situation; typically
outage + high peak

Use probabilistic means to determine
need. Apply cost penalty

PV Curtailment

Pay for DG-PV curtailment

Apply a $/MWh cost penalty to DG-PV
curtail. Curtail is minimal on O'ahu

3.1.6

DR Product Valuing

The next step is to determine the projected value of allowing DR products to meet some or
all of each of the response requirements, for each time step, for each island power system. The
Adaptive Planning model was used to co-optimize response services from conventional resources
and DR products to meet the power system reliability requirements at minimal overall cost. In
some cases, DR products (FFR/NSAR) realizes its value by being able to provide a portion of the
system requirements for contingency by displacing assets within the reference case. In this case,
these cost saving (avoided costs) can be in the form of capital timing and associated fixed costs. For
regulation and pricing programs, saving will be see via reduction of variable costs (including fuel)
depending on whether the substitution is based on changes in operation.. Substitution
opportunities for DR products, based on the expected available DR resources, defined by cost,
quantity, most frequent time of day, etc.; avoided cost of DR portfolio were identified within this
step.
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3.1.7

Sensitivity Analysis
The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to expose areas of concern where changes of the
electric system can substantially impact the value of DR services. As expected, the response valuing
activities identified areas where further analysis in the form of sensitivities to be performed. The
following sensitivities were evaluated for Oahu.
■
Size and cost of storage.
■
Role of DR products given modified security constraints [but cannot evaluate viability
of these modifications); may present additional cost avoidance opportunities (with
additional system risk).
■
Opportunities for DR to address minimum net-load concerns by increasing the
minimum load.
■
Remove Regulating Reserves DR program
The following sensitivities were evaluated for Hawaii.
■
Changes in allocation of customer resources for demand response products.
■
Changes in contingency requirements.
Similarly, for Maui, the following sensitivities were evaluated.
■
Changes in allocation of customer resources for demand response products.
■
Changes in contingency requirements.
■
Changes in contingency requirements coupled with reduction in physical assets
deployed - one less ICE unit.
During the course of this study effort, the PUC established a second docket to address PSIP
concerns; given the high interdependency between PSIP issues and the value/fit of DR products, the
initial plan must be considered interim with a more refined DR portfolio being an output of a
refined PSIP analysis. Hence, a range of sensitivities contemplated for DR analysis will now be
directly considered within the PSIP process. These include:
■
Changes to the schedule for retirement and additions of conventional generation.
■
Changes in the flexibility of conventional generators including: lower minimum loads,
ability to cycle, fast-start ability, faster ramping.
■
Increases and decreases in the amount distributed PV, central station PV, and wind
generation.
■
Response capabilities of distributed PV.
■
Changes in availability and fuel costs including oil, biofuels, coal, and LNG.
■
Changes in available quantities of and application of underlying customer resources
to provide selected DR services.
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3.1.8

Gap Analysis
Black & Veatch investigated situations where additional DR products could potentially help
meet system response requirements and/or reduce renewables curtailment During the course of
the study, it became clear that there was more than adequate needs associated with DR potential
and that rather than seeking to identify additional areas of use, the primary focus within the gap
analysis effort was assessment of best means to leverage competing needs for DR resources
supporting FFR, NSAR, CIP, TOU, and RTF.
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3.2 ADAPTIVE PLANNING MODEL
At the heart of the Adaptive Planning Framework is a direct solution engine within a time
slice model that enables, in this case, a direct aggregate match of resources to demand. A high-level
depiction of this model function is shown in Figure 2-1.
Within this framework, each time slice affords the opportunity to accomplish the following:
U
Introduce new assets, retire assets, or change asset characteristics (simulate planned
outages, fuel switch, reduction in minimum load, etc.).
■
Introduce DR products (quantity by product, max calls, max duration)
■
Incorporate assumptions for wind and solar variability by time slice based on
perturbations of historical wind/solar patterns.
■
Incorporate rules for utilizing distributed generation as a must-take and/or
curtailable resource.
■
Commit assets and schedule DR products based on unit availability, grid security,
policy constraints, and economics.
Dispatch assets or call DR products based on security protocols and economics
■
including use of demand response and energy storage to address ramping or
smoothing, forced outages of committed assets, etc.
■
Identify boundary conditions (from time slice to time slice) that serve as the basis for
evaluating the next time slice; certain actions, such as starting a thermal generator
within a particular time slice, would require forward commitment across time slices.
Figure 3-1

Core Math/Planning Framework

"CORE" MATH/PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Can introduce

Math within each
time slice to address
Integrate 360°
individual asset
view: apply any
performance,
number of
system performance,
functions
and global aspirations
over time
(integrate as many
models as needed
to address ...)
/

Atj

At2

Atj

any new assets,
retirements,
changes in
assets, condition,
externalities,
constraints,
technology (and
A can come from
other systems)

Ats

Can change
granularity in
terms of size of
time slice
Can address
future
probabilistically

Atg

The Adaptive Planning model works in conjunction with the commitment and dispatch
algorithms to evaluate the situation in the current period and translate this information to
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subsequent affected time slices. Each time slice considers the following (takes as input) for each
power source:
■ Status (available, scheduled outage, forced outage, retired, etc.).
■ Operating efficiency and minimum load.
■ Maximum load (as limited by solar or wind penetration forecast, as applicable).
■ Fuel characteristics and costs (if applicable).
■ Startup costs and fuel requirements (if applicable).
■ Variable operating costs or power purchase agreement costs.
■ Ramp rates, minimum downtime, and minimum uptime.
■ Fixed operating and capital costs.
Each time slice also considers demand adjusted for demand response load shaping
programs. With this information, the time slice model determines the following for each power
source;
■ Status applicable to next time slice.
■ Generation.
■ Contribution to regulating requirements.
■ Consumable requirements.
■ Operating costs.
3.2.1

Commitment and Dispatch Methodology

The Black & Veatch Adaptive Planning Framework addresses commitment requirements on
an hourly basis; dispatch can be modeled on either a 1-hour or 5-minute increments. Five-minute
increments are applied for assessment of regulating reserves DR program where the djmamics of
wind/solar loading are being matched with DR/firm asset services for regulation. When
determining commitment (units that are on-line), the model endeavors to meet both demand
(incorporating load-shift demand response) and regulating reserve requirements. It will start up or
shut down generating assets as needed to meet these requirements. It prioritizes the assets on-line
(1) to include units required to support system security, (2) to meet goals such as maximizing
renewable resource use, and (3) to meet the requirements of power purchase agreements; DR
products, as available are modeled as zero variable cost to maximize penetration/use of service.
Given the fact that DR portfolio costs are characterized by predominantly high fixed costs, and low
variable costs, pricing services at zero variable cost is reasonable at during commitment.
Implementation costs and management costs associated with DR programs can be factored into the
economics outside of the Avoided Cost model to calculate the net economic benefit of DR products
or portfolio against the reference case.
Once commitment is set, the model considers dispatch. If dispatch needs to increase to
meet demand, the model first considers system security needs via proxy for kinetic energy
developed from inertia and primary frequency requirement assessment provided by Transmission
planning. Next, regulating reserve batteries, if available, are dispatched to their target. Finally, load
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is increased at dispatchable units based on economics. If dispatch needs to decrease to meet
demand, dispatchable units are economically backed down, regulating reserve batteries are
charged to maximum capacity to minimize curtailment and, as last resort, non-flrm renewable
resources are curtailed.
3.3 SYSTEM SECURITY CONSIDERATION
System security requirements for primary frequency control were provided from
Transmission planning and serve as the basis for DR analysis. Given the interest in identifying if
and when DR products could substitute for physical assets in this context (e.g., FFR), the ability to
understand implications of the security protocols on service requirements and degree of fit for DR
vs. conventional assets was identified as a key issue.
To this end. Black & Veatch built a regression model based on inertia/kinetic energy from
electric generators to better relate needs to optional portfolio/service combinations. Regression
equations were developed for Oahu to understand the additional response requirements for 20162017 and a separate regression equation to understand 2018 forward. The regression simulated
HECO Transmission planning results for the response requirements based on the system state each
hour. Twelve-cycle data was used in the regression analysis.
The regression model enabled the overall requirements to be met either via application of
physical assets or via combination of physical assets and DR products.
Assumptions:
• The largest contingency was based on largest single generating unit trip (180 MW)
with 59.3 Hz Legacy PV trip [55 MW]
• Allowable load shed for 2016 and 2017 based on present day reliability
• When the Contingency Energy Storage is in service, allowable load shed is
eliminated
• Fast Frequency Response modeled as step MW injection before a -12 cycle time
delay from time of disturbance
• MW requirement is based on reliability, which is driven by the contingency and the
load shed scheme
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4.0 Reference Case - Oahu
This section documents detailed assumptions and results for the reference case; this case
serves as the reference for calculating avoided cost for the purposes of the services valuation and
DR investigation. Black & Veatch has modeled this reference case using hourly and five-minute
models to assess value/fit of services and DR products.
Significant efforts within this analysis have focused on the reference case; this is due to the
importance of establishing a reference point that provides the best possible basis for assessment of
DR product value. In particular, areas of focus included:
• Asset build-out/retirements
• Electrical energy demand forecast
• Peak load requirements
• PPA contractual requirements
• System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)
o Specific contingencies that define the reliability performance requirements
o Capability of each conventional generator to meet system response requirements
o Capability of other system assets to meet system response requirements
o Designated must run units for system reliability purposes.
• Heat Rate Curves
• Fuel supply
4.1 ASSUMPTIONS
Key assumptions are documented below for the reference case.
4.1.1 Asset build-out/retirements
Reference case assumptions for new assets and for retirements are documented in Tables 31 and 3-2, respectively. New battery installations assumed are shown in Table 3-3. The reference
case provides a representative view of a "likely" technology adoption/implementation path toward
2030 that is consistent with prior planning efforts such as the PSIP. As PSIP or other processes
alter assumptions about the presumed path, analysis of value of services, value of DR products, and
DR portfolio base case should be further tested and refined in accordance with that activity.
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Table 4-1

New Firm Unit Additions (Oahu)
UNIT RATING
UNIT NAME

YEAR

FUEL TYPE

CAPACITY
1 (MIN),

CAPACITY 2
(MAX),

Net MWH

NET MWH

Airport DSG

2016

Biodiesel

4

8

Schofield 1

2018

Biodiesel &
ULSD/Switch

2.3

8.14

Schofield 2

2018

2.3

8.14

Schofield 3

2018

2.3

8.14

Schofield 4

2018

2.3

8.14

Schofield 5

2018

to Biodiesel
&LNGJan.
2021/Switch
to HBE
Biocrude

2.3

8.14

2.3

8.14

Schofield 6

2018

after Kahe 3
deactivation

LMSlOOCT-1

2022

LNG

23.07

95.25

LMSlOOCT-2

2022

LNG

23.07

95.25

LM6000CT-1

2023

LNG

10.24

41.89

LM6000CT-2

2024

LNG

10.24

41.89

LM6000CT-3

2030

LNG

10.24

41.89

LM6000CC-1

2022

LNG

18.18

58.32

LM6000CC-2

2023

LNG

10.24

41.89

2024

LNG

18.18

58.32

LM6000CC-3
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Table 4-2

Deactivation Dates (Oahu)

1 UNIT

ACTION

1

DATE

Honolulu 8

Deactivate

1/2014

Honolulu 9

Deactivate

1/2014

Waiau 3

Deactivate

1/2018

Waiau 4

Deactivate

1/2018

Kahe 5

Deactivate

1/2022

Kahe 6

Deactivate

1/2022

Kahel

Deactivate

1/2023

Kahe 2

Deactivate

1/2023

Kahe 3

Deactivate

1/2024

Kahe 4

Deactivate

1/2024

Waiau 5

Deactivate

1/2028

Waiau 6

Deactivate

1/2028

Waiau 7

Deactivate

1/2030

Table 4-3

■

I
J

Batteries (Oahu)

INSTALLATION YEAR I RATING (MW) I STORAGE CAPACITY (MWH)
Contingency Battery

2018

130

65

Regulation Battery

2022

100

50

The net effects of buildout and retirements in shown in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 4-1

Oahu Timeline
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4.1.2

Energy demand forecast

Overall system demand over the study period was provided by Hawaiian Electric. The
demand shape was built on base system demand forecasts and the expected participation of
customers via rooftop solar, EV, and energy storage. The load profile is artifact of production
simulation model, by providing instantaneous target and MWh by month; the model will predict a
mid-day peak. Based on the defined peak MW and generation, the model allocates the MWh for the
remaining 23 hours.
These assumptions were also provided to Navigant for development of DR products and
their assessment of available volumes. HECO noted that the base [blue) generation is based on
historical, sales and peak forecast which are extrapolated to future years.
Error! Reference source not found, below, shows the breakdown based on customer
solar, EV, and behind-the-meter battery participation. Notice that the customer battery
implementation decreases the requirements needed in the evening, but increases the requirements
during the midday.
Figure 4-2

Representative Daiiy Load Curve, Oahu, w/customer batteries, 2030
The Role of DGPV (w/ customer batteries)
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4.1.3

Economic and PPA Contractual Requirements

Units supplying energy under PPA were modeled within the reference case as follows:
■ Units were dispatched as "must-run” until take or pay commitment obligations are met.
■ For all subsequent periods, such assets were dispatched economically.
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4.1.4

System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)

System security requirements used within this study are based on formula provided by
Hawaiian Electric. The formula is based on system contingency requirements, regulation
requirements and the management of the variability of wind and solar generators.
4.1.5

Unit Heat Rate Curves

Heat rate curves provide the basis for estimating fuel costs associated with conventional
generation assets. A comparison of unit heat rate curves for each of the generators is shown below.
Figure 4-3

4.1.6

Heat Rate Curves, by Unit, Oahu

Fuel supply

All economic and fuel supply assumptions within the DR analysis were provided by
Hawaiian Electric. LNG is presumed to be available from 2021 for Oahu. Detailed fuel price
forecasts for low-sulfur, biofuels, and LNG were provided by HECO.
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4.2 ANNUAL PERSPECTIVE
Key results for the reference case center on energy and service balance between overall
system demand and assets applied to match demand (generation, energy storage), subject to
constraints imposed by system security requirements, PPA's and fuel contracts. Of particular
interest is the transition from aging oil-fired units to a diverse portfolio of distributed and
centralized firm, and non-firm, assets.
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5.0 Value of Services-Oahu
The value of grid services for Oahu was calculated for each year over the course of the
evaluation period. Services evaluated include:
■ Contingency
■ Capacity value: deferred generation
■ Capacity value: load shift
■ Regulation
■ Fast Frequency Response
The focus of service valuation is to understand, in general terms, the potential value of
additional service "sources" to support the service in question. This helps establish a basis for
understanding potential areas of focus for DR products to either supplement or replace physical
assets based on nature of service and price to deliver service from DR versus the value of service to
the grid.
It is important to recognize that, in the absence of DR, each of these services will be
provided by an array of assets. Options exist as many of these assets can provide multiple services
based on operations and security protocol; changes in grid characteristics over the course of time
based on changes in generation/energy storage assets, change in demand, and/or security
protocols will alter the value of services.
5.1 ASSUMPTIONS
The value of each service is calculated by similar means. Differential overall system costs
are calculated by comparison of our reference case, described in detail in Section 4, results versus
an alternative case associated with a different level of service. The alternative level of service
selected is typically representative of level of service that could be feasibly replaced by DR
products.
5.2

KEY RESULTS
Results for each of the services evaluated are summarized below.

5.2.1

Contingency
Contingency value was evaluated by removing contingency battery cost (assumes 130 MW
need is met by "free" resource and the contingency spin requirement not met) and by removing
from the system 10 MW of battery and its capability to meet the associated 10 MW of contingency
spin requirement (system security requirements remains fully met). This allows for the
segregation of the battery capital cost alone and in the second case the realization that providing
the equivalent of a spinning resource for 8760 hours per year and also fast response in the event of
contingency event provides more system value then the cost to the system. It will be evaluated in
proceeding section whether this can be provided at lower cost by demand response resources.
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Hawaiian Electric is in the process for upgrading its Oahu reliability standards; as part of
this process, the need for a contingency battery has been identified. At this juncture, should a
smaller battery be contemplated, an equivalent increase in spin would be required to achieve
essentially equivalent level of system security/reliability.
As can be seen from the figures below, replacing 10 MW Contingency Battery with spin does
not yield savings at any point during the 15-year evaluation period.
Figure 5-:^

Savings due to Modified Contingency Resource
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5.2.2

Capacity Value: Deferred Generation

Capacity value was evaluated by removing various CTs from the reference plan. CTs
generally represent the cheapest capacity addition and, as such, would generally represent the
lowest cost of providing capacity with firm generation.
Our analysis concluded that modest value of^^^^|/year can be realized for the deferral
during years 2023 to 2027 associated with removing 1-2 LM6000’s. This positive value does not
continue post 2027; for 2027 and beyond, CTs provide needed cycling capability. Removing an
LMSIOO did not result in annual savings because the unit provided sufficient fuel savings on the
unmodified load shape to offset its capital costs.
5.2.3

Capacity Value: Load Shift

Capacity services as defined with the Capacity tariff can also be provided to shift load within
the daily load profile. In this case, the value of load shift service is estimated by moving load from
morning/evening peaks toward mid-day. This type of shift would be representative of type of
capabilities that can be provided by a range of capacity DR products. For purposes of Figure 5-2, it
was assumed that 50 MW of peak load from both peaks would be reallocated to mid-day periods.
Our analysis also shows that there are likely synergies between services that address
capacity and reduce cycling requirements
simultaneously. Time of use, day ahead load shift,
critical peak incentive, and real time pricing are all
capable of supplying the required synergies as they
shift loads to reduce the daily max and increase the
daily minimum.
The capacity value of shifting load from the
daily peak to the daily minimum load can further
be leveraged by examining the possibility of
delaying or eliminating a peaking unit being added
to the system. Without load shifting programs the
value of removing these units can be lost in the
increased operational costs associated with using
units such as Waiau 9, Waiau 10 and CIP to provide
peaking services rather than a new combustion
turbine. These options were examined in our DR
portfolio.
Figure 5-2
Savings Due to Reduced
Regulation Requirements
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5.2.4

Regulation

Down regulation is typically provided from operating units. When all units are at minimum
load, down regulation can be provided for free by curtailment of utility wind and solar assets. Thus
the regulation service of interest is up regulation; in this case, there would be opportunity for DR
products to supplement/replace bringing physical assets online to provide the needed spin. For
Oahu, the value of up regulation was evaluated by decreasing the required amount of spin by 10
and 50 MW; two different levels of spin were modeled to demonstrate the magnitude of impact on
service value.
As can be seen from Figure 5-3, up regulation provides substantial opportunity for DR. Our
evaluation indicates that in early years value of spin declines (as seen from lower value of 50MW
case on $/kW basis) with greater volumes of spin provided; this trend reverses in 2023 onward
showing that the value of spin to the system will be higher as higher levels of spin can be provided
by DR products.
Representative "days” are also shown below in Figure 5-3, for 2016, 2018, 2025, and 2030,
respectively provide insights as to hours where regulation services are in highest demand and
hence where a regulating DR product would be of highest value.
Figure 5-3

Annual Savings by Hours for Reduced Regulation Requirements

across all hours due to fuel savings and need to commit fewer units.
5.2.5

Fast Frequency Response

Our analysis shows FFR to be a highly valued service within the reference case. It should be
noted that fast frequency response provides the means to bolster system reliability/security and
enable fast duration events to be managed without block load shedding (as has been the operating
mode on Oahu). Given that Hawaiian Electric continues to evaluate and refine security
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requirements to maintain frequency during unexpected plant trips, FFR requirements were
evaluated in the context of system kinetic energy, system spin, net load, output of AES, and output
of legacy DGPV as parameters that can be used to estimate the full response requirement. The
contingency battery in combination with fast frequency demand response are used in conjuction to
meet the response requirement given a particular system operating state.
Results of our analysis show that, absent of FFR service, additional loading would be
required to maintain desired levels of kinetic energy, relative to the reference case, post 2022. It
should be noted that the reference case was established before the full implications of the revised
reliability criteria could be fully incorporated into the reference case assumptions..
Table 5-1

Oahu System Security Requirements
CASE

COMMITMENT
ORDER

H-Power 1
AES
KaheS
Kah«3
KalMloaCCl'
WalauS
Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
CT
C8

W»au7
Kahe6
Kahe4

PMAX

PMIN

MAX

MIN

TOTAL
GEN

TOTAL
GEN

BASE

MVA

H
MW-s/MVA

KE
MW-s

TOTAL
KE

46.0

250

46

25

75

2.78

209

209

180.0

67.0

226

92

239

614

134.6
86.2

300
217

361
447

122
146

158.8
101

2.57
4.36

823
1515

lOt.O
86.2

65.0
24.1

551
637

211
235

83.3
133.8

237
640

720
854

8S.3
82.2

216

3.54

692
357

180.26
96

4.87
4.44

878
426

2750
3176

259
323

96
158.8

4.44
4.36

426
692

3603
4295

101
96

3.54
4.44

357
426

4652
5078
5504
6096

1872

939
1022

346
370

82.2

218
218

1104

394

96

4.44

426

WaiauS

104.0
S4.S

00
215

1208
1262

394
417

U9.2
64

4.96
4.07

591
261

Waiau6
CIPl

53.7
1U.2

218
4L2

1316
1428

441
482

64
162

4.00
4.72

256
765

6613
7377

Walau 10
Waiau9

49.9
52.9

5-9
5.9

1478
1531

488
494

57
57

7.84
7.84

447
447

8271

Kahe2
Kahe 1
KalaetoaCC2"

6356

7824

*Kf^A and H constant based on CT and ST
*'MVA and H constant based on single CT, No increase in PMIN when second CC online

As shown in Figure 5-4, assuming that a contingency battery can provide 130 MW of the
requirement, the graph shows that even at “CS" there may be times when additional FFR is
required. This high level of commitment results in high operational costs. If this constraint is
removed the value is hundreds of millions of dollars over the study period. As this value is very
high, an alternative case where 50 MW additional contingency battery was added in 2022 to lower
the commitment required to meet inertia requirements was also evaluated. This alternative has not
yet been vetted by the HECO Transmission planning group but provided an alternative case to value
FFR.
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Figure 5-4

Oahu Cycle Response Requirements
202212 Cycle Response Requirement, AES Turbine Trip
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6.0 Value of Individual DR Products - Oahu
This section focuses on application of DR products to support service needs discussed in
Section 5. Products were evaluated independently against the Reference Case to assess overall
economic viability and fit of products to system needs; however limitations in quantity or duration
may limit the value/applicability of a particular product Hence, while individual product values
were used to shape the overall Base DR Portfolio, other factors (such as pairing programs to
address specific service requirements) have also been incorporated into the portfolio evaluation,
discussed in Section 6.
A variety of DR products have been developed by Hawaiian Electric in conjunction with
Navigant to address a range of service opportunities. Specifically, DR products have been designed
to fit within individual tariff classes of FFR, RR, SR, and Capacity.
6.1

ASSUMPTIONS

Role and scope of individual DR products was developed and refined in conjunction with
Hawaiian Electric utilizing data provided by Navigant on approximately November 11, 2015.
Assumed start years for each product are defined in the table below.
Table 6-1

6.2

Start Dates for DR Products

PRODUCT

START
YEAR

FFR

2016

NSAR

2016

CPI

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

RR

2016

TOU/Residential

2019

DALS/Commercial

2021

RTP

2021

OVERALL RESULTS

Overall results from application of individual products can be summarized as follows.
Please note that, as noted previously, the value of individual products may increase/decrease
within the context of a portfolio. It should be further noted that the value/fit of products may also
be impacted by changes in system configuration, system security, or product design.
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6.3 TIME-OF-USE
Preliminary analysis indicated that the benefit to Time-of-Use (TOU) and similar programs
is in shifting load away from the evening peak and towards the mid-day solar peak. Thus, the full
amount of peak load reduction available from the Navigant study was taken. The load was spread
back into non-peak hours consistent with the profile provided by Navigant to ensure no impact to
sales. TOU was assumed to be available daily.
Implementing TOU is projected to provide substantial savings. This is shown in the
following table.
Table 6-2

Avoided Cost Savings for Time-of-Use (Oahu)

Year

Differential
Generation Cost

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

2030

The decrease in product value in lat
erstood by considering the typical
daily profile for 2030. In the chart below, the assumed product profile is plotted against the left
axis. It shows the assumed demand decrease between 4 and 8 PM and resulting increase in all
other hours. Plotted with the change in demand is the impact on firm generation dispatch cost
(right axis). While the dispatch cost is reduced in most hours, it increases between 7 and 9 AM
when compared to the reference case. This is due to the premise customers would then be building
load on top of the morning peak. Because TOU has just three tiers of pricing and because 7 to 9 AM
BLACK & VEATCH | Value of Individual DR Products - Oahu
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is still cheaper than the nightly peak rate customers could very well be building load in the period if
enrolled in a TOU program.

Figure 6-1

Product MW Impact for TOU on Firm Dispatch Cost for 2030

a sense of the shift in demand caused by the product and the resulting firm dispatch cost through
the years. As the amount of product increases, the reduction in evening peak continues to provide
additional savings; however this savings is offset and frequently overcome by the combination of
increased demand during other hours and the increased cost of firm generation between 6 and 9
AM.
Despite the increased generation cost in later years, the TOU product results in an overall
positive NPV and an NPV-based benefit to cost ratio of 3.8.
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Figure 6-2

Product MW Impact for TOU on Firm Dispatch Cost for 2025-2030

6.4 DAY AHEAD LOAD SHIFT
Guidance suggested that Day Ahead Load Shift could be treated similarly to TOU. Based on
this recommendation a load shifting profile was developed based on the load reduction provided by
DALS during evening peak hours, as projected by Navigant. DALS was assumed to be available
daily. Implementing DALS is projected to be financially beneficial although likely less so than Time
of Use.
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Table 6-3

Avoided Cost Savings for Day Ahead Load Shift (Oahu)

Year

Differential
Generation Cost

2017

The load profile and dispatch costs for DALS exhibit similar behavior to TOU, with the
dispatch cost decreasing during peak hours but increasing during the morning hours.
Figure 6-3

Product MW Impact on Firm Dispatch Cost for 2030, 2025-2030 for DALS
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6.5 REALTIME PRICING
Real Time Pricing is similar to TOU and DALS, however, rather than shifting load between
tiers, a price signal encourages hour-to-hour shifts. To determine the impact of RTP on load profile,
a fixed profile was employed in the initial analysis of RTP. This profile was flat across non-evening
peak hours. By examining the hours in which addition load increased the marginal cost of energy
and the hours in which the additional energy could find a more economic home, additional insights
into the underl5dng value of load shifting DR products was gained. Subsequently, the profile was
modified to reduce load on both the morning and evening net peaks and push as much load into the
solar peak as possible. As the load shape is different every day, the RTP is also different every day.
RTP is assumed to be available daily. RTP is anticipated to be populated primarily through
conversion of customers from TOU and DALS programs. Implementing RTP is projected to provide
financial benefit, as seen in the table below.
Table 6-4

Avoided Cost Savings for Real Time Pricing (Oahu)

Year

Differential
Generation Cost

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

2030

6.6 MINIMUM LOAD
This program uses behavioral shift to reduce renewable energy curtailment and is
particularly targeted at central PV facilities. Reference case runs demonstrate a minimal amount of
curtailment indicating a minimal benefit to this program during the study period. To verify, an
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analysis was performed in which all curtailed MWh were valued at half of the average billing rate.
Half of the billing rate was used because this value represents selling energy to customers at half
price that would otherwise be curtailed, the incentive that drives this program.
With the assumption that this program would not have a net effect on total sales, the energy
being sold by the minimum load DR program would otherwise have been sold at undiscounted
rates to customers later in the day. Thus, the analysis performed below likely overestimates the
system savings.
Table 6-5

Avoided Cost Savings for Minimum Load (Oahu)

Year

Differential
Generation Cost

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

2024

2030

6.7 PV CURTAILMENT
PV Curtailment pays for energy produced by DG-PV assets that must be curtailed because
the grid cannot accept the excess energy. Reference case runs demonstrate very minimal
curtailment indicating no practical benefit to this program during the study period. Therefore,
further analysis was not performed.
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6.8 CRITICAL PEAK INCENTIVE
Critical Peak Incentive (CPI) provides emergency support when other generating resources
are not available to meet demand and/or regulating reserves. It is expected that CPI will provide
value through peak avoidance, reducing production costs by altering the load profile. CPI can be
called up to 50 times per year. CPI was evaluated against the reference case via the following steps:
■ Determine the 50 events each year with the highest firm unit dispatch costs
■ Assume CPI duration of 3 hours for each event
■ Determine the firm unit no longer committed during the hours that CPI is implemented
Based on this analysis, the potential benefits of CPI are highly unlikely to overcome the costs associated
with implementing the program.
Table 6-6

Avoided Cost Savings for Critical Peak Incentive (Oahu)

Differentia Generation Cost

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

2024

2030

6.9 FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE
This program provides fast-acting contingency response services to avoid block load
shedding. The ability to call FFR will be limited to a maximum of twice per day and a total of twenty
times per year. Costs for FFR include capital, fixed and marketing costs and incentive costs.
A regression formula developed from the HECO inertial response investigation results was
added to the dispatch algorithm to FFR requirements. Year 2016 and 2017 (prior to the 130 MW
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contingency battery installation) was not included as part of this analysis with the assumption that
the existing "load-shedding" practice would be deployed in the event of a contingency event
As older units with significant kinetic energy per MW are retired and replaced with "lighter"
new units like LMSIOO or LM6000, a "lighter" grid system that is more susceptible to disruptions
results. New builds are installed in the 2022 - 2024 timeframe, and the model shows a noticeable
change in the number of units required to meet the inertial requirements if FFR is not utilized. If
FFR is used such that the number of units required to provide the inertial requirement can be
lessened, the value is in the hundreds of millions of dollars. FFR is not the only solution hence as a
sensitivity an alternative case was constructed for comparison. In this alternative case, unit
commitment was utilized to manage the security constraint by putting sufficient rotating mass on
the system. However in 2022 it was postulated that a contingency battery would be added to help
manage the security requirement. FFR was that proposed as an alternative to both the added
committed units and the 50 MW contingency battery. The savings that result are less, but still
significant.
Table 6-7

Avoided Cost Savings for Fast Frequency Response (Oahu)

Year

Differential
Generation Cost

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

2030
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6.10 NON-SPIN AUTO RESPONSE
Non-Spin Auto Response replaces contingency following a contingency event. This product
appears to most attractive when paired with 10-min FFR product to provide equivalent
contingency spin.
6.11 REGULATING RESERVES
Regulating Reserves were modeled as a resource with the ability to help meet up regulation
requirement as limited by the amount of the product available. In addition to providing regulating
reserve, this product provided load reduction in the case where variable generation fell suddenly
mid-hour due to the randomness of the variable generation resources. The ability to call Regulating
Reserves is limited to a maximum of twice per day and a total of 182 hours per year. Costs for
Regulating Reserves include capital, fixed and marketing costs and an incentive costs.
Implementing Regulating Reserves is projected to provide substantial savings in all years.
Use of Regulating Reserves to meet demand was compared to the allowable limit of 182 hours per
year. In 2030, Regulating Reserves for Large C&I customers was called 203 times which may result
in an over-commitment. Use in all other years was well within the 182 hour limit.
The regulating reserves product is able to provide spin as well as reduced demand to meet
security requirements. This allows units to operate at better heat rates and allows a reduction in
startups for expensive units such as CIP, Waiau 9 and Waiau 10. The Regulation Reserve product
offers an alternative to starting a costly unit. This allows other units to operate at better points
along their heat rate curves and mitigates fuel and startup costs associated with the displaced units.
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Table 6-8

Avoided Cost Savings for Regulating Reserves (Oahu)

Year

Differential Generation
Cost

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

2024

2030
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7.0 Value of Portfolio - Oahu
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Products are fit together in so far as to either 1) afford ability to substitute for
physical assets or 2) provide economically superior response mechanism to address load djmamics
or unexpected contingency events.
7.1 ADDRESSING HOW TO BEST ALLOCATE DR PRODUCTS BASED ON SAME
UNDERLYING RESOURCE
Black & Veatch and Hawaiian Electric worked together to identify best interim approach for
leveraging underl5dng resources. The following table documents the nature of the resource
overlap.
Table 7-1
Combination
of Programs
Fast
Frequency
Response

Non-Spin Auto
Response

DR Resource Overlap Approach (Oahu)
NonSpin
100%
FFRand
100%
NS.
Most

RR

100% RR during
non peak and
100% FFR.

CPI

Min Load

100% FFRand

100% FFR and
100% Min load
Different end
loads

100% CPI. Most
likely won't
overlap.

TOU/ Day Ahead

RTP

100% FFR during 100% FFR during
event time,
otherwise 100%
TOU.
Cost=$0

event time,
otherwise 100%
TOU.
Cost=$0

Reserves

100% FFRand
100% PV.

Different
Different
Different
Different
100% RR during
customers, so
customers, so
Depends on hour. purposes and end
purposes and end
can only use one can only use one
non peak hours
Peak hours go to
loads, so both
loads, so both
or the other(or % ortheother{or%
and 100% NS
CPI.
can run
can run
during peak
of each to equal of each to equal
simultaneously
simultaneously
100%)
100%)
Different

Different
Regulation

PVCurt

Depends on hour. purposes and end
Peak hours goto
loads, so both
CPI.
can run
simultaneously
Different

Critical Peak
Incentive

Minimum
Load

TOU/Day
Ahead

Cannot be used
for both at the
same time

Cannot be used
for both at the
same time

purposes and end
loads, so both
can run
simultaneously

Different
CPI gets peak
hours. All other purposes and end
loads, so both
hours are within
the pricing
can run
simultaneously
structure
Different
Different
customers, so
customers, so
purposes and end
can only use one can only use one
loads, so both
or the other(or % or theother(or%
can run
of each to equal of each to equal
simultaneously
100%)
100%)

CPI gets peak
purposes and end hours. All other
loads, so both
hours are within
the pricing
can run
simultaneously
structure
Different

Different
No for customer.
purposes and end
Can combine
loads, so both
potential w RTP
can run
for AC.
simultaneously
Different

RTP

purposes and end
loads, so both
can run
simultaneously
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The Navigant Potential Study looked at possible end use devices (water heaters, air
conditioners, electric vehicle changers, pumps, etc.) and determined the maximum potential of
these end use devices to provide specific services (fast frequency response, non-spin auto response,
regulating reserves, load building, and load reduction) via specific demand response products (time
of use program, day ahead load shift, real-time pricing, critical peak incentive, minimum load
building, fast frequency response, non-spin auto response, and regulating reserves). When
combining the potential of each individual demand response product into a portfolio of demand
response products, it must be recognized that each end use device can only provide one service at a
time. For example, a water heater cannot provide both fast frequency response and regulating
reserve at the same time as once it has been turned off to provide one service, there is no potential
available for any other service. As such the demand response potential for each demand response
product as provided by the Navigant Study must be managed to prevent double allocation of end
use devices.
The Black & Veatch approach was to use the detailed information provided by the Navigant
viewer to map end use devices to demand response products to ensure no double allocation. The
demand response end use allocation was based on the best value derived from the end use device.
Since the demand response potential is d5mamic by hour (air conditioner load is higher in the
summer and most during midday) and the needs are also d5mamic by hour, demand response
potential was allocated for each hour. The allocation is complex as some of the system constraints
are dynamic. For example, the system security requirement that sets the fast frequency response
need is dynamic, based on the final unit commitment, which is determined by the allocation of
demand response end use devices for Regulating Reserves or load shifting. Given the finite demand
response potential, the optimal allocation often requires the layering of the constraints such that all
constraints are satisfied and the demand response potential is not over allocated. The value of
individual products year to year can be significantly different as the system is in a state of flux with
the addition and retirement of utility scale assets, the continuous addition of consumer batteries,
and evolving loads (electric vehicle loads for example) all contributing to make each year's demand
response value proposition unique.
7.2 ASSUMPTIONS
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Order and priority of how overlaps between underlying resources are managed
are summarized in this section.
■ Pricing products shift load to desirable times and thus support capacity needs.
■ FFR is given next priority for potential. It meets both fast frequency response and can also be
used to provide equivalent contingency spin in combination with NSAR. FFR is limited to 10
minutes.
■ NSAR back-stops FFR so that, combined, the two products can provide equivalent contingency
spin. Dedicated NSAR can reduce contingency battery size when paired with FFR.
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■ RR meets up regulation.
■ The pricing products may reduce or postpone new generation as pricing programs shift loads
and thereby reduce the annual peak. This reduces the need for new units to meet the reserve
margin requirements.
Navigant has provided two data sets to support the analysis. The first, referenced as 12/1,
included TOU starting in 2019 and DALS beginning in 2016. The second, referenced as 12/3, did
not include TOU or DALS but rather assumed RTF started in 2016. HECO has advised that the
desired start year by product is as follows:
Table 7-2

Start Year by Product (Oahu)

START YEAR

END YEAR (WHERE
APPLICABLE)

TOU/Residential

2016

2019

FFR

2016

NSAR

2016

CPI

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

DALS/Commercial

2017

RR

2018

RTF

2020

PRODUCT

2019

2019

The 12/1 data set was used for TOU, FFR, CPI, and DALS for years 2016 - 2019. The 12/3
data set was used as potential and cost for NSAR in all years. Because the Navigant data considers
the exclusivity between pricing products [TOU, DALS, and RTP) and NSAR, and because the 12/3
data set incorporates both a pricing product and NSAR beginning in 2016, it was considered the
most representative dataset for NSAR. RTP data was taken from the 12/3 data set. Because the
real time pricing program has the ability to transition customers from pre-existing TOU and DALS
products into real time pricing program, the full potential predicted by Navigant in 2020 was
assumed available. RR was also taken from 12/3 data set Where the startyears suggested by
Hawaiian Electric differ from the data provided by Navigant, the Navigant potential and cost data
was shifted so that the first year of the Navigant data corresponded to the start year provided by
Hawaiian Electric.
Black & Veatch evaluated a DR portfolio that supports each of the four service tariffs: Fast
Frequency Response, Regulating Reserves, Supplemental Reserves (via NSAR) and Capacity (via
pricing products). The specific products selected, and the methodology for evaluating the combined
portfolio, resulted from work that evaluated each product individually at full potential. When
BLACK & VEATCH [ Value of Portfolio - Oahu
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considering the portfolio, however, the potential overlap of end uses across the products had to be
considered. The following guided the analysis:
Pricing products were used to shift load away from evening demand peak and towards mid
day solar peak. TOU and DALS can shift load between 3 tiers. RTP is more desirable because it can
shift load hourly. A portion of the end uses associated with these products does not overlap with
incentive products. This portion was applied to the pricing product. The portion that overlaps was
evaluated at various levels of implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to determine the appropriate mix
between pricing and regulating reserve products. TOU and DALS products were considered to be
phased out as RTP becomes available. Because customers will roll-over from TOU and DALS to RTP,
customer bill impacts are expected to be similar across the products. In the absence of productspecific rate information, revenue impacts for TOU, DALS, and RTP were all estimated using data
provided for TOU.
FFR DR is needed to allow the reference case to meet fast frequency system security
requirements. Thus, FFR was given first priority, after load shifting programs, for available
potential. FFR was assumed available for ten minutes; was allowed in conjunction with NSAR to
meet up to 50 MW of contingency spin requirement based on the potentials available. The ability to
call FFR was limited to a maximum of twice per day and a total of 100 times per year. As FFR is only
a 10 minute resource, the analysis did not consider snap back.
NSAR was used as a supplemental reserve to back-stop FFR and provide the additional
resource necessary to meet contingency reserve requirements. Because it follows (is not called
coincident with) FFR, the potential of NSAR was not reduced by the amount of FFR requirement.
Because it is available for up to one hour, FFR in combination with NSAR has the potential to meet
the full requirement provided by the contingency battery and thereby can serve as an alternative to
a portion the contingency battery based on the potential of FFR and NSAR available. NSAR is
available for a maximum of 100 hours per year and can be called once per day.
Regulating Reserves DR was modeled as a resource with the ability to help meet up
regulation requirement as limited by the amount of product potential available after FFR and NSAR
needs were met. Multiple runs assisted in determining the appropriate mix between RR and pricing
products. The portion that overlaps was evaluated at various levels of pricing program
implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to determine the appropriate mix between pricing and
regulating reserve products. The ability to call Regulating Reserves is limited to a maximum of
twice per day and a total of 182 hours per year.
The combination of RR to provide up regulation and pricing products that shift load may
have the potential to replace new generation. This will be considered in the base case.
The legacy CPI product was assumed available through 2019, at Navigant potential and
pricing, to support emergency load shift prior to RTP implementation. Emergency load shift was
not modeled directly but the cost of CPI through 2019 was included in the avoided cost analysis.
Min Load and DG-Curtailment products were not considered as part of the base portfolio of
DR products. Stand-alone simulations of these products indicated that the benefits they provide
could be met more cost-effectively by the products listed above. The legacy CPI product may
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provide value through 2019 to support emergency load shift prior to RTP implementation. The
need for emergency load shift would most likely be concurrent with extreme weather events which
are not explicitly modeled in the Reference Case. Thus, the need for emergency load shift was not
modeled directly but the cost of CPI through 2019 is considered in the cost effectiveness analysis.
TOU was considered available at Navigant-predicted potential and was modeled as
described above. In order to develop avoided costs exclusive of TOU costs, TOU was included in the
Reference Case.
7.3 YEAR-ON-YEAR RESULTS VARIABILITY
The demand response initiative is one of many initiatives currently in play on each of the
islands as they pursue various goals. Other initiatives include the replacement of aging generators
with more efficient and more flexible generating units, more fuel options (hiofuel and LNG),
continual growth of DGPV and central solar, addition of wind, addition of customer batteries, and
implementation of energy efficiency programs. These programs not only affect the ratio of
dispatchable to non-dispatchable resources and dispatch order, but also the load shape and peak
that need to be managed from year to year. The consequence is considerable change from one year
to the next such that each year in the study period is unique. While favorable trends are
recognizable within the results, the d5mamics of the various programs in combination with the
discrete capabilities of the dispatchable resources results in years where the fit of demand response
is better or worse than other years as the demand response portfolio shapes itself around other
changes to the system. This annual results reflect some apparent disjointedness. This
disjointedness is an artifact of the many system changes in combination to with the discrete
generators on the system. This highlights the criticality of the selection of the reference case for
determining value of demand response as the value as some initiatives compete for delivering value
to the system.
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7.4 RESULTS
The DR Base Case was developed by reviewing a number of sensitivities that considered
means to utilize the DR products to meet the four service tariffs. The case that afforded the greatest
avoided cost included the following:
•

TOU, DALS and RTP pricing programs to provide load shift

•

FFR to provide contingency reserves for system security

•

FFR and NSAR to provide thirty minute contingency response

•

RR to provide up regulation

•

Combined programs' ability to offset one LMSIOO and one LM6000, both originally
scheduled for installation in 2022.

The associated avoided cost impacts are shown by year in the table below.
Table 7-3

Avoided Cost for Base DR Case (Oahu)
HECO Base Case
Fuel and
VOM
Savings
M$
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Inpv
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Savings
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Capital
Savings
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The table below identifies the highest amount of load reduction and load building predicted
each year for each product. The values are limited by the interplay of various other demand
response products and the assumed potential of each end use device.
Maximum Load Reduction and Load Building (Oahu)

Year

MW

MW

2016

MW

0)
to

MW

Load

Load

Increa:

0)

(/>

Load

Load

Deere*

Load

Deere*

V)

Decrei

0)

(/>

Deere*

0)

0)

Load

Deere*

Load

o;
</)

Increa:

Table 7-4

MW

0)
to
03
0)

h

S S

0)
to
TO

■D

TO

aj

b

5 a

5 =

MW

MW

MW

MW

4.98

4.98

3.47

(3.60)

10.77

(11.20)

2017

1.10

(1.09)

15.28

15.28

2018

3.62

(3.56)

40.18

31.13

1.35

22.68

(23.11)

2019

7.72

(7.74)

47.59

47.59

4.32

37.52

(36.42)

2020

50.00

50.00

27.01

(28.02)

10.90

2021

50.00

50.00

32.79

(34.25)

17.56

2022

58.04

50.00

41.69

(44.68)

21.31

2023

80.59

50.00

51.15

(56.89)

23.16

2024

77.87

50.00

55.59

(63.33)

27.52

2025

81.74

50.00

56.86

(65.76)

31.53

2026

81.80

50.00

58.87

(67.55)

37.41

2027

81.40

50.00

61.09

(69.72)

40.90

2028

81.21

50.00

63.22

(71.89)

46.07

2029

77.86

50.00

64.57

(74.00)

53.04

2030

91.36

50.00

64.32

(74.28)

58.70
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7.4.1 Sensitivity Findings
Pricing programs have value and drive towards 100% allocation towards pricing program
potential. End uses can generally be used toward load shifting and providing regulation. In general for
Oahu more avoided cost is realized via pricing programs. This is dependent on specifics of each island as
the resources and requirements are different for each island.

Early years reflex the ramp up of the

program.
Table 7-5

Sensitivity to Change in Composition of Pricing Programs

PORTFOLIO DRW

PORTFOLIO DRW

PORTFOLIO DRW

PORTFOLIO DRW

100%PP

50%PP

25%PP

0%PP

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024

2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
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Combining pricing programs to reduce the need for selective new unit additions (annual net
peak is reduced) with regulating reserve to reduce the cycling of older units (both programs address
cycling needs) appears viable and cost-effective. It is the synergies between the two products that
uncover the full avoided cost potential.

Table 7-6

Sensitivity to Change in Underlying Physical Generation

PORTFOLIO DRW
PORTFOLIO DRW I PORTFOLIO DRW I PORTFOLIO DRW

100%PP, 1 LESS

100%PP,1LESS

LMSIOO, 1 LESS
LM6000

100%PP, 1 LESS
LMSIOO

LM6000

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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Reducing the battery size provides minor cost savings, but not when combined with
eliminating new units. When reducing the battery size, demand response potential is consumed
and not available for other purposes. As demand response is finite, the allocation of demand
response potential for battery size reductions reduces the value of demand response in other areas.
Table 7-7

Sensitivity to Change in Contingency
PORTFOLIO I PORTFOLIO
100%PP, 1 I 100%PP,1
PORTFOLIO I PORTFOLIO |

LMSIOO, 1

PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

100%PP,

50%PP,

100%PP,

DECREASE

DECREASE

DECREASE

DECREASE I DECREASE

DECREASE

CONT BESS

CONT BESS

BY 10MW

BY lOMW

CONT BESS
BY20MW

CONT BESS I CONT BESS
BY20MW
BYIOMW

CONT BESS
BY20MW

50%PP,

LM6000,

LMSIOO, 1
LM6000,

2016
2017
2018

2019
2020

2022
2023

2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

2029
2030
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As a sensitivity the base case portfolio without the regulating reserve product was run to gauge the
impact of removing this product. The table below shows the avoided cost without regulating reserves.
Table 7-8

Removal of RR in DR Portfolio

Portfolio DR
w 100%PP, 1
less LMSIOO,
1 less
LM6000, FFR
Value No RR
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
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Should Time of Use be included in the DR portfolio, the Base Case avoided cost results are
predicted to provide an NPV of $150M.
Table 7-9

Inclusion of Time of Use in DR Portfolio

TOU included
in DR Avoided
Cost Portfolio DR w
100%PP, 1
less LMSIOO, 1
less LM6000,
FFR Value
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8.0 Reference Case - Hawaii
This section documents assumptions and results for the reference case; this case serves as
the reference for calculating avoided cost for the purposes of the services valuation and DR
investigation. Black & Veatch has modeled this reference case using hourly and five-minute models
to assess value/fit of services and DR products.
Significant efforts within this analysis have focused on the reference case; this is due to the
importance of establishing a reference point that provides the best possible basis for assessment of
DR product value. In particular, areas of focus included:
• Asset build-out/retirements
• Electrical energy demand forecast
• Peak load requirements
• PPA contractual requirements
• System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)
o Specific contingencies that define the reliability performance requirements
o Capability of each conventional generator to meet system response requirements
o Capability of other system assets to meet system response requirements
o Designated must run units for system security purposes.
• Heat Rate Curves
• Fuel supply
8.1 ASSUMPTIONS
Key assumptions are documented below for the reference case.
8.1.1

Asset buMd-out/retirements
Reference case assumptions for new assets and for retirements are documented in Tables 81 and 8-2, respectively. New battery installations assumed are shown in Table 8-3. The reference
case provides a representative view of a "likely" technology adoption/implementation path toward
2030 that is consistent with prior planning efforts such as the PSIP. As PSIP or other processes
alter assumptions about the presumed path, analysis of value of services, value of DR products, and
DR portfolio base case should be further tested and refined in accordance with that activity.

BLACK & VEATCH I Reference Case - Hawaii
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Table 8-1 New Firm Unit Additions (Hawaii)
UNIT RATING

UNIT

1

OPERATION TYPE

Panaewa

Not
available
until
7/2016

ULSD

Cycling

1.25

1.25

Kapua

Not
available
until
7/2016

ULSD

Cycling

1.25

1.25

Hu Honua

2/2017

Biomass

Must Run

7.00

21.50

Goethermal East

1/2023

Geothermal

Must Run

7.00

25.00

Deactivation Dates (Hawaii)

UNIT

DATE

ACTION

Shipman 3

Deactivate

2014

Shipman 4

Deactivate

2014

Hills

Deactivate

2023

Puna Steam

Deactivate

2017

Table 8-3

1

CAPACITY 2
(MAX),
net MWH

FUEL TYPE

Table 8-2

1 YEAR

CAPACITY 1
(MIN),
NET MWH

1

■
■

Batteries (Hawaii)

INSTALLATION YEAR I RATING (MW)

I STORAGE CAPACITY (MWH)

Contingency Battery

2019

16

10

Regulation Battery

2019

20

10

BLACK & VEATCH I Reference Case - Hawaii
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Hawaii Timeline

Figure 8-1
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8.1.2

Energy demand forecast
Overall system demand over the study period was provided by Hawaiian Electric Planning

Group. The demand shape was built on base system demand forecasts and the expected participation
of customers via rooftop solar, EV, and energy storage. The load profile is an artifact of production
simulation model, by providing instantaneous target and MWh by month; the model will predict a mid
day peak. Based on the defined peak MW and generation, the model allocates the MWh for the
remaining 23 hours.
These assumptions were also provided to Navigant for development of DR products and their
assessment of available volumes.
8.1.3

Economic and PPA Contractual Requirements
Units supplying energy under PPA were modeled within the reference case as follows:

■ Units were dispatched as "must-run" until take or pay commitment obligations are met.
■ For all subsequent periods, such assets were dispatched economically.
8.1.4

System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)

System security requirements used within this study are based on formula provided by Hawaiian
Electric. The formula is based on system contingency requirements, regulation requirements and the
management of the variability of wind and solar generators.
8.1.5

Unit Heat Rate Curves

Heat rate curves provide the basis for estimating fuel costs associated with conventional generation
assets. A comparison of unit heat rate curves for each of the generators is shown on the next page.
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Figure 8-2

Hawaii Unit Heat Rate Curves
HELCO Unit Heat Rate Comparison
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8.1.6

Fuel supply

Hawaii uses a variety of fuel oils and diesel to power the majority of its firm fleet. The Hill units
currently use MSFO and will switch to LSIFO in 2022. The Walmea, Kanoelehua and Keahole units burn
ULSD throughout the study period with the exception of Kanoelehua CTl which burns diesel. Keahole
CT2 and Puna CT2 both burn diesel throughout the study. Panaewa, Ouli, Punalu and Kapua all burn
ULSD throughout the study. The Keahole combined cycle unit begins the study burning Diesel and
switches to LNG starting in September of 2019. The HEP combined cycle unit begins the study burning
Naphtha and switches to LNG starting in September of 2019 as well. Hu Honua comes online in February
of 2017 and burns Biomass throughout the study period.
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9.0 Value of Services - Hawaii
The value of grid services for Hawaii was calculated for each year over the course of the
evaluation period. Services evaluated include:
■ Contingency
■ Capacity value: deferred generation
■ Capacity value: load shift
■ Regulation
■ Fast Frequency Response
The focus of service valuation is to understand, in general terms, the potential value of
additional service "sources" to support the service in question. This helps establish a basis for
understanding potential areas of focus for DR products to either supplement or replace physical
assets based on nature of service and price to deliver service from DR versus the value of service to
the grid.
It is important to recognize that, in the absence of DR, each of these services will be
provided by an array of assets. Options exist as many of these assets can provide multiple services
based on operations and security protocol; changes in grid characteristics over the course of time
based on changes in generation/energy storage assets, change in demand, and/or security
protocols will alter the value of services.
9.1 ASSUMPTIONS
The value of each service is calculated by similar means. Differential overall system costs
are calculated by comparison to the reference case, described in detail in Section 8, results vs. an
alternative case associated with a different level of service. The alternative level of service selected
is typically representative of level of service that could be feasibly replaced by DR products.
9.2

KEY RESULTS
Results for each of the services evaluated are summarized below.

9.2.1

Contingency
Contingency event management prior to 2019 is managed via dynamic under frequency load

shedding. In 2019, the island of Hawaii is planning to add a 16 MW contingency battery to assist in the
management of contingency events. In all years no generation spin requirement is specifically allocated
to contingency event management. Hence the only savings available would be services that reduce the
size of the planned 2019 contingency battery. The savings (avoided cost) for a 2 MW and 4 MW
reduction are shown in the following graph.
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Figure 9-1

9.2.2

Hawaii Reduced Contingency Savings

Capacity Value: Deferred Generation
There is no potential for Deferred Generation on HELCO as there are no new units being added

besides the Hu Honua biomass plant. While Hu Honua will provide capacity, it is not the sole strategic
purpose of this addition.
9.2.3

Capacity Value: Load Shift
Hawaii has a load profile with an evening peak and substantial renewable generation during the

midday hours with a substantial wind generation component. The valuation shifts 10 MW/hr from the
evening peak (5 pm to 9 pm) and shift the load to the midday time period (11 am - 3 pm). There are
three transitions within the results. LNG is currently assumed to be available in 2019 (this was the
assumption when assumptions were "frozen"; this date may move out to a later time in future analysis).
The LNG assumption in combination with the current wind PPA payments based on an avoided cost
calculation with no curtailment costs results in an increase in system costs for years 2019- 2022 as the
avoided cost for the wind PPA payment is currently based on no load shift. The addition of a geothermal
unit and retirement of Hill 5 changes the picture from 2023 forward.
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Figure 9-2

9.2.4

Hawaii Modified Load Profile Savings

Regulation
The regulation requirement covers both unexpected changes in demand and unexpected

changes in supply (wind and solar resources). This is currently managed by having generators operate at
points below their maximum so that they can provide spin to the system as to respond as necessary to
keep the supply and demand requirements in balance. The results shown correspond to the avoided
cost by reducing need of generators to provide spin by 5 MW and 10 MW. There results demonstrate
that the year over year changes (more customer batteries, more DGPV, changing peak and demand
requirements) in combination with discrete generation points results in some variability in the year to
year avoided cost results.
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Figure 9-3

9.2.5

Hawaii Reduced Regulation Requirements Savings

Fast Frequency Response

Given the current security/reliability requirements, fast frequency responses within the
context of the reference case do not displace operational costs. Fast frequency response may serve
to reduce the size of the contingency battery (results shown in section 8.2.1)
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10.0 Value of Individual DR Products - Hawaii
This section focuses on application of DR products to support service needs discussed in
Section 9. Products were evaluated independently against the Reference Case to assess overall
economic viability and fit of products to system needs; however limitations in quantity or duration
may limit the value/applicability of a particular product Hence, while individual product values
were used to shape the overall Base DR Portfolio, other factors (such as pairing programs to
address specific service requirements) have also been incorporated into the portfolio evaluation,
discussed in Section 11.
A variety of DR products have been developed by Hawaiian Electric in conjunction with
Navigant to address a range of service opportunities. Specifically, DR products have been designed
to fit within individual tariff classes of FFR, RR, SR, and Capacity.
10.1 ASSUMPTIONS
Role and scope of individual DR products was developed and refined in conjunction with
Hawaiian Electric utilizing data provided by Navigant on approximately November 11, 2015. After
initial runs and further deliberation, the start dates for each product are defined in the table below.
Table 10-1

Start Dates for DR Products
PRODUCT

START
YEAR

FFR

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

RR

2018

TOU/Residential

2016

DALS/Commercial

2017

RTP

2020

10.2 OVERALL RESULTS
Overall results from application of individual products can be summarized as follows.
Please note that, as noted previously, the value of individual products may increase/decrease
within the context of a portfolio. It should be further noted that the value/fit of products may also
be impacted by changes in system configuration, system security, or product design.
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10.3 PRICING PRODUCTS (TIME OF USE, DAY AHEAD LOAD SHIFT, REAL TIME
PRICING
Hawaii has a load profile with an evening peak and substantial renewable generation during the
midday hours with a substantial wind generation component. The pricing programs generally show
value by changing commitment and also reducing curtailment within the hourly potential provided by
Navigant. There was a focus on using pricing programs to reduce curtailment (even though it did not
always show cost effective). In the early years the savings is minimal as the curtailed MW are purchased
using an avoided cost methodology. Current assumptions do not have a cost for curtailed wind MW.
LNG reduces the system costs, but is likely not yet reflexed in the estimate used of wind PPA costs, the
result is that the reduction of wind curtailment actually increases system cost. Once the geothermal
unit is introduced in 2015 and Hills retires, the result are more in-line with what is expected.
Figure 10-1

Hawaii Avoided Costs due to Pricing Program
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10.4 MINIMUM LOAD
Minimum Load DR has the ability to provide some avoided cost savings on Hawaii by reducing
curtailment between 10:00 am and 3:00 pm. The results shown on the graph below represent using
Minimum Load only on days on in which it is economically beneficial to create additional load in the
middle of the day. Because Minimum Load was assumed to be energy neutral (shift in demand; not new
demand) the avoided cost below represents the savings of producing electricity in the middle of day
compared to the cost of producing the electricity on the evening peak. Due to the high costs associated
with the avoided cost payment for wind energy and the lack of a cost of curtailment there were minimal
opportunities until the very last years of the study. Lastly, the avoided cost below does not show the loss
in revenue that would be associated with discounting the cost of energy to generate demand. Minimum
load therefore is not likely to be cost effective and therefore was not considered to be part of the
Portfolio.
Figure 10-2

Hawaii Avoided Costs due to Min Load Program

10.5 PV CURTAILMENT
There is minimal PV Curtailment on Hawaii as such this program was not evaluated due to its high
implementation costs.
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10.6 REGULATING RESERVES
The regulation requirement covers both unexpected changes in demand and unexpected changes
in supply (wind and solar resources). This is currently managed by having generators operate at points
beiow their maximum so that they can provide spin to the system as to respond as necessary to keep
the supply and demand requirements in balance. The results shown (2018 start date for regulation)
correspond to the avoided cost by reducing need of generators to provide spin by the available hourly
demand response potential. There results demonstrate that the year over year changes (more customer
batteries, more DGPV, changing peak and demand requirements) in combination with discrete
generation points results in some variability in the year to year avoided cost results.
Figure 10-3

Hawaii Avoided Costs due to Regulating Reserve DR Product
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11.0 Value of Portfolio - Hawaii
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Products are fit together in so far as to either 1) afford ability to substitute for
physical assets or 2) provide economically superior response mechanism to address load d5mamics
or unexpected contingency events.
11.1 ADDRESSING HOW TO BEST ALLOCATE DR PRODUCTS BASED ON SAME
UNDERLYING RESOURCE
Black & Veatch and Hawaiian Electric worked together to identify best interim approach for
leveraging underlying resources. The following table documents the nature of the resource
overlap.
Table 11-1

DR Resource Overlap Approach (Hawaii)
Combination

RR

of Programs
Fast
Frequency
Response

100% RR during
non peak and
100% FFR.

Min Load
100% FFR and

TOU/ Day Ahead

RTP

100% FFR during

100% FFR during

event time,

event time,

otherwise 100%
TOU.
Cost=$0

otherwise 100%
TOU.
Cost=S0

purposes and end

Cannot be used

Cannot be used

purposes and end

loads, so both

for both at the

for both at the

loads, so both

can run
simultaneously

same time

same time

can run
simultaneously

100% Min load
Different end
loads

Reserves

100% FFR and
100% PV.
Different

Different
Regulation

PV Curt

Different

Minimum
Load

Different
Different
customers, so
purposes and end
can only use one
loads, so both
or the other(or % or theother(or %
can run
of each to equal
of each to equal
simultaneously
100%)
100%)
customers, so
can only use one

Different
No for customer.
TOU/ Day
Ahead

Can combine
potential w RTP
for AC.

purposes and end
loads, so both
can run
simultaneously
Different
purposes and end

RTP

loads, so both
can run
simultaneously

The Navigant Potential Study looked at possible end use devices (water heaters, air
conditioners, electric vehicle changers, pumps, etc.) and determined the maximum potential of
these end use devices to provide specific services (fast frequency response, non-spin auto response,
regulating reserves, load building, and load reduction) via specific demand response products (time
of use program, day ahead load shift, real-time pricing, critical peak incentive, minimum load
building, fast frequency response, non-spin auto response, and regulating reserves). When
combining the potential of each individual demand response product into a portfolio of demand
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response products, it must be recognized that each end use device can only provide one service at a
time. For example, a water heater cannot provide both fast frequency response and regulating
reserve at the same time as once it has been turned off to provide one service, there is no potential
available for any other service. As such the demand response potential for each demand response
product as provided by the Navigant Study must be managed to prevent double allocation of end
use devices.
The Black & Veatch approach was to use the detailed information provided by the Navigant
viewer to map end use devices to demand response products to ensure no double allocation. The
demand response end use allocation was based on the best value derived from the end use device.
Since the demand response potential is dynamic by hour (air conditioner load is higher in the
summer and most during midday) and the needs are also dynamic by hour, demand response
potential was allocated for each hour. The allocation is complex as some of the system constraints
are d5mamic. For example, the system security requirement that sets the fast frequency response
need is d5mamic, based on the final unit commitment, which is determined by the allocation of
demand response end use devices for Regulating Reserves or load shifting. Given the finite demand
response potential, the optimal allocation often requires the layering of the constraints such that all
constraints are satisfied and the demand response potential is not over allocated. The value of
individual products year to year can be significantly different as the system is in a state of fiux with
the addition and retirement of utility scale assets, the continuous addition of consumer batteries,
and evolving loads (electric vehicle loads for example) all contributing to make each year's demand
response value proposition unique.
11.2 ASSUMPTIONS
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Order and priority of how overlaps between underlying resources are managed
are summarized in this section.
■ Pricing products shift load to desirable times and thus support capacity needs.
■ FFR is given next priority for potential. It meets both fast frequency response for 10 minutes and
can be staggered to provide 30 minutes (similar to the contingency battery. For 30 minute
performance, the potential is one third of the potneial provided by the Navigant study as it would
require 3 staggered calls to the resource to meet the 30 minutes provided by the contingency
battery.
■ RR meets up regulation.
Navigant has provided data to support the analysis on 12/1, which included TOU starting in
2019 and DALS beginning in 2016.
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Table 11-2

Start Year by Product (Hawaii)

START YEAR

END YEAR (WHERE
APPLICABLE)

TOU/Residential

2016

2019

FFR

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

DALS/Commercial

2017

RR

2018

RTP

2020

PRODUCT

2019

The 12/1 data set was used for all the programs except RTP which was created using a
combination of the TOU and DALS data in the 12/1 data. The potential for RTP on HELCO is based
entirely on the HELCO TOU and DALS profile information. This is because the initial Navigant study
did not have RTP data available. The potential for RTP was created by taking the potential to build
load or reduce load for both TOU and DALS combined and make that the potential for RTP to build
or reduce load in that hour.
Black & Veatch evaluated a DR portfolio that supports each of the four service tariffs: Fast
Frequency Response, Regulating Reserves, Supplemental Reserves (via NSAR) and Capacity (via
pricing products). The specific products selected, and the methodology for evaluating the combined
portfolio, resulted from work that evaluated each product individually at full potential. When
considering the portfolio, however, the potential overlap of end uses across the products had to be
considered. The following guided the analysis.
Pricing products were used to shift load away from evening demand peak and towards mid
day solar peak. TOU and DALS can shift load between 3 tiers. RTP is more desirable because it can
shift load hourly. A portion of the end uses associated with these products does not overlap with
incentive products. This portion was applied to the pricing product. The portion that overlaps was
evaluated at various levels of implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to determine the appropriate mix
between pricing and regulating reserve products. TOU and DALS products were considered to be
phased out as RTP becomes available. Because customers will roll-over from TOU and DALS to RTP,
customer bill impacts are expected to be similar across the products. In the absence of productspecific rate information, revenue impacts for TOU, DALS, and RTP were all estimated using data
provided for TOU.
FFR DR provides a system security function. Thus, FFR was given first priority, after load
shifting programs, for available potential. FFR was assumed available for ten minutes and was
allowed to stagger by 10 minute to provide a total of 30 minutes of response such that it could meet
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some of the contingency requirements provided by the contingency and thereby reduce the size
need on the contingency battery should further transient response studies justify this assumption.
Regulating Reserves DR was modeled as a resource with the ability to help meet up
regulation requirement, limited by the amount of product potential available. Multiple runs assisted
in determining the appropriate mix between RR and pricing products. The portion that overlaps
was evaluated at various levels of pricing program implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to determine
the appropriate mix between pricing and regulating reserve products. The ability to call Regulating
Reserves is limited to a maximum of twice per day and a total of 182 hours per year.
Min Load and DG-Curtailment products were not considered as part of the base portfolio of
DR products. Stand-alone simulations of these products indicated that the benefits they provide
could be met more cost-effectively by the products listed above. The legacy CPI product may
provide value through 2019 to support emergency load shift prior to RTP implementation. The
need for emergency load shift would most likely be concurrent with extreme weather events which
are not explicitly modeled in the Reference Case. Thus, the need for emergency load shift was not
modeled directly but the cost of CPI through 2019 could be considered in the avoided cost analysis.
TOU was considered available at Navigant-predicted potential and was modeled as
described above. In order to develop avoided costs exclusive of TOU benefit, a case with just TOU
was run in order to know the value it is providing to the avoided cost included in the Reference
Case.
11.3 YEAR-ON-YEAR RESULTS VARIABILITY
The demand response initiative is one of many initiatives currently in play on each of the
islands as they pursue various goals. Other initiatives include the replacement of aging generators
with more efficient and more flexible generating units, more fuel options (geothermal and LNG),
continual growth of DGPV, addition of customer batteries, and implementation of energy efficiency
programs. These programs not only affect the ratio of dispatchable to non-dispatchable resources
and dispatch order, but also the load shape and peak that need to be managed from year to year.
The consequence is considerable change from one year to the next such that each year in the study
period is unique. While favorable trends are recognizable within the results, the dynamics of the
various programs in combination with the discrete capabilities of the dispatchable resources
results in years where the fit of demand response is better or worse than other years as the demand
response portfolio shapes itself around other changes to the system. This annual results reflect
some apparent disjointedness. This disjointedness is an artifact of the many system changes in
combination to with the discrete generators on the system. This highlights the criticality of the
selection of the reference case for determining value of demand response as the value as some
initiatives compete for delivering value to the system.
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11.4 RESULTS
The DR Base Case was developed by reviewing a number of sensitivities that considered means to
utilize the DR products to meet the four service tariffs. As often the end use devices can be used for
multiple services, but only one at a time, the selection of one service may reduce the potential to
provide another service. The case that afforded the greatest avoided cost included the following:

W

Demand response pricing programs to provide load shift.

■

FFR implemented in a sequential fashion to provide fast response and load
reduction for 30 minutes such to provide grid service similar to the contingency
battery. The allocation to FFR use utilized to reduce the size of the planned
contingency battery. The contingency response is no trivial and simulation should
confirm the appropriateness of the use of this resource to contingency response.

■

RR to provide up regulation.

The associated avoided cost impacts are shown by year in the table below.
Table 11-3

Base Case Avoided Cost by Category (Hawaii)

HELCO Base Case: DR w 100% PP, RR, decrease Cont BESS by 4 MW
Fuel and VOM
Savings

FOM Savings

BLACK & VEATCH I Value of Portfolio - Hawaii

Capital Savings

Total Avoided
Cost
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11.4.1 Sensitivity Findings
The sensitivity tables below show the results of different combinations of demand response
allocation (described earlier). As the potential allocated to pricing programs is changed, it allows for
more potential for other programs such as regulating reserves. It should be noted the pricing program
targeted reducing curtailment and at time that was not the least-cost based on current PPA pricing
assumptions.

Table 11-4

Pricing Program Sensitivities (Hawaii)
Portfolio DR w
100%PP, RR

Portfolio DR w
50%PP,RR

Portfolio DR w
RR(0%PP)

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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The table below shows various sensitivity cases run with both varied pricing program
adoption rates as well as various contingency battery reductions.

Table 11-5

Pricing Program and Contingency Battery Sensitivities (Hawaii)

Portfolio
DR w
100%
PP, RR,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
2 MW

Portfolio
DRW
50% PP,
RR,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
2 MW

Portfolio
DRW
100%
PP, RR,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
4 MW

Portfolio
DRW
50% PP,
RR,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
4 MW

Portfolio
DRW
FFR, RR,
(0% PP),
decrease
Cont
BESS by
4 MW

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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As a sensitivity the base case portfolio without the regulating reserve product was run to
gauge the impact of removing this product. The table below shows the avoided cost without
regulating reserves on the left and the base case avoided cost on the right.

Table 11-6

Removal of Regulating Reserves Sensitivity (Hawaii)

Portfolio
DR w
FFR,100%
PP, (No
RR),
decrease
Cont BESS
by 4 MW

BLACK & VEATCH I Value of Portfolio - Hawaii

Portfolio
DRW
100%
PP, RR,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
4 MW
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The following table shows the base case with the removal of TOU impacts.
Table 11-7

Removal of TOU Benefit Sensitivity (Hawaii)
TOU
benefit
out Portfolio
DR w
100% PP,
RR,
decrease
Cont BESS
by 4 MW

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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12.0 Reference Case - Maui
This section documents assumptions and results for the reference case; this case serves as
the reference for calculating avoided cost for the purposes of the services valuation and DR
investigation. Black & Veatch has modeled this reference case using hourly and five-minute models
to assess value/fit of services and DR products.
Significant efforts within this analysis have focused on the reference case; this is due to the
importance of establishing a reference point that provides the best possible basis for assessment of
DR product value. In particular, areas of focus included:
• Asset build-out/retirements
• Electrical energy demand forecast
• Peak load requirements
• PPA contractual requirements
• System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)
o Specific contingencies that define the reliability performance requirements
o Capability of each conventional generator to meet system response requirements
o Capability of other system assets to meet system response requirements
o Designated must run units for system security purposes.
• Heat Rate Curves
• Fuel supply
12.1 ASSUMPTIONS
Key assumptions are documented below for the reference case.
12.1.1 Asset buMd-out/retirements
Reference case assumptions for new assets and for retirements are documented in Tables
11-1 and 11-2, respectively. New battery installations assumed are shown in Table 11-3. The
reference case provides a representative view of a "likely" technology adoption/implementation
path toward 2030 that is consistent with prior planning efforts such as the PSIP. As PSIP or other
processes alter assumptions about the presumed path, analysis of value of services, value of DR
products, and DR portfolio base case should be further tested and refined in accordance with that
activity.
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Table 12-1

New Firm Unit Additions (Maui)
UNIT RATING
CAPACITY 1
(MIN),

CAPACITY 2
(MAX).

NET MWH

NET MWH

FUEL TYPE

OPERATION
TYPE
Cycling

2.30

8.14

Newunit8MWICE#l(Kihei)

2022

ULSD

Newunit8MWICE#2(Kihei)

2022

ULSD

Cycling

2.30

8.14

Relocate to Waena & switch to

Cycling

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

2.30

8.14

12.16

25.00

New unit 8 MW ICE #2
(Relocate to Waena)

2025

Newunit8MWICE#3(Kihei)

2022

ULSD

New unit 8 MW ICE #3
(Relocate to Waena)

2025

Relocate to Waena & switch to

New unit 8 MW ICE #4
(Waena)

2022

New unit 8 MW ICE #5
(Waena)

2022

New unit 8 MW ICE #6
(Waena)

2022

New unit 8 MW ICE #7
(Waena)

2022

New unit 8 MW ICE #8
(Waena)

2022

New unit 8 MW ICE #9
(Waena)

2036

New unit 8 MW ICE #10
(Waena)

LNG Jan. 2025

Cycling

LNG Jan. 2025

LNG

Cycling

LNG

Cycling

LNG

Cycling

LNG

Cycling

LNG

Cycling

LNG

Cycling

2038

LNG

Cycling

New unit 8 MW ICE #11
(Waena)

2039

LNG

Cycling

New unit 8 MW ICE #12
(Waena)

2041

LNG

Cycling

New unit 8 MW ICE #13
(Waena)

2043

LNG

Cycling

New unit 8 MW ICE #14
(Waena)

2045

LNG

Cycling

New unit 8 MW ICE #15
(Waena)

Not
Needed

LNG

Cycling

Geothermal Heat

Must Run

New 25 MW Geothermal
(South Maui)

2025
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Table 12-2
1 UNIT

Deactivation Dates (Maui)
1

ACTION

1

DATE

Kahului 1

Deactivate

12/1/13

Kahului 2

Deactivate

2/1/14

Kahului 1

Decommission

12/31/22

Kahului 2

Decommission

12/31/22

Kahului 3

Decommission

12/31/22

Kahului 4

Decommission

12/31/22

Maalaea 5

Decommission

12/31/25

Maalaea 6

Decommission

12/31/25

Maalaea 7

Decommission

12/31/25

Maalaea 9

Decommission

12/31/25

End of Contract (No
Replacement)

12/31/17

HC&S

Table 12-3

Batteries (Maui)
INSTALLATION YEAR I RATING (MW) I STORAGE CAPACITY (MWH)

Contingency Battery

BLACK &VEATCH I Reference Case-Maui
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Figure 12-1

Maui Timeline
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12.1.2 Energy demand forecast
Overall system demand over the study period was provided by Hawaiian Electric Planning
Group. The demand shape was built on base system demand forecasts and the expected participation
of customers via rooftop solar, EV, and energy storage. The load profile is an artifact of production
simulation model, by providing instantaneous target and MWh by month; the model will predict a mid
day peak. Based on the defined peak MW and generation, the model allocates the MWh for the
remaining 23 hours.
These assumptions were also provided to Navigant for development of DR products and their
assessment of available volumes.
12.1.3 System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)

System security requirements used within this study are significantly less stringent than on
Oahu. This is because Maui is allowed to load shed up to 15% of load following a contingency event.
Generator spin requires are determined by formula based on the amount of wind and solar generation
on the system each hour.
12.1.4 Unit Heat Rate Curves
Heat rate curves provide the basis for estimating fuel costs associated with conventional
generation assets. A comparison of unit heat rate curves for each of the generators is shown on the
next page. Both the heat rate and the fuel burned are considerations in the economics. Flattening of
the demand profile results in less need for the higher cost units there by reducing the system cost. The
new ICE units have both good heat rate characteristic as well as the LNG fuel (lowest cost fuel). This
provides opportunities for demand response programs to displace older more costly generation once
the new ICE units are part of the system.
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Figure 12-2

Maui Unit Heat Rate Curves

12.1.5 Fuel supply
Maui uses mostly diesel fuels to power the majority of its firm fleet. The island converts some
assets to LNG beginning in January of 2021. The Kahului units are on MSFO throughout the study
period. Maalaea units 1 through 4 spend the entire study period on ULSD. Maalaea units 5 through
13 as well as the two Maalaea combined cycle units begin the study on diesel. Maalaea units 5
through 13 switch to ULSD in December of 2022 and use that fuel until the end of the study. The
Maalaea combined cycle units switch to LNG in Janurary of 2021 and use that fuel until the end of
the study. Three new ICE units start burning ULSD and swtich to LNG in 2025. The other five new
ICE units burn LNG throughout the study period.
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13.0 Value of Services - Maui
The value of grid services for Maui was calculated for each year over the course of the
evaluation period. Services evaluated include:
■ Contingency
■ Capacity value: deferred generation
■ Capacity value: load shift
■ Regulation
■ Fast Frequency Response
The focus of service valuation is to understand, in general terms, the potential value of
additional service "sources" to support the service in question. This helps establish a basis for
understanding potential areas of focus for DR products to either supplement or replace physical
assets based on nature of service and price to deliver service from DR versus the value of service to
the grid.
It is important to recognize that, in the absence of DR, each of these services will be
provided by an array of assets. Options exist as many of these assets can provide multiple services
based on operations and security protocol; changes in grid characteristics over the course of time
based on changes in generation/energy storage assets, change in demand, and/or security
protocols will alter the value of services.
13.1 ASSUMPTIONS
The value of each service is calculated by similar means. Differential overall system costs
are calculated by comparison to the reference case, described in detail in Section 11, results vs. an
alternative case associated with a different level of service. The alternative level of service selected
is typically representative of level of service that could be feasibly replaced by DR products.
13.2 KEY RESULTS
Results for each of the services evaluated are summarized below.
13.2.1 Contingency
Contingency event management prior to 2019 is managed via load shedding. In 2019, the
island of Hawaii is planning to add a 10 MW contingency battery to assist in the management of
contingency events. Load shedding persists after 2019, but less. In all years no generation spin
requirement is specifically allocated to contingency event management Hence the only savings
available would be services that reduce the size of the planned 2019 contingency battery. The
savings (avoided cost) for a 1 MW and 2 MW reduction are shown in the following graph.
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Figure 13-1

Maui Reduced Contingency Savings

13.2.2 Capacity Value: Deferred Generation with Load Shift
The results represent a combination of load shift and the removal of one ICE unit in 2022 from
the reference case. The jump from 2021 to 2022 reflects primarily the capital costs and fixed O&M costs
associated with the removed ICE unit.
Figure 13-2

Maui Savings due to Modified Load Profile
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Savings Due to Modified Load Profile

« 300

13.2.3 Regulation
The regulation requirement covers both unexpected changes in demand and unexpected
changes in suppiy (wind and solar resources). This is currently managed by having generators operate at
points below their maximum so that they can provide spin to the system as to respond as necessary to
keep the supply and demand requirements in balance. The results shown correspond to the avoided
cost by reducing need of generators to provide spin by 5 MW and 10 MW. There results demonstrate
that the year over year changes (more customer batteries, more DGPV, changing peak and demand
requirements) in combination with discrete generation points results in some variability in the year to
year avoided cost results.
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Figure 13-3

Maui Savings due to Reduced Regulation Requirements

13.2.4 Fast Frequency Response

Given the current security/reliability requirements, fast frequency response within the context
of the reference case does not displace operational costs. Fast frequency response may serve to
reduce the size of the contingency battery (results shown in section 12.2.1)
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14.0 Value of Individual DR Products - Maui
This section focuses on application of DR products to support service needs discussed in
Section 12. Products were evaluated independently against the Reference Case to assess overall
economic viability and fit of products to system needs; however limitations in quantity or duration
may limit the value/applicability of a particular product Hence, while individual product values
were used to shape the overall Base DR Portfolio, other factors (such as pairing programs to
address specific service requirements) have also been incorporated into the portfolio evaluation,
discussed in Section 14.
A variety of DR products have been developed by Hawaiian Electric in conjunction with
Navigant to address a range of service opportunities. Specifically, DR products have been designed
to fit within individual tariff classes of FFR, RR, SR, and Capacity.
14.1 ASSUMPTIONS
Role and scope of individual DR products was developed and refined in conjunction with
Hawaiian Electric utilizing data provided by Navigant on approximately November 11, 2015. After
initial runs and further deliberation, the start dates for each product are defined in the table below.
Table 14-1

Start Dates for DR Products
PRODUCT

START
YEAR

FFR

2016

NSAR

2016

CPI

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

RR

2018

TOU/Residential

2016

DALS/Commercial

2017

RTP

2020

14.2 OVERALL RESULTS
Overall results from application of individual products can be summarized as follows.
Please note that, as noted previously, the value of individual products may increase/decrease
within the context of a portfolio. It should be further noted that the value/fit of products may also
be impacted by changes in system configuration, system security, or product design.
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14.3 PRICING PROGRAMS
Maui has a load profile with an evening peak and substantial renewable generation during the
midday hours with a substantial wind generation component. The pricing programs generally show
value by changing commitment and also reducing curtailment within the hourly potential provided by
Navigant. There was a focus on using pricing programs to reduce curtailment (even though it did not
always show cost effective). The dip in 2021 is due to the pricing of wind generation in relationship to
alternatives. In 2021, lower cost LNG is available and allowing more wind generation on to the system is
not the lowest cost (assuming no cost associated with curtailed wind energy). When the fleet of new
ICE units are introduced in 2022, this is offset by the displacement of older ICE units as the pricing
programs change the shape of the demand curve.
Figure 14-1

Maui Avoided Costs due to Pricing Program
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14.4 MINIMUM LOAD
Minimum Load DR has the ability to provide some avoided costs savings on Maui by reducing
curtailment between 10:00 am and 3:00 pm. The minimum load program on Maui showed positive
savings in all years averaging about half a million dollars in avoided costs. However, due to the reduction
in revenue caused by the lower price energy to create this load building, this program will not be cost
effective and therefore was not considered as part of the DR portfolio. The reduction in revenue is a
result of the fact that energy sold at half price to build load in the middle of the day would have been
sold later in the day at full price.
Figure 14-2

Maui Avoided Costs due to Min Load Program

14.5 PV CURTAILMENT
As the results for minimum load, a lower cost alternative, were not likely to be cost effective, PV
curtailment was not considered for the portfolio due to its staggering costs.
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14.6 CRITICAL PEAK INCENTIVE
The critical peak incentive is design for "emergencies". As emergency type events are generally
not incorporated into the based profile (generally more like a P50), Black & Veatch looked at using CPI to
manage the top 50 peak events each year. The results are presented in the following graph.
Figure 14-3

Maui Avoided Costs due to CPI Program

14.7 FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE & NON-SPIN AUTO RESPONSE
When paired together, FFR and NSAR can provide a response and duration similar to that of the
contingency battery. The potential is sufficient to displace 2 MW of the contingency battery. Dynamic
simulations to confirm the appropriateness of this strategy was not part of the scope of this analysis.
These results were previously presented in Section 12.2.1
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14.8 REGULATING RESERVES
The regulation requirement covers both unexpected changes in demand and unexpected
changes in supply (wind and solar resources). This is currently managed by having generators
operate at points below their maximum so that they can provide spin to the system as to respond as
necessary to keep the supply and demand requirements in balance. The results shown (2018 start
date for regulation) correspond to the avoided cost by reducing need of generators to provide spin
by the available hourly demand response potential.
Figure 14-4

Maui Avoided Costs due to Regulating Reserve DR Product
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15.0 Value of Portfolio - Maui
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Products are fit together in so far as to either 1) afford ability to substitute for
physical assets or 2) provide economically superior response mechanism to address load djmamics
or unexpected contingency events.
15.1 ADDRESSING HOWTO BEST ALLOCATE DR PRODUCTS BASED ON SAME
UNDERLYING RESOURCE
Black & Veatch and Hawaiian Electric worked together to identify best interim approach for
leveraging underl5dng resources. The following table documents the nature of the resource
overlap.
Table 15-1
Combination
of Programs
Fast
Frequency
Response

Non-Spin Auto
Response

DR Resource Overlap Approach (Maui)
NonSpin
100%
FFRand
100%
NS.
Most

RR

CPI

Min Load

100% RR during
non peak and
100% FFR.

100% FFRand
100% CPI. Most
likely won't
overlap.

100% FFR and
100% Min load
Different end

loads

TOU/ Day Ahead

RTP

100% FFR during 100% FFR during
event time,
event time,
otherwise 100% otherwise 100%
TOU.
TOU.
Cost=$0
Cost=$0

100% FFRand
100% PV.

Different
Different
Different
Different
100% RR during
customers, so
customers, so
Depends on hour. purposes and end
purposes and end
non peak hours
can only use one can only use one
Peak hours go to
loads, so both
loads, so both
and 100% NS
or
theother(or%
or
theother(or%
CPi.
can run
can run
during peak
of each to equal of each to equal
simultaneously
simultaneously
100%)
100%)
Different

Regulation
Reserves

PV Curt

Depends on hour. purposes and end
Peak hours goto
loads, so both
CPI.
can run
simultaneously

Critical Peak
Incentive

Minimum
Load

TOU/Day
Ahead

Different
Cannot be used
for both at the
same time

Cannot be used
for both at the
same time

purposes and end
loads, so both
can run
simultaneously

Different
CPI gets peak
purposes and end hours. All other
loads, so both
hours are within
the pricing
can run
simultaneously
structure
Different

Different
CPI gets peak
hours. All other purposes and end
loads, so both
hours are within
the pricing
can run
simultaneously
structure
Different
Different
customers, so
customers, so
purposes and end
can only use one can only use one
loads, so both
or theother(or% ortheother(or%
can run
of each to equal of each to equal
simultaneously
100%)
100%)
Different
No for customer.
purposes and end
Can combine
loads, so both
potential w RTP
can run
for AC.
simultaneously
Different

RTP

purposes and end
loads, so both
can run
simultaneously
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The Navigant Potential Study looked at possible end use devices (water heaters, air
conditioners, electric vehicle changers, pumps, etc.) and determined the maximum potential of
these end use devices to provide specific services (fast frequency response, non-spin auto response,
regulating reserves, load building, and load reduction) via specific demand response products (time
of use program, day ahead load shift, real-time pricing, critical peak incentive, minimum load
building, fast frequency response, non-spin auto response, and regulating reserves). When
combining the potential of each individual demand response product into a portfolio of demand
response products, it must be recognized that each end use device can only provide one service at a
time. For example, a water heater cannot provide both fast frequency response and regulating
reserve at the same time as once it has been turned off to provide one service, there is no potential
available for any other service. As such the demand response potential for each demand response
product as provided by the Navigant Study must be managed to prevent double allocation of end
use devices.
The Black & Veatch approach was to use the detailed information provided by the Navigant
viewer to map end use devices to demand response products to ensure no double allocation. The
demand response end use allocation was based on the best value derived from the end use device.
Since the demand response potential is d5mamic by hour (air conditioner load is higher in the
summer and most during midday) and the needs are also d5mamic by hour, demand response
potential was allocated for each hour. The allocation is complex as some of the system constraints
are dynamic. For example, the system security requirement that sets the fast frequency response
need is dynamic, based on the final unit commitment, which is determined by the allocation of
demand response end use devices for Regulating Reserves or load shifting. Given the finite demand
response potential, the optimal allocation often requires the layering of the constraints such that all
constraints are satisfied and the demand response potential is not over allocated. The value of
individual products year to year can be significantly different as the system is in a state of flux with
the addition and retirement of utility scale assets, the continuous addition of consumer batteries,
and evolving loads (electric vehicle loads for example) all contributing to make each year's demand
response value proposition unique.
15.2 ASSUMPTIONS
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Order and priority of how overlaps between underlying resources are managed
are summarized in this section.
■ Pricing products shift load to desirable times and thus support capacity needs.
■ FFR is given next priority for potential. It meets both fast frequency response and can also be
used to provide equivalent contingency spin in combination with NSAR. FFR is limited to 10
minutes.
■ NSAR back-stops FFR so that, combined, the two products can provide equivalent contingency
spin. Dedicated NSAR can reduce contingency battery size when paired with FFR.
■ RR meets up regulation.
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■ The pricing products may reduce or postpone new generation as pricing programs shift loads
and thereby reduce the annual peak. This reduces the need for new units to meet the reserve
margin requirements.
Naviganthas provided two datasets to support the analysis. The first, referenced as 12/1,
included TOU starting in 2019 and DALS beginning in 2016. The second, referenced as 12/3, did
not include TOU or DALS but rather assumed RTP started in 2016. HECO has advised that the
desired start year by product is as follows:
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Table 15-2

Start Year by Product (Maui)

START YEAR

END YEAR (WHERE
APPLICABLE)

TOU/Residential

2016

2019

FFR

2016

NSAR

2016

CPI

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

DALS/Commercial

2017

RR

2018

RTP

2020

PRODUCT

2019

2019

The 12/1 data set was used for TOU, FFR, CPI, and DALS for years 2016 - 2019. The 12/3
data set was used as potential and cost for NSAR in all years. Because the Navigant data considers
the exclusivity between pricing products [TOU, DALS, and RTP) and NSAR, and because the 12/3
data set incorporates both a pricing product and NSAR beginning in 2016, it was considered the
most representative data set for NSAR. RTP data was taken from the 12/3 data set. Because the
real time pricing program has the ability to transition customers from pre-existing TOU and DALS
products into real time pricing program, the full potential predicted by Navigant in 2020 was
assumed available. RR was also taken from 12/3 data set Where the startyears suggested by
Hawaiian Electric differ from the data provided by Navigant, the Navigant potential and cost data
was shifted so that the first year of the Navigant data corresponded to the start year provided by
Hawaiian Electric.
Black & Veatch evaluated a DR portfolio that supports each of the four service tariffs: Fast
Frequency Response, Regulating Reserves, Supplemental Reserves (via NSAR) and Capacity (via
pricing products). The specific products selected, and the methodology for evaluating the combined
portfolio, resulted from work that evaluated each product individually at full potential. When
considering the portfolio, however, the potential overlap of end uses across the products had to be
considered. The following guided the analysis:
Pricing products were used to shift load away from evening demand peak and towards mid
day solar peak. TOU and DALS can shift load between 3 tiers. RTP is more desirable because it can
shift load hourly. A portion of the end uses associated with these products does not overlap with
incentive products. This portion was applied to the pricing product. The portion that overlaps was
evaluated at various levels of implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to determine the appropriate mix
between pricing and regulating reserve products. TOU and DALS products were considered to be
phased out as RTP becomes available. Because customers will roll-over from TOU and DALS to RTP,
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customer bill impacts are expected to be similar across the products. In the absence of productspecific rate information, revenue impacts for TOU, DALS, and RTP were all estimated using data
provided for TOU.
NSAR was used as a supplemental reserve to back-stop FFR and provide the additional
resource necessary to meet contingency reserve requirements. Because it follows (is not called
coincident with) FFR, the potential of NSAR was not reduced by the amount of FFR requirement.
Because it is available for up to one hour, FFR in combination with NSAR has the potential to meet
the full requirement provided by the contingency battery and thereby can serve as an alternative to
a portion the contingency battery based on the potential of FFR and NSAR available. NSAR is
available for a maximum of 100 hours per year and can be called once per day.
Regulating Reserves DR was modeled as a resource with the ability to help meet up
regulation requirement as limited by the amount of product potential available after FFR and NSAR
needs were met. Multiple runs assisted in determining the appropriate mix between RR and pricing
products. The portion that overlaps was evaluated at various levels of pricing program
implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to determine the appropriate mix between pricing and
regulating reserve products. The ability to call Regulating Reserves is limited to a maximum of
twice per day and a total of 182 hours per year.
Min Load and DG-Curtailment products were not considered as part of the base portfolio of
DR products. Stand-alone simulations of these products indicated that the benefits they provide
could be met more cost-effectively by the products listed above. The legacy CPI product may
provide value through 2019 to support emergency load shift prior to RTP implementation. The
need for emergency load shift would most likely be concurrent with extreme weather events which
are not explicitly modeled in the Reference Case. Thus, the need for emergency load shift was not
modeled directly but the cost of CPI through 2019 could be considered in the avoided cost analysis.
TOU was considered available at Navigant-predicted potential and was modeled as
described above. In order to develop avoided costs exclusive of TOU benefit, a case with just TOU
was run in order to know the value it is providing to the avoided cost included in the Reference
Case.
15.3 YEAR-ON-YEAR RESULTS VARIABILITY
The demand response initiative is one of many initiatives currently in play on each of the
islands as they pursue various goals. Other initiatives include the replacement of aging generators
with more efficient and more fiexible generating units, more fuel options (geothermal and LNG),
continual growth of DGPV, addition of customer batteries, and implementation of energy efficiency
programs. These programs not only affect the ratio of dispatchable to non-dispatchable resources
and dispatch order, but also the load shape and peak that need to be managed from year to year.
The consequence is considerable change from one year to the next such that each year in the study
period is unique. While favorable trends are recognizable within the results, the dynamics of the
various programs in combination with the discrete capabilities of the dispatchable resources
results in years where the fit of demand response is better or worse than other years as the demand
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response portfolio shapes itself around other changes to the system. This annual results reflect
some apparent disjointedness. This disjointedness is an artifact of the many system changes in
combination to with the discrete generators on the system. This highlights the criticality of the
selection of the reference case for determining value of demand response as the value as some
initiatives compete for delivering value to the system.

15.4 RESULTS
The DR Base Case was developed by reviewing a number of sensitivities that considered means to
utilize the DR products to meet the four service tariffs. As often the end use devices can be used for
multiple services, but only one at a time, the selection of one service may reduce the potential to
provide another service. The case that afforded the greatest avoided cost included the following:

■ TOU, Demand response pricing programs (PP) to provide load shift.
■ FFR and NSAR to provide thirty minute contingency response
■ RR to provide up regulation.
The associated avoided cost impacts are shown by year in the table below.
Table 15-3

Base Case Avoided Cost by Category (Maui)

MECO Base Case: FFR,NSAR,RR with (100%PP) and 1 less ICE Units with -ZMWBatt
Year

Fuel and VOM Savings

FOM Savings

Capital Savings

Total Avoided Cost

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
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15.4.1 Sensitivity Findings
The sensitivity tables below show the results of different combinations of demand response
allocation (described earlier). As the potential allocated to pricing programs is changed, it allows for
more potential for other programs such as regulating reserves. It should be noted the pricing program
targeted reducing curtailment and at time that was not the least cost based on current PPA pricing
assumptions.
Table 15-4

Pricing Program Sensitives (Maui)

Portfolio
DRw
100%PP,
RR

Portfolio
DRw
50%PP,
RR

Portfolio
DR w RR
(0% PP)

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Note: PP is Pricing Programs.
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Contingency battery sensitivities are shown above where FFR and combination with NSAR is
used as a substitute for the contingency battery.
Table 15-5

Pricing Program and Contingency Battery Sensitivities (Maul)
Portfolio
DRW
100%
PP, FFR,
NSAR,
RR,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
IMW

Portfolio
DR w
50% PP,
FFR,
NSAR,
RR,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
1 MW

Portfolio
DRW
100%
PP, FFR,
NSAR,
RR,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
2 MW

Portfolio
DRW
50% PP,
FFR,
NSAR,
RR,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
2 MW

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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The table below does not include regulation response.

Table 15-6

Removal of Regulating Reserves Product Sensitivity (Maui)
Portfolio
DR w
FFR,
NSAR,
100%
PP, 1
less ICE,
decrease
Cont
BESS by
2 MW
(0% RR)

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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The following table shows the base case with the removal of TOU impacts.
Table 15-7

Removal of TOU Benefit Sensitivity (Maui)

Portfolio DR w
FFR, NSAR, RR,
100% PP, 1
less ICE,
decrease Cont
BESS by 2 MW
■ w/o TOU
benefit

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
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16.0 Reference Case - Molokai
This section documents assumptions and results for the reference case; this case serves as
the reference for calculating avoided cost for the purposes of the services valuation and DR
investigation. Black & Veatch has modeled this reference case using hourly and five-minute models
to assess value/fit of services and DR products.
Significant efforts within this analysis have focused on the reference case; this is due to the
importance of establishing a reference point that provides the best possible basis for assessment of
DR product value. In particular, areas of focus included:
• Asset build-out/retirements
• Electrical energy demand forecast
• System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)
o Specific contingencies that define the reliability performance requirements
o Capability of each conventional generator to meet system response requirements
o Capability of other system assets to meet system response requirements
o Designated must run units for system security purposes.
• Fuel supply
16.1 ASSUMPTIONS
Key assumptions are documented below for the reference case.
16.1.1 Asset build-out/retirements
No additions or retirements are planned during the study time frame of 2016-2030. A 2MW
BESS is planned for 2017 and an additional .7 MW BESS is planned for 2019.
16.1.2 Energy demand forecast
Overall system demand over the study period was provided by Hawaiian Electric Planning
Group. The demand shape was built on base system demand forecasts and the expected participation
of customers via rooftop solar, EV, and energy storage. The load profile is an artifact of production
simulation model, by providing instantaneous target and MWh by month; the model will predict a mid
day peak. Based on the defined peak MW and generation, the model allocates the MWh for the
remaining 23 hours.
16.1.3 System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)
System security requirements used within this study are based on formula provided by Hawaiian
Electric. The formula is based on system contingency requirements, regulation requirements and the
management of the variability of wind and solar generators.
16.1.4 Fuel supply
All generation units use ultralow sulfur diesel.
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17.0 Value of Services - Molokai
The value of grid services for Maui was calculated for each year over the course of the
evaluation period. Services evaluated include:
■ Contingency
■ Capacity value: deferred generation
■ Regulation
■ Fast Frequency Response
The focus of service valuation is to understand, in general terms, the potential value of
additional service "sources" to support the service in question. This helps establish a basis for
understanding potential areas of focus for DR products to either supplement or replace physical
assets based on nature of service and price to deliver service from DR versus the value of service to
the grid.
It is important to recognize that, in the absence of DR, each of these services will be
provided by an array of assets. Options exist as many of these assets can provide multiple services
based on operations and security protocol; changes in grid characteristics over the course of time
based on changes in generation/energy storage assets, change in demand, and/or security
protocols will alter the value of services.
17.1 ASSUMPTIONS
The value of each service is calculated by similar means. Differential overall system costs
are calculated by comparison of our reference case, described in detail in Section 3, results vs. an
alternative case associated with a different level of service. The alternative level of service selected
is typically representative of level of service that could be feasibly replaced by DR products.
17.2 KEY RESULTS
Results for each of the services evaluated are summarized below.
17.2.1 Contingency
The contingency requirement is not called out separately and the batteries are used for multiple
purposes. Hence a value for contingency could not be evaluated.
17.2.2 Capacity Value: Deferred Generation
There is no possibility for deferring generation as no new generation is planned.
17.2.3 Regulation
The regulation requirement covers both unexpected changes in demand and unexpected
changes in supply (wind and solar resources). This is currently managed by having generators operate at
points below their maximum so that they can provide spin to the system as to respond as necessary to
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keep the supply and demand requirements in balance. The results shown correspond to the avoided
cost by reducing need of generators to provide spin by 1 MW.
Figure 17-1

Molokai Savings due to Reduced Regulation Requirements

17.2.4 Fast Frequency Response

Given the current security/reliability requirements, fast frequency responses within the context of
the reference case do not displace operational costs.
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18.0 Value of Individual DR Products - Molokai
This section focuses on application of DR products to support service needs discussed in
Section 16. Products were evaluated independently against the Reference Case to assess overall
economic viability and fit of products to system needs; however limitations in quantity or duration
may limit the value/applicability of a particular product Hence, while individual product values
were used to shape the overall Base DR Portfolio, other factors (such as pairing programs to
address specific service requirements) have also been incorporated into the portfolio evaluation,
discussed in Section 6.
A variety of DR products have been developed by Hawaiian Electric in conjunction with
Navigant to address a range of service opportunities. Specifically, DR products have been designed
to fit within individual tariff classes of FFR, RR, SR, and Capacity.
18.1 ASSUMPTIONS
Role and scope of individual DR products was developed and refined in conjunction with
Hawaiian Electric utilizing data provided by Navigant on approximately November 11, 2015. After
initial runs and further deliberation, the start dates for each product are defined in the table below.
Table 18-1

Start Dates for DR Products

PRODUCT

START
YEAR

FFR

2016

NSAR

2016

CPI

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

RR

2018

TOU/Residential

2016

DALS/Commercial

2017

RTP

2020

18.2 OVERALL RESULTS
Overall results from application of individual products can be summarized as follows.
Please note that, as noted previously, the value of individual products may increase/decrease
within the context of a portfolio. It should be further noted that the value/fit of products may also
be impacted by changes in system configuration, system security, or product design.
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18.3 PRICING PROGRAM
The pricing programs produce value by changing unit commitment.
Figure 18-1

Molokai Avoided Costs due to Pricing Program

18.4 MINIMUM LOAD
No curtailment to manage.

18.5 PV CURTAILMENT
No curtailment to manage.

18.6 FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE & NON-SPIN AUTO RESPONSE
No value given current security requirements.
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18.7 REGULATING RESERVES
The regulation requirement covers both unexpected changes in demand and unexpected changes
in supply (wind and solar resources). This is currently managed by having generators operate at points
below their maximum so that they can provide spin to the system as to respond as necessary to keep
the supply and demand requirements in balance. The results shown (2018 start date for regulation)
correspond to the avoided cost by reducing need of generators to provide spin by the available hourly
demand response potential.

Figure 18-2

Molokai Avoided Costs due to Regulating Reserve DR Product
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19.0 Value of Portfolio - Molokai
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Products are fit together in so far as to either 1) afford ability to substitute for
physical assets or 2) provide economically superior response mechanism to address load d5mamics
or unexpected contingency events.
19.1 ADDRESSING HOW TO BEST ALLOCATE DR PRODUCTS BASED ON SAME
UNDERLYING RESOURCE
Black & Veatch and Hawaiian Electric worked together to identify best interim approach for
leveraging underlying resources. The following table documents the nature of the resource
overlap.
Table 19-1

DR Resource Overlap Approach (Molokai)

Combination

RR

Min Load

of Programs
Fast
Frequency
Response

100% RR during
non peak and
100% FFR.

100% FFR and

TOU/ Day Ahead

RTP

100% FFR during

100% FFR during

event time,

event time,

otherwise 100%
TOU.
Cost=$0

otherwise 100%
TOU.
Cost=$0

purposes and end

Cannot be used

Cannot be used

purposes and end

loads, so both

for both at the

for both at the

loads, so both

can run
simultaneously

same time

same time

can run
simultaneously

100% Min load
Different end
loads
Different

Regulation
Reserves

PV Curt

Minimum
Load

100% FFR and
100% PV.

Different

Different
Different
Different
customers, so
customers, so
purposes and end
can only use one can only useone
loads, so both
ortheother(or% or the other(or%
can run
of each to equal
of each to equal
simultaneously
100%)
100%)
Different
No for customer.

TOU/ Day
Ahead

Can combine
potential w RTP
for AC.

purposes and end
toads, so both
can run
simultaneously
Different
purposes and end

RTP

toads, so both
can run
simultaneously

The Navigant Potential Study looked at possible end use devices (water heaters, air
conditioners, electric vehicle changers, pumps, etc.) and determined the maximum potential of
these end use devices to provide specific services (fast frequency response, non-spin auto response,
regulating reserves, load building, and load reduction) via specific demand response products (time
of use program, day ahead load shift, real-time pricing, critical peak incentive, minimum load
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building, fast frequency response, non-spin auto response, and regulating reserves). When
combining the potential of each individual demand response product into a portfolio of demand
response products, it must be recognized that each end use device can only provide one service at a
time. For example, a water heater cannot provide both fast frequency response and regulating
reserve at the same time as once it has been turned off to provide one service, there is no potential
available for any other service. As such the demand response potential for each demand response
product as provided by the Navigant Study must be managed to prevent double allocation of end
use devices.
The Black & Veatch approach was to use the detailed information provided by the Navigant
viewer to map end use devices to demand response products to ensure no double allocation. The
demand response end use allocation was based on the best value derived from the end use device.
Since the demand response potential is d5mamic by hour (air conditioner load is higher in the
summer and most during midday) and the needs are also dynamic by hour, demand response
potential was allocated for each hour. The allocation is complex as some of the system constraints
are d5mamic. For example, the system security requirement that sets the fast frequency response
need is d5mamic, based on the final unit commitment, which is determined by the allocation of
demand response end use devices for Regulating Reserves or load shifting. Given the finite demand
response potential, the optimal allocation often requires the layering of the constraints such that all
constraints are satisfied and the demand response potential is not over allocated. The value of
individual products year to year can be significantly different as the system is in a state of fiux with
the addition and retirement of utility scale assets, the continuous addition of consumer batteries,
and evolving loads (electric vehicle loads for example) all contributing to make each year's demand
response value proposition unique.
19.2 ASSUMPTIONS
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Order and priority of how overlaps between underlying resources are managed
are summarized in this section.
■ Pricing products shift load to desirable times and thus support capacity needs.
■ RR meets up regulation.
Navigant has provided two datasets to support the analysis. The first, referenced as 12/1,
included TOU starting in 2019 and DALS beginning in 2016. The second, referenced as 12/3, did
not include TOU or DALS but rather assumed RTP started in 2016. HECO has advised that the
desired start year by product is as follows:
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Table 19-2

Start Year by Product (Molokai)

START YEAR

END YEAR (WHERE
APPLICABLE)

TOU/Residential

2016

2019

FFR

2016

NSAR

2016

CPI

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

DALS/Commercial

2017

RR

2018

RTP

2020

PRODUCT

2019

J

2019

The 12/1 data set was used for TOU, FFR, and DALS for years 2016 - 2019. The 12/3 data
set was used as potential and cost for NSAR in all years. Because the Navigant data considers the
exclusivity between pricing products [TOU, DALS, and RTP) and NSAR, and because the 12/3 data
set incorporates both a pricing product and NSAR beginning in 2016, it was considered the most
representative data set for NSAR. RTP data was taken from the 12/3 data set. Because the real
time pricing program has the ability to transition customers from pre-existing TOU and DALS
products into real time pricing program, the full potential predicted by Navigant in 2020 was
assumed available. RR was also taken from 12/3 data set. Where the start years suggested by
Hawaiian Electric differ from the data provided by Navigant, the Navigant potential and cost data
was shifted so that the first year of the Navigant data corresponded to the start year provided by
Hawaiian Electric.
Where applicable. Black & Veatch evaluated a DR portfolio that supports each of the four
service tariffs: Fast Frequency Response, Regulating Reserves, Supplemental Reserves (via NSAR)
and Capacity (via pricing products). The specific products selected, and the methodology for
evaluating the combined portfolio, resulted from work that evaluated each product individually at
full potential. When considering the portfolio, however, the potential overlap of end uses across the
products had to be considered. The following guided the analysis:
Pricing products were used to shift load away from evening demand peak and towards mid
day solar peak. TOU and DALS can shift load between 3 tiers. RTP is more desirable because it can
shift load hourly. A portion of the end uses associated with these products does not overlap with
incentive products. This portion was applied to the pricing product. The portion that overlaps was
evaluated at various levels of implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to determine the appropriate mix
between pricing and regulating reserve products. TOU and DALS products were considered to be
phased out as RTP becomes available. Because customers will roll-over from TOU and DALS to RTP,
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customer bill impacts are expected to be similar across the products. In the absence of productspecific rate information, revenue impacts for TOU, DALS, and RTP were all estimated using data
provided for TOU.
Regulating Reserves DR was modeled as a resource with the ability to help meet up
regulation requirement Multiple runs assisted in determining the appropriate mix between RR and
pricing products. The portion that overlaps was evaluated at various levels of pricing program
implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to determine the appropriate mix between pricing and
regulating reserve products. The ability to call Regulating Reserves is limited to a maximum of
twice per day and a total of 182 hours per year.
Min Load and DG-Curtailment products were not considered as part of the base portfolio of
DR products. Stand-alone simulations of these products indicated that the benefits they provide
could be met more cost-effectively by the products listed above.
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19.3 RESULTS
The DR Base Case was developed by reviewing a number of sensitivities that considered means to
utilize the DR products to meet the four service tariffs. The case that afforded the greatest avoided cost
included the following:

■ Pricing programs to provide load shift
■ RR to provide up regulation
The associated avoided cost impacts are shown by year in the table below. Given the size of the
system, it is difficult to achieve sizable avoided cost values.

Table 19-3

Base Case Avoided Cost (Molokai)

Portfolio
DR w FFR,
NSAR, RR,
100% PP

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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19.3.1 Sensitivity Findings
The sensitivity tables below show the results of different combinations of demand response
allocation (described earlier). As the potential allocated to pricing programs is changed, it allows for
more potential for other programs such as regulating reserves.
Table 19-4

Pricing Program Sensitivities (Molokai)

Portfolio
DRW
100%PP,
RR

Portfolio
DRW
50%PP,
RR

Portfolio
DRwRR
(0% PP)

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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The table below shows value of the base case portfolio without the regulating reserves product.
Table 19-5

Removal of Regulating Reserves Sensitivity (Molokai)

Portfolio:
100% PP
(0% RR)

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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The following table shows the base case with the removal of TOU impacts.
Table 19-6

Removal of TOU Benefit Sensitivity (Molokai)

Portfolio
DR 100%
PP- w/o
TOU
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20.0 Reference Case - Lanai
This section documents assumptions and results for the reference case; this case serves as
the reference for calculating avoided cost for the purposes of the services valuation and DR
investigation. Black & Veatch has modeled this reference case using hourly and five-minute models
to assess value/fit of services and DR products.
Significant efforts within this analysis have focused on the reference case; this is due to the
importance of establishing a reference point that provides the best possible basis for assessment of
DR product value. In particular, areas of focus included:
• Asset build-out/retirements
• Electrical energy demand forecast
• System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)
o Specific contingencies that define the reliability performance requirements
o Capability of each conventional generator to meet system response requirements
o Capability of other system assets to meet system response requirements
o Designated must run units for system security purposes.
• Fuel supply
20.1 ASSUMPTIONS
Key assumptions are documented below for the reference case.
20.1.1 Asset build-out/retirements
No additions or retirements are planned during the study time frame of 2016-2030. A 2MW
BESS is planned for 2019 and Manele Bay CHP will return to service 2017.
20.1.2 Energy demand forecast
Overall system demand over the study period was provided by Hawaiian Electric Planning
Group. The demand shape was built on base system demand forecasts and the expected participation
of customers via rooftop solar, EV, and energy storage. The load profile is an artifact of production
simulation model, by providing instantaneous target and MWh by month; the model will predict a mid
day peak. Based on the defined peak MW and generation, the model allocates the MWh for the
remaining 23 hours.
20.1.3 System reliability performance requirements/metrics (security requirements)
System security requirements used within this study are based on formula provided by Hawaiian
Electric. The formula is based on system contingency requirements, regulation requirements and the
management of the variability of wind and solar generators.
20.1.4 Fuel supply
All generation units use ultralow sulfur diesel.
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21.0 Value of Services - Lanai
The value of grid services for Lanai was calculated for each year over the course of the
evaluation period. Services evaluated include:
■ Contingency
■ Capacity value: deferred generation
■ Regulation
■ Fast Frequency Response
The focus of service valuation is to understand, in general terms, the potential value of
additional service "sources" to support the service in question. This helps establish a basis for
understanding potential areas of focus for DR products to either supplement or replace physical
assets based on nature of service and price to deliver service from DR versus the value of service to
the grid.
It is important to recognize that, in the absence of DR, each of these services will be
provided by an array of assets. Options exist as many of these assets can provide multiple services
based on operations and security protocol; changes in grid characteristics over the course of time
based on changes in generation/energy storage assets, change in demand, and/or security
protocols will alter the value of services.
21.1 ASSUMPTIONS
The value of each service is calculated by similar means. Differential overall system costs
are calculated by comparison of our reference case, described in detail in Section 3, results vs. an
alternative case associated with a different level of service. The alternative level of service selected
is typically representative of level of service that could be feasibly replaced by DR products.
21.2 KEY RESULTS
Results for each of the services evaluated are summarized below.
21.2.1 Contingency
The contingency requirement is not called out separately and the batteries are used for multiple
purposes. Hence a value for contingency could not be evaluated.
21.2.2 Capacity Value: Deferred Generation
No new generation is added to the system so none is available for deferment.
21.2.3 Regulation
The regulation requirement covers both unexpected changes in demand and unexpected
changes in supply (wind and solar resources). This is currently managed by having generators operate at
points below their maximum so that they can provide spin to the system as to respond as necessary to
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keep the supply and demand requirements in balance. The results shown correspond to the avoided
cost by reducing need of generators to provide spin by 1 MW.
Figure 21-1

Lanai Savings due to Reduced Regulation Requirements

21.2.4 Fast Frequency Response
Given the current security/reliability requirements, fast frequency responses within the context of
the reference case do not displace operational costs.
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22.0 Value of Individual DR Products - Lanai
This section focuses on application of DR products to support service needs discussed in
Section 20. Products were evaluated independently against the Reference Case to assess overall
economic viability and fit of products to system needs; however limitations in quantity or duration
may limit the value/applicability of a particular product Hence, while individual product values
were used to shape the overall Base DR Portfolio, other factors (such as pairing programs to
address specific service requirements) have also been incorporated into the portfolio evaluation,
discussed in Section 22.
A variety of DR products have been developed by Hawaiian Electric in conjunction with
Navigant to address a range of service opportunities. Specifically, DR products have been designed
to fit within individual tariff classes of FFR, RR, SR, and Capacity.
22.1 ASSUMPTIONS
Role and scope of individual DR products was developed and refined in conjunction with
Hawaiian Electric utilizing data provided by Navigant on approximately November 11, 2015. After
initial runs and further deliberation, the start dates for each product are defined in the table below.
Table 22-1

Start Dates for DR Products

PRODUCT

START
YEAR

FFR

2016

NSAR

2016

CPI

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

RR

2018

TOU/Residential

2016

DALS/Commercial

2017

RTP

2020
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22.2 OVERALL RESULTS
Overall results from application of individual products can be summarized as follows.
Please note that, as noted previously, the value of individual products may increase/decrease
within the context of a portfolio. It should be further noted that the value/fit of products may also
be impacted by changes in system configuration, system security, or product design.

22.3 PRICING PROGRAM
The pricing programs produce value by changing unit commitment.
Figure 22-1

Lanai Avoided Costs due to Pricing Program

22.4 MINIMUM LOAD
No curtailment to manage.

22.5 PV CURTAILMENT
No curtailment to manage.

22.6 FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE & NON-SPIN AUTO RESPONSE
No value given current security requirements.
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22.7 REGULATING RESERVES
The regulation requirement covers both unexpected changes in demand and unexpected changes
in supply (wind and solar resources). This is currently managed by having generators operate at points
below their maximum so that they can provide spin to the system as to respond as necessary to keep
the supply and demand requirements in balance. The results shown (2018 start date for regulation)
correspond to the avoided cost by reducing need of generators to provide spin by the available hourly
demand response potential.
Figure 22-2

Lanai Avoided Costs due to Regulating Reserve DR Product
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23.0 Value of Portfolio - Lanai
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Products are fit together in so far as to either 1) afford ability to substitute for
physical assets or 2) provide economically superior response mechanism to address load d5mamics
or unexpected contingency events.
23.1 ADDRESSING HOW TO BEST ALLOCATE DR PRODUCTS BASED ON SAME
UNDERLYING RESOURCE
Black & Veatch and Hawaiian Electric worked together to identify best interim approach for
leveraging underlying resources. The following table documents the nature of the resource
overlap.
Table 23-1

DR Resource Overlap Approach (Lanai)

Combination

RR

Min Load

of Programs
Fast
Frequency
Response

100% FFR and

100% RR during

TOU/ Day Ahead

RTP

100% FFR during

100% FFR during

event time,

event time,

otherwise 100%
TOU.
Cost=$0

otherwise 100%
TOU.
Cost=$0

purposes and end

Cannot be used

Cannot be used

purposes and end

loads, so both

for both at the

for both at the

loads, so both

can run
simultaneously

same time

same time

can run
simultaneously

100% Min load

non peak and

Different end
loads

100% FFR.

Different
Regulation

PV Curt

Reserves

Minimum
Load

100% FFR and
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Different
Different
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can only use one can only useone
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100%)
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TOU/ Day
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potential w RTP
for AC.
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toads, so both
can run
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Different
purposes and end

RTP

toads, so both
can run
simultaneously

The Navigant Potential Study looked at possible end use devices (water heaters, air
conditioners, electric vehicle changers, pumps, etc.) and determined the maximum potential of
these end use devices to provide specific services (fast frequency response, non-spin auto response,
regulating reserves, load building, and load reduction) via specific demand response products (time
of use program, day ahead load shift, real-time pricing, critical peak incentive, minimum load
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building, fast frequency response, non-spin auto response, and regulating reserves). When
combining the potential of each individual demand response product into a portfolio of demand
response products, it must be recognized that each end use device can only provide one service at a
time. For example, a water heater cannot provide both fast frequency response and regulating
reserve at the same time as once it has been turned off to provide one service, there is no potential
available for any other service. As such the demand response potential for each demand response
product as provided by the Navigant Study must be managed to prevent double allocation of end
use devices.
The Black & Veatch approach was to use the detailed information provided by the Navigant
viewer to map end use devices to demand response products to ensure no double allocation. The
demand response end use allocation was based on the best value derived from the end use device.
Since the demand response potential is d5mamic by hour (air conditioner load is higher in the
summer and most during midday) and the needs are also dynamic by hour, demand response
potential was allocated for each hour. The allocation is complex as some of the system constraints
are d5mamic. For example, the system security requirement that sets the fast frequency response
need is d5mamic, based on the final unit commitment, which is determined by the allocation of
demand response end use devices for Regulating Reserves or load shifting. Given the finite demand
response potential, the optimal allocation often requires the layering of the constraints such that all
constraints are satisfied and the demand response potential is not over allocated. The value of
individual products year to year can be significantly different as the system is in a state of fiux with
the addition and retirement of utility scale assets, the continuous addition of consumer batteries,
and evolving loads (electric vehicle loads for example) all contributing to make each year's demand
response value proposition unique.
23.2 ASSUMPTIONS
The DR base case incorporates selected products to maximize the overall strength of the DR
program portfolio. Order and priority of how overlaps between underlying resources are managed
are summarized in this section.
■ Pricing products shift load to desirable times and thus support capacity needs.
■ RR meets up regulation.
Navigant has provided two datasets to support the analysis. The first, referenced as 12/1,
included TOU starting in 2019 and DALS beginning in 2016. The second, referenced as 12/3, did
not include TOU or DALS but rather assumed RTP started in 2016. HECO has advised that the
desired start year by product is as follows;
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Table 23-2

Start Year by Product (Lanai)

1 PRODUCT

1

START YEAR

END YEAR (WHERE APPLICABLE)

TOU/Residential

2016

2019

FFR

2016

NSAR

2016

CPI

2016

Min Load

2016

PV-Curtailment

2016

DALS/ Commercial

2017

RR

2018

RTP

2020

2019

2019

The 12/1 data set was used for TOU, FFR, and DALS for years 2016 - 2019. The 12/3 data
set was used as potential and cost for NSAR in all years. Because the Navigant data considers the
exclusivity between pricing products [TOU, DALS, and RTF) and NSAR, and because the 12/3 data
set incorporates both a pricing product and NSAR beginning in 2016, it was considered the most
representative data set for NSAR. RTF data was taken from the 12/3 data set. Because the real
time pricing program has the ability to transition customers from pre-existing TOU and DALS
products into real time pricing program, the full potential predicted by Navigant in 2020 was
assumed available. RR was also taken from 12/3 data set. Where the start years suggested by
Hawaiian Electric differ from the data provided by Navigant, the Navigant potential and cost data
was shifted so that the first year of the Navigant data corresponded to the start year provided by
Hawaiian Electric.
Where applicable. Black & Veatch evaluated a DR portfolio that supports each of the four
service tariffs: Fast Frequency Response, Regulating Reserves, Supplemental Reserves (via NSAR)
and Capacity (via pricing products). The specific products selected, and the methodology for
evaluating the combined portfolio, resulted from work that evaluated each product individually at
full potential. When considering the portfolio, however, the potential overlap of end uses across the
products had to be considered. The following guided the analysis:
Fricing products were used to shift load away from evening demand peak and towards mid
day solar peak. TOU and DALS can shift load between 3 tiers. RTF is more desirable because it can
shift load hourly. A portion of the end uses associated with these products does not overlap with
incentive products. This portion was applied to the pricing product The portion that overlaps was
evaluated at various levels of implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to determine the appropriate mix
between pricing and regulating reserve products. TOU and DALS products were considered to be
phased out as RTF becomes available. Because customers will roll-over from TOU and DALS to RTF,
customer bill impacts are expected to be similar across the products. In the absence of product-
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specific rate information, revenue impacts for TOU, DALS, and RTP were all estimated using data
provided for TOU.
Regulating Reserves DR was modeled as a resource with the ability to help meet up
regulation requirement as limited by the amount of product potential available. Multiple runs
assisted in determining the appropriate mix between RR and pricing products. The portion that
overlaps was evaluated at various levels of pricing program implementation (100%, 50%, 0%) to
determine the appropriate mix between pricing and regulating reserve products. The ability to call
Regulating Reserves is limited to a maximum of twice per day and a total of 182 hours per year.
Min Load and DG-Curtailment products were not considered as part of the base portfolio of
DR products. Stand-alone simulations of these products indicated that the benefits they provide
could be met more cost-effectively by the products listed above.
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23.3 RESULTS
The DR Base Case was developed by reviewing a number of sensitivities that considered means to
utilize the DR products to meet the four service tariffs. The case that afforded the greatest avoided cost
included the following:

■ Pricing programs to provide load shift
■ RR to provide up regulation
The associated avoided cost impacts are shown by year in the table below. Given the size of the
system, it is difficult to achieve sizable avoided cost values.
Table 23-3

Base Case Avoided Cost (Lanai)

Portfolio
DRwRR,
100% PP

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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23.3.1 Sensitivity Findings
The sensitivity tables below show the results of different combinations of demand response
allocation (described earlier). As the potential allocated to pricing programs is changed, it allows for
more potential for other programs such as regulating reserves.
Table 23-4

Pricing Program Sensitivities (Lanai)

Portfolio
DRW
100%PP,
RR

Portfolio
DRW
50%PP,
RR

Portfolio
DRwRR
(0% PP)

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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The results shows the change do to the preferred portfolio when RR is removed.
Table 23-5

Removal of Regulating Reserves Sensitivity (Lanai)

Portfolio:
100% PP
(0% RR)
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The following table shows the base case with the removal of TOU impacts.
Table 23-6

Removal of TOU Benefit Sensitivity (Lanai)

Portfolio
DR 100%
PP- w/o
TOU

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
NPV
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Program Attributes
Each program can be separated into nine main attributes. Program attributes are used to describe the
details of a program. Attributes are created using grid service requirements and experience with past
Demand Response program attributes. The nine main attributes are:
1.

Eligibility describes the customers that are able to participate.

2.

End Uses describes the type of customer end devices expected to participate in the program,
but does not limit the type of end device eligible.

3.

Incentive Structure describes the type of incentives being examined for the program
implementation. The range in incentives is shown in the program riders.

4.

Limits describe the criteria used for the avoided cost analysis and sets constraints on the
customer's obligation for availability.

5.

Forecast/Meter describes the meter criteria for the Companies use to create forecasted and
settlement data.

6.

AGC/Frequency will indicate if integration with the system operations management system is
required or not.

7.

Accuracy describes the additional technical requirements for the grid service.

8.

Event Driver describes the potential scenarios that a program would be utilized to meet a grid
service or another resources capability.

9.

Notification describes when and how the customer will receive a notification of the event start
and end.

Programs Attributes for each program is described below:

Exhibit C
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Non-Spin Auto Response
Eligible Customers

End Uses

Incentive Structure

•All- Residential, Small Business, and
Commercial

• Free install and equipment {TATI for
Commercial)

• Legacy RDLC, SBDLC, and EastDR
customers

• Respond within 10 minutes or less
Cooling, Lighting, Ventilation,
Water Heating, Whole Facility, EV,
Batteries

Limits

Forecast/Meter

AGC/ Frequency

• Max Annual Limit - 100/year
• Max duration -1 hour
• Max Daily events - 1/day

• 5 min Commercial and 15 min
Residential/Small business meter
data required. Forecast created by
meter data.

• Not required

Accuracy

Event Driver

Notification

•Within 10% of the forecasted
amount

• Peak shaving, reduce spinning
reserves, or reduce 10 min reserve

•start notification is sent once
activated by System Operations

• Residential and Small Business Monthly $/end device incentive
•Commercial- Monthly $/kW +
S/kWh incentive

Exhibit C
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Critical Peak Incentive
Eligible Customers

End Uses

Incentive Structure

•All- Residential, Small Business,
and Commercial
• Legacy CIDLC customers

• Cooling, Lighting, Ventilation,
Water Heating, Whole Facility,
EV, Batteries

• Free install and equipment (TATI
for Commercial)
• Residential and Small Business Monthly $/end device incentive
•Commercial - $/kWh incentive

Limits

Forecast/Meter

AGC/ Frequency

• Max Annual Limit-200/year
• Max duration -4 hour
• Max Daily events - 1/day

• 5 min Commercial and 15 min
Residential/Small business
meter data required. Forecast
created by meter data.

Accuracy

Event Driver

Notification

•Within 10% of the forecasted
amount

• Emergency Event dispatched by
System Operations

•start notification is sent 1 hr
before start of event.

Exhibit C
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Regulating Response
Eligible Customers

End Uses

Incentive Structure

•All: Residential, Small Business,
and Commercial

• Respond within 2 seconds Cooling, Lighting, Ventilation,
Water Heating, Whole Facility, EV,
Batteries

• Free install and equipment {TATI
for Commercial)
• Residential and Small Business Monthly $/end device incentive
•Commercial- Monthly $/kW +
S/kWh incentive

Limits

Forecast/Meter

AGC/ Frequency

• Max Annual Limit -182 hours per
year
• Min duration - 30 minutes
• Max Daily events - 2/day

• Real time meter data required.
Forecast created by meter data.

•AGC Required.

Accuracy

Event Driver

Notification

•Within < 0.1 MW of the
forecasted amount

• Regulating Reserves

•Start notification is sent once
activated by System Operations

Minimum Load
Eligible Customers

End Uses

Incentive Structure

•All- Residential, Small Business,
and Commercial

• Cooling, Lighting, Ventilation,
Water Heating, Whole Facility,
EV, Batteries
• Example: Dept of Education, EV
at work charging

• Free install and equipment (TATI
for Commercial)
• Residential and Small Business Low $/kWh price rate
•Commercial- Low $/kWh price
rate

Limits

Forecast/Meter

AGC/ Frequency

• Max Annual Limit - 2190/year
• Max duration - 6 hour
• Max Daily events - 1/day

• 5 min Commercial and 15 min
Residential/Small business meter
data required. Forecast created
by meter data.

Accuracy

Event Driver

Notification

•Within 10% of the forecasted
amount

• Increase load during system
need, for example, replace
renewable curtailment or slow
starting generators to increase
minimum load on each
generator

•Start notification is sent once
activated by System Operations
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Time of Use
Eligible Customers

End Uses

Incentive Structure

•All- Residential and Small Business
Only

•Cooling, Lighting, Ventilation,
\A/ater Heating, Whole Facility,
Other, EV

• No incentives for installation and
equipment

Forecast/Meter

AGC/ Frequency

•Three tier pricing structure,
consistent with the recent filing

• Max Annual Limit - Every hour
• Max duration - NA
• Max Daily events - NA

•15 min meter data required.
Forecast created by meter data.

Accuracy

Event Driver

Notification

•Within 10% of the forecasted
amount

•Tier prices are set, but can change
yearly

• No notification is sent

•Based on marginal cost, weather,
outages or maintenance schedule.
Reliability and economic
opportunities.

Day Ahead Load Shift
Eligible Customers

End Uses

Incentive Structure

•All- Commercial Only

•Cooling, Lighting, Ventilation,
Water Heating, Whole Facility, EV

• No incentives for installation and
equipment
•Three tier pricing structure (No
commercial pricing in recent filing.
Used marginal ratios for incentives
and avoided cost analysis)

Forecast/Meter
' Max Annual Limit - Every hour
' Max duration - NA
' Max Daily events — NA

AGC/ Frequency

• 15 min meter data required.
Forecast created by meter data.

Accuracy

Event Driver

Notification

•Within 10% of the forecasted
amount

• Price sent out day ahead
•Based on marginal cost, weather,
outages or maintenance schedule.
Reliability and economic
opportunities.

• No notification is sent
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PV Curtailment
Eligible Customers

End Uses

• Legacy Residential, Small
Business, and Commercial

Incentive Structure
• Free install and equipment
(TATI for Commercial)
• Residential and Small Business
- Low $/kWh
• Commercial- Low $/kWh

Limits

Forecast/Meter

AGC/ Frequency

• Max Annual Limit-2190/year
• Max duration - 6 hour
• Max Daily events - 1/day

• 5 min meter data required.
Forecast created by meter
data.

• HELCO requires AGC,
HECO/MECO does not require

Accuracy

Event Driver

Notification

•Within 10% of the forecasted
amount

• Based on forecasted PV output
and system conditions.
Reduces curtailment of other
renewables and can provide
locational dispatch.

•Start notification is sent once
activated by System Operations

Eligible Customers

End Uses

Incentive Structure

•All- Residential, Small Business, and
Commercial

•Cooling, Lighting, Ventilation,
Water Heating, Whole Facility,
Other, EV, Batteries

• Free install and equipment (TATI for
Commercial)
•Varying hourly price $/kWh

Forecast/Meter

AGC/ Frequency

Real Time Pricing

' Max Annual Limit - Every hour
' Max duration - NA
' Max Daily events — NA

•5 min Commercial and 15 min
Residential/Small business meter
data required. Forecast created by
meter data.

Accuracy

Avoided Cost Analysis Trigger

Notification

'Within 10% of the forecasted
amount

• Price sent out day ahead
•Based on marginal cost, weather,
outages or maintenance schedule.
Reliability and economic
opportunities.

• No notification is sent
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Fast Frequency Response
Eligible Customers

End Uses

Incentive Structure

•All- Residential, Small Business, and
Commercial

• Respond within .5 or less seconds Cooling, Water Heating, Whole
Facility {Manufacturing, example:
ICE storage. Generators), Batteries,
and EV's

•So if paired with another program
such as Non-Spin Auto Response
• Residential and Small Business Monthly S/end device incentive
•Commercial-Monthly S/end device
incentive

Limits

Forecast/Meter

AGC/ Frequency

• Max Annual Limit - 20/year
• Max duration -10 minutes
• Max Daily events - 1/day

•5 min Commercial and ISmin
Residential/Small business meter
data required. Forecast created by
meter data.

• Frequency obtained at the
customers power source. Frequency
trip point = 59.7 Hz.

Accuracy

Event Driver

Notification

•+/- 0.02 Hz and +/- 0.0167 seconds

•Contingency Event creating a
frequency deviation less than 59.7
Hz

•Start notification is sent once
activated by a frequency deviation
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Exhibit D - Overview of Rules for Grid Services
A. Rule for Capacity Grid Services
The Capacity Grid Service is defined as the minimum of load under control during the
24-hour day. Capacity can be derived from either generation resources or controlled load, md
for dispatchable generation it is defined as the mega-watt var (“MVA”) rating of the unit. To
count capacity, the resource does not have to be under the Automatic Generation Control
(“AGC”) to reach its maximum rating. Unit control can be by AGC, manual or any combination
of control so long as the output is controllable and predictable by some method. Capacity does
not have a response time requirement. See Exhibit D1 for additional information.

Real-time
Pricing

Time of
Use

Rate
Comm

Day Ahead
Load
Shifting
Rate
Comm

Minimum
Load
Rider
Comm

PV
Curtailment
Rider
Comm

Critical
Peak
Incentive
Rider
Comm

Rule No. [XX]
Capacity Grid Service
Customer Pro-forma
Service Agreements

UA
Contr.
Real-time
Pricing

Time of
Use

Day Ahead
Load
Shifting

Minimum
Load

Curtailment

Critical
Peak
Incentive
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B. Rule for Fast Frequency Response Grid Services
The Fast Frequency Response (“FFR”) Grid Service is defined as a local discrete
response to a change in frequency. FFR reduces rate of change of frequency and raises the
frequency nadir. The response is immediate and allows time for Primary Frequency Response;
FFR does not rely on governor controls of a conventional generator. See Exhibit D2 for
additional information.

Fast Frequency Response
Rider
Comm

Rule No. [XX]
Fast Frequency Grid Service
Customer Pro-forma
Service Agreement

UA
Contr.
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C. Rule for Regulating Reserve Grid Services
The Regulating Reserve Grid Service is defined as the amount of unloaded capacity of
regulating resources such that it may be used by the System Operator to provide normal
frequency regulation. The unused capacity can be derived from either a generating resource or a
controlled load meeting the requirements. A regulating resource must be immediately available
to respond to commands from the AGC to increase or decrease energy output (or consumption)
in a known and consistent manner. See Exhibit D3 for additional information.

Regulation Reserve
Rider
Comm
V
SMB
Res
Rule No. [XX]
Regulating Reserve Grid Service
Customer Pro-forma
Service Agreement

UA
Contr.
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D. Rule for Supplemental 10-minute Reserve Grid Services
The Supplemental 10-minute Reserve Grid Service is defined as resources that may be
operated during normal load and generation conditions. The resources can be counted as
capacity resources to meet expected load and demand or for the restoration of contingency
reserves. See Exhibit D4 for additional information.

Non-Spin Auto Response
Rider
Comm
'V

SMB
Res

n

Rule No. [XX]
Supplemental Reserve Grid Service
Customer Pro-forma
Service Agreement

k

Contr.
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Sheet No. [XX]
Effective Date [XX]

RULE NO. [XX]
CAPACITY GRID SERVICE

1) GRID SERVICE DEFINITION
Capacity is defined as the amount of capacity that can be assured in the next four hours of the
resource. To count capacity, the resource does not have to be under Automatic Generation
Control (AGC) control to reach its maximum rating. Unit control can be by remote start/stop by
System operator, AGC, manual or any combination of control so long as the output is
controllable and predictable by some method. Capacity does not have a response time
requirement. Updates to this grid service may be updated in the Power Supply Improvement
Plan Docket No. 2014-0183.

2) GRID SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
a) The total capped MW amount for the Capacity/ Grid Ser\ ice:
0‘ahu Hawai‘1
Maui
Year
261.7
2016
1514.2
243.3
2017
1536.6
244.8
273.7
2018
1558.1
246.7
2019
1559.0
249.0 ^ 276.5
250.9 1 277.3
2020
1544.7
279.4
2021
1535.3
252.4
2022
1515.8
253.2
280.6
1 197.6
281.7
2023
253.8
252.7
2024
1475.5.
281.7
252.4
202X
14.S4.7
284.3
2026 1 1428.7
250.3
284.4
2027 1 1397.5
247.9
283.3
2028|[l^5.0
244.3
280.0
2029
1323.4
240.3
276.8
1283.1

241.0

273.3

Moloka‘1

Lana‘i

in
■■7

7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.6
7.6
7.6

7.5
7.9
7.9
8.0
7.9
7.9
8.0
8.1
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4

7.6

8.4

7.7
-.7
7.7

L 7.7

_
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Sheet No. [XX]
Effective Date [XX]

RULE NO. [XX]
CAPACITY GRID SERVICE

b) The targeted MW amount of the Capacity Grid Service to be delivered by DR;
Year
2016

0‘ahu

Hawai‘1

Maui

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

3.58

(3.83)

0.81

(0.97)

0.84

Molokah

Increase

Decrease

0.08

(0.08)

0.18

(0.19)

(0.19)

O.tS'

(0.29)

0.07

(0.08)

0.11

(0.13)

2.56

(3.01)

2.84

(3.09)

2018

27.44

(28.27)

5.32

(6.26)

6.17

(6.61)

0.15

(9.52)

(0.03)

(0.12)

(13.07)

8.30

0.03

1 (0.05)

12.23

(47.00)

Increase

0.02

2017

46.66

Decrease

(0.96)

0.06

2019

Increase

Lana‘i

9.88

(10.37)

0.23

0.11

2020

27.16

(28.31)

2.07

(2.35)

5.06

(3.88) 1

2021

33.33

(35.35)

3.78

(4.26)

9.78

(^33)

2022

43.39

(46.66)

6.40

(7.17)

17.93

(7.66)

(0.20)

0.18

(0.20)

27.41 1 (10-25)
32.52 1

(0.27)

0.24

(0.29)

(0.29)

0.27

(0.34)

029

(0.29)

0.28

(0.34)

2023

54.61

(58.63)

8.98

(10.29)

2024

60.42

(65.65)

9.94

(11.14)

2025

62.50

(67.08)

10.05

(11.20)

2026

64.46

(69.35)

10.21

(11.25)

2027

66.08

(71.38)

10.25

(11.32)

(11.61)

■jUj

0.31

(0.31)

0.28

(0.34)

(12.33) '

0.33

(0.32)

0.30

(0.35)

(12.1))

0.35

(0.35)

0.31

(0.36)

2028

68.03

(74.67)

10.25

2029

69.26

(76.96)

10.21

(12.97)

0.37

(0.37)

0.32

(0.39)

2030

68.64

(77.02)

10.36

(12.93)

0.37

(0.36)

0.33

(0.37)

c) The amou

capacity

t bAvailable for a minimum of four hours.

)urces will b^outinely tested and energized to confirm its ability to meet its
as the load characteristics change over time.
3) (;RID SERVICE VALUE
The V lie of each gn^ervice can be found in the latest Avoided Cost section within IDRPP
Docket No. 2007-0341.
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4) INCENTIVES
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form of a bill credit in accordance with the
selected Rider, or the applicable Rate unless otherwise specified. Customer is eligible to receive
the following types of incentive(s) as specified in the selected Rider;
a) Nominated Load Incentive Payment is based on Customers c
performance during each event. Performance is based
amount. The nominated value will be in alignment
capability. The incentive will use the contracted value and 5
monthly incentive.

yalue and the
contracted
nd uses load (kW)
to deteMine total

b) Energy Incentive Payment is based on total mmth
A fixed $/kWh factor will be used to calculate the ti

reduction (kWh),
ive each month.

c) Performance Incentive Payment
variables of the measured load reductr
will be compared to the required
amount of events each month a
monthly incentive.
Participation Incentive^
Management Equipment.'
Rebate Ince
device p

delay, and/or precision
is based on measured load
performance for each variable, the
ill be used to calculate the total

vailability of the Customer-Owned Load
1 be a fixed amount each month.
on pre-defined incentive amounts depending on

ased on

Provider contract terms and conditions.

This Rule shall, at all times, be subject to such changes or modifications by the Commission as
the Commission may, from time to time, direct in the exercise of its jurisdiction. Nothing in this
Rule shall limit the Company’s ability to exercise its rights as specified in the Company’s Rules
as filed with me Commission, or as specified in General Order No. 7 of the Commission’s
Standards for Electric Utility Service in the State of Hawaii, as either may be amended from time
to time.
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1) GRID SERVICE DEFINITION
Fast Frequency Response (FFR) is a local discrete response to a change
le in frequency. FFR acts
to limit the frequency drop in response to frequency disturbance, such. as loss of a ^merator
^merator. The
response is immediate and allows time for other offline and online resources
tp
relief
ources to relieve stress
stres on
the system. Updates to this grid service may be updated in the Power Suppiy
Supply impros cinent
cment Plan
Docket No. 2014-0183.

2) GRID SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
a) The total capped MW amount for the Fast Frequency Res

:irid Serv

Year 0‘ahu HawaiT Maui Lana‘i MolokaT
2016
130
32.5
2
N/A ^
2018 220
2

b) The accuracy
within +/-1

2019

N/A

32.5 1 11.5

2022

220

-

2023

N/A 1

31

MA

z.

2.2

2

> 2.2

2

2.2

2

must be within +/- 0.02 Hz of the trip frequency and
required 12 or 30 cycles requirement.
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c) The targeted MW amount of the FFR Service to be delivered by DR;
Year
2016
2017

0‘ahu
5.48

Hawai‘i

Maui

Lana‘i

-

-

-

16.60

_

_

_

2018

41.87

_

_

_

2019

50.16

10.77

2.86

_

-

2020

62.08

12.31

2.97

-

-

2021

62.50

12.46

2.98

-

2022

64.18

12.46

3.02

-

2023

80.85

12.60

3.05 _

2024

78.04

12.n

2025

81.74

12.68

2026

81.80

,

-

-

3.0.

.

.

.

3.10

_

_

13.20

3.12

_

_

78.71

12.90

3.14

.

.

...

13.16

3.14

_

_

2028

.

.

_

2027 , 81.71

2029

Moloka‘1

VALUE
The value of each grid service can be found in the latest Avoided Cost section within IDRPP
Docket ^^007-0341.
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4) INCENTIVES
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form of a bill credit in accordance with selected
Riders, or applicable Rates unless otherwise specified. A Customer is eligible to receive the
following types of incentive(s) as specified in the selected Riders;
a) Nominated Load Incentive Payment is based on Customer’s con
performance during each event. Performance is based oi
amount. The nominated value will be in alignment wifi
capability. The incentive will use the contracted value and $n
monthly incentive.
b) Energy Incentive Payment is based on total mon
A fixed $/kWh factor will be used to calculate the
c) Performance Incentive Payment is base

variables of the measured load reduci
load will be compared to the i
variable, the amount of events
calculate the total monthly i
Participation Incentive PJ
Load Management Equipment.
e) Rebate f) Fixed Con

and the
tracted
(kW)
to determine total

reduction (kWh),
incentive each month.
delay, and/or precision
pertormance is based on measured
nse. The performance for each
fixed $/factor will be used to

on availability of the Customer-Owned
pentive will be a fixed amount each month.
entive amounts depending on device part number.
Provider contract terms and conditions.

n times, be subject to such changes or modifications by the Commission as
the Commission may, from time to time, direct in the exercise of its jurisdiction. Nothing in this
Rule sh^|mit the Company’s ability to exercise its rights as specified in the Company’s Rules
as filed wim the Commission, or as specified in General Order No. 7 of the Commission’s
Standards for Electric Utility Service in the State of Hawaii, as either may be amended from time
to time.
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1) GRID SERVICE DEFINITION
Regulating Reserve is the amount of unloaded capacity of regulating resources such that it may
be used by the System Operator to provide normal frequency regulation. A regulating resource
must be immediately available to respond to commands from Automatic Generation Control
(AGC) to increase or decrease energy output (or consumption) in a knqwn and consistent
manner. Updates to this grid service may be updated in the Power Suppl\' lmpro\ ement Plan
Docket No. 2014-0183.

2) GRID SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
a) The total capped MW amount for the Regulating Re
Regulation ;
Year
2016

0‘ahu
334

Hawai‘i
43

2018

367

46

2022

437

18

Maui Lana‘i
1.2

[Z
1 67

Moloka‘1
0.6
5

4

5

Changes in generation oul|^should BWnitiated immediately upon receipt of the
AGC command and evidenced within 2 seconds of the AGC command. Regulation
must be cont^lable to a resolution of 0.1 MW by AGC. Regulating resources must
accurately and predictably respond to AGC variable width pulses or set-point
commandos specified by the Company) throughout the range of the regulation.
Generation ilecreases q£Creases must be sustainable for a minimum of 30 minutes
to be includ^ts regulation.
c)

i

im required ramping capability from regulating resources in MW/minute
bent on online variable generation);
Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

0‘ahu

Hawai‘1

Maui

Moloka‘1

Lana‘i

59.8
81.2
85.5
87.6
89.5

13.3
14.4
14.6
14.9
15.2

18.6
20.1
20.4
20.7
20.9

0.282
0.287
1.095
1.101
1.116

0.069
0.073
0.679
0.685
0.692
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2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

91.6
103.0
104.6
106.2
108.0
109.8
111.8
113.8
115.9

15.5
15.7
15.8
16.0
16.2
16.4
16.6
16.9
17.1

21.2
21.4
21.6
21.8
22.0
22.3
22.4
22.7
22.9

1.122
1.128
1.136
1.144
1.153
1.162
1.170
1-179 ^

1.188

1 0.74^

2030

118.0

17.4

23.2

1.197

0.746

d) The targeted MW amount of the Regulating R^eerve
Reserve Gr
Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
202^
2023
2024

0‘ahu

Hawai‘1

-

-

- 1

-

-

-

1.37
4.37
11.9^
18.82
22.19
24.82
28.70

0.28
1197

2029

53.73
59.65

2030

5.51
6.07
fv68
7.10
7.77
8.40
8.84
9.39
10.25

Maui

1 1.70

► 7.68
8.54
9.12
9.69
10.49
11.07
11.70
12.67
13.31

0.698
0.704
0.711
0.717
0.723
0.730

0-73H

.rvic, lelivered by DR;

Moloka‘1

Lana‘i

-

-

0.01
0.03

0.01
0.04
0.10
0.16
0.19
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.30
0.32
0.34

-

0.08
0.13
0.16
0.19
0.20
0.20
0.21
0.24
0.26
0.29
0.31

3) GRID
VALUE
iRID mRVICE
SE
The value of each grid service can be found in the latest Avoided Cost section within IDRPP
Docket No. 2007-0341.
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4) INCENTIVES
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form of a bill credit in accordance with the
selected Rider unless otherwise specified. Customer is eligible to receive the following types of
incentive(s) as specified in the selected Rider;
a) Nominated Load Incentive Payment is based on Customers contracted
performance during each event. Performance is based on actual versu
The nominated value will be in alignment with the end uses
incentive will use the contracted value and $/kW factor
incentive.

and the
d amount.
The
onthly

Performance Incentive - based on the accuracy, delay,
ision variables of
the measured load reduction. The performance is b
1 measured load will be
compared to the required load response. The
_____ e for each variable, the
amount of events each month and a fixed^^hctc
^
used to calculate the total
monthly incentive.
c) Participation Incentive Payment is base
Management Equipment. The incentr
d) Rebate Incentive Paymen
device part number.
e) Fixed Contract -

jlity of the Customer-Owned Load
ed amount each month.
fined incentive amounts depending on

ider contract terms and conditions.

5) LIMITS
This Rule shall, at^l times, be subject to such changes or modifications by the Commission as
the Commission may. from time to time, direct in the exercise of its jurisdiction. Nothing in this
Rule shall limit the Company’s ability to exercise its rights as specified in the Company’s Rules
as filed with the Commission, or as specified in General Order No. 7 of the Commission’s
Standards for Electric Utility Service in the State of Hawaii, as either may be amended from time
to time.
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1) GRID SERVICE DEFINITION
Supplemental Reserve is separated into 10 minute and 30 minutes
reserves 10 minute
i
is reserves.
reserve resources are typically off-line, fast start resources, but can also3 be
be madel
made up of on-line
c
capacity resources that are not being used for other purposes. 30 minute reserve res^ces
rest ces can be
counted as capacity resources to meet expected load and demand orr for tlie resiorat
oration of
contingency reserves. Updates to this grid service may be updf 1 in the Power Supply
J
Improvement Plan, Docket No. 2014-0183.

2) GRID SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
a) The total capped MW amount for the Supple
reserve);

0‘ahu
334
481
367
371
375
379
^
437
^
440
443
447
...4.^1
^54
2028
458
463
W 203^
467
Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
202^i
2025

10 Minute Reserve (MW)
Hawai‘i
Maui
71
95
73.
101
~i
102
75
n
103
104
76
104
77
105
77
105
77
106
78
107
78
107
78
107
78
107
78
108
79
108

; Grid Service (10 minute

MolokaT
1
1
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Lana‘i
1
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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b) The targeted MW amount for Supplemental Reserve Grid Service (10 minute reserve)
to be delivered by DR;

0‘ahu

10 Minute Reserve (MW)
HawaiT
Maui

MolokaT

LanaT

15.66
31.77
48.18
52.82
53.13
52.40
51.94
52.35
52.84
54.00
54.96
55.59
Such resources shal^e started remotely by the System Operator and respond within 10
minutes of the start signal. For generating resources, they should be either automatically
synchronized to the power syst^^and loaded to a predetermined level, or become under
Automatic Generation Control AGC control within 10 minutes of the start signal from the
System Operators. 10-Mi^uW Reserves must provide the declared capacity for at least 2
hour:
c) The total capped MW amount for the Supplemental Reserve Grid Service (30 minute
1

L

2016
^ 2017
2018
2019
2020

0‘ahu
180
180
130
130
130

30 Minute Reserve (MW)
HawaiT
Maui
71.0
27.3
73.3
27.3
74.0
27.3
90.8
27.3
91.6
27.3

MolokaT
2.2
2.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

LanaT
2.2
2.2
2.4
2.4
2.4
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Year
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

0‘ahu
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130

30 Minute Reserve (MW)
Hawai‘1
Maui
92.3
27.3
92.8
27.3
93.2
27.3
93.5
27.3
93.8
27.3
94.0
27.3
94.2
27.3
94.2
27.3
94.2
27.3
94.8
27.3

d) The targeted MW amount for Suppleme:
to be delivered by DR;

0‘ahu

30 Minute Reserve (MW)
Hawai‘1
Maui

MolokaT
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
.... -’O_____

3.2

rt

Lana‘i
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
1 2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4

Service (30 minute reserve)

Molokab

LanaT

Such resources shall be started remotely by the System Operator and respond within 30
minutes of the start signal. For generating resources, they should be either automatically
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synchronized to the power system and loaded to a predetermined level, or become under AGC
control within 30 minutes of the start signal from the System Operators. Normal start reserves
must have the ability to serve the capacity for a minimum of 3 hours.

3) GRID SERVICE VALUE
The value of each grid service can be found in the latest Avoided Cost se
Docket No. 2007-0341.

in IDRPP

4) INCENTIVES
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form of a bill
selected Rider unless otherwise specified. Customer is
incentive(s) as specified in the selected Rider;
a) Nominated Load Incentive Payment i
performance during each event. P^
amount. The nominated value
capability. The incentive
total monthly incentive.
b) Energy Incentive Payment

c)

I accordance with the
/e the following t5^es of

rs contracted value and the
ased on actual versus contracted
with the end uses load(kW)
value and $/kW factor to determine

1 monthly measured energy reduction
used to calculate the total energy incentive each

ent is based on the accuracy, delay, and/or precision
load reduction. The performance is based on measured
to the required load response. The performance for each
t of events each month and a fixed $/factor will be used to
:al monthly incentive.
ion Incentive Payment is based on availability of the Customer-Owned
ad Management Equipment. The incentive will be a fixed amount each month.

e) Re bate Incentive Payment is based on pre-defined incentive amounts depending
on device part number.
f) Eixed Contract is based on Eirm Provider contract terms and conditions.
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5) LIMITATIONS
This Rule shall, at all times, be subject to such changes or modifications by the Cor ission as
the Commission may, from time to time, direct in the exercise of its jurisdiction, isfching in this
Rule shall limit the Company’s ability to exercise its rights as specified in the^mj^y’s Rules
as filed with the Commission, or as specified in General Order No. 7 of the
Standards for Electric Utility Service in the State of Hawaii, as either may be amended from time
to time.
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Exhibit E: Example Riders and Rates for Grid Service Tariffs

Exhibit El - Capacity Grid Service:
Commercial Real Time Pricing (Schedule RTP-C)
Small & Medium Business Real Time Pricing (Schedule RTP-SMB)
Residential Real Time Pricing (Schedule RTP-R)
Commercial Day Ahead Load Shift (Schedule DALS-C)
Small & Medium Business Time of Use (Schedule TOU-SMB)
Residential Time of Use (Schedule TOU-R)
Commercial Minimum Load (Rider ML-C)
Small & Medium Business Minimum Load (Rider ML-SMB)
Residential Minimum Load (Rider ML-R)
Commercial PV Curtailment (Rider PVC-C)
Small & Medium Business PV Curtailment (Rider PVC-SMB)
Residential PV Curtailment (Rider PVC-R)
Commercial Critical Peak Incentive (Rider CPI-C)
Small & Medium Business Critical Peak Incentive (Rider CPI-SMB)
Residential Critical Peak Incentive (Rider CPI-R)

Exhibit E2 - Fast Frequency Response Grid Service:
•
•
•

Commercial Fast Frequency Response (Rider FFR-C)
Small & Medium Business Fast Frequency Response (Rider FFR-SMB)
Residential Fast Frequency Response (Rider FFR-R)

Exhibit E3 - Regulating Reserve Grid Service:
•
•

Commercial Regulating Reserve (Rider RR-C)
Small & Medium Business Regulating Reserve (Rider RR-SMB)
Residential Regulating Reserve (Rider RR-R)

Exhibit E4 - Supplemental Reserve Grid Service:
•
•

Commercial Supplemental Reserve (Rider NSAR-C)
Small & Medium Business Supplemental Reserve (Rider NSAR-SMB)
Residential Supplemental Reserve (Rider NSAR-R)

SHEET NO.
Effective
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Schedule RTP-C
COMMERCIAL REAL TIME PRICING

1) AVAILABILITY
Schedule RTP-C is available under the Capacity Tariff to general light and/or power
loads which exceed 5,000 kilowatthours per month or exceed 25 kW per month three times
within a twelve month period and but are less than [TBD] kW per month and supplied and
metered at single voltage and delivery point. This Schedule cannot be usedj^feonjunction with
Riders [TBD],

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^j^ppendix A ofT^e [C^BIEity
Rule #], service under this Schedule hereunder shall not comm^ce until the firs^fc^^the full
billing period following the installation of all required Mu^m^nf^See 5.2 Metari^^Data)

3) RATES
3.1

Customer Charge: $ per custom'
• Single-Phase Service
•

3.2

Three-Phase

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Energy Charges:
(a) Real Time
$[TBD]
•

Hfcur2-pe|
r 3 — per

$[TBD]
$[TBD]
$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Ho»-perkWhr

$[TBD]

Hou® — per kWhr

$[TBD]

ir 8 - per kWhr

$[TBD]

[our 9 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 10 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 11 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 12 - per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 13 - per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 14 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

SHEET NO.
Effective
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Hour 15

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 16

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 17

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 18

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 19

per kWhr

$™d]

Hour 20

per kWhr

Hour 21

per kWhr

BD]
$[TBD]^

Hour 22

per kWhr

Hour 23

per kWhr

Hour 24

per kWhr

(b) Usage Charges
• All kWhr between [TBD]- [M
•
3.3

All kWhr over [TBD] p

Minimum Charges:
• Single-Phase S^^ce — per
• Three-Phase S^^B^^}er nAth

$[TBD]

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

4) RULES OF PARTICIP4^TI
Load MaMgement

ment: [
Th^l^stomer shall send interval meter or Load Management

r^ilg|Cbmpany as requested, (b) The Customer shall allow the
istall, own, operate and maintain an AMI meter to measure the
energy consumption during the rating periods, (c) The Company
omer
Customer’s energy usage pattern for one to three months before the
ay met
!)ustou^^ service start date under this Schedule, to allow the Company to gather

Equipmen
Company t

nomer’s baseline load profile, (d) The Company shall install the AMI in
ac3!h'dance with Rule 14. Although the existing service equipment specified in Rule
14, such as all the conductors, service switches, meter socket, meter panel, and
other similar devices required for service connection and meter installation on the
Customer’s premises.

SHEET NO.
Effective
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4.3

Power Factor: (a) The above energy and demand charges are based upon an average
monthly power factor of 85%. For each 1% the average power factor is above or
below 85%, the monthly energy and demand charges as computed under the above
rates shall be decreased or increased, respectively, by 0.10% (b) The average
monthly power factor will be determined from the readings of a^Vhr meter and
kvarh meter, and will be computed to the nearest whole perc^^Pnd not exceeding
100% for the purpose of computing the adjustment. The loalB meter shall be
ratcheted to prevent reversal in the event the power facto^fcleadinJ^r^y time.
Supply Voltage: (a) If the customer takes delive
voltage, the demand and energy charges will be
•
•

Transmission voltage supplied wi^^ut
Distribution voltage supplied ij^Bout f

Metering will normally be at th'
transformers are adjacent to the
metered at a single poinU^n the
is approved by the Co
the customer’s transforme
respectively.
of the
supplied from t

at the Compa
Ir-ipased as folio
th'^ fransforma
er tra

2.1%

When the customer’s
poll^the customer may elect to be
js transformers where such point
is metered on the secondary side of
^crea^s will be 2.4% and 0.5%,

ting conditions in the downtown area
ound network system the Company will
s in this area at 120/208Y or 277/480Y volts
and energy charges will be increased 0.9%.
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Schedule RTP-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS REAL TIME PRICING

1) AVAILABILITY
Schedule RTP-SMB is available under the Capacity Tariff to general light and/or power
loads which exceed 5,000 kilowatthours per month or exceed 25 kW per month three times
within a twelve month period and but are less than [TBD] kW per month and supplied and
metered at single voltage and delivery point. This Schedule cannot be usedj^feonjunction with
Riders [TBD],

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^j^ppendix A ofT^e [C^BIEity
Rule #], service under this Schedule hereunder shall not comm^ce until the firs^fc^^the lull
billing period following the installation of all required Mu^m^nf^See 5.2 Metari^^Data)

3) RATES
3.1

Customer Charge: $ per custom'
• Single-Phase Service
•

3.2

Three-Phase

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Energy Charges:
(a) Real Time
$[TBD]
•

Hfcur2-pe|
r 3 — per

$[TBD]
$[TBD]
$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Ho»-perkWhr

$[TBD]

Hou® — per kWhr

$[TBD]

ir 8 - per kWhr

$[TBD]

[our 9 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 10 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 11 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 12 - per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 13 - per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 14 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

•
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Schedule RTP-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS REAL TIME PRICING

Hour 15

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 16

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 17

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 18

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 19

per kWhr

$™d]

Hour 20

per kWhr

Hour 21

per kWhr

BD]
$[TBD]^

Hour 22

per kWhr

Hour 23

per kWhr

Hour 24

per kWhr

(b) Usage Charges
• All kWhr between [TBD]- [M
•
3.3

All kWhr over [TBD] p

Minimum Charges:
• Single-Phase S^^ce — per
• Three-Phase S^^B^^}er nAth

$[TBD]

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

4) RULES OF PARTICIP4^TI
Load MaMgement

ment: [
Th^l^stomer shall send interval meter or Load Management

r^ilg|Cbmpany as requested, (b) The Customer shall allow the
istall, own, operate and maintain an AMI meter to measure the
energy consumption during the rating periods, (c) The Company
omer
Customer’s energy usage pattern for one to three months before the
ay met
!)ustou^^ service start date under this Schedule, to allow the Company to gather

Equipmen
Company t

nomer’s baseline load profile, (d) The Company shall install the AMI in
ac3!?rdance with Rule 14. Although the existing service equipment specified in Rule
14, such as all the conductors, service switches, meter socket, meter panel, and
other similar devices required for service connection and meter installation on the
Customer’s premises.
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Schedule RTP-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS REAL TIME PRICING

4.3

Power Factor: (a) The above energy and demand charges are based upon an average
monthly power factor of 85%. For each 1% the average power factor is above or
below 85%, the monthly energy and demand charges as computed under the above
rates shall be decreased or increased, respectively, by 0.10% (b) The average
monthly power factor will be determined from the readings of a^Vhr meter and
kvarh meter, and will be computed to the nearest whole perc^^Pnd not exceeding
100% for the purpose of computing the adjustment. The loalB meter shall be
ratcheted to prevent reversal in the event the power facto^fcleadinJ^r^y time.
Supply Voltage: (a) If the customer takes delive
voltage, the demand and energy charges will be
•
•

Transmission voltage supplied wi^^ut
Distribution voltage supplied ij^Bout f

Metering will normally be at th'
transformers are adjacent to the
metered at a single poinU^n the
is approved by the Co
the customer’s transforme
respectively.
of the
supplied from t

at the Compa
Ir-ipased as folio
th'^ fransforma
er tra

2.1%

When the customer’s
poll^the customer may elect to be
js transformers where such point
is metered on the secondary side of
^crea^s will be 2.4% and 0.5%,

ting conditions in the downtown area
ound network system the Company will
s in this area at 120/208Y or 277/480Y volts
and energy charges will be increased 0.9%.
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Schedule RTP-R
RESIDENTIAL REAL TIME PRICING

1) AVAILABILITY
Schedule RTP-R is available under the Capacity Tariff to residential power service
metered and billed separately by the Company. This Schedule does not apply where a residence
and business are combined. Service under this Schedule will be delivered at secondary voltage
specified by the Company. The Company reserves the right and administrawy discretion to
make the final determination of a Customer’s eligibility to participate inJJ^FSchedule.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^j^ppendix A ofTWje [C^BIEity
Rule #], service under this Schedule hereunder shall not comm^ce until the firs^fc^^the lull
billing period following the installation of all required Mu^m^nf^See 5.2 Metari^^Data)

3) RATES
3.1

Customer Charge: $ per custom'
• Single-Phase Service
•

3.2

Three-Phase

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Energy Charges:
(a) Real Time
$[TBD]
•

Hfcur2-pe|
r 3 — per

$[TBD]
$[TBD]
$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Ho»-perkWhr

$[TBD]

Hou® — per kWhr

$[TBD]

ir 8 - per kWhr

$[TBD]

[our 9 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 10 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 11 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 12 - per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 13 - per kWhr

$[TBD]

•

Hour 14 — per kWhr

$[TBD]

•
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Schedule RTP-R
RESIDENTIAL REAL TIME PRICING

Hour 15

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 16

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 17

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 18

per kWhr

$[TBD]

Hour 19

per kWhr

$™d]

Hour 20

per kWhr

Hour 21

per kWhr

BD]
$[TBD]^

Hour 22

per kWhr

Hour 23

per kWhr

Hour 24

per kWhr

(b) Usage Charges
• All kWhr between [TBD]- [M
•
3.3

All kWhr over [TBD] p

Minimum Charges:
• Single-Phase S^^ce — per
• Three-Phase S^^B^^}er nAth

$[TBD]

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

4) RULES OF PARTICIP4^TI
Load MaMgement

ment: [
Th^l^stomer shall send interval meter or Load Management

r^ilg|Cbmpany as requested, (b) The Customer shall allow the
istall, own, operate and maintain an AMI meter to measure the
energy consumption during the rating periods, (c) The Company
omer
Customer’s energy usage pattern for one to three months before the
ay met
!)ustou^^ service start date under this Schedule, to allow the Company to gather

Equipmen
Company t

nomer’s baseline load profile, (d) The Company shall install the AMI in
ac3!?rdance with Rule 14. Although the existing service equipment specified in Rule
14, such as all the conductors, service switches, meter socket, meter panel, and
other similar devices required for service connection and meter installation on the
Customer’s premises.
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Schedule DALS-C
COMMERCIAL DAY-AHEAD LOAD SHIFT

1) AVAILABILITY
Schedule DALS-C is available under the Capacity Tariff to general light and/or power
loads which exceed 5,000 kilowatthours per month or exceed 25 kW per month three times
within a twelve month period and but are less than [TBD] kW per month and supplied and
metered at single voltage and delivery point. This Schedule cannot be usedj^feonjunction with
Riders [TBD],

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^j^ppendix A ofT^e [C^BIEity
Rule #], service under this Schedule hereunder shall not comm^ce until the firs^fc^^the lull
billing period following the installation of all required Mu^m^nf^See 5.2 Metari^^Data)

3) RATES
3.1

Customer Charge: $ per custom'
• Single-Phase Service
•

3.2

Three-Phase

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Energy Charges:
(a) Day Ahea
i-peak

$[TBD]

-peak

$[TBD]

l-day — p

$[TBD]

(b) Usage
All

r between [TBD]- [TBD] per month

$[TBD]

All

r over [TBD] per month

$[TBD]

Mininagp^.harges:
Single-Phase Service — per month
•

Three-Phase Service — per month

$[TBD]
$[TBD]
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Schedule DALS-C
COMMERCIAL DAY-AHEAD LOAD SHIFT

4) RATING PERIODS
•

On-peak:

[TBD] - [TBD]

•

Off-peak:

[TBD] - [TBD]

•

Mid-day

[TBD] - [TBD]

5) RULES OF PARTICIPATION
5.1

Load Management Equipment: [TBD]

5.2

Metering Data: (a) The Customer shall send int^^^meter or Load^^Tagement
Equipment data to the CompMiy as
TO^O^tome^jll^ll allow the
Company to install, own, operate and^^ntain anLAM^h^ei^Pmeasure the
Customer’s kWh energy consul^tid!^^^ing derating pe^is. (c) The Company
may meter the Customer’s eneMmisagSt^M^^pi for one to three months before the
Customer’s service start date unS^Bis Scli^bjle, to allow the Company to gather
he^^h^any shall install the AMI in
the Customer’s baselin^oad pro
accordance with Rule^B
g service equipment specified in
Rule 14, such as all the c
and other simr
vices rec
the Customer’s

5.3

ice switches, meter socket, meter panel,
ice connection and meter installation on

Price N(|^fication:^Bgompanv will send the Customer Day Ahead Load Shift
irge info^mtion six hours or

ay^age m^ghly power factor of 85%. For each 1% the average power factor is
we or be®|V 85%, the monthly energy and demand charges as computed under
^he abo^j^ies shall be decreased or increased, respectively, by 0.10% (b) The
ivera^PRionthly power factor will be determined from the readings of a kWhr
^d kvarh meter, and will be computed to the nearest whole percent and not
exceeding 100% for the purpose of computing the adjustment. The kvarh meter
shall be ratcheted to prevent reversal in the event the power factor is leading at any
time.
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Schedule DALS-C
COMMERCIAL DAY-AHEAD LOAD SHIFT

5.5

Supply Voltage: (a) If the customer takes delivery at the Company’s supply line
voltage, the demand and energy charges will be decreased as follows:
•
•

Transmission voltage supplied without further transformation 2.9%
Distribution voltage supplied without further transformation 2.1%

Metering will normally be at the delivery voltage. When the^^^mer's
transformers are adjacent to the delivery point, the custo^Pmay ele^to be
metered at a single point on the secondary side of his tra^ffimmers^Here such
point is approved by the Company. When the energy is meisn«n the sec^idary
side of the customer's transformers, the above ^creases will b^^^% ag^^^%,
respectively. Because of the inherent operating^e^ditions in the
m area
supplied from the Company's undergroimd/^t^r^^^em the Cam^ny will
deliver and meter service to customer^n this afea at T^I^08'^M^77/480Y volts
(See Rule 2). The demand and ener

be incTwBu 0.9%.
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Schedule TOU-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS TIME OF USE
1) AVAILABILITY
Schedule TOU-SMB is available under the Capacity Tariff to general light and/or power
loads which exceed 5,000 kilowatthours per month or exceed 25 kW per month three times
within a twelve month period and but are less than [TBD] kW per month and supplied and
metered at single voltage and delivery point. This Schedule cannot be used ij^onjunction with
Riders [TBD],
2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached asappendix A of^JIule [Ca^;i
Rule #], service under this Schedule hereunder shall not CO
billing period following the installation of all required earngmell^^ee 5.2 Meterii^Data)
3) RATES
3.1

Customer Charge: $ per custom^ ffe^
• Single-Phase Service — pfe^^th
•

3.2

Three-Phase SeiMce — per

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Energy Charges:
(a) Day-ahead
i-peak
[f-peak
•
Id-day —p^

$[TBD]
$[TBD]
$[TBD]

(b) Usag
ir between [TBD]- [TBD] per month
over [TBD] per month

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Mininiut^^harges:
hngle-Phase Service — per month
Three-Phase Service — per month

$[TBD]
$[TBD]
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Schedule TOU-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS TIME OF USE
4) RATING PERIODS
•

On-peak:

[TBD] - [TBD]

•

Off-peak:

[TBD] - [TBD]

•

Mid-day

[TBD] - [TBD]

5) RULES OF PARTICIPATION
5.1

Load Management Equipment: [TBD]

5.2

Metering Data: (a) The Customer shall send in
1 meter or T,oailM4?p^ement
Customer ^S^llow the
Equipment data to the Company as reque^^^)
Company to install, own, operate and admlai
eter t^neasure the
Customer’s kWh energy consumptioni^uring t^e^ting
r(c) The Company
may meter the Customer’s ener^usagfejj^tt^^For one to t ee months before the
[ule, to allow the Company to gather
Customer’s service start date ui
the Customer’s baseline load proi
ipany shall install the AMI in
accordance with Rule^B^^ougH'^e
[ing ^rvice equipment specified in
Rule 14, such as all the^KZMUliSS. swice itches, meter socket, meter panel.
and other simi
the Customer

5.3

Power

devices r

vice connection and meter installation on

tor: (a)^k^W5ve'S^^y and demand charges are based upon an
nthly p^«r factor of 85%. For each 1% the average power factor is
felow 85%,^g monthly energy and demand charges as computed under

the above
decreased or increased, respectively, by 0.10% (b) The
average m^thly power factor will be determined from the readings of a kWhr
r and l^rh meter, and will be computed to the nearest whole percent and not
ceeding 1Q0% for the purpose of computing the adjustment. The kvarh meter
shall be nncheted to prevent reversal in the event the power factor is leading at any

Supply Voltage: (a) If the customer takes delivery at the Company's supply line
voltage, the demand and energy charges will be decreased as follows:
• Transmission voltage supplied without further transformation 2.9%
• Distribution voltage supplied without further transformation 2.1%
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Schedule TOU-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS TIME OF USE

Metering will normally be at the delivery voltage. When the customer's
transformers are adjacent to the delivery point, the customer may elect to be
metered at a single point on the secondary side of his transformers where such
point is approved by the Company. When the energy is metered on the secondary
side of the customer's transformers, the above decreases will^w.4% and 0.5%,
respectively. Because of the inherent operating conditions^^ffle downtown area
supplied from the Company's underground network sys^sr the Couf^iiy will
deliver and meter service to customers in this area at 120/2^^.^®77/480Y^volts
\
(See Rule 2). The demand and energy charges will be increas
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Schedule TOU-R
RESIDENTIAL TIME OF USE

1) AVAILABILITY
Schedule TOU-R is available under the Capacity Tariff to residential power service
metered and billed separately by the Company. This Schedule does not apply where a residence
and business are combined. Service under this Schedule will be delivered at secondary voltage
specified by the Company. The Company reserves the right and administrawy discretion to
make the final determination of a Customer’s eligibility to participate inJJ^FSchedule.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^j^ppendix A ofTWje [C^BIEity
Rule #], service under this Schedule hereunder shall not comm^ce until the firs^fc^^the lull
billing period following the installation of all required Mu^m^nf^See 5.2 Metari^^Data)

3) RATES
3.1

Customer Charge: $ per custom'
• Single-Phase Service
•

3.2

Three-Phase

$[TBD]
$[TBD]

Energy Charges:
(a) Time of Us
i-peak

$[TBD]

-peak

$[TBD]

l-day — p

$[TBD]

(b) Usage
All

r between [TBD]- [TBD] per month

$[TBD]

All

r over [TBD] per month

$[TBD]

Mininagp^.harges:
Single-Phase Service — per month
•

Three-Phase Service — per month

$[TBD]
$[TBD]
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Schedule TOU-R
RESIDENTIAL TIME OF USE

4) RATING PERIODS
•

On-peak:

[TBD] - [TBD]

•

Off-peak:

[TBD] - [TBD]

•

Mid-day

[TBD] - [TBD]

5) RULES OF PARTICIPATION
5.1

Load Management Equipment: [TBD]

5.2

Metering Data: (a) The Customer shall send inter^l meter or Loac
Equipment data to the Company as
Company to install, own, operate and mai^^:^^^i^1 ;^ter to m^^re the
Is. J^^he Company
Customer’s kWh energy consumption
the r%|t ig p(
may meter the Customer’s energy usa^^a^em J^pne to
lonths before the
Customer’s service start date und^^^s Sch^i^ lo allow the Company to gather the
Customer’s baseline load profile. (M^^Uon'^^y shall install the AMI in
accordance with Rule 14. Although t^^e^g^g ^Fvjpe equipment specified in Rule
14, such as all the condul
similar devices required f
Customer’s pre

vice

eter socket, meter panel, and other
ion^d meter installation on the
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Rider ML-C
COMMERCIAL MINIMUM LOAD

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider ML-C is available under the Capacity Tariff to Customers that take electric service
from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize this
Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Companyt^eserves the right
and administrative discretion to make the final determination of a Custom^^ Higibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attacl^^s Appendix A of Rul^^Papacity
Rule #], service under this Rider hereunder shall not Qi^thnen^ uritil“^e firsyj» of the full
billing period following the installation of all requii^ Load Matiageme^ EfflBment and
completion of the Commissioning Load Test as spc*^ ed
“ he

3) SCHEDTII E
This Rider is available to Cust(
Schedule DS
Schedule P
Schediiib J

following rate schedules:
^rge Wwer Directly Served Service
e Power Service
eneral Service Demand

4) RULES OF PARTICIPATIO
Enrollment:
Enrollment into this Rider is considered complete once the
er’s Pe icipating Facility has successfully completed a Commissioning Load
and execu|^ the standard Service Agreement, (b) The Customer agrees to
llaborato^th the Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each
,,^^^cipafjng Facility in a timely manner, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated

L^fe ofet least [TBD] kW or more.
Annual Limits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] events,
(b) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] hour(s) during each
event.
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Rider ML-C
COMMERCIAL MINIMUM LOAD

4.3

Trigger: (4.1) The ML Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load
Management Equipment, and may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the
grid service requirements defined in Rule [Capacity Rule #].
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verilVthe Customer’s
ability to curtail the Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within the ^lual limits
defined herein, and will count towards the annual limits that tile Company is
permitted to request, (b) The Company may conduct tests^^i ^ferily th|^>mpany’s
ability to perform an ML Event.

4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unablcxlo participate in
to facility construction of other activities, the Custb^iT shall tempor.
D] Even
Out Event).

t due
Ithdraw or
own as Opt-

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custoi
concurrently when the ML Event

4.7

^ar^^ment Equipment shall be
Load Management Equipment:
capable of sending tele:
dispatch signals, and responding
reci
(b^ii^he Customer may provide, at their
with a load increase/decrea!
LTl
own expense, the jaecessary
^d Load Management Equipment as
authorized by the..CQi^anlay mi ide but is not limited to loads for cooling,
lighting, ventilatioa;Wat®'
^g, iSMetric vehicles, and different types of battery
storage tedmology.
m^r may also be required to meet certain
enrollmenflhd perfoi
^e requirements accordingly as a condition of participation
forth »this Ridi

1 ML EvotT Notification

4.8 .^Itfetering D^^^*WW|fcfii3stomer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
Managementi^uipment data to the Company, (b) The Company shall define, at its
dis^tion, th^jpe of data and interval transmission requirements, (c) The Customer
stfelmot be responsible for costs associated with the Compmiy’s utility meter that is
^ 5ed for the^Ilection of real-time data, (d) The Customer shall be responsible for
sts asst^ated with sub-meter installation where necessary.
4.9

Coh^quence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent imderperformance or over
performance by Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
participation in this Rider, (b) If required, the Customer’s Service Agreement shall
be modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieved during
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Rider ML-C
COMMERCIAL MINIMUM LOAD

any required Commissioning Load Test, (c) At the discretion of the Company, the
Customer may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event
Performance Factor above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test subsequent to
suspension from this Rider in order to be reinstated. If a Participant does not perform
above a [TBD] Event Performance Factor for [TBD], the Custom^may be
suspended from participation in this Rider.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial^pnthly D^^centives at
the beginning of the first lull billing cycle following approval^Ci-^^er's
Commissioning Load Test.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in^
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive tho^ll

5.1

5.2

Enablement Incentive: (aj D^nition:
Customer’s cost to purchase a;
meet the enablement requir

ccordance with this
' incentives under this Rider:

mtive payment based on the
lagement equipment necessary to

fen: [TBD]

Nominated Load 1^5!R^^^e^(a) D
hion: A monthly incentive payment based on the
Customer’&contraJteiJ va^^ the^^formance during each event. Performance
calculatio^fc based ci^at
u^ontracted amount. The contracted value shall be
in alignmeBwith the Imd (kW) capability. The incentive shall use the contracted
va^^ip..d i^ientive faci^^o determine total monthly incentive, (b) Calculation:
om M^ftlv~hicentive^y ixed kW Incentive x Average Load Reduction, where the
ixed kW Inc^tinWl^to $[TBD]/kW.
Incent : (a) Definition: A monthly incentive payment based on the actual
e of energjj^educed every hour, (b) Calculation: Total Monthly Incentive = Fixed
:Wh Incen"
X Actual Load Reduction (kWh), where the Fixed kWh Incentive is up
T
Perf^mance Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
Accuracy, Delay, and/or Precision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
performance is based on measured load will be compared to the required load
response, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
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Rider ML-C
COMMERCIAL MINIMUM LOAD

5.5

Participation Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
availability of the Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)
Calculation: $[TBD] if available less than [TBD] hours per month. Between
$[TBD]-$ [TBD]/month if available more than [TBD] hours per month.
Rebate: (a) Definition: An incentive based on pre-defined
depending on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD'

6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric ComJ
Event Performance Factor: [TBD^
Monthly Event Performance Factoi
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Rider ML-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS MINIMUM LOAD

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider ML-SMB is available under the Capacity Tariff to Customers that take electric
service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize
this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Conpany reserves the
right and achninistrative discretion to make the final determination of a Cu|^^er's eligibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attacl^^s Appendix A of Rul^^Papacity
Rule #], service under this Rider hereunder shall not Qi^thnen^ uritil“^e firsyj» of the full
billing period following the installation of all requii^ Load Matiageme^ EfflBment and
completion of the Commissioning Load Test as spe*^ ed
“ he

3) SCHEDTII E
This Rider is available to Cust
Schedule J
Schedule G

following rate schedules:
ener^*Service Demand
ral Service Non-Demand

4) RULES OF PARTICIPATIO
Enrollment:
Enrollment into this Rider is considered complete once the
er’s Pe icipating Facility has successfully completed a Commissioning Load
and execu|^ the standard Service Agreement, (b) The Customer agrees to
llaborato^th the Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each
,,^^^cipafjng Facility in a timely manner, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated

L^fe ofet least [TBD] kW or more.
Annual Limits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] events,
(b) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] hour(s) during each
event.
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4.3

Trigger: (a) The ML Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Management
Equipment, and may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
requirements defined in Rule [Capacity Rule #].
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verilVthe Customer’s
ability to curtail the Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within the ^lual limits
defined herein, and will count towards the annual limits that lite Company is
permitted to request, (b) The Company may conduct tests^^^rify tl]|^)mpany’s
ability to perform an ML Event.

4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unablcxlo participate in
to facility construction of other activities, the Custb^iT shall tempor.
D] Even
Out Event).

t due
Ithdraw or
own as Opt-

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custoi
concurrently when the ML Event

4.7

^ar^^ment Equipment shall be
Load Management Equipment:
capable of sending tele:
dispatch signals, and responding
reci
(b^ii^he Customer may provide, at their
with a load increase/decrea!
LTl
own expense, the jaecessary
^d Load Management Equipment as
authorized by the..CQi^anlay mi ide but is not limited to loads for cooling,
lighting, ventilatioa;Wat®'
^g, iSMetric vehicles, and different types of battery
storage tedmology.
m^r may also be required to meet certain
enrollmenflhd perfoi
^e requirements accordingly as a condition of participation
forth »this Ridi

1 ML EvotT Notification

4.8 .^Itfetering D^^^*WW|fcfii3stomer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
Management^^uipment data to the Company, (b) The Company shall define, at its
dis^tion, th^jpe of data and interval transmission requirements, (c) The Company
)e responsible for costs associated with the Company’s utility meter that is used
J)f the coll^ion of real-time data, (d) The Customer shall be responsible for costs
j^ciate^ivith sub-meter installation where necess^y.
4.9

_y

Con^^uence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
performance by Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
participation in this Rider, (b) If required, the Customer’s Service Agreement shall
be modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieved during
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any required Commissioning Load Test, (c) At the discretion of the Company, the
Customer may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event
Performance Factor above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test subsequent to
suspension from this Rider in order to be reinstated. If a Participant does not perform
above a [TBD] Event Performance Factor for [TBD], the Custom^may be
suspended from participation in this Rider.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial^pnthly D^^centives at
the beginning of the first lull billing cycle following approval^„Ci.^^er's
Commissioning Load Test.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in^
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive tho^ll

5.1

5.2

Enablement Incentive: (aj D^nition:
Customer’s cost to purchase a;
meet the enablement requir

ccordance with this
' incentives under this Rider:

mtive payment based on the
lagement equipment necessary to

fen: [TBD]

Nominated Load 1^5!R^^^e^(a) D
hion: A monthly incentive payment based on the
Customer’&contraJteiJ va^^ the^^formance during each event. Performance
calculatio^fc based ci^at
u^ontracted amount. The contracted value shall be
in alignmeBwith the Imd (kW) capability. The incentive shall use the contracted
va^^ip..d i^ientive faci^^o determine total monthly incentive, (b) Calculation:
om M^ftlv~hicentive^y ixed kW Incentive x Average Load Reduction, where the
ixed kW Inc^tinWl^to $[TBD]/kW.
Incent : (a) Definition: A monthly incentive payment based on the actual
e of energjj^educed every hour, (b) Calculation: Total Monthly Incentive = Fixed
:Wh Incen"
X Actual Load Reduction (kWh), where the Fixed kWh Incentive is up
T
Perf^mance Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
Accuracy, Delay, and/or Precision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
performance is based on measured load will be compared to the required load
response, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
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5.5

Participation Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
availability of the Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)
Calculation: $[TBD] if available less than [TBD] hours per month. Between
$[TBD]-$ [TBD]/month if available more than [TBD] hours per month.
Rebate: (a) Definition: An incentive based on pre-defined
depending on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD'

6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric ComJ
Event Performance Factor: [TBD^
Monthly Event Performance Factoi
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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1) AVAILABILITY
Rider ML-R is available under the Capacity Tariff to Customers that take electric service
from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize this
Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Companyt^eserves the right
and administrative discretion to make the final determination of a Custom^^ Higibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attacl^^s Appendix A of Rul^^Papacity
Rule #], service under this Rider hereunder shall not Qi^thnen^ uritil“^e firsyj» of the full
billing period following the installation of all requii^ Load Matiageme^ EfflBment and
completion of the Commissioning Load Test as spc*^ ed
“ he

3) SCHEDTII E
This Rider is available to Cust
Schedule J
Schedule G

following rate schedules:
eneraF5>ervice Demand
ral Service Non-Demand

4) RULES OF PARTICIPATIO
^^^^^Enrollment: ^ Enrollment into this Rider is considered complete once the
er’s L^Ri Management Equipment has successfully completed a
jaMmissionin^Load Test and executed the standard Service Agreement, (b) The
stomer a^es to allow the Company to test the Load Management Equipment to
plete the enrollment process, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated Load of
at'Ieast fTBD] kW or more.
Annual Limits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] events,
(b) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] hour(s) during each
event.
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4.3

Trigger: (a) The ML Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Management
Equipment, and may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
requirements defined in Rule [Capacity Rule #].
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verilVthe Customer’s
ability to curtail the Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within the ^lual limits
defined herein, and will count towards the annual limits that lite Company is
permitted to request, (b) The Company may conduct tests^^^rify tl]|^)mpany’s
ability to perform an ML Event.

4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Customer is unable to particip^ in an ML Ev^
construction of other activities, the Customer shal^^^orarily withe
of Events, (b) Customer may Opt-Out of up^^fgD^^^nts (knov^

ility
Opt-out
pt-Out

Event).
4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custoi
concurrently when the ML Event

1 ML EvOTiNotification

4.7

^ar^^ment Equipment shall be
Load Management Equipment:
capable of sending tele:
dispatch signals, and responding
rece
(b^ii^he Customer may provide, at their
with a load increase/decrea!
LTl
own expense, the jaecessary
^d Load Management Equipment as
authorized by the..CQi^anlay mi ide but is not limited to loads for cooling,
lighting, ventilatioa;Wat®'
^g, iSMetric vehicles, and different types of battery
storage tedmology.
m^r may also be required to meet certain
enrollmenflhd perfoi
^e requirements accordingly as a condition of participation
forth »this Ridi

4.8 .^Itfetering D^^^*WW|fcfii3stomer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
Management^^uipment data to the Company, (b) The Company shall define, at its
dis^tion, th^jpe of data and interval transmission requirements, (c) The Company
)e responsible for costs associated with the Company’s utility meter that is used
J)f the coll^ion of real-time data, (d) The Customer shall be responsible for costs
j^ciate^ivith sub-meter installation where necess^y.
4.9

_y

Con^^uence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
performance by the Customer during Events may lead to adjustment of Incentive
Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from participation
in this Rider, (b) If required, the Customer’s Service Agreement shall be modified
accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieved during any
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required Commissioning Load Test, (c) At the discretion of the Company, the
Customer may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event
Performance Factor above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test subsequent to
suspension from this Rider in order to be reinstated. If a Participant does not perform
above a [TBD] Event Performance Factor for [TBD], the Custom^may be
suspended from participation in this Rider.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial^bnthly D^^centives at
the beginning of the first lull billing cycle following approvai^ Cu^^femer's
Commissioning Load Test.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in^
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive tho^ll

5.1

5.2

Enablement Incentive: (aj D^nition’
Customer’s cost to purchase a;
meet the enablement requir

ccordance with this
' incentives under this Rider:

mtive payment based on the
lagement equipment necessary to

fen: [TBD]

Nominated Load
(a) D
hion: A monthly incentive payment based on the
Customer’&contraJteiJ va^^ the^^formance during each event. Performance
calculatio^fc based ci^a
u^ontracted amount. The contracted value shall be
in alignmeMwith the Imd (kW) capability. The incentive shall use the contracted
vajra&a^d i^fcntive faci^to determine total monthly incentive, (b) Calculation:
™d]^
Energy Incense: (a) Definition: A monthly incentive payment based on the actual
if enerapreduced every hour, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

5.4^^B^formant^^ncentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
urac^fDelay, and/or Precision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
pe'®nttance is based on measured load will be compared to the required load
resp^se. (b) Calculation: [TBD]
5.5

Participation Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
availability of the Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)
Calculation: [TBD]
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5.6

Rebate: (a) Definition: An incentive based on pre-defined incentive amounts
depending on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TE
Nominated Load: [TBD]
^
Precision: [TBD]
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1) AVAILABILITY
Rider PVC-C is available under the Capacity Tariff to Customers that take electric
service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize
this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Company reserves the
right and atoinistrative discretion to make the final determination of a Cusj^Pbr's eligibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE

^

Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached as
Capacity Rule], service under this Rider hereunder sh^tf® eqmhi^n^*
full billing period following the installation of all rea^^d L^d M^|
completion of the Commissioning Load Test as sp^Bied hert

t day of the
uipment and

3) SCHEDULE
This Rider is available to Cui
Schedule DS
Schedule P
Schedule J

following rate schedules:
arge j^wer Directly Served Service
ge Power Service
ral Service Demand

4) RULES OF PARITCIPATI
Enrollment into this Rider is considered complete once the
nrollment:
CustMTier’s P^icipating Facility has successfully completed a Commissioning Load
Tfl*^d execute<i the standard Service Agreement, (b) The Customer agrees to
laborate^wtnAe Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each
^rticipaM^^acility in a timely manner.
Limits: (a) The Customer shall participate in up to 2,190 hours of PVC events
per year, (b) The Customer shall participate up to 6 hours during each event, (c) The
Customer shall participate in no more than one PVC Event per day.
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4.3

Trigger: (a) The PVC Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Management
Equipment, but shall also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
requirements defined in Rule [# Rule for Capacity & Interconnection].
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verily the Customer’s
ability to curtail the Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within an^M limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed to^^est events, (b)
The Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s aJgPty to pe^grm a PVC
Event.

4.5

Ont-Out: la) If the Particinating Facilitv is unable to narticioate i1
PI Ev
ue to
facility construction of other activities, the Customerj^shall temporal
LW or
Opt-out of Events, (b) Customer may Opt-OuLof up to £TBD] Events ^I^Cwn as OptOut Event), (c) For each Opt-Out Event ^feeding [T^MOpt-O^tevents, an
Event Performance Factor equal to zerg^^ be calci^ateo^j^^^Such Opt-Out
Event.

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custoi^?^
concurrently when the Company di^

4.7

Load Management Equipj^^Mfe^he^padTI^agement Equipment shall be
capable of sending telemetr^M^.I^E^^j^ lo^ dispatch signals, and responding
with a load incre^^^crease w^fa [TBD#(b) The Customer may provide, at their
own expense, the^CS^^^ustorq^-owned Load Management Equipment as
authorize(yjy the cj|®p^3|^^^50^e Metering Data section regarding AMI

a PVC Event Notification
Event.

requiremeJ
M^ritifi,Data: (a) The^Ktomer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
ta to the Company, (b) The Company will be responsible
for costs assc^feted W^^e Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of
real-^ne data|^) The Customer shall be responsible for costs associated with sub^nstallat^i where necessary.
of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
:e
by
Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
isE:W
Inc^pPfe Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
participation in this Rider.
onseau

4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Monthly DR Incentives at
the beginning of the first lull billing cycle following approval of Customer's
Commissioning Load Test.
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4.11

Interconnection: (a) Customer shall fully comply with interconnection requirements
under Rule 14.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form of a bill cr'
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the following types of inceiJ

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (a) Definition: A one-timeTi^ntive paymen
Customer’s cost to purchase and install load^ianagemdht equipmen^n
meet enablement requirements, (b) Calcul^^n: [TBD]

5.2

Nominated Load Incentive: (a) De^itu

5.3

Performance Incentive: (a) Defini
Accuracy, Delay, and/or Precision'
performance is based on mea^red 1(
response, (b) Calculation: JTBl

5.4

with this

ssary to

^BD],;^) Calcul^n: [TBD]

iS O]

dive payment based on the
le Customer’s actual load. The
cB^pared to the required load

Participation IndBMite^fal DeM^on:"^ff incentive payment based on
availability of th^fcsra^te^wnSrLoad Management Equipment, (b)
Calculation STTBIlEf ayajBme^ss than [TBD] hours per month. Between
$[TBD]-$|jBD]/m^t^^ivailSie more than [TBD] hours per month.

pending

finition: wa incentive based on pre-defined incentive amounts
paSnumber. (b) Calculation: [TBD]

IONS
BD]
tent Factor: [TBD]
Delaf: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
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•
•

Participating Facility: : [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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1) AVAILABILITY
Rider PVC-SMB is available under the Capacity Tariff to Customers that take electric
service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize
this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Company reserves the
right and atoinistrative discretion to make the final determination of a Custqn^r’s eligibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^
Capacity Rule], service under this Rider hereunder shall^nat i
full billing period following the installation of all rec
completion of the Commissioning Load Test as spa^Ped here!

endix A of
ce until the
day of the
ement^^ipment and

3) SCHEDTIIE
This Rider is available to C
Schedule!
Schedule G

^

lowing rate schedules:
^^^Gl^^^ervice Demand
^kienei^Service Non-Demand

4) RULES OF PARBCIPATI
4.1 .^Rirollment:
into this Rider is considered complete once the
Customer’s PBicipating Facility has successfully completed a Commissioning Load
Te^i^nd executed the standard Service Agreement, (b) The Customer agrees to
borate with the Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each
irticipati^f'acility in a timely manner.
dmits: (a) The Customer shall participate in up to 2,190 hours of PVC events
per 3^ar. (b) The Customer shall participate up to 6 hours during each event, (c) The
Customer shall participate in no more than one PVC Event per day.
4.3

Trigger: (a) The PVC Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Management
Equipment, but shall also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
requirements defined in Rule [# Rule for Capacity & Interconnection].
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Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verily the Customer’s
ability to curtail the Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within annual limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed to request events, (b)
The Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s ability to perform a PVC
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unable to participg|feln a CPI Event due to
facility construction of other activities, the Customer shall lemporaril;^^hdraw or
Opt-out of Events, (b) Customer may Opt-Out of up to [TBt)],feven^i^own as OptOut Event), (c) For each Opt-Out Event exceeding [TBD] Opt-C)u^ Event^
Event Performance Factor equal to zero will be c^^lated for each^Kjh QpftOut
Event.

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Customer shjM^cen^kPV^^^ent lilWEcation
concurrently when the Company dispa^fes the P\BEven^

4.7

Load Management Equipment: (a) Th^Lo^^^'^^ement Equipment shall be
capable of sending telemetry data, ^ceivkig fo^bdispatch signals, and responding
with a load increase/decrease within flj^I^(b) T^pustomer may provide, at their
own expense, the necess^y 0ti^|omerJ^nei^tpad Management Equipment as
authorized by the Company^
requirements.

4.8

Data section regarding AMI

Metering Data: (a)^he C^l^sffiier slfe^^end 5 minute interval meter or Load
MmiagemA Equip™^t^A*1^hifl^jPompany. (b) The Company will be responsible
for costs as^ciated \«flR^e Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of
real|time data, (d) The^kstomer shall be responsible for costs associated with subm^S installatktn where^cessary.
^onsequencel^Non^^mpliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
perj^iance
Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
uive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
rticipatic^iin this Rider.

4.10

I^^^^^Tajmients: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Monthly DR Incentives at
the ^^inning of the first full billing cycle following approval of Customer’s
Commissioning Load Test.

4.11

Interconnection: (a) Customer shall fiilly comply with interconnection requirements
under Rule 14.
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5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form of a bill credit in accordance with this
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the following types of incentives under this Rider:

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (a) Definition: A one-time incentive n^ment ba^d on the
Customer’s cost to purchase and install load management ^uipmeny^^ssary to
meet enablement requirements, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

5.2

Nominated Load Incentive: (a) Definition:

5.3

Performance Incentive: (a) Definition:
Accuracy, Delay, and/or Precision vaiy
performance is based on measured 1
response, (b) Calculation: [TBEJ

es of
ill be

Participation Incentive: (a) Defini
availability of the Custo^e^owned'
Calculation: $[TBD] if
$[TBD]-$ [TBD]/month if

ive payment based on
ent Equipment, (b)
ana
] hours per month. Between
tha^[TBD] hours per month.

5.4

Rebate: (a) Defii
depending^n devl

incen

r

D^IF[TBD]'

^ent b^t^ on the
CuS^waer^^rtual load. The
required load

based on pre-defined incentive amounts
Calculation: [TBD]

DEFINITION
Adji^jment F!

Calculation:

or: [TBD]

)mpany: '^cTlawaiian Electric Company
lance Factor: [TBD]
went Performance Factor: [TBD]
Noi^lated Load: [TBD]
Participating Facility: : [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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1) AVAILABILITY
Rider PVC-R is available under the Capacity Tariff to Customers that take electric
service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize
this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Company reserves the
right and atoinistrative discretion to make the final determination of a Custqn^r’s eligibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^
Capacity Rule], service under this Rider hereunder shall^
lull billing period following the installation of all rec
completion of the Commissioning Load Test as spa^Ped here!

endix A of
ce until the
day of the
ement^^ipment and

3) SCHEDTIIE
This Rider is available to C
Schedule!
Schedule G

^

lowing rate schedules:
^^^Gl^^^ervice Demand
^kienei^Service Non-Demand

4) RULES OF PARBCIPATI
4.1 .^Rirollment:
into this Rider is considered complete once the
Customer’s Lmd Management Equipment has successfully completed a
Coi^issionii^Load Test and executed the standard Service Agreement, (b) The
mmer a^e^Io allow the Company to test the Load Management Equipment to
)mplete t^^fenrollment process, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated Load of
^stp^D] kW or more.
Anni^l Limits: (a) The Customer shall participate in up to 2,190 hours of PVC events
per year, (b) The Customer shall participate up to 6 hours during each event, (c) The
Customer shall participate in no more than one PVC Event per day.
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4.3

Trigger: (a) The PVC Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Management
Equipment, but shall also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
requirements defined in Rule [# Rule for Capacity & Interconnection].

4.4

Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verily the Customer’s
ability to curtail the Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within ann^l limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed to i»aest events, (b)
The Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s abj^^to perform a PVC
Event.

4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unable to participate^^PCPI Even^fcie to
facility construction of other activities, the Custo^r shall tempo^^fc widi^^w or
Opt-out of Events, (b) Customer may Opt-Out of up to [TBD] Even^^iiOTvn as OptOut Event), (c) For each Opt-Out Event e^^^ing [T^H Opt-Out^E^nts, an
Event Performance Factor equal to zero jj^roe calciilat^^l^ ea^^^feh Opt-Out
Event.

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Customer ^allreceive a PVC Event Notification
concurrently when the Company dSoatches tfie feVC Event.

4.7

pad^^nagement Equipment
shall be
Load
Management Equi
....
_
..
.
hg
Id^dispatch
signals,
and
responding
capable of sending telemetry da‘
with a load increq^/decrease^tlgnl^^b^(b) The Customer may provide, at their
own expense, the^^c^^^ CusS^^-o^Sd Load Management Equipment as
authorized by the ^^pa^^^^AI^^Ipe Metering Data section regarding AMI
requiremeliB.

4.8

Metering Data: (a) The^||^tomer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
Management EquipmentAta to the Company, (b) The Company will be responsible
)r costs associatedl^^^^ Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of
Teal-time dat% (d) The Customer shall be responsible for costs associated with submeta^istalla^dn where necessary.

4.9^

Sequence ofNon-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
[form^pd by Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
Ir^»^e Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
parffipation in this Rider.

4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Monthly DR Incentives at
the beginning of the first lull billing cycle following approval of Customer's
Commissioning Load Test.
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Rider PVC-R
RESIDENTIAL PV CURTAILMENT
4.11

Interconnection: (a) Customer shall fully comply with interconnection requirements
under Rule 14.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form of a bill credit^^ccordance with this
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the following types of incen1||R under tins Rider:

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (a) Definition: A one-time incentive payi
based
Customer’s cost to purchase and install load mans^jnent equipmei
meet enablement requirements, (b) Calculatiom [[

5.2

Nominated Load Incentive: (af Definiti

5.3

Performance Incentive: (a) Defi^^pn:
Accuracy, Delay, and/or Precis!
performance is based on measure
response, (b) Calculatiq

5.4

Participation Incentive:
availability of tlyl^stomerCalculation: [TB
Rebate: (
depending'

6) D

efinit
device

ve payment based on the
the Customer’s actual load. The
pmpared to the required load

ntive payment based on
anagement Equipment, (b)

based on pre-defined incentive amounts
number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

NITIONS

hey: [T^J
5ustmentjT#^or: [TBD]
lay: [JB©]
: The Hawaiian Electric Compmy
Evel^Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Participating Facility: : [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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1) AVAILABILITY
Rider CPI-C is available under the Capacity Tariff to Customers that take electric service
from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize this
Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Companyt^eserves the right
and administrative discretion to make the final determination of a Custom^^ Higibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attacl^^s Appendix A of Rul^^Papacity
Rule #], service under this Rider hereunder shall not Qi^thhen^ uritil“^e firsyj» of the full
billing period following the installation of all requii^ Load Matiageme^ EfflBment and
completion of the Commissioning Load Test as spc*^ ed
“ he

3) SCHEDTII E
This Rider is available to Cust(

following rate schedules:
^rg^Wwer Directly Served Service
e Power Service
eneral Service Demand

4) RULK^F PAMtmPATION
lent: (^Enrollment into this Rider is considered complete once the
fomer’s Pa^bipating Facility has successfully completed a Commissioning Load
^st and ej^^ted the standard Service Agreement, (b) The Customer agrees to
LabqraWwith the Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each
Pa^psipating Facility in a timely manner, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated
Loa3^6f at least [TBD] kW or more.
Annual Limits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] events,
(b) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] hour(s) during each
event.
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4.3

Trigger: (a) The CPI Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Management
Equipment, and may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
requirements defined in Rule [Capacity Rule #]. (c) The Company may initiate CPI
Events at any time during the year for emergency reasons.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to ^rity the Customer’s
ability to curtail the Nominated Load. Tests shall stay withini the anniMWimits
anni
defined herein, and will count towards the annual limits that tj^ CQi^^ny is
permitted to request, (b) The Company may conduct tests to ve^S^he Comj
ability to perform a CPI Event.

4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is uai^^to pg^cipate in a CP^vent due to
facility construction of other activities, A^^uston^ shall tempor^^y withdraw or
Opt-out of Events, (b) Customer may Opt Out of up \o [TBF)] E\^ts (known as OptOut Event).

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custonw
one hour prior to the CPI Event.

4.7

Load Management Equipn^^Tl^y^ l^d I^^agement Equipment shall be
capable of sending^Jelemetry^»|iuffl(^« load dispatch signals, and responding
with a load increa§g/(fe(^ease wiS^one nKr. (b) The Customer may provide, at their
own expense, the tSecess^ipl^L^mlfctowned Load Management Equipment as
authorized^? the Cc^)an^kS^^i^y include but is not limited to loads for cooling,
lighting, v^tilation, ^^^iieating,''electric vehicles and different types of battery
storage tecMologies. (^^he Customer may also be required to meet certain
enfCitlnerform^y requirements accordingly as a condition of participation
set forth ittihi^^l^rr

LIre(

a CPI Event Notification at least

Metering Dat«[a) The Customer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
r^^dgement Equipment data to the Company, (b) The Company shall define, at its
I^Jiscretion, 4^ fype of data and interval transmission requirements, (c) The Company
in be r^ponsible for costs associated with the Company’s utility meter that is used
forme^foilection of real-time data, (d) The Customer shall be responsible for costs
associated with sub-meter installation where necessary.
4.9

Consequence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent imderperformance or over
performance by Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
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participation in this Rider, (b) If required, the Customer’s Service Agreement shall
be modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieved during
any required Commissioning Load Test, (c) At the discretion of the Company, the
Customer may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event
Performance Factor above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test ^bsequent to
suspension from this Rider in order to be reinstated. If a ParticipaSifdoes not perform
above a [TBD] Event Performance Factor for [TBD], the Cu^^nSr may be
suspended from participation in this Rider.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Mo
the beginning of the first full billing cycle followj^^approval of
Commissioning Load Test.

R Incenfi^s at

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incenti
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (a)
Customer’s cost J<^urchase a:
meet the enablem^t r^uiremenf

5.2

Nominatec
Customer’
ca
n all

f a bill credit in accordance with this
of incentives under this Rider:

e-ti^ incentive payment based on the
management equipment necessary to
Cafculation: [TBD]

pad Inc^itiv^i^ ) rai^itioir A monthly incentive payment based on the
ontracted^lue and the performance during each event. Performance
based on l«ual versus contracted amount. The contracted value shall be
loai^kW) capability. The incentive shall use the contracted

alue and in
Monthly Ince
kWjfflbentive

to determine total monthly incentive, (b) Calculation: Total
ye = Fixed kW Incentive x Average Load Reduction, where the Fixed
' pto$[TBD]/kW.

nergy Inct Ive: (a) Definition: A monthly incentive payment based on the actual
e ^^ergy reduced every hour, (b) Calculation: Total Monthly Incentive = Fixed
kWh Scentive x Actual Load Reduction (kWh), where the Fixed kWh Incentive is up
to $[VBD]/kWh.
5.4

Performance Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
Accuracy, Delay, and/or Precision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
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performance is based on measured load will be compared to the required load
response, (b) Calculation: [TBD].
5.5

Participation Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
availability of the Customer-owned Load Management Equipn^t. (b)
Calculation: $[TBD] if available less than [TBD] hours per nionm. Between
$[TBD]-$ [TBD]/month if available more than [TBD] hour^^ month.

5.6

Rebate: (a) Definition: An incentive based on pre-definedi(|!lto
depending on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

.1

6) DEFINITIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric C
Event Performance Fact^Ai^D]

•
•
•

Monthly Event Performan
Nominated Load: jTBD]
Precision: FTB

amounts
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1) AVAILABILITY
Rider CPI-SMB is available under the Capacity Tariff to Customers that take electric
service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize
this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The CqaAtny reserves the
right and achninistrative discretion to make the final determination of a Q^Rner's eligibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attadgfi^^p’^ftdix A of Rj4[e
Rule #], service under this Rider hereunder shall no^pm
of the hill
billing period following the installation of all reqi^B^Lc
ent and
completion of the Commissioning Load Test ajLsne^fced

3) SCHEDULE
This Rider is available to Custo
Schedule J
Sched

er me following rate schedules:
leral Service Demand
jral Service Non-Demand

4) RULES OF PARIICIBATIO
ent: (MEnrollment into this Rider is considered complete once the
Cj^Kher's PaRcipating Facility has successfully completed a Commissioning Load
t and exa^red the standard Service Agreement, (b) The Customer agrees to
llabor^Mmth the Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each
i^i|atmg Facility in a timely manner, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated
Load«f at least [TBD] kW or more.
Annual Limits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] events,
(b) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] hour(s) during each
event.
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4.3

Trigger: (a) The CPI Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Management
Equipment, and may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
requirements defined in Rule [Capacity Rule #]. (c) The Company may initiate CPI
Events at any time during the year for emergency reasons.
Tly the Customer’s
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests t
e anniffiimits
ability to curtail the Nominated Load. Tests shall stay wi
defined herein, and will count towards the annual limits that
any is
permitted to request, (b) The Company may conduct tests to vef
e Co
ability to perform a CPI Event.

4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility i
facility construction of other activities.
Opt-out of Events, (b) Customer may
Out Event).

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custom'
one hour prior to the CPI Event.

4.7

d Iv^nagement Equipment shall be
Load Management Equipment: fa
^etry dat^ec^
capable of sendii
load dispatch signals, and responding
with a load incre^^m^^fese withk^ne hour, (b) The Customer may provide, at their
own expense, the i^^ssa^ Customet^wned Load Management Equipment as
authorized^ the Cd^^if^Vhich^ay include but is not limited to loads for cooling,

sipate in^®PI Event due to
uston^CT shaRi*^mpo^Mly withdraw or
o [TBD] Events (known as Opt-

CPI Event Notification at least

lighting, ventilation,
heating, electric vehicles and different types of battery
st(^^©4echnologies. (c^toe Customer may also be required to meet certain
ollment-andn^^foi^maffl^ requirements accordingly as a condition of participation
s set forth ir^is
hg Dat^fe) The Customer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
agemei^Dquipment data to the Company, (b) The Company shall define, at its
scretion«^ type of data and interval transmission requirements, (c) The Company
onsible for costs associated with the Company’s utility meter that is used
for’lf^ Collection of real-time data, (d) The Customer shall be responsible for costs
associated with sub-meter installation where necessary.
4.9

Consequence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
performance by Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
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Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
participation in this Rider, (b) If required, the Customer’s Service Agreement shall
be modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieved during
any required Commissioning Load Test, (c) At the discretion of the Company, the
Customer may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform a^n Event
Performance Factor above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load T|^lfubsequent to
suspension from this Rider in order to be reinstated. If a Faj^^ant doji^not perform
above a [TBD] Event Performance Factor for [TBD], the
suspended from participation in this Rider.
r
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall recei^
the beginning of the first full billing cycle follomi
Commissioning Load Test.

roval of Customer's

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive
Rider. The Customer is eligible to r^0ifce the fo

5.1

5.2

Enablement Ince'
Customer’s cost t
meet the edkblemei
Nominated

Defin

ill credit in accordance with this
incentives under this Rider:

A'3ie-time incentive payment based on the
tal^load management equipment necessary to

recalculation: [TBD]

ad Ince

(a) Definition: A monthly incentive payment based on the
e and the performance during each event. Performance
ilculationTl
al versus contracted amount. The contracted value shall be
^n alignment ^th the load (kW) capability. The incentive shall use the contracted
id inc ■ive factor to determine total monthly incentive, (b) Calculation: Total
ily Ince
Fixed kW Incentive x Average Load Reduction, where the Fixed
ifup
to
$[TBD]/kW.
Incenti
icentive: (a) Definition: A monthly incentive payment based on the actual
energy reduced every hour, (b) Calculation: Total Monthly Incentive = Fixed
kWh Incentive x Actual Load Reduction (kWh), where the Fixed kWh Incentive is up
to $[TBD]/kWh.
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5.4

Performance Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
Accuracy, Delay, and/or Precision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
performance is based on measured load will be compared to the required load
response, (b) Calculation: [TBD].

5.5

Participation Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive paymeH^^sed on
availability of the Customer-owned Load Management E|^^ment.
Calculation: $[TBD] if available less than [TBD] hours p^mont^^ ween
$[TBD]-$ [TBD]/month if available more than [TBD] houS^^jB

5.6

Rebate: (a) Definition: An incentive based on
depending on device part number, (b) Calcul^o

6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian
Event Performancci^actor: [
Monthly Event P^^^^nce Fac
Nominatecy^voad: I^kD
Precision:m'BDl
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RESIDENTIAL CRITICAL PEAK INCENTIVE

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider CPI-R is available under the Capacity Tariff to Customers that take electric service
from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize this
Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Compaji^eserves the right
and administrative discretion to make the final determination of a Custoi
participate in this Rider.

COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attacMB^p]
firstly of the full
Rule #], service under this Rider hereunder shall no^flnme^^untl
billing period following the installation of all reqi^B^Load M^iagemS
uipment and
completion of the Commissioning Load Test ajLsne^fced

3) SCHEDULE
This Rider is available to Custo
Schedule R

e following rate schedules:
idential Service

RULES OF PARTICIPATI
nrollment:
Enrollment into this Rider is considered complete once the
Cus^ner’s L®d Management Equipment has successfully completed a
Cfl^Pussioninm^oad Test and executed the standard Service Agreement, (b) The
>tomer amj^ss to allow the Company to test the Load Management Equipment to
iplet^Pr enrollment process, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated Load of
ID] kW or more.
Annual Limits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] events,
(b) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to [TBD] hour(s) during each
event.
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4.3

Trigger: (a) The CPI Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Management
Equipment, and may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
requirements defined in Rule [Capacity Rule #]. (c) The Company may initiate CPI
Events at any time during the year for emergency reasons.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to v^fl^t
ability to curtail the Nominated Load. Tests shall stay withu^^ an
defined herein, and will count towards the annual limits thSbe Coi
permitted to request, (b) The Company may conduct tests to
ability to perform a CPI Event.

ler’s
j

4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Customer is unable to partic^
shall temporarily withdraw or Opt-out o:
[TBD] Events (known as Opt-Out Eve^

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custo
one hour prior to the CPI Event.

4.7

Load Management Equipment: (a) Th
ent Equipment shall be
capable of sending telemetry data^ece
dispatch signals, and responding
with a load increase/decreasS withtii^^^^^
) The Customer may provide, at their
own expense, th^fe^ssary Cust^^er-d
Load Management Equipment as
authorized by the &mp|^ which ^ include but is not limited to loads for cooling,
lighting, v^ter heaniig, eleci^^vehic
and different types of battery storage
technologil (c) ThdCustomer^tey^also be required to meet certain enrollment and
performanc requirements accordingly as a condition of participation as set forth in

tomer
t-Out of up to

CPI Event Notification at least

thi
4.8,^BMetering^^^(a7^W^ustomer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
Man^ement Muipment data to the Company, (b) The Company will be responsible
foi^^ts assoc™ed with the Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of
Ttime d^.
The Customer shall be responsible for costs associated with subleter insl^Rion where necessary.
4.9

Co^eq^ence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent imderperformance or over
performance by Customer may lead to adjustment of Incentive Payments. Consistent
underperformance may lead to suspension from participation in this Rider, (b) If
required, the Customer’s Service Agreement shall be modified accordingly to reflect
the demonstrated Nominated Load achieved during any required Commissioning
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Load Test, (c) At the discretion of the Company, the Customer may be required to
demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event Performance Factor above [TBD] in a
Commissioning Load Test subsequent to suspension from this Rider in order to be
reinstated. If a Participant does not perform above a [TBD] Event Performance
Factor for [TBD], the Customer may be suspended from participa^sn in this Rider.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial
the beginning of the first full billing cycle following appro'
Commissioning Load Test.

centives at

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the foil

5.1

5.2

Enablement Incentive: (a) Definitio
Customer’s cost to purchgtse
insta
meet the enablement requirqfc^'
Nominated Load\
Customer’s Nomi
Performai^ calcul
value shalHfc in alig
contracted wue and i

illcr
if incenti

cordance with this
under this Rider:

^entive payment based on the
mag^ent equipment necessary to
)n: [TBD]

monthly incentive payment based on the
the performance during each event.
!tual versus contracted amount. The contracted
^ith tE^load (kW) capability. The incentive shall use the
itive factor to determine total monthly incentive, (b)

Lve: (a)

mergy Incenwe: (a) Definition: A monthly incentive payment based on the actual
valuaof enerateduced every hour, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
rforman^lncentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
icuracjj^Pelay, and/or Precision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
P^®gs6®ce is based on measured load will be compared to the required load
se. (b) Calculation: [TBD]
5.5

Participation Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
availability of the Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)
Calculation: [TBD]
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5.6

Rebate: (a) Definition: An incentive based on pre-defined incentive amounts
depending on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [T§
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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1) AVAILABILITY
Rider FFR-C is available under the FFR Tariff to Customers that take electric service
from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize this
Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Compa^pserves the right
and administrative discretion to make the final determination of a Custom
digibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached aS^ppendix A of R
Rule #],
day of the luRTiilling period
service under this Rider hereunder shall not commence
following the installation of all required Load Mana^
etion of the
Commissioning Load Test as specified herein.

3) SCHEDULE
This Rider is available to Cus
Schedule J
Schedule G

4) RULES OF P

owing rate schedules:
e Demand
ervice Non-Demand

ICIPA

EryMmenCTa) Enroll
it into this Rider is considered complete once the
laswccesslully completed a Commissioning Load Test and
Txecuted a th^tan^^Bervice Agreement (b) Customer agrees to collaborate with
the Company® test the Load Management Equipment at each Participating Facility
lely malAier. (c) Customer shall be willing to participate for at least one year.
V

lual
(a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to 20 hours per
'5) Whe Customer shall be able to participate for up to 10 minutes during each
FF^^^it. (c) The Customer shall participate in no more than one FFR event per
day.
4.3

Trigger: (a) The FFR Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Equipment,
and may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service requirements
defined in the Rule [FFR Rule #]. (b) The Company may require the Load
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Management Equipment FFR Trip Frequency to be set at a value between [TBD] [TBD] Hz. Customer shall be willing to curtail load at the Trip Frequency specified
by the Company by a local discrete response within 30 cycles or less.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verilWhe Customer’s
ability to curtail their Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within jainn^al limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed fp request, (b) The
Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s abili^to^perfoniAi FFR
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unable ^ participate i
to facility construction of other activities, the Cusfoiite shall tempor
Opt-Out of Events, (b) The Customer may
^^^to [TBD]

ht due
thdraw or
fs (known as

Opt-Out Event).
1 FFR E'sWt Notification when

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custo
the FFR Event begins.

4.7

Load Management Equipment: (a) T
capable of sending telen^[ry^ata, rec
ad dispatch signals, and responding
fi^s
or less, (b) The Customer may
within a load increase/decr^^
provide, at their own expense^
Customer-owned Load Management
Equipment as authprizsed by th'
ich may include but is not limited to end
devices used for c^lingice storage, generators, electric vehicles, and
different tA^s of ba^ry^^^i^fe^nology. (c) The Customer shall be required to
meet certa^enrollm&ii,.^ra perfo^mmice requirements accordingly as a condition of
p^^y^ipation as set forfhip this Rider, (d) The Customer shall be responsible for the
in^la11atioj|^nd maintenance of the network communication to and from the
^ustomer-ov^^c^^^^^pnagement Equipment unless an AMI meter is required (see
Metering Daflkection of this Rider).
^fetering Data^al The Customer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
Siagemeii^quipment data to the Company, (b) The Customer shall be responsible
costs-^^ociated with sub-meter installation where necessary, (c) The Company
’ d^pesponsible for costs associated with the Company’s utility meter that is used
for flic collection of real-time data.

4.9

Consequence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
performance by Participating Facilities during FFR Events may lead to adjustment of
Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
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participation in this Rider, (b) If required, Customer’s Service Agreement shall be
modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieve during any
required Commissioning Load Test. At the discretion of the Company, the Customer
may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event Performance Factor
above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test subsequent to suspei^on from this
Rider in order to be reinstated. If a Customer does not perform gjllwe a [TBD] Event
Performance Factor for [TBD], the Customer may be suspen^d &om participation in
this Rider.
^
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Mo
the beginning of the first full billing cycle folioapproval of
Commissioning Load Test.

R Incent™s at
stome

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentivi
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive th

win

accordance with this
es of incentives under this Rider:

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (^D.^nition:
Customer’s cost to purclSie a:
meet enablement requireme

ntive payment based on the
agement equipment necessary to

5.2

a) D^^tion: A monthly incentive payment based on the
Nominated Load
contraffiiij
N
nfnated
I^Jft value and the performance during each
Customer’
IculatioflffTBD]
event.
ition: A monthly incentive payment based on the actual
ry hour, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
Performance 'fccentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
Ace^acy, Dday, and/or Precision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
mance ii^based on the measured load and will be compared to the required
adrespofft. (b) Calculation: [TBD]
P^Scigation Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
avaiilTbility of the Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)
Calculation: [TBD]

5.6

Rebate: (a) This incentive is based on pre-defined incentive amounts depending
on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

SHEET NO.
Effective

Rider FFR-C
COMMERCIAL FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Rider FFR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider FFR-SMB is available under the FFR Tariff to Customers that take electric service
from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize this
Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Compa:^pserves the right
and administrative discretion to make the final determination of a Custom
digibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached aS^ppendix A of R
Rule #],
day of the fuRTiilling period
service under this Rider hereunder shall not commence
following the installation of all required Load Mana^
etion of the
Commissioning Load Test as specified herein.

3) SCHEDULE
This Rider is available to Cus
Schedule J
Schedule G

4) RULES OF P

owing rate schedules:
e Demand
ervice Non-Demand

ICIPA

EryMmenCTa) Enroll
it into this Rider is considered complete once the
laswccessfiilly completed a Commissioning Load Test and
Txecuted a th^tan^^Bervice Agreement (b) Customer agrees to collaborate with
the Company® test the Load Management Equipment at each Participating Facility
lely malAier. (c) Customer shall be willing to participate for at least one year.
V

lual
(a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to 20 hours per
'5) Whe Customer shall be able to participate for up to 10 minutes during each
FF^^^it. (c) The Customer shall participate in no more than one FFR event per
day.
4.3

Trigger: (a) The FFR Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Equipment,
and may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service requirements
defined in the Rule [FFR Rule #]. (b) The Company may require the Load

SHEET NO.
Effective
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Rider FFR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Management Equipment FFR Trip Frequency to be set at a value between [TBD] [TBD] Hz. Customer shall be willing to curtail load at the Trip Frequency specified
by the Company by a local discrete response within 30 cycles or less.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verilWhe Customer’s
ability to curtail their Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within jainn^al limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed fp request, (b) The
Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s abili^to^perfoniAi FFR
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unable ^ participate i
to facility construction of other activities, the Cusfoiite shall tempor
Opt-Out of Events, (b) The Customer may
^^^to [TBD]

ht due
thdraw or
fs (known as

Opt-Out Event).
1 FFR E'sWt Notification when

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custo
the FFR Event begins.

4.7

Load Management Equipment: (a) T
capable of sending telen^[ry^ata, rec
ad dispatch signals, and responding
fi^s
or less, (b) The Customer may
within a load increase/decr^^
provide, at their own expense^
Customer-owned Load Management
Equipment as authprizsed by th'
ich may include but is not limited to end
devices used for c^lingice storage, generators, electric vehicles, and
different tA^s of ba^ry^^^i^fe^nology. (c) The Customer shall be required to
meet certa^enrollm&ii,.^ra perfo^mmice requirements accordingly as a condition of
p^^y^ipation as set forfhip this Rider, (d) The Customer shall be responsible for the
in^la11atioj|^nd maintenance of the network communication to and from the
^ustomer-ov^^c^^^^^pnagement Equipment unless an AMI meter is required (see
Metering Daflkection of this Rider).
^fetering Data^al The Customer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
Siagemeii^quipment data to the Company, (b) The Customer shall be responsible
costs-^^ociated with sub-meter installation where necessary, (c) The Company
’ d^pesponsible for costs associated with the Company’s utility meter that is used
for flic collection of real-time data.

4.9

Consequence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
performance by Participating Facilities during FFR Events may lead to adjustment of
Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from

SHEET NO.
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Rider FFR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

participation in this Rider, (b) If required, Customer’s Service Agreement shall be
modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieve during any
required Commissioning Load Test. At the discretion of the Company, the Customer
may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event Performance Factor
above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test subsequent to suspei^on from this
Rider in order to be reinstated. If a Customer does not perform gjllwe a [TBD] Event
Performance Factor for [TBD], the Customer may be suspen^d &om participation in
this Rider.
^
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Mo
the beginning of the first full billing cycle folioapproval of
Commissioning Load Test.

R Incent™s at
stome

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentivi
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive th

win

accordance with this
es of incentives under this Rider:

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (^D.^nition:
Customer’s cost to purclSie a:
meet enablement requireme

ntive payment based on the
agement equipment necessary to

5.2

a) D^^tion: A monthly incentive payment based on the
Nominated Load
contraffiiij
N
nfnated
I^Jft value and the performance during each
Customer’
IculatioflffTBD]
event.
ition: A monthly incentive payment based on the actual
ry hour, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
Performance 'fccentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
Ace^acy, Dday, and/or Precision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
mance ii^based on the measured load and will be compared to the required
adrespofft. (b) Calculation: [TBD]
P^Scigation Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
avaiilTbility of the Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)
Calculation: [TBD]

5.6

Rebate: (a) This incentive is based on pre-defined incentive amounts depending
on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

SHEET NO.
Effective

Rider FFR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Rider FFR-R
RESIDENTIAL FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider FFR-R is available under the FFR Tariff to Customers that take electric service
from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer may utilize this
Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Compa^pserves the right
and administrative discretion to make the final determination of a Custom
digibility to
participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached aS^ppendix A of R
Rule #],
day of the luRTiilling period
service under this Rider hereunder shall not commence
following the installation of all required Load Mana^
etion of the
Commissioning Load Test as specified herein.

3) SCHEDULE
This Rider is available to Cus
Schedule J
Schedule G

4) RULES OF P

owing rate schedules:
e Demand
ervice Non-Demand

ICIPA

Er^lfcientM a) Enroll

t into this Rider is considered complete once the
ustoms^SiLo^^^^agMent Equipment has successfully completed a
ommission^ EoS^R^t and executed the standard Service Agreement, (b) The
Customer agrRs to allow the Company to test the Load Management Equipment to
coad^Kte the Jfcllment process, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated Load of
ast [TB^^V or more.

qalLhhits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to 20 hours per
year^f) The Customer shall be able to participate for up to 10 minutes during each
FFR event, (c) The Customer shall participate in no more than one FFR event per
day.
4.3

Trigger: (a) The FFR Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Equipment,
and may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service requirements
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Rider FFR-R
RESIDENTIAL FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

defined in the Rule [FFR Rule #]. (b) The Company may require the Load
Management Equipment FFR Trip Frequency to be set at a value between [TBD] [TBD] Hz. Customer shall be willing to curtail load at the Trip Frequency specified
by the Company by a local discrete response within 30 cycles or less.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verj^^e Customer’s
ability to curtail their Nominated Load. Tests shall stay withiii aihiual limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Compmiy is allow^ to reque^||^) The
Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s ability%faaerf^» an FFR
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Customer is unable to participa
temporarily withdraw or Opt-Out of Events
[TBD] Events (known as Opt-Out Event

an FFR, the
shall
tpmer may OpW)ut of up to

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Custo
the FFR Event begins.

4.7

Mdi^^ment Equipment shall be
Load Management Equipment: (a) T
capable of sending telen^[ry^ata, rec
'^ad dispatch signals, and responding
fi^s or less, (b) The Customer may
within a load increase/decr^^
provide, at their own expense^
Customer-owned Load Management
Equipment as auttigr^^j^y the
ich may include but is not limited to end
devices used for c^lin^^
electric vehicles, and different types of
battery stooge techiiAog^i^f^Bt^ustomer shall be required to meet certain
enrollmennfcd perfo^MRe requirements accordingly as a condition of participation
as s£t forthS this Rid^fcd) The Customer shall be responsible for the installation

FFR EvWt Notification when

anom^j^B^i^e of the ne^ork communication to and from the Customer-owned
ad Manag^e^y^ig^ment unless an AMI meter is required (see Metering Data
section of thi^ fcider).
^fetefing Data: (a) The Customer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
EanagemeB^Equipment data to the Company, (b) The Customer shall be responsible
■" costs-^^ociated with sub-meter installation where necessary, (c) The Company
bd^pesponsible for costs associated with the Company’s utility meter that is used
for flie” collection of real-time data.
4.9

Consequence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
performance by the Customer during FFR Events may lead to adjustment of Incentive
Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from participation

SHEET NO.
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Rider FFR-R
RESIDENTIAL FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

in this Rider, (b) If required, Customer’s Service Agreement shall be modified
accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieve during any required
Commissioning Load Test. At the discretion of the Company, the Customer may be
required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event Performance Factor above
[TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test subsequent to suspension frqm this Rider in
order to be reinstated. If a Customer does not perform above ajy®)] Event
Performance Factor for [TBD], the Customer may be suspen^d &om participation in
this Rider.
^ T
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Mont^^jDR Incei
the beginning of the first lull billing cycle folioapproval of OtsU
Commissioning Load Test.

s at

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentiv
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive th

win

accordance with this
es of incentives under this Rider:

mtive payment based on the
mgement equipment necessary to
itiod?TTBD]

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (^D.^nition:
Customer’s cost to purdSie a:
meet enablement requireme

5.2

_____
Ve^(a) D^^tion: A monthly incentive payment based on the
Nominated Load
contra®(J
Nominated
value and the perform^ice during each
Customer’
lculatioie{TBD]
event.
ition: A monthly incentive payment based on the actual
ry hour, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
Performance 'fccentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
Ace^acy, Dday, and/or Precision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
mance ii^based on the measured load and will be compared to the required
adrespofft. (b) Calculation: [TBD]
P^ficigation Incentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
avaiilTbility of the Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)
Calculation: [TBD]

5.6

Rebate: (a) This incentive is based on pre-defined incentive amounts depending
on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

SHEET NO.
Effective

Rider FFR-R
RESIDENTIAL FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Rider RR-C
COMMERICAL REGULATING RESPONSE

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider RR-C is available under the Regulating Reserve Tariff to Customers that take
electric service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer
may utilize this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Company
reserves the right and administrative discretion to make the final determination of a Customer’s
eligibility to participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached as Appendix^^u Rule f^le for RR
#], service under this Rider hereunder shall not commence^^il the first day^t^sfell billing
period following the installation of all required Load Managi^gnt Equipment^^completion of
the Commissioning Load Test as specified herein.

3) SCHEDULE
This Rider is available to Customers
Schedule DS
Schedule P
Schedule J

e following rate schedules:
irectly Served Service
r Service
1 Service Demand

4) RULES OF PAitTICI
|ent in this Rider is considered complete once the
^^^successlully
completed a Commissioning Load Test and
arti^nafi
Executed a &e stand^u Service Agreement (b) Customer agrees to collaborate with
(a) Enro

the Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each Participating Facility
imely nmner. (c) Participant shall be willing to participate for at least one

dmits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to 182 hours per
yeair"(b) The Customer shall be able to participate for up to 30 minutes during each
event, (c) The Customer shall be able to participate in no more than two RR Events
per day.
4.3

Trigger: (a) The RR Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Equipment,
but may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service requirements
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Rider RR-C
COMMERICAL REGULATING RESPONSE
defined in Rule [Rule for Regulating Reserve #]. (b) Customer load shall respond to
trigger within two seconds or less.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verify the Customer’s
ability to curtail their Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within annual limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed to request events, (b)
The Company may conduct tests to verify the Company’s abiliJi^to perform an RR
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unable to pa
facility construction of other activities, the Customer shall
Opt-Out of Events, (b) The Customer may Opt-Out of up to [
Opt-Out Event).

Event due to
rily wit
Evaii^known as

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Customer
the RR Event begins.

btification when

4.7

Load Management Equipment:
Management Equipment shall be
ivin^li^d
dispatch signals, and responding
capable of sending telemetry dat
nds^Mess. (b) The Customer may
with a load increase/decrease with?
ss^^Cummer-owned Load Management
provide, at their own e?i^|^,..the
y v^ch may include but is not limited to
Equipment as authorized
loads for coolingjighting, A^ntilat^^
ter heating, electric vehicle, and different
types of battery ®^^i^technolo^s. (^The Customer is responsible for the
installation and i^fctefil^^of thB^twork communication to and from the
CustomeAwned !^^c^^cnag^Jfent Equipment unless an AMI meter is required
(also see Metering D^^^ection of this Rider).
MetSring Dat^^i^)
quipment^tefVal

shall send sub-minute meter or Load Management
to the Company, (b) The Company will be responsible for

costs associated with the Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of the
inute
(d) The Customer shall be responsible for costs associated with suber inst§ndnon where necessary.
fence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
pei^^rmance by Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
participation in this Rider, (b) If required. Customer’s Service Agreement shall be
modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieve during any
required Commissioning Load Test. At the discretion of the Company, the Customer
may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event Performance Factor
above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test subsequent to suspension from this
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Rider RR-C
COMMERICAL REGULATING RESPONSE
Rider in order to be reinstated. If a Participant does not perform above a [TBD]
Event Performance Factor for [TBD], the Customer may be suspended from
participation in this Rider.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Monthly DR Incentives at
the beginning of the first lull billing cycle following approval of Customer's
Commissioning Load Test.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form ^f a bill crediti^^ce with this
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the following t^^of incentives^ rthis Rider:

Enablement Incentive: (a) Definition^
Customer’s cost to purchase and jfistal
diCU;
meet enablement requirements.

5.1

, ncentl^BS^ment based on the
gement ^uipment necessary to
li: [TBD]

MWJi

5.2

Nominated Load Incenti
Customer’s contracted
[TBD]

hly incentive is based on the
ce during each event, (b) Calculation:

5.3

Energy IncentivaK^
reduced e^ry hoi

5.4

Performnnrr Inrrnt^lf' (a) This incentive is based on the Accuracy, Delay,
atl^l^^^^sion variates of the Customer’s actual load. The performance is
lase^omffl^l^psd
that will be compared to the required load response, (b)
’alculatioA [TBD].^

mon

ncentive is based on actual value of energy
^ [TBD]

centive: (a) This incentive is based on availability of the
P^rticipatio
hed Load Management Equipment, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
stome
W{a) This incentive is based on pre-defined incentive amounts depending
onT^vice part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

6) DEFINITIONS
•
•

Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]

SHEET NO.
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Rider RR-C
COMMERICAL REGULATING RESPONSE
•
•
•
•

Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Rider RR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS REGULATING RESPONSE

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider RR-SMB is available under the Regulating Reserve Tariff to Customers that take
electric service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer
may utilize this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Company
reserves the right and administrative discretion to make the final determin^on of a Customer’s
eligibility to participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement
nt attached^
attacnea^ Appendix
Appenaix i^B^ul^dRle for RR
#], service under this Rider hereunder shall not commence^k^
commencelfc^ the first da}^
day^itt^^ll billing
period following the installation of all required Load
Equipmejl
Equipment ffid completion of
the Commissioning Load Test as specified herein.
3) SCHEDTTI.E

^

This Rider is available to Customers
Schedule J
Schedule G

e following rate schedules:
era*|fvice Demand
al ^rvice Non-Demand

4) RULES OF PARTICI
4.1

(a) Enrc^^ent in this Rider is considered complete once the
Facility
successfully completed a Commissioning Load Test and
executed a |b^-^lffi£fe3R^^ervice Agreement (b) Customer agrees to collaborate with
the Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each Participating Facility
lely n^ner. (c) Participant shall be willing to participate for at least one
Enrollme

mits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to 182 hours per
) The Customer shall be able to participate for up to 30 minutes during each
event, (c) The Customer shall be able to participate in no more than two RR Events
per day.
4.3

Trigger: (a) The RR Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Equipment,
but may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service requirements
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Rider RR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS REGULATING RESPONSE

defined in Rule [Rule for Regulating Reserve #]. (b) Customer load shall respond to
trigger within two seconds or less.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verily the Customer’s
ability to curtail their Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within annual limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed to request events, (b)
The Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s abiJi^^o perform an RR
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unable to partioB&te^
LR Event due to
facility construction of other activities, the Customer shall tel
Opt-Out of Events, (b) The Customer may Opt^^t of up to [TB^^^^i^s (known as
Opt-Out Event).
^ r

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Customer s
the RR Event begins.
^

4.7

Load Management Equipment:
agement Equipment shall be
capable of sending telemetry data^
dispatch signals, and responding
ds'^^ess. (b) The Customer may
with a load increase/deciaftse withi
provide, at their own ex
stomer-owned Load Management
which may include but is not limited to
Equipment as authorized
loads for coolin^iphting. ve
tion;
ter heating, electric vehicle, and different
types of battery ^fca^teehnold
. (c) The Customer is responsible for the
installatioH and mi^ktenaii<
etwork communication to and from the
Custome wned L^d^anagement Equipment unless an AMI meter is required
(also see Metering

otification when

9a

section of this Rider).

Customer shall send sub-minute meter or Load Management
etering
iquipment Jp|erval data to the Company, (b) The Company will be responsible for
cos^^ssociated with the Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of the
linute
(d) The Customer shall be responsible for costs associated with subtion
where necessary.
eter ins
j^ence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
pefft^mance by Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
participation in this Rider, (b) If required. Customer’s Service Agreement shall be
modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieve during any
required Commissioning Load Test. At the discretion of the Company, the Customer
may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an Event Performance Factor
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Rider RR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS REGULATING RESPONSE

above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test subsequent to suspension from this
Rider in order to be reinstated. If a Participant does not perform above a [TBD]
Event Performance Factor for [TBD], the Customer may be suspended from
participation in this Rider.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Monthly DR Incentives at
the beginning of the first full billing cycle following approval^PCustomer's
Commissioning Load Test.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the folloji^l^fces c

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (a~) Defi
Customer’s cost to purchase and
meet enablement requirements, (b

5.2

Nominated Load Incenti
Customer’s contracted valu!
[TBD]

5.3

Energy li^ntive
reduced ewry hour.'

S^dance with this
ider this Rider:

e incentive payment based on the
^nagement equipment necessary to
TBD]
onthly incentive is based on the
rmance during each event, (b) Calculation:

incentive is based on actual value of energy
alculation : [TBD]

wenth^» a) This incentive is based on the Accuracy, Delay,
nd/or Pre^i^PB^^les of the Customer’s actual load. The performance is
based on measured load that will be compared to the required load response, (b)
CaiAlationSTBD].
articipayh Incentive: (a) This incentive is based on availability of the
stoi^rf-owned Load Management Equipment, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
Rebate: (a) This incentive is based on pre-defined incentive amounts depending
on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
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6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Compmy
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Rider RR-R
RESIDENTIAL REGULATION RESPONSE

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider RR-SMB is available under the Regulating Reserve Tariff to Customers that take
electric service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer
may utilize this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Company
reserves the right and administrative discretion to make the final determin^on of a Customer’s
eligibility to participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement
nt attached^
attacnea^ Appendix
Appenaix i^B^ul^dRle for RR
#], service under this Rider hereunder shall not commence^k^
commencelfc^ the first da}^
day^itt^^ll billing
period following the installation of all required Load
Equipmejl
Equipment ffid completion of
the Commissioning Load Test as specified herein.
3) SCHEDTTI.E

^

This Rider is available to Customers
Schedule J
Schedule G

e following rate schedules:
era*|fvice Demand
al ^rvice Non-Demand

4) RULES OF PARTICI
4.1

(a) Enrc^^ent into this Rider is considered complete once the
.oad Manayment Equipment has successfully completed a
est and executed the standard Service Agreement, (b) The
.ommissioi|
Customer a^ees to allow the Company to test the Load Management Equipment to
lete thejgirollment process, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated Load of

Enrollme

last [TBlJfcw or more.
mits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to 182 hours per
) The Customer shall be able to participate for up to 30 minutes during each
event, (c) The Customer shall be able to participate in no more than two RR Events
per day.
4.3

Trigger: (a) The RR Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load Equipment,
but may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service requirements
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Rider RR-R
RESIDENTIAL REGULATION RESPONSE

defined in Rule [Rule for Regulating Reserve #]. (b) Customer load shall respond to
trigger within two seconds or less.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verily the Customer’s
ability to curtail their Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within annual limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed to request events, (b)
The Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s abiJi^^o perform an RR
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Customer is unable to participate in an
shall temporarily withdraw or Opt-Out of Events, (b) The C
up to [TBD] Events (known as Opt-Out Event)

the C
er ma

tomer
-Out of

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Customer :
the RR Event begins.

tification when

4.7

Load Management Equipment: (akTht
agement Equipment shall be
capable of sending telemetry daf
dispatch signals, and responding
with a load increase/decrease wit
less, (b) The Customer may
Lcon
provide, at their own ex
mer-owned Load Management
Equipment as authorize
h may include but is not limited to
loads for cooling, lighting^
eating,
electric vehicle, and different
tater
types of battery jiiaase techri
he Customer is responsible for the
installation and
nt^pnce of
letwork communication to and from the
Customer-spwned
Equipment unless an AMI meter is required
(also see Metering
Data: (a) The Customer shall send sub-minute meter or Load Management
iquipmeiit i
ino the Company, (b) The Company will be responsible for
'costs associl id witKThe Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of the
linute ta. (d) The Customer shall be responsible for costs associated with subinstall )n where necessary.
ce of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent imderperformance or over
onsea
fance by the Customer’s Nominated Load during Events may lead to
adjustment of Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to
suspension from participation in this Rider, (b) If required. Customer’s Service
Agreement shall be modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated
Load achieve during any required Commissioning Load Test. At the discretion of the
Company, the Customer may be required to demonstrate its ability to perform at an
Event Performance Factor above [TBD] in a Commissioning Load Test subsequent to
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Rider RR-R
RESIDENTIAL REGULATION RESPONSE

suspension from this Rider in order to be reinstated. If a Participant does not perform
above a [TBD] Event Performance Factor for [TBD], the Customer may be
suspended from participation in this Rider.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Monthly DR Incentives at
the beginning of the first full billing cycle following approval of Customer's
Commissioning Load Test.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in the fo:
Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the followin

Enablement Incentive: (a) Definition:
Customer’s cost to purchase an
meet enablement requirements.

5.1

5.2

Nominated Load Incen
Customer’s contracted v
[TBD]

5.3

Energy Incentiv^i«'>
reduced ^fery hoi

nee with this
r this Rider:

|>'incenti^|payment based on the
agement equipment necessary to
: [TBD]
monthly incentive is based on the
ce during each event, (b) Calculation:

centive is based on actual value of energy
[TBD]

Performaffle Incenti^: (a) This incentive is based on the Accuracy, Delay,
vari^^s of the Customer’s actual load. The performance is
ased on n^S^WI^ttd that will be compared to the required load response, (b)
Calculation^TBD].
jd^^ipatioifficentive: (a) This incentive is based on availability of the
FWned Load Management Equipment, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
1 (a) This incentive is based on pre-defined incentive amounts depending
on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

5.6

6) DEFINITIONS
•

Accuracy: [TBD]
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•
•
•
•
•

Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Compmy
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Rider NS AR-C
COMMERCIAL NON-SPINNING AUTO RESPONSE

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider NSAR-C is available under the Supplemental Reserve Tariff to Customers that take
electric service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer
may utilize this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD^The Company
reserves the right and administrative discretion to make the final determin^ori of a Customer’s
eligibility to participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^
Supplemental Reserve #], service under this Rider hereupder
day of the full billing period following the installatioi
Equipment and completion of the Commissioning^^^® Test

endix A of
[1
ot commence liEftil the first
oad M|pagement

pecii^ifcLh^fe"

3) SCHEDTITE
This Rider is available to Customers
Schedule DS
Schedule P
Schedule J

4) RULES OF P
4.1

lowing rate schedules:
irectly Served Service
wer Service
ervice Demand

ICIPA

Enro'l ITIWll \
Enrollml
in this Rider is considered complete once the
Participating Bacftlfc^^uccessfully completed a Commissioning Load Test and
executed a the standard Service Agreement, (b) The Customer agrees to collaborate
witMflbe Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each Participating
uty in a tin^ly manner, (c) Customer shall be willing to participate for at least
le year.
dmits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to 100 hours per
yearT^b) The Customer shall be to participate up to 60 minutes during each event, (c)
The Customer shall be able to participate in no more than one event per day.

4.3

Trigger: (a) The NSAR Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load
Equipment, but may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
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Rider NS AR-C
COMMERCIAL NON-SPINNING AUTO RESPONSE

requirements defined in Rule [Rule for Supplemental Reserve #]. (b) Customer load
shall respond to trigger within 10 minutes or less.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verily the Customer’s
ability to curtail their Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within anmal limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed to^^fest. (b) The
Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s ability t«perfonn an NSAR
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unable to participate
NSAR
due to facility construction of other activities, the^^tomer shall imppraji
withdraw or Opt-Out of Events, (b) The Customei^mv Ont-Out of u
TBD]
Events (known as Opt-Out Event).

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Customer
time of the NSAR Event.
*

4.7

Notification at the

ad^^aagement Equipment shall be
Load Management Equipment: (a)
load^fejgatch signals, and responding
capable of sending telemetiy data,
with a load increase/deci^Blfeithin 1
im^s or less, (b) The Customer may
'^omer-owned Load Management
provide, at their own expe
Equipment as authorized by t
„,hich may include but is not limited to
, w^f heating, electric vehicles and different
loa^ for cooling, ligh^ngj venti
types of battery stol^ge^^^fegjpgy.
e Customer shall also be required to meet
certain ei llment
equirements accordingly as a condition of
this Ri3^r. (c) The Customer shall be is responsible for the
participati( I as set fd*
insi^lation d mainte
ce of the network communication to and from the
Cdstonmg led Load
agement Equipment unless an AMI meter is required
Iso see M^
^tion of this Rider).
Mekong DataMa) The Customer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
^^agement ^^uipment data to the Company, (b) The Company will be responsible
•^"^r costs asi^iated with the Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of
l-time4^m. (c) The Customer shall be responsible for costs associated with sub^fallation where necessary.
Consequence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
performance by Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
participation in this Rider, (b) If required. Customer’s Service Agreement shall be
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Rider NS AR-C
COMMERCIAL NON-SPINNING AUTO RESPONSE

modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieve during any
required Commissioning Load Test.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Monthly DR Incentives at
the beginning of the first lull billing cycle following approval of Customer's
Commissioning Load Test.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form o
selected Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the follow
Rider:

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (a) Definitieii: A
Customer’s cost to purchase and ii^alll
meet enablement requirements, (b)\^li|

5.2

Nominated Load Incenti
Customer’s contracted valu
[TBD]

5.3

Energy Int^ntive: j^De
of energy i^uced e

ith the
der this

i^entive pa^uent based on the
ment equipment necessary to
3D]
nthly incentive payment based on the
matife during each event, (b) Calculation:

ithly incentive payment based on actual value
i Calculation: [TBD]

FmanJi'Incentiv
) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
nd/d®recision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
Lccurae^i^^^ela;
ferformanc
the measured load and will be compared to the required
load respons®(b) Calculation: [TBD]
cipation ^Rentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
'ailabilit^^ the Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)

Lcularfw: [TBD]
5.6

Reb^: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on pre-defined incentive
amounts depending on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
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6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Commissioning Load Test: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Rider NSAR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS NON-SPINNING AUTO RESPONSE

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider NSAR-SMB is available under the Supplemental Reserve Tariff to Customers that
take electric service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A
Customer may utilize this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Rideis is TBD]. The
Company reserves the right and administrative discretion to make the finaj^bt&mination of a
Customer’s eligibility to participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^fc|pendix A of
[1
Supplemental Reserve #], service under this Rider herem^id^sn^^ot commence liEftil the first
day of the full billing period following the installatiorw^^H^qui^i^Load Mjp^gement
Equipment and completion of the Commissioning^^^ Test ^^peciWiLhi

3) SrHLmiT>L
This Rider is available to Customers
Schedule J
Schedule G

4) RULES OF P
4.1

lowing rate schedules:
e Demand
ervice Non-Demand

ICIPA

Enro'l ITIWll \
Enrollml
in this Rider is considered complete once the
Participating Bacftlfc^^uccessfully completed a Commissioning Load Test and
executed a the standard Service Agreement, (b) The Customer agrees to collaborate
witMflbe Company to test the Load Management Equipment at each Participating
uty in a tin^ly manner, (c) Customer shall be willing to participate for at least
le year.
dmits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to 100 hours per
yearT^b) The Customer shall be to participate up to 60 minutes during each event, (c)
The Customer shall be able to participate in no more than one event per day.

4.3

Trigger: (a) The NSAR Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load
Equipment, but may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
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Rider NSAR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS NON-SPINNING AUTO RESPONSE

requirements defined in Rule [Rule for Supplemental Reserve #]. (b) Customer load
shall respond to trigger within 10 minutes or less.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verily the Customer’s
ability to curtail their Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within anmal limits and will
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed to^^fest. (b) The
Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s ability t«perfonn an NSAR
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Participating Facility is unable to participate
NSAR
due to facility construction of other activities, the^^tomer shall imppraji
withdraw or Opt-Out of Events, (b) The Customei^mv Ont-Out of u
TBD]
Events (known as Opt-Out Event).

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Customer
time of the NSAR Event.
*

4.7

Notification at the

ad^^aagement Equipment shall be
Load Management Equipment: (a)
load^fejgatch signals, and responding
capable of sending telemetiy data,
with a load increase/deci^Blfeithin 1
im^s or less, (b) The Customer may
'^omer-owned Load Management
provide, at their own expe
Equipment as authorized by t
„,hich may include but is not limited to
, w^f heating, electric vehicles and different
loa^ for cooling, ligh^ngj venti
types of battery stol^ge^^^fegjpgy.
e Customer shall also be required to meet
certain ei llment
equirements accordingly as a condition of
this Ri3^r. (c) The Customer shall be is responsible for the
participati( I as set fd*
insi^lation d mainte
ce of the network communication to and from the
Cdstonmg led Load
agement Equipment unless an AMI meter is required
Iso see M^
^tion of this Rider).
Mekong DataMa) The Customer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
^^agement ^^uipment data to the Company, (b) The Company will be responsible
•^"^r costs asi^iated with the Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of
l-time4^m. (c) The Customer shall be responsible for costs associated with sub^fallation where necessary.
Consequence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
performance by Participating Facilities during Events may lead to adjustment of
Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to suspension from
participation in this Rider, (b) If required. Customer’s Service Agreement shall be
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Rider NSAR-SMB
SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS NON-SPINNING AUTO RESPONSE

modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated Load achieve during any
required Commissioning Load Test.
4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Monthly DR Incentives at
the beginning of the first full billing cycle following approval of Customer's
Commissioning Load Test.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form o
selected Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the follow
Rider:

ith the
der this

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (a) Definitieii: A
i^entive pa^uent based on the
Customer’s cost to purchase and ii^alll
ment equipment necessary to
meet enablement requirements, (b)3D]

5.2

Nominated Load Incenti
Customer’s contracted valu
[TBD]

5.3

Energy Int^ntive: j^De
of energy i^uced e

nthly incentive payment based on the
matife during each event, (b) Calculation:

ithly incentive payment based on actual value
i Calculation: [TBD]

FmanJi'Incentiv
) Definition: An incentive payment based on the
nd/d®recision variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
Lccurae^i^^^ela;
ferformanc
the measured load and will be compared to the required
load respons®(b) Calculation: [TBD]
cipation ^Rentive: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
'ailabilit^^ the Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)

Lcularfw: [TBD]
5.6

Reb^: (a) Definition: An incentive payment based on pre-defined incentive
amounts depending on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]
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6) DEFINITIONS
Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
Delay: [TBD]
Commissioning Load Test: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Rider NS AR-R
RESIDENTIAL NON-SPINNING AUTO RESPONSE

1) AVAILABILITY
Rider NSAR-R is available under the Supplemental Reserve Tariff to Customers that take
electric service from the Company under a qualified rate schedule listed herein. A Customer
may utilize this Rider in conjunction with [list of combination Riders is TBD]. The Company
reserves the right and administrative discretion to make the final determinat^^of a Customer’s
eligibility to participate in this Rider.

2) COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE
Upon execution of the Service Agreement attached a^^ppendix A of^B^ [1
or
Supplemental Reserve #], service under this Rider hereunder sfc^l not commence
the first
day of the lull billing period following the installation Qjfall required^oad Ma^ggeSient
Equipment and completion of the Commissioning L^prTeslias speMfie

3) SCHEDULE
This Rider is available to Customers se
Schedule J
Schedule G

bllowing rate schedules:
1 SA^e Demand
Ser^ce Non-Demand

4) RULES OF PARTICIPA
t into this Rider is considered complete once the
Enroll
^ustomei i41|P^^^^ag^ent Equipment has successfully completed a
’ommission™ Loacf Tfet and executed the standard Service Agreement, (b) The
Gustier agrfe to allow the Company to test the Load Management Equipment to
cd^^te the Aitollment process, (c) The Customer shall enroll a Nominated Load of
f&st [TBfi] Jw or more.
fits: (a) The Customer shall be able to participate in up to 100 hours per
yeai^ffi) The Customer shall be to participate up to 60 minutes during each event, (c)
The Customer shall be able to participate in no more than one event per day.
4.3

Trigger: (a) The NSAR Event shall be dispatched by the Customer’s Load
Equipment, but may also be dispatched by the Company to meet the grid service
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Rider NS AR-R
RESIDENTIAL NON-SPINNING AUTO RESPONSE

requirements defined in Rule [Rule for Supplemental Reserve #]. (b) Customer load
shall respond to trigger within 10 minutes or less.
Testing: (a) The Company may periodically conduct tests to verily the Customer’s
ability to curtail their Nominated Load. Tests shall stay within annual limits and wilt
count towards the annual limits that the Company is allowed to revest, (b) The
Company may conduct tests to verily the Company’s ability toMtfiorm an NSAR
Event.
4.5

Opt-Out: (a) If the Customer is unable to participate in an N
shall temporarily withdraw or Opt-Out of Events, (b) The Custo:
up to [TBD] Events (known as Opt-Out Event).

4.6

Event Notification: (a) The Customer shal
time of the NSAR Event.

4.7

Load Management Equipment: (a^fte L(
gement Equipment shall be
capable of sending telemetry data,^^'^'ing^S^ dispatch signals, and responding
with a load increase/decrease withii^)iifejut^
ess. (b) The Customer may
provide, at their own expe^||. the net
-owned Load Management
Equipment as authorized
may include but is not limited to
loads for cooling, lighting,
h^ing, electric vehicles and different
types of battery sdj^^technol^^^ Tni^pstomer shall also be required to meet
certain enrollmenllmc^^Drman^^quirements accordingly as a condition of
p^ticipati^ as set^rth iri thfe Rider.'^) The Customer shall be is responsible for the
installatioMnd mai^^a^e of thirfetwork communication to and from the
Customer-®ned Loa^Management Equipment unless an AMI meter is required
(al^^^^^^fering Dat^eption of this Rider).

4.8

[etering Da^ (a)“T^eJ^stomer shall send 5 minute interval meter or Load
Management uipment data to the Company, (b) The Company will be responsible
foii^^'ts asso ted with the Company’s utility meter that is used for the collection of
Ptime d^.
The Customer shall be responsible for costs associated with subleter insl«Rion where necessary.

4.9

lence of Non-Compliance: (a) Consistent underperformance or over
performance by the Customer’s Nominated Load during Events may lead to
adjustment of Incentive Payments. Consistent underperformance may lead to
suspension from participation in this Rider, (b) If required. Customer’s Service
Agreement shall be modified accordingly to reflect the demonstrated Nominated
Load achieve during any required Commissioning Load Test.

t, the C

omer

EvenMfotification at the
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Rider NS AR-R
RESIDENTIAL NON-SPINNING AUTO RESPONSE

4.10

Incentive Payments: (a) The Customer shall receive initial Monthly DR Incentives at
the beginning of the first full billing cycle following approval of Customer's
Commissioning Load Test.

5) INCENTIVE CALCULATION
The Customer will receive an incentive in the form of a bill creo^fc ac
selected Rider. The Customer is eligible to receive the following types ofSJl
Rider:

ice with the
undiAtfiis

5.1

Enablement Incentive: (a) Definition: A ouPtrmSCjhcenl^^aym^flpased on the
Customer’s cost to purchase and instal^fed mana^j|nent appjE^Bt necessary to
meet enablement requirements, (b) CaMila^tion: ^JTBD]

5.2

Nominated Load Incentive: (a) De
Customer’s contracted value and the'
[TBD]

5.3

Energy Incentive:Ja) DefiniS
of energy reduce«»|Khour. (I

5.4

iti^: An incentive payment based on the
Performance Incei
icisi^n variables of the Customer’s actual load. The
Accuracy ,®elay,
performan® is based^i the measured load and will be compared to the required
Callbtion: [TBD]

: AlH|rthly incentive payment based on the
an^^S^ring each event, (b) Calculation:

ahlv incentive payment based on actual value

ilcmatil^: [TBD]

5.5^^^aiticipatiotSicenti^^(a) Definition: An incentive payment based on
ava^^ility oWie Customer-owned Load Management Equipment, (b)
Caromation: [^^D]
5.6 ^l^bM^i^^efinition: An incentive payment based on pre-defined incentive
lepending on device part number, (b) Calculation: [TBD]

6) DEFINITIONS
•
•

Accuracy: [TBD]
Adjustment Factor: [TBD]
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Delay: [TBD]
Commissioning Load Test: [TBD]
Company: The Hawaiian Electric Company
Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Monthly Event Performance Factor: [TBD]
Nominated Load: [TBD]
Precision: [TBD]
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Program Cost Description
Summary
The program costs are based on an estimate of what it would costs the Companies to
implement the Demand Response (“DR”) programs. The estimated costs associated with each
program are separated into the expense categories as discussed further below. The costs will
differ for each program depending on the type of customer, number of customers being enrolled,
technology being deployed, marketing costs, and outside services required to expand and
maintain the program.
The total estimated costs could potentially differ with an Aggregator. An aggregator
would have a direct contractual agreement with a customer where all phases of the program from
enrollment to maintenance are in their control. Specific expense categories such as incentives
would also be paid by the aggregator directly to the customer.
In the current analysis, the Demand Response Management System (“DRMS”) project
cost is a cost captured only with Hawaiian Electric. Further analysis is required to see if a proper
cost allocation is appropriate for the other island to cost share the DRMS project costs. The
DRMS project cost is included for the benefit cost analysis but is not included in the DemandSide Management (“DSM”) surcharge recovery request. The DRMS project cost recovery is
requested in a separate application under the Renewable Energy Infrastructure Project (“REIP”)
surcharge recovery mechanism. The smart grid costs and TOU costs are not included in this
application. SmartGrid AMI meters will be used in the RTP program, but the costs are inherent
to Smart Grid application.

Expense Categories Proposed to be Included in the DSM (Or Other)
Surcharge
Incentives;
The budget for the “Incentives” cost category includes estimated payments to participants
in exchange for allowing the Companies to curtail their loads (e.g., water heaters, air
conditioning, lighting, etc.). Incentive payments that are credited to the participant’s bill are
recorded as financial statement items. Incentives for master metered accounts (e.g., military) are
recorded as a general service invoice paid to the participant. In Figures 10, 14, 21, and 25,
incentives are presented as “INC.”

Materials;
The budget for the “Materials” cost category includes expenses for materials purchased
or issued through the Companies’ enterprise asset management system.
•

Equipment Purchases
The budget includes material purchases and warehousing costs related to the acquisition
of new load management equipment technologies and support equipment to test the load
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management technologies. For this filing, it is assumed that all necessary DR hardware is
purchased by the third-party vendors. Therefore there will be no material costs, and the actual
budget will be reflected in Outside Services.
Outside Services;
The budget for the “Outside Services” cost category includes the following types of
sub-categories to implement and manage a DR program. In Figures 10, 14, 21, and 25, Outside
Services are presented as “OS.”
•

General
The budget for “General” includes expenses for outside services provided by vendors.
Examples of “General” outside services include program back-office support, service installation
charges, communications, information technology (“IT”) programming and web site
development, software licensing and IT support services, phone services and other similar
ancillary services to support the continued operations of the existing back-end system, and
vendor charges for equipment setup and management fees.
The back-office support services includes outside services support for a call center to
receive customer inquiries from customers, uploading all necessary customer information into a
database, preparing an installation schedule, calling customers who enroll to set up an
installation appointment, upselling the program to undecided customers, and troubleshooting any
customer issues.
The service installation charges include outside services to install the required load
control equipment and to provide a post-installation orientation for customers on how the
equipment operates. It further includes vendor service call charges that result from addressing
customer issues and concerns about program equipment at the customer’s home. Service call
visits may be required if a customer has equipment-related issues that cannot be resolved over
the phone. The budget for service and maintenance of the load control equipment that is
installed/removed by the vendor is also included.
The communication charges include consulting services required to investigate
alternative services to the current and future communication system and the cost to use
communication provider services.
While the estimated program costs in this Exhibit does not currently include an
aggregator contract, if aggregators were to be used, their cost would be reflected in this category
of outside service general. The aggregators would commit a load (kW) or energy (kWh) and the
Companies would have a contract agreement of $/kW or $/kWh to be paid for their performance.
•

Evaluation
The budget for “Evaluation” includes expenses incurred by an outside evaluation
consultant service. The evaluation consultant will perform the evaluation of the new
technologies and provide a findings report. The objective of each evaluation may differ
depending on the type of technology.
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•

Advertising & Marketing
The budget for “Advertising & Marketing” includes expenses incurred for marketing and
advertising to educate customers on existing and new programs. This effort involves an online
marketing and direct mail campaign. The costs include the development, implementation,
customer enrollment, and tracking effort. The direct mail effort specifically includes market and
message strategy development, marketing design development, printing, and mailing.
•

Installation Allowance
The budget for “Installation Allowance” includes expenses incurred by outside services,
such as technical auditors and electrical contractors who provide services to customers to audit,
install, and test the necessary equipment required to commission customers’ facilities.
•

Miscellaneous
The “Miscellaneous” line item includes expenses to support program participant
meetings, office supplies, freight, postage. Information System Department expenses for
production and in-house system development, consultant charges for systems development work,
all personal computer software purchases, DR trade association dues and fees and other
miscellaneous charges required to support the program operations

Expense Categories Not Proposed to be Included in the DSM (or Other)
Surcharge
In Figures 10, 14, 21, and 25, these expense categories that are not included in the
proposed surcharge recovery are combined into one category of Operation and Maintenance
presented as “OM.”
Labor with On-Cost;
The budget for the “Labor w/ On-cost” cost category includes the Labor Cost and Labor
True-Up with the following associated on-cost expense elements: Energy Delivery, Corporate
Administration, Customer Installations, Non-Productive Wages, Employee Benefits and Payroll
Taxes.
•

Administration
This includes bargaining unit and management employee labor hours using standard
labor rates. These are the labor hours required to administer the program with program engineers
and managers. Additionally, “Administration” includes the Companies’ employee labor hours
that support system operations, information technology security, market research, customer
service, billing, regulatory and legal activities. The “Achninistration” budget supports the
following task activities:
— Manage, budget, coordinate, and oversees all program activities.
— Oversee activities associated with customer recruitment efforts and incentive
payments.
— Provide support to vendor and customers to assist in implementation activities
needed for customers to participate in the program.
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—
—
—

—

—

Coordinate and oversee customer and/or contractor trouble response activities.
Retain program participants by maintaining participant communications and
responding to inquiries.
Initiate, develop, and maintain third-party contracts and customer relationships
associated with the program.
Manage communication and interactions between all program parties including
customers, vendors, and various departments within the Companies.
Comply with regulatory reporting requirements and on-going contract
achninistration.
Maintain the demand response backend system.
Test new technologies by working with equipment vendors and creating test plans
to measure and evaluate performance.
Support major activities associated with identification and definition of system
needs for DR programs.
The development of action plans including the development of assumptions,
costs, risks, trends, expected results and uncertainty and risk management
planning.
Support the process and major activities for evaluation of new program
technologies, concepts and action plans from which newer initiatives are
scheduled for implementation.
Manage, budget, coordinate, and oversees all program activities.

Transportation;
• Vehicles
The budget for “Vehicles” includes the allocation of vehicle charges for vehicles used for
transportation related to program activities.
Other:
The budget for the “Other” cost category includes the expenses for travel and
miscellaneous.
•

Travel
The budget for “Travel” includes mainland travel, which includes air transportation,
lodging, and local transportation but does not include registration fees for seminars and training
classes (which are budgeted in the “Outside Service - General” line item), meals and interisland
travel.
•

Miscellaneous
The budget for “Miscellaneous” includes company membership fees and low-value
materials. The cost for company memberships in DR related organizations is in support of the
on-going effort to leverage industry best practices and methods.
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Cost Methodology/Assumptions
Costs for each island and program were calculated using the MW’s from the Avoided
Cost analysis, Potential Study’s costs, and the Companies’ judgment on which programs could
potentially provide reliability benefits. The Avoided Cost preferred base case is the set of MW’s
for each program that provides the largest avoided cost. The Potential Study reports yearly costs
for each program using the achievable DR potential, and reports the levelized costs. The yearly
and levelized costs were used in calculating the program cost. The Companies chose to include
programs that are not economic, to increase the reliability of the system, and provide generator
customers with an option to participate in an emergency program.
The resources used to calculate the costs are detailed below:
Utilized island specific cost spreadsheets from the Potential Study
The Model Base Case Results Dashboard — No TOU DATS spreadsheet levelized costs
were used to calculate the Real Time Pricing program costs
The Model Base Case Results Dashboard l 12415 spreadsheet levelized costs were used
to calculate the Critical Peak Incentive, Fast Frequency Response, Time of Use,
Regulating Reserves, and Non-Spin Auto Response program costs.
The Model Base Case Results Dashboard - DATS 2016 spreadsheet levelized costs were
used to calculate the Day Ahead Load Shed program costs.
Regulating Reserve costs reduced 85% of the original Equipment and Installation costs to
account for new technology advances, such as a retro fitting an existing water heater
instead of purchasing an entire water heater.
Fast Frequency Response costs were reduced, assuming cost sharing with Non-Spin Auto
Response. The difference in MW’s was multiplied by the FFR levelized costs. If
levelized FFR MW’s were smaller than NSAR, then cost was zero that year.
Avoided Cost MW’s used to calculate costs can be found in Exhibit B Avoided Cost
Report, in Exhibit B.
Used discount rate = 8.076% for benefit and cost NPV calculations.
HawaiT island’s portfolio does not include NSAR, but does include FFR. FFR is used to
reduce the size of a battery. Batteries are available for 30 minutes. FFR (10 minute
duration) will need three times as many customers to sequence their event participation
for 30 minutes.
A summary of each islands’ costs are listed in Table F-1 to Table F-6. Tables F-7 to
F-25are detailed costs for each program by year and by customer classes of residential,
commercial and industrial (“C&I”), and small and medium business (“SMB”)
Table F-1: Total O'ahu Portfolio Costs and Benefits
Portfolio
With incentives
Without incentives

DRMS

Total

Benefits

B/C
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Table F-2: Total Hawai'i Portfolio Costs and Benefits
With incentives
Without incentives

Table F-3: Total Maui Portfolio Costs and Benefits
Portfolio
DRMS

Benefits

With Incentives
Without Incentives

Table F-4: Total Moloka'i Portfolio Costs and Benefits
Portfolio
DRMS ■ Total
Benefits
With Incentives
Without Incentives

I

Table F-5: Total Lana'i Portfolio Costs and Benefits
lani6.-fi tS;
With Incentive |
Without Incentive^

ST

Table F-6: Total Maui Electric (Maui, Lana'i, Moloka'i) Portfolio Costs and Benefits with Incentives
Portfolio
Benefits
DRMS
a MAUI

I

PVIOLOKAII
I UNAI I
■ TOTAL ■
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Business Case
I.

II.

Project — Demand Response (“DR”) programs give the Companies’ operations the
opportunity to increase or decrease load by changing customer behavior, influence load
shape using pricing programs, and enable participants to reduce their electric bills
through participation in DR programs. Once approved, each program will be
implemented and rolled out to all applicable customers, then integrated into system
operations with the DRMS.
Project Need — DR is a cost-effective resource that will shape the load demand curve and
provide our operations with more tools. The portfolio of resources can help integrate
more renewables, reduce fuel usage thereby reducing greenhouse gases, defer building
generators, and reducing the size of utility sized batteries.

III.

Project Requirements — The DR Programs will fulfill some or all of the grid services
defined in the supplemental IDRPP filed November 20, 2015. Each program rider (see
Exhibit E) describes in detail the requirements.

IV.

Project Anticipated Operations — the Demand Response Management System (“DRMS”)
is the central hub for all DR programs and resources, including customer sited distributed
energy resources (“DERs”) such as photovoltaic (“PV”), distributed storage and electric
vehicle (“EV”) resources, and the provisioning and interconnection of third party headend systems. See DRMS Application section VIII.A and the Implementation in Section
XI.A.

V.

Project Implementation — Program implementation represents a challenging step in
bringing the vision of the DR portfolio to life. On the one hand, the underlying services
and the associated programs need to be re-examined within the context of the PSIP filing.
So, the implementation plan is dependent upon those results and any subsequent approval
timeline before implementation can proceed in earnest.
a. Implementation Plan - see Implementation Plan in Section XI
b. Scope — see Implementation Plan in Section XI
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c. Schedule
Years

2015

2016

2020

Programs
Approval

Programs
ApplicationFilIng

Migrate
legacy
Programs

T \ J m-

Programsinterim
ApplicationFiling
IDRPP
Supplementa
Filing

Initiate,
TOU,FFR,NSAft,CPi
Progrars
£nrolln>ent

Initata

Initate

Initiate

DAIS Progra(n
Enrolbnenlj

RR Pr^ra(n
Enrollmeift

RTP Program
Enrollment

PSIP
Application
F^ing

J

Aggregator Conti
Application Filhg

Application

DRMS
Approved

Srr{BrtGrid
Residential

Integrate A6C
Into DR System

Replar^ipeitStarts

i
Aggregator
Ct^ttract
Approved

DRMSImp.
Completed
DRMS Imp. Starts

•-------• ▼--------------▼

ESS
Int Completed

mt

AOMS

Int

▼—

AOMS
Int
Completed

----▼

d. Milestones — The milestone schedule for the DR Portfolio is provided below.
Milestones
Milestone 1 - SOW Signature with Aggregators
Milestone 2 - Update Avoided Cost and Potential Study
Milestone 3 - Refine Program Application
Milestone 3 - Submit Updated Application
Milestone 3 - Receive approval of Application
Milestone 3 - Initiate Programs
Milestone 4 - Migrate current FastDR, RDLC and SBDLC customers to Non-Spin
Auto Response and recruit first customer.
Milestone 5 - Migrate current CIDLC customers to Critical peak Incentive program.
Milestone 6 - Develop pricing for Day Ahead Load Shift program
Milestone 7 - Initiate Day Ahead Load Shift program
Milestone 8 - Integrate AGC into DR system
Milestone 9- Initiate Regulating Reserves program
Milestone 10 - DRMS Go Live
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e. Deliverables — Measureable and verifiable DR (see avoided cost report in
Exhibits).
f.

Resources — The following is a list of internal assistance to plan and implement
our programs: Information Assurance, Forecasting, Generation Planning,
Transmission & Distribution Planning, Corporate Planning, System Operations,
Customer Research, Billing, Smart Grid, Pricing, Regulatory, and Legal. The
DRMS is a resource required to implement all programs.

g. Project Management — The DR Portfolio will be managed using Project
Management Institute^ best practices, implement a definitive plan of action to
complete the work in an organized and timely manner. The DR Aggregator will
provide project management and contract achninistration for the implementation
of the Project, including without limitation, all project reporting and
documentation, weekly project status reports, weekly project status meetings, and
executive meetings.
VI.

Costs Analysis — Costs are calculated using the avoided cost MW and the Potential
Studies cost for each program and island being analyzed. The preferred accounting
treatment of these costs are further explained.
a. Costs - see DR Portfolio Total Costs in Exhibit F
b. Accounting - see Accounting Treatment of DR Portfolio Costs in Exhibit H and
Section XIII.

VII.
VIII.
IX.

Benefits — see Avoided Cost report in Exhibit B
B/C — see Cost-Effectiveness in Section XII.B
Risk Management - The Companies recognize that there can be significant uncertainty in
terms of the types of DR services proposed. In general, the Companies have identified
three primary areas of risk associated with the proposed portfolio: technology risk,
market adoption risk and operational risk. The Companies propose a framework for
mitigating these risks as part of the progrmn implementation as described in the sections
that follow.

www.pmi.org.
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a. Risks & Risk Response
Impact

Probability

Risk Response

Customer Adoption
Rate

Fewer customers would lead
to fewer MW enrolled,
potentially reducing the
cost-effectiveness of the
portfolio

Medium

Re-assess the customer adoption
during implementation to gauge
growth trajectory. Adjust
marketing and/or aggregator
strategy accordingly.

Market adoption of
new technologies
does not
materialize

DR will be less likely to meet
Fast Frequency Reserves
and/or Regulating Reserve
requirements in the near-term

Medium

Collaborate with DER programs
to help foster market up—take
to ensure meaningful
populations of required end
uses.

Incentives levels do
not motivate
program adoption

Inability to influence
customer behavior change

Low

Develop program rules/incentive
experimentation to determine
most effective recruitment
strategy.

Smart Grid
application is not
approved in
accordance with
the planned
schedule

Real Time Pricing
implementation is delayed

Medium

Revise cost-effectiveness of
portfolio with delayed RTP to
determine viability.

Aggregator does
not meet
contractual
obligations

Multiple issues could arise,
such as a higher effective
$/kW price, lower customer
acquisition, or inability to
meet Companies’ technical
requirements

Medium

Employ rigorous reporting
requirements and perform
regular Measurement and
verification (M&V) of the
aggregators’ performance.

PSIP resource plan
changes

Value and quantity of each
service may change

High

Perform Avoided Cost analysis
in conjunction with resource
planning. Integrate results into
the development of new
Preferred Plan.

Service Definitions

Certain service definitions
may be redefined or the
corresponding equations may
be modified

High

Prior to final filing of the DR
Portfolio, any changes made to
the services will be incorporated
into the DR portfolio. In the
future, the tariff rules will be
revised in conjunction with
regular system planning efforts.
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b. Dependencies - Successful program implementation is dependent on customer
enrollment, technology capability, smart grid implementation, and effective
operational delivery of system reliability. Customer enrollment currently uses
assumptions based on the Potential Study (see Exhibit A), which assumes an
acceptance rate that could be higher or lower than the Companies actual
recruitment level. The services that require fast responding DR, such as EER and
RR, are not yet proven technologies relative to the Companies’ system response
requirements, which is an important consideration due to the fact that the
Companies’ small autonomous island grids have much greater need and
sensitivity to balancing services than other locations. There may be differences
between DR and existing resources used to meet these services, which may
impact the viability of DR to effectively replace other resources for reduced cost
while maintaining acceptable reliability. Additional integration and testing is
required before the services can be depended upon for effective and reliable
integration into System Operations. The pricing program is dependent on the
smart grid implementation to leverage smart grid improvements by sending price
signals to customers and using the DRMS to perform load impact forecasts in
near-real-time based on residential meter data delivered via new distribution
network and AMI technology (see DRMS application for more details). The
Power System Improvement Plan may change over time, changing the total
avoided costs and amount of DR necessary to meet the system requirements.
c. Assumptions - The following key assumptions have been made regarding the DR
Portfolio:
•

Avoided cost analysis assumed the Potential Studies achievable potential
is the max potential amount while performing the base case. Sensitivity
analysis used the max technical potential to limit the max avoided cost.

•

TOU, Commercial Day-Ahead Load Shift and Critical Peak Incentive
customers will migrate to RTP programs once the necessary infrastructure
is in place.

•

Commercial pricing programs require the establishment of pricing
processes internal to the Companies; therefore Day-Ahead Load Shift will
be launched in 2017.

•

Residential Real-time pricing programs depend upon the deployment of
Smart Grid meter infrastructure. The residential RTP programs are
expected to launch in 2020.

•

In order to maximize their value, several services would benefit from the
continued development of hour- and day- ahead variable energy
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forecasting accuracy. This is challenging due to the volatile
meteorological conditions in the Hawaiian Islands.
•

X.

Regulating reserve service requires the development of a control interface
to receive control signals from Automatic Generation Control. This
program is expected to go live in 2018.

Customer Impacts - Subsequent to Commission approval of the DR programs and
participant tariffs, the Companies will launch the programs, enroll program participants,
and expand the programs with the goal of maximizing the DR potential of the Companies
and fully subscribing the programs. During this period, the Companies propose to
continue the existing DSM Surcharge until the Companies’ next set of respective rate
cases.
a. Surcharge impact - see Exhibit I
b. Benefits recovery - see Exhibit I
c. Business Case Assumptions - The following assumptions underpin the business
case for the DR Portfolio:
•

Avoided cost analysis PSIP reference case is the basis of this analysis,
with a few minor updates, presented in the IDRPP Supplemental Report.
The analysis will be updated once the PSIP preferred plan has an updated
resource plan.

•

The company will only request approval for cost-effective portfolios.
Therefore, the business case presented for the DR programs and the
overall portfolio (including the DRMS Project) relies on costs and benefits
from DR programs that are shown to be cost-effective.
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Cost Recovery
A.

The Companies Request Interim Cost Recovery Through the DSM Surcharge
I.

Introduction

On April 28, 2014, the Commission issued Order No. 32054 (“DR Poliey Statement”) in
Docket No. 2007-0341, noting the following:
[F]or those demand response programs proposed to be
included in the integrated portfolio that are being implemented
and/or operated on an ongoing basis (as opposed to a pilot program
with a defined end date), the HECO Companies should submit a
pro forma tariff (that is, a proposed tariff that is not subject to the
strictures of HRS §269-16) that sets forth the terms, conditions,
and benefits that a participating customer may receive, including,
but not limited to, eligibility requirements, required customer
equipment, other technical and engineering requirements,
notification requirements (if any), and compensation provided by
the utility for participation.
Once accepted, review of revenues and expenses associated
with each tariffed demand response program would be conducted
in rate case dockets, rather than in separate dockets for each of the
demand response programs. For example, any incentive payments
to program participants, or revenues received by one of the HECO
Companies (for example, as a result of a participant’s decision not
to curtail when directed to do so) could be included in the revenue
requirement and reconciled through the Revenue Balancing
Account. [Footnote omitted]. Likewise, expenses associated with
the demand response program could be included as operation and
maintenance expenses to be reviewed during rate case
proceedings.^
On July 28, 2015, the Commission issued Order No. 33027, Appointing A Special
Advisor to Guide, Monitor, and Review IDRPP Design and Implementation (“Order Appointing
Special Advisor”), which, among other things, reminded the Companies that any application for

’ DR Policy Statement at 114-115.
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cost recovery under the DR programs must comport with the directives of the DR Policy
Statement. 2
In accordance with the DR Policy Statement and Order Appointing Special Advisor, the
Companies are submitting with their DR Program Application pro forma tariffs (i.e., proposed
tariffs), setting forth proposed terms, conditions, and benefits that participating customers may
receive, for Commission review and approval. The Companies are also submitting their
proposed portfolio of DR programs.
During the pre-approval phase of IDRPP implementation (i.e., the maintenance period
during which the Companies’ proposed DR programs and participant tariffs are under review and
until program and tariff approval), Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric will continue to recover
incremental incentive costs for existing DR programs through the demand-side management
(“DSM”) component of the Integrated Resource Planning (“IRP”) Cost Recovery Provision
(“DSM Surcharge”) and other existing DR program costs through existing base rates, as
approved by the Commission in Order No. 32660.
As set forth below, the Companies propose that for the interim period between
implementation of the Companies’ new DR programs and tariffs proposed in this proceeding and
implementation of base rates (including interim rates) that recover these DR program costs in
each Company’s next full blown rate case,^ the Companies be allowed to recover incremental
incentive and non-incentive DR program costs, including materials and outside services through

^ ^ Order No. 33027 at 58-59.
^ “Full blown rate case” means a rate case in which the Commission issues a final decision and order on the base
rates of the Company based on the test year revenue requirement. It would not include “abbreviated rate cases” in
which the Company proposes not to change its base rates even though its estimated test year revenue requirement
indicates that a revenue increase is warranted. Hawaiian Electtic filed an abbreviated rate case for a 2014 test year
in Docket No. 2013-0373. Maui Electtic filed an abbreviated rate case for a 2015 test year in Docket
No. 2014-0318.
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the DSM Surcharge."^ In the next full blown rate case, each Company will include incremental
DR program costs in its test year revenue requirement.
II.

Current DR Cost Recovery

By Decision and Order No. 13839, filed on March 31, 1995, in Docket No. 7257, the
Commission approved Hawaiian Electric’s proposed mechanisms for the recovery of, among
other things, program costs, and found the proposed mechanisms to be in conformance with the
IRP framework.^ The Commission further found that Hawaiian Electric’s proposals were
reasonable and appropriate to move Hawaiian Electric to undertake meaningful and
cost-effective DSM programs.^
Specifically, Hawaiian Electric’s proposed mechanism for the recovery of its program
costs was a surcharge adjusting base rates.^ Under the mechanism, the surcharge level was
established (estimated) for each DSM program for the first year of program operation.

The

level was then adjusted annually, with revenues generated through the DSM adjustment
surcharge reconciled with the actual costs incurred on an annual basis. ^

See Exhibit F for a detailed cost description and a breakdown of costs elements.
^ See Decision and Order No. 13839 at 39-40. See also Docket No. 6617. Decision and Order No. 11523, filed on
March 12, 1992, as amended by Decision and Order No. 11630, filed on May 22, 1992, which established a
Framework for Integrated Resource Planning (“IRP Framework”)- The IRP Framework was amended by Order
filed March 14, 2011, in Docket No. 2009-0108. The May 22, 1992, Framework for Integrated Resource Planning,
Section III.F. 1 provided that the utility is entitled to recover its integrated resource planning and implementation
costs that are reasonably incurred, including the costs of planning and implementing pilot and full-scale
demand-side management programs. Section III.F. 1 .a.(2) provided that cost recovery may be had through an
adjustaient clause mechanism - specifically, the recovery of costs incurred between rate cases in excess of the
baseline integrated resource planning-related costs that are included in the utility’s base rates.
^ See Decision and Order No. 13839 at 39-40.
^ S^ Decision and Order No. 14638, filed April 22, 1996, in Docket Nos. 94-0010, 0011, and 0012 (consolidated)
at 19.
^ Id
" Id.
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Hawaiian Electric thereafter established a number of DSM programs, including the
residential efficient water heating (“REWH”),^'^ residential new construction (“RNC”),^^
commercial and industrial new construction (“CINC”), commercial and industrial customized
rebate (“CICR”), and commercial and industrial energy efficiency (“CIEE”) programs.

These

programs recovered incremental DSM program costs through the DSM Surcharge.
More recently, on June 6, 2003, Hawaiian Electric filed its application for approval of a
Residential Direct Load Control Program and recovery of program costs in Docket No. 03-0166
(“RDLC Application”). As part of this application, Hawaiian Electric requested the continuation
of the then currently implemented and Commission approved DSM Surcharge to recover
program costs.
In the interest of expediting the proceeding, Hawaiian Electric and the Consumer
Advocate reached agreement on certain modifications to the RDLC Program to, among other
things, address the Consumer Advocate’s questions as to whether certain costs in the program
budget were incremental costs.In particular, Hawaiian Electric agreed not to seek recovery of
the following costs through the DSM Surcharge: (1) Direct Labor (which consists of
Administration, Tracking and Evaluation, and Database and Technical Support); (2)
Advertising/Marketing (fixed and variable); (3) Training; and (4) Materials and Miscellaneous.^^
Instead, the parties agreed to allow Hawaiian Electric to seek the recovery of these operation and
maintenance costs in base rates in Hawaiian Electric’s next rate case.^^ Ultimately, the

See Decision and Order No. 14730, filed June 5, 1996, in Docket No. 94-0206.
“ See Decision and Order No. 14709, filed May 29, 1996, in Docket No. 94-0216.
See Decision and Order No. 14638, filed April 22, 1996, in Docket Nos. 94-0010, 0011, and 0012, respectively
(consolidated).
See RDLC Application at 23-24.
See Decision and Order No. 21415, filed October 14, 2004, in Docket No. 03-0166 at 10-11.
Id at 12.
Id.
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Commission permitted Hawaiian Electric to recover the following DR program costs through the
DSM Surcharge: (1) Customer Incentives; (2) Equipment Purchases (which consist of Central
equipment, Distributed equipment, and Communications expenses/Upgrades); and (3) Outside
Services (which consist of Equipment installation and Equipment maintenance/removals)/^
Similarly, in approving the CIDLC Program on October 19, 2004, the Commission
permitted Hawaiian Electric to recover the following DR program costs through the DSM
Surcharge: (1) Dispatchable Demand Incentives; (2) Energy Reduction Incentive; (3) Equipment
Purchases (which consist of Central equipment. Distributed equipment, and communications
Upgrades); and (4) Outside Services (which consist of Engineering support and Site
assessments).^^
In Hawaiian Electric’s abbreviated 2014 test year rate case filing (“Hawaiian Electric
Abbreviated Eiling”) filed on June 27, 2014, the Company proposed no change to base rates,
such that its current rate schedules and tariffs and recovery mechanisms would remain in effect.
Although based on its estimated 2014 test year revenue requirements, the Company would have
proposed an increase of $56,212,000 over revenues at current effective rates,the Company
instead chose not to propose an increase in base rates in recognition that its customers were
already in a challenging high bill environment. However, the DSM surcharge was recovering
incremental costs for existing DR programs and the Companies were planning to substantially
expand their DR programs, as explained in the IDRPP, which would result in new DR program
costs. Thus, the Hawaiian Electric Abbreviated Eiling stated that as a condition to not increasing
base rates, the DSM Surcharge would need to continue since the Company would not be able to
See id. at 12-14.
See Decision and Order No. 21421, filed October 19, 2004, in Docket No. 03-0415 at 12-14.
Consistent with the DR Policy Statement, this amount included the move of all incremental DR program costs
into base rates.
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roll demand response program costs into base rates (as referenced by the DR Policy Statement)
until the next test year rate case.
Maui Electric’s abbreviated 2015 test year rate case filing (“Maui Electric Abbreviated
Eiling”) filed on September 30, 2014, similarly proposed no change to base rates and stated that
it intended to fund DR program costs through a new mechanism (i.e., the DRCRC),

as the

Company would explain in its IDRPP Update (subsequently filed on March 31, 2015) until it
could roll DR program costs into base rates in the next rate case.

The Companies have since

decided not to propose the DRCRC - as explained below, and instead propose to utilize the
existing DSM Surcharge to recover DR program costs until base rates that reflect such costs are
approved and go into effect.
On September 9, 2014, Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric submitted their letter request
in Docket No. 2007-0341 for Commission approval to (1) continue their existing DR programs
for program year 2015 with modifications for Hawaiian Electric only and (2) continue to utilize
the DSM Surcharge for customer incentive payments for the 2015 transition period. Thus, as
part of this letter request, as a compromise position in support of the relief requested, Hawaiian
Electric and Maui Electric offered to fund incremental non-incentive 2015 transition period
costs, historically recovered through the DSM Surcharge, through currently effective base
rates.
On Eebruary 2, 2015, the Commission issued Order No. 32660, in which it stated that it
“believes that Order Nos. 31558 and 31559 provide HECO and MECO with the necessary
authorization to continue the CIDLC and RLDC in their present form, pending a further
Hawaiian Electtic Abbreviated Filing at 7.
See Maui Electric Abbreviated Filing, MECO-807 at 2 and 7.
Maui Electric Abbreviated Filing at 9 and IDRPP Update at 60.
September 9, 2015 letter at 5.
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commission order.The Commission ultimately confirmed that the current DR Programs may
continue without modification and approved the continued use of the DSM Surcharge for
recovery of customer incentive payments.
III.

DR Surcharge Cost Recovery in Other Jurisdictions

Hawaiian Electric and its consultant Navigant reviewed U.S. utility DR program cost
recovery mechanisms to uncover best practices and lessons learned. Cost recovery is commonly
broken into two components:
•

Direct cost recovery — refers to regulator-approved mechanisms for the recovery of costs
related to the administration of the efficiency/DR program by the administrator,
implementation costs such as marketing, and the actual cost of product rebates and
mid-stream product buy-downs. Such costs are commonly recovered through rate cases,
a System Benefits Charge (“SBC”), or tariff rider/surcharges.

•

Performance incentives — mechanisms that reward utilities for reaching certain electric
efficiency/DR program goals, and that may impose a penalty for performance below the
agreed-upon goals. Performance incentives allow utilities to earn a return on their
investment in electric efficiency/DR, in some cases typically similar to the return on
supply-side investments.
As set forth above, direct cost recovery may be done through base rates or via a special

tariff rider/surcharge. A rate case enables utilities to recover the direct costs associated with
energy efficiency programs. A utility may ask its regulator in a rate case to allow it to adjust its
basic service charges in order to recover costs. This may be done on an annual basis, for a
multi-year period, or ad hoc.

See Order No. 32660 at 11.
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In addition to or in place of a rate case, a utility may institute a SBC or other separate
rider/surcharge to recover DR program costs. This surcharge may be specifically listed in a tariff
rider and it may apply to all customers or a certain subset of customer classes, depending on the
program. An annual true-up mechanism may be used to adjust the rider value in order to
maintain collection of the appropriate amount of funds to compensate the utility for its DR
expenditures.
According to a recent report from the Edison Foundation Institute for Electric Innovation,
only about 1/3 of states use rate cases for cost recovery.

Some states have multiple utilities

with unique cost recovery mechanisms; some utilities have legacy programs in base rates and
newer programs funded via a rider. Almost every state (46) has an SBC/Surcharge of some
form. Most states using rate cases have a surcharge as well (except Louisiana and Missouri), and
most new programs are funded via surcharges rather than rate cases. Navigant’s key findings
include:
•

Utilities tend to favor surcharges since they provide immediate recovery and can easily
be adjusted.

•

The difficulty of estimating program participation is a disadvantage of using a rate case,
since the only remedy is to adjust base rates. The utility may be harmed if it
oversubscribes the program and does not receive cost recovery, and customers get
harmed if the program is undersubscribed and the utility still gets full recovery.
Comparing different cost recovery mechanisms, Navigant identifies several potential

advantages that riders/surcharges have over rate cases:
•

Ease of initial set-up of the mechanism

•

Ease of adjustments to the mechanism after initial set-up

See e.g.. State Electric Efficiency Regulatory Frameworks, Edison Foundation Institute for Electric Innovation,
December 2014, available at; http://www.edisonfoundation.net/iei/Documents/IEI stateEEpolicvupdate 1214.pdf
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•

Timely recovery of costs through monthly charges

•

Transparency of cost recovery for regulators and customers
According to Navigant, a potential advantage of utilizing rate cases for cost recovery is

that this may encourage utilities and regulators to model DR within commonly used resource
planning models and practices, thereby treating demand response more akin to generation
resources. However, this can be done with a surcharge as well.
Navigant’s analysis further discovered that DSM program costs are approved either
annually or for three-year terms. Three years is the most common, including states like
California, Illinois, Massachusetts, and Washington. All Illinois utilities get their program plans
approved in three-year cycles where they get approval for spending for the entire three years.
However, they can add a new program at any time and Commonwealth Edison files annually for
cost recovery adjustments. Iowa has a five year plan, while Duke in North Carolina is an
example of a multi-year approval that may vary in length. Navigant did not identify any states
that allowed program approvals that were not tied to a specific budget cycle period.
IV.

The Companies Do Not Seek to Establish a Demand Response Cost Recovery
Clause (“DRCRC”t at this Time

The Companies do not seek to establish a new DRCRC recovery mechanism at this time.
The DR Policy Statement directed that review of revenues and expenses associated each DR
program would be conducted in a rate case. Although the Companies seek surcharge cost
recovery until the next rate case, they do not, at this time, wish to create a new mechanism for
this interim period.
V.

Continued Surcharge Recovery of DR Incremental Costs is Appropriate in
the Present Case

Subsequent to Commission approval of the DR programs and participant tariffs, the
Companies will launch the programs, enroll program participants, and expand the programs with
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the goal of fully subscribing the programs and maximizing the DR potential of the Companies.
During this period, the Companies propose to continue the existing DSM Surcharge until base
rates that include the DR program costs are approved and go into effect in the Companies’ next
set of respective rate cases.
In particular, although the Companies recognize the Commission’s directive that review
of revenues and expenses associated with each DR program be conducted in rate case dockets,
the Companies respectfully request that for the interim period during which incremental DR
program costs have not yet been included in base rates, the Commission allow the Companies
recovery of incremental incentive and non-incentive DR program costs through the DSM
Surcharge. Specifically, the Companies request recovery of the following incremental costs
through the DSM Surcharge: incentives, materials, '2.1 and outside services. This includes, for
example, costs which are directly paid to customers, aggregators, or outside service providers
(e.g., costs for customer equipment, customer installation, customer incentive payments, costs
for the procurement of grid services provided by third-parties to customers, and costs for
advertising and marketing).

With respect to costs that do not currently flow through the DSM

Surcharge, for example, advertising and marketing, the Companies note that these costs, like the
other costs that flow through the surcharge, are incremental costs not currently in base rates. In
particular, the existing DR programs are in maintenance mode with a focus on supporting
existing participants and therefore no advertising and marketing budget is allocated, while the
proposed new DR Programs will require significant effort to educate customers and market the
new programs in conjunction with program launch, enrollment, and expansion.
DRPolicy Statementat 114-115.
For this filing, it is assumed that all necessary DR hardware is purchased by the third-party vendors. Therefore
there will be no material costs, and the actual budget will be reflected in Outside Services.
See Exhibit F for further details as to program cost categories and a breakdown of program cost elements.
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It is fundamentally fair and appropriate to allow the Companies to recover prudently
incurred DR Program costs that are required to launch, grow, and maintain the important new
DR Programs. This is especially true given the strategic importance of the DR programs as a
transformational initiative for the Companies. In addition, under Section 269-16(b)(3) of the
HawaiT Revised Statutes, public utilities are afforded the opportunity to earn a fair return on
their utility property. If the Companies are not able to recover material costs of new programs,
they will not be able to earn a fair return on their investments, which would be contrary to this
statute.
Indeed, it is recognized that surcharge recovery of DR customer incentive payments is an
appropriate cost recovery mechanism and is consistent with other jurisdictions.

The use of a

surcharge helps account for variations with respect to customer incentives depending on
frequency of “dispatch” of DR resources, and puts DR resources on a more equal footing with
supply side resources.
During the enrollment and expansion phase of IDRPP Implementation, the DR program
costs could vary substantially because the program costs will depend upon the actual customer
participation levels, which will be unpredictable - especially given that the DR Programs will
just have been approved and launched.
Surcharge cost recovery will also provide flexibility in the enrollment, refinement, and
expansion of the DR programs, including in the modification of programs as program experience
guides reassessment of the programs, the adjustment of the level of incentive payments in order
to incentivize participation levels, and in the funding levels between programs.
See Akin Gump Straus Hauer & Feld, LLP white paper, Creating a Regulatory Framework for Demand-Side
Investment Equivalent to Generation & Grid Investments, at 10-11, submitted in Docket No. 2007-0341 on
September 8, 2014. See also discussion of other jurisdictions, supra.
Id.
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In addition, the Companies only seek recovery of prudently incurred actual DR program
costs. The Companies propose that the current annual reconciliation mechanism between the
amounts collected through the DSM surcharge and the actual DR program costs incurred
continue.
Further, the Companies do iigt propose to recover labor expenses associated with
provision of the DR programs through the DSM surcharge.
VI.

Benefits Recovery

DR Portfolio benefits consist of the following categories: fuel, variable O&M, fixed
O&M, and capital savings. Some of these benefits flow automatically to customers.
Specifically, fuel savings as a result of DR operations automatically flow to customers via the
Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (“ECAC”). In addition, costs avoided due to deferred or
displaced future capacity automatically flow to customers in the form of non-incurred future
capacity expenditures. With regard to variable and fixed O&M benefits, the Companies propose
to offset these reductions as reasonably realized (and to the extent they are not reflected in other
cost recovery mechanisms) against costs flowing through the surcharge during the interim period
after approval of the new DR Programs but prior to the time where base rates reflecting DR
Program costs are approved and go into effect for each Company. The detailed breakdown of
the benefits is discussed in the Application Section XII. C. further analysis will be performed to
breakdown the variable and fixed O&M figures to determine whether and to what extent portions
of these benefits flow through other recovery mechanisms, such as the ECAC or the Purchase
Power Adjustment Cost (“PPAC”). The Companies will present these findings, a methodology
to verify actual benefits, and a methodology to reconcile actuals in the next filing.
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B.

Alternatively, the Companies Request Interim Recovery Through the REIP
Surcharge
Should the Commission determine that the DSM Surcharge is not an appropriate method

of DR cost recovery, the Companies alternatively request that the Commission approve recovery
of incremental DR program costs through the Renewable Energy Infrastructure Program
(“REIP”) Surcharge.
I.

The REIP Surcharge is an Approved Cost Recovery Mechanism

On December 30, 2009, the Commission issued a Decision and Order in Docket
No. 2007-0416, approving the Companies’ proposed REIP, including the REIP Surcharge,
subject to certain conditions.

The Companies’ proposed REIP was presented in their Reply

Statement of Position, filed on September 17, 2009 in Docket No. 2007-0416, which codified
specifics of the proposal in Exhibit B - HECO Companies ’ Proposed Renewable Energy
Infrastructure Program Framework (“REIP Eramework”). The purpose of the REIP is to “(a)
encourage development of and investment in renewable energy infrastructure projects in order to
facilitate third-party development of renewable energy resources and maintain current renewable
energy resources, and (b) to enhance energy choices for customers by providing a means for the
Companies to recover their investment in Renewable Energy Infrastructure Projects in a timely
fashion.” Under the REIP Eramework, the types of projects eligible for REIP recovery include
infrastructure that is necessary to connect renewable energy projects, projects that make it
possible to accept more renewable energy, and projects that encourage renewable choices and/or
customer control to shift or conserve the customer’s energy use. The Companies are able to

See Decision and Order issued on December 30, 2009 in Docket No. 2007-0416, approving REIP surcharge; the
Companies’ Proposed Renewable Energy Infrastructure Program Framework was attached as Exhibit B to the
Companies’ Reply Position Statement filed on September 17, 2008 . See also Joint Proposed Modified REIP
Framework/Standards and Guidelines, filed in DocketNo. 2013-0141 on June 15, 2015.
The Commission denied the Companies’ proposal for a Consolidation Incentive.
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recover the costs of approved renewable energy infrastructure projects (e.g., capital costs and/or
deferred costs relating to software and licenses) through the REIP Surcharge. Costs eligible for
the REIP Surcharge include a return on investment at the rate of return authorized in the last rate
case, depreciation, AEUDC, applicable taxes, and other capital and deferred expense related
charges, and other relevant costs as approved by the Commission.
The Companies subsequently proposed and received approval to recover the following
costs through the REIP surcharge:
•

Kahuku Wind Power, EEC, Interconnection Eacilities, Decision and Order, issued
May 12, 2010, Docket No. 2009-0176^^

•

Big Wind Implementation Studies, Stage 1, Decision and Order No. 31137, issued
April 1, 2013, Docket No. 2011-0112

•

Stage 2 Inter-Island Interconnection Study, Decision and Order No. 32980, issued
July 10, 2015, Docket No. 2013-0393

On May 31, 2013, the Commission issued Order No. 31289 in Docket No. 2013-0141 to
initiate an investigation to reexamine the Hawaiian Electric Companies’ existing decoupling
mechanisms. In its initial and reply statements of position in that proceeding, the Consumer
Advocate proposed expanding the applicability of the REIP Surcharge in conjunction with
imposing a revenue cap on the Companies’ Rate Adjustment Mechanism (“RAM”) revenue
adjustments. On March 31, 2015, the Commission issued Order No. 32735, which concluded
that

REIP Framework, Exhibit B, at 5-8.
Hawaiian Electtic never implemented recovery of this project through the REIP Surcharge, as it incorporated the
associated plant additions into the test year revenue requirement in Docket No. 2010-0083 (Hawaiian Electtic’s
2011 test year rate case).
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[U]se of the REIP alone, and even an expanded use as suggested by the
Consumer Advocate, would not provide sufficient or appropriate means
for recovering revenues for necessary projects that fall outside the scope
35
of the REIP mechanism.
The Commission modified the RAM by establishing provisions for a RAM revenue cap
but allowed the Companies to file separate applications for the recovery of capital projects above
the RAM Cap through the RAM, the REIP Surcharge or other mechanism. The Commission
directed the Companies and the Consumer Advocate to develop standards and guidelines for
eligibility of projects and determination of the amount of eligible cost recovery above the RAM
Cap or outside of the RAM mechanism through the REIP or other adjustment mechanism, and
present them to the Commission by June 15, 2015, and allowed the other parties in the
proceeding to file comments by June 30, 2015.^^
In subsequent discussions between the Consumer Advocate and the Companies, the
Consumer Advocate proposed a number of measures to expand the applicability of the REIP
Surcharge, and additional provisions and requirements for the content of the REIP applications.
The Companies proposed certain changes and additions and incorporated the changes and
additions into the REIP Eramework. Ultimately, the two parties were able to agree on the
changes to the REIP and on June 15, 2015 filed a. Joint Proposed Modified REIP
Framework/Standards and Guidelines (“Modified Eramework”). The Modified Eramework
proposes to expand the purpose of the REIP to more generally “support investment in and
advancement of renewable and Clean Energy initiatives, energy choices for customers, grid
modernization technologies, energy conservation and efficiency, and other undertakings of
strategic importance to electric industry transformation by providing a means for the Companies

OrderNo. 32735 at 87-88.
OrderNo. 32735 at 114-115.
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to recover their Eligible Project costs and investments in a timely fashion.” It also expanded the
types of costs that would be eligible for REIP Surcharge recovery, including those that support
the deployment of renewable energy or other undertakings of strategic importance to industry
transformation (e.g., those projects identified in the Companies’ IDRPP, Power Supply
Improvement Plans, Distributed Generation Interconnection Plan, or consistent with the
objectives established in investigative dockets such as the Distributed Energy Resources docket);
utility scale generation projects for renewable energy or those that can assist in the integration of
more renewable energy onto the electrical grid; clean energy initiative projects (such as those for
electric vehicles); and grid modernization projects.
Although a decision on the Modified framework is pending, the Companies have
developed this application to comply with both the REIP framework and the proposed Modified
framework so that the Commission can approve the application regardless of which framework
is effective at the time of the Commission’s decision.
II.

The DR Program Costs Are Eligible for REIP Surcharge Recovery

The DR Program costs as described herein are eligible for recovery under the existing
REIP framework. Since the DR Programs have both an operational (grid) and customer facing
component, the DR Programs are eligible under two of the three eligibility categories identified
above.
•

Projects that make it possible to accept more renewable energy. The DR
Programs are eligible under general category two as they will improve the
Companies’ ability to accept more renewable energy on their systems.
Specifically, the DR Programs focusing on various grid service needs identified

Modified Framework. Exhibit 1. at 4-6.
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by the Companies will support the integration of an increased amount of asavailable and other non-dispatchable renewable projects onto the electric grid by
providing system reliability. The DR Programs will facilitate the transition of the
Companies’ traditionally peak load management resources into an integrated
portfolio of DR and DER resources that will be dispatched in response to system
conditions.
•

Projects that encourage renewable choices and/or customer control to shift or
conserve their energy use. The DR Programs are eligible under general category
three as they will support options for customers in their energy choices. The DR
Programs will include dynamic or critical peak pricing and time of use programs
available for customers to participate in and will provide customers with
opportunities to reduce their overall energy consumption and receive
compensation or discount while supporting the integration of renewable energy.

The DR Programs costs are also eligible for recovery under the proposed Modified
Framework for the same reasons provided above for the REIP Framework and also because these
costs support implementation of a project of strategic importance - namely, the IDRPP, and
therefore satisfies the eligibility criterion in paragraph IILB. l.(c) of the Modified Framework as
follows:
Approved or Accepted Plans, Initiative and Programs. Capital investment
projects and programs including approved preliminary engineering,
software development and licenses or special study expensed costs that are
found by the commission to support the deployment of renewable energy
or undertakings of strategic importance to industry transformation,
including those transformation projects identified within the Companies’
IDRPP, PSIP, or DGIP, as such plans may be approved, modified or
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accepted by the Commission, and project consistent with objectives
established in investigative dockets, such as the DER docket. 38
III.

The Companies Are Including Only Incremental Costs in the REIP
Surcharge

The Hawaiian Electric Companies are proposing to include the following incremental
costs in the REIP Surcharge: incentives, materials, and outside services.
Section A.V., above, and Exhibit E provide further descriptions of these costs. None of
these project costs are for “routine replacements of existing equipment or systems with like kind
assets, relocations of existing facilities, restorations of existing facilities or other kinds of
business as usual investments.”^^ Because the DR Programs are an entirely new portfolio of
programs, the associated non-labor costs are incremental to the costs included in the Companies’
base rates or other recovery mechanisms, and are therefore appropriate costs for recovery
through the REIP Surcharge. The current base rates for the Hawaiian Electric Companies are
those approved in the HawaiT Electric Light 2010, the Hawaiian Electric 2011 and the Maui
Electric 2012 test year rate cases. The revenue requirements approved in those rate cases did not
include any of proposed incremental costs for the new DR programs.
The Companies are n^ proposing to include labor costs for the DR Programs in the
revenue requirement for recovery through the REIP Surcharge.
The Companies propose to include the following elements associated with the DR
Programs costs in the revenue requirement for the REIP Surcharge:
•

“Other relevant costs”which would include the incremental incentive
and non-incentive costs, and applicable taxes.

Modified Framework, Exhibit 1, at 5-6.
See Modified Framework. Exhibit 1, paragraph III.C.3.a., at 8.
See REIP Framework, Exhibit B, at 7 and Modified Framework, Exhibit 1, paragraph III.C.2.b.(iv) at 7.
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Both the proposed REIP Framework and the Modified Framework specifically
identify “other relevant costs” (as indicated in the applicable footnote) for inclusion in the
revenue requirement for the REIP Surcharge.
This application satisfies other requirements in the proposed Modified Framework as
follows:
•

Detailed business case (paragraph Ill.C.S.e.) - See Exhibit G.

•

Detailed schedule and budget (paragraph Ill.C.S.f) - See Exhibit F for DR
Program costs and Exhibit G for DR Program schedule and scope. Risk
management information is provided in Exhibit G - DR Programs Business Case.

•

Specific criteria for determination of used and useful status of the project
(paragraph Ill.C.S.g.) - The Companies propose that cost recovery through the
REIP be allowed to commence upon the effective date of approved DR program
tariffs. The Companies will report program status and updated cost benefit of the
DR portfolio in its annual report of Accomplishments & Surcharge (“A&S”) at
the end of March of every year. Benefit-Cost ratio measuring the useful status of
DR programs will be presented in these annual filings.

IV.

The Benefits of the DR Programs Will Be Reflected as Offsets in the
Recovery of the DR Programs

The proposed Modified Framework states that “[a]ll capital costs and deferred costs
related to software development and licenses and expenses that are allowed to be recovered
through the REIP Surcharge, shall be offset by any related net benefits of implementing (e.g.,
cost savings, revenue enhancements offset by O&M expenses, and avoided depreciation on
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retired utility plant), as those net benefits are quantifiable and can be realized by the electric
utility.”'**
See Section A.VL, above, for a discussion of benefits recovery.
As required under Condition (c), the Companies have attached hereto as Exhibit G, the
business case supporting the DR Programs.
V.

The Resulting REIP Surcharge Will Have an Acceptable Impact on
Customer Rates

The estimated REIP Surcharge bill impact will be similar to that set forth for the DSM
Surcharge analysis in Exhibit I. The Companies will provide further bill impact analysis specific
to the REIP Surcharge bill impact, should the Commission so require. See Section XIII for the
bill impact calculated for Hawaiian Electric and Maui Electric for illustrative purpose using the
current program and benefit costs.
The Companies will use the true-up mechanism specified in paragraph III.B.4.C. of the
REIP Eramework to reconcile actual revenue recovered through the surcharge with actual project
costs incurred. The proposed Modified Eramework includes virtually the same true-up
provision.
Recovery through the REIP Surcharge would continue until base rates that include the
project costs go into effect.

Modified Framework, Exhibit 1, paragraph III.C.2.c., at 7.
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Derivation of Demand Side Management Adustments and Typical Residential Bill Impact

2016

Hawaiian Electric

2017

2018

2019

2020

Derivation of Residential DSM Adjustment
Expense($000)

al

Variable O&M Savings ($000)

a2

Fixed O&M Savings ($000)

a3
a = al-(a2+a3)
b

Total ($000)

c = a*b

Revenue Requirement ($000)

d

Sales (MWh)

Revenue Taxes Adjustment Factor

e = (c*1000*100)/(d*1000)
f
g = e+f

758,400 1,460,500 1,436,100 1,427,100 1,417,100

Proposed DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)

0.0555

0.0776

0.3892

0.4800

Current-Eff. DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)

0.0348

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.4705
0.0000

Total Residential DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)

0.0903

0.0776

0.3892

0.4800

0.4705

Derivation of Typical Residential Bill Impact
h

Typical Residential Consumption (kWh/mo.)

500

500

500

500

500

0.3880

1.9461

2.4001

2.3526

i = (e*h)/100

Proposed DSM Adjustment ($/mo.)

0.2774

j = (f*h)/100

Current-Effective DSM Adjustment ($/mo.)

0.1740

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.4514

0.3880

1.9461

2.4001

2.3526

Total Residential DSM Adjustment ($/mo.)

k = i+j

Derivation of Commercial and Industrial DSM Adjustment
Expense($000)

11
12

Variable O&M Savings ($000)

13

Fixed O&M Savings ($000)
Total ($000)

i = Il-(I2+I3)
m

Revenue Taxes Adjustment Factor

n = l*m

Revenue Requirement ($000)

P

Sales (MWh)

q = (n*1000*100)/(p*1000)
s = q+r

2,576,200 5,092,600 5,194,500 5,248,100 5,224,500

Proposed DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)

0.0816

0.0633

0.1255

0.1623

0.1798

Current-Eff. DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)

0.0535

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Total Commercial & Indus. DSM Adjustment

0.1351

0.0633

0.1255

0.1623

0.1798

Notes
al, a2, a3, ll, 12,13
f, r

See Exhibit F (Cost Description) for Program Breakdown and Section XII for benefits breakdown,
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. Tariff Sheet No. 65A, effective May 1, 2015.
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Derivation of Demand Side Management Adustments and Typical Residential Bill Impact

Maui Electric (Consolidated]

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Derivation of Residential DSM Adjustment
Expense($000)

al

Variable O&M Savings ($000)
Fixed O&M Savings ($000)

a2
a3

Total ($000)

a = al-(a2+a3)

Revenue Taxes Adjustment Factor
Revenue Requirement ($000)
d

Sales (MWh)

180,322

351,501

355,356

357,971

360,711

e = (c*1000’100)/(d*1000)
f

Applicable to Maui. Lanai, and Molokai Divisions:
Proposed DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)
Current-Eff. DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)
Total Residential DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)

-0.0055
0.00000
-0.0055

-0.0046
0.00000
-0.0046

0.0343
0.00000
0.0343

0.0819
0.00000
0.0819

0.1386
0.00000
0.1386

500
-0.0274
0.0000

500
-0.0229
0.0000

500
0.1716
0.0000

500
0.4094
0.0000

500
0.6930
0.0000

-0.0274

-0.0229

0.1716

0.4094

0.6930

400
-0.0219
0.0000

400
-0.0184
0.0000

400
0.1373
0.0000

400
0.3275
0.0000

400
0.5544
0.0000

-0.0219

-0.0184

0.1373

0.3275

0.5544

387,458

759,940

772,690

780,696

785,352

-0.0005

0.0008

0.0198

0.0474

0.0766

-0.0077
-0.0082

0.0000
0.0008

0.0000
0.0198

0.0000
0.0474

0.0000
0.0766

0.0000
-0.0005

0.0000
0.0008

0.0000
0.0198

0.0000
0.0474

0.0000
0.0766

g = e+f

Derivation of Typical Residential Bill Impact
Applicable to Maui Division:
Typical Residential Consumption (kWh/mo.)
Proposed DSM Adjustment ($/mo.)

hi
il = (e*hl)/100

Current-Effective DSM Adjustment ($/mo.)

jl = (f*hl)/100
kl = il+jl

Total Residential DSM Adjustment ($/mo.)

h2

Applicable to Lanai and Molokai Divisions:
Typical Residential Consumption (kWh/mo.)
Proposed DSM Adjustment ($/mo.)

i2 = (e*h2)/100

Current-Effective DSM Adjustment ($/mo.)

j2 = (f*h2)/100

Total Residential DSM Adjustment ($/mo.)

k2 = i2+j2

Derivation of Commercial and Industrial DSM Adjustment
Expense($000)

11
12

Variable O&M Savings ($000)
Fixed O&M Savings ($000)
Total ($000)

13
I = I1-(I2+I3)
m

Revenue Taxes Adjustment Factor
Revenue Requirement ($000)

n = l*m
P

Sales (MWh)

q = (n*iooo*ioo)/(p*iooo)

Proposed DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)

rl

Applicable to Maui Division:
Current-Eff. DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)

si = q+rl

Total Commercial & Indus. DSM Adjustment

r2

Applicable to Lanai and Molokai Divisions:
Current-Eff. DSM Adjustment (cents/kWh)

s2 = q+r2

Total Commercial & Indus. DSM Adjustment

Notes
al, a2, a3, II, 12,13
f (Maui Division)

See Exhibit F (Cost Description) for Program Breakdown and Section XII for benefits breakdown
Maui Electric Light Company, Limited (Maui Division) Tariff Sheet No. 71, effective May 1, 2015

f (Lanai Division)
f (Molokai Division)
rl (Maui Division)

Maui Electric Light Company, Limited (Lanai Division) Tariff Sheet No. 90, effective May 1, 2015
Maui Electric Light Company, Limited (Molokai Division) Tariff Sheet No. 129A, effective May 1, 2015
Maui Electric Light Company, Limited (Maui Division) Tariff Sheet No. 71, effective May 1, 2015

r2 (Lanai Division)
r2 (Molokai Division)

Maui Electric Light Company, Limited (Lanai Division) Tariff Sheet No. 90, effective May 1, 2015
Maui Electric Light Company, Limited (Molokai Division) Tariff Sheet No. 129A, effective May 1, 2015
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have this date served two copies of the foregoing APPLICATION
OF HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., HAW AIT ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
INC. AND MAUI ELECTRIC COMPANY, LIMITED, VERIFICATION, and EXHIBITS A-I,
together with this CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE, by making personal service to the following at
the following address:
Jeffrey T. Ono
Executive Director
Division of Consumer Advocacy
Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs
335 Merchant Street, Room 326
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96813

DATED: Honolulu, Hawai‘i, December 30, 2015

Tg^Oy^
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.

